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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Laughing Masses:

Comedy and Visual Media in Imperial Japan

by

Kenneth Masaki Shima

Doctor of Philosophy in Asian Languages and Cultures

University of California, Los Angeles, 2020

Professor Seiji Mizuta Lippit, Chair

This dissertation examines the history and discourse of comedic periodicals during the formative 

period of Japanese modernization, 1870-1910. In the broadest sense, this study argues that 

comedic publications were key to the birth of modern mass media in late-19th and early-20th 

century Japan. Comedic periodicals created Japan’s first integrated ‘magazine’ by suturing a 

division created in early periodicals between political discourse and social life through 

approachable yet experimental visual and textual modes. As the development of industrial 

capitalism produced new modes of society, media, and politics in the late-19th century, comedic 

periodicals drove the creation of mass readership and provided a place of political critique in an 

environment of increasingly strict censorship. Although comedic genres of Japan’s 

modernization have been marginalized by intellectual and cultural historians, this study will 
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show they were not only essential in the history of modern print culture, but also their 

development through the era, gives invaluable insight into the way modernization and capitalism 

reconfigure modes of representation and communication.  

This project analyzes the publications Marumaru chinbun (団団珍聞, 1877-1907), Kibi 

dango ( 驥尾団子, 1878-1883), Tonchi kyōkai zasshi (頓知協会雑誌, 1887-1889), Kottō zasshi 

(骨董雑誌, 1896-1899), Kokkei shinbun (滑稽新聞, 1901-1908), and numerous other 

publications to develop its argument. These publications experimented, synthesizing new 

methods for reproducing images and content in the era of machine printing and lithography. 

Although their contribution has largely been subsumed into the history of mass media at large, 

this study seeks to rehabilitate the significance that comedic critique held in both attracting and 

educating readers while driving the creation of ‘general interest’ media in the age of 

industrialization, which is to say, mass media.

 By analyzing visual, linguistic, and textual examples within the context of the history of 

print culture and capitalism, this dissertation shows that the mode of comedy shifted across the 

period in question from satire and parody, to irony, and finally to absurdism. These shifts indicate 

the evolution of the political stakes of mass media vis-à-vis people’s conceptualization of their 

society or the social. The scope of mass media here includes newspapers, magazines, literary 

works, legal documents, illustrations, broadsheets, and advertisements.
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Introduction: 

Theorizing Comedy and Mass Media

I. Beginnings

This dissertation examines the history, visuality, and discourse of comedic periodicals during the 

formative period of Japanese modernization, roughly the late-19th and early 20th centuries. In the 

broadest sense, this study argues that comedic publications were key to the birth of modern mass 

media in Japan. Comedic periodicals created Japan’s first ‘magazine’ by integrating a broad 

spectrum of visual and textual modes—suturing new abstract political theories into existing 

cultural, social, and visual practices. These publications employed approachable yet experimental 

visual and textual modes. As the growth of industrial capitalism produced new modalities in 

society, media, and politics in the late-19th century, comedic periodicals generated the creation of 

mass readership and provided a space of political critique in an environment of increasingly strict 

censorship. Although comedic genres have been marginalized by intellectual and cultural 

histories of modern Japan, this study will show they were not only essential to the history of 

modern print culture, but that reading comedic shifts from dominant modes of satire, to irony, 

and finally absurdism, across the era give invaluable insight into the way modernization and 

capitalism. This study uses the historical changes in the mode of comedy to analyze other 

connected shifts in representation and communication, the concept of society, and the mode of 

production.  

This project analyzes the publications Marumaru chinbun (團團珍聞, Blue Pencil News 

1877-1907), Kibi dango ( 驥尾団子, Fleet Steed Dumplings, 1878-1883), Tonchi kyōkai zasshi 
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(頓知協会雑誌, Wittiness Association Magazine, 1887-1889), Kottō zasshi (骨董雑誌, Curios 

Magazine, 1896-1899), and Kokkei shinbun (滑稽新聞, Comic Newspaper, 1901-1908), and 

numerous other publications to develop its argument. These publications experimented with 

language and visual technology, synthesizing new methods for reproducing images and content 

in the era of machine printing and lithography. Although their contribution has largely been 

subsumed into the history of mass media at large, this study seeks to rehabilitate the significance 

that comedic critique held in both attracting and educating readers while driving the creation of 

‘general interest’ media in the age of industrialization, which is to say, mass media.

 By analyzing both visual and linguistic examples within the context of the history of print 

culture and capitalism, this dissertation shows that the mode of comedy shifted across the period 

in question from satire and parody, to irony, and finally to absurdism. These shifts indicate the 

evolution of the political stakes of mass media vis-à-vis people’s conceptualization of their 

society or the social. The scope of mass media here includes newspapers, magazines, literary 

works, legal documents, illustrations, broadsheets, and advertisements.

One key signifier for thinking about the changing media landscape in Meiji was the maru/

circle/empty-place holder known as a fuseji (伏せ字/伏字) in Japanese. Not only did the very 

first comedic magazine take as its title the ‘Marumaru’ company, it appeared in every single 

work examined in this dissertation, indicating how the fuseji as a concept tells a vital part of the 

story and function of the comedic and its interaction within the censorship apparatus, both 

through self-censorship and direct censorship by the state. Its role extends beyond one particular 

publication or era, remaining a significant tool to negotiate printed discourse into the 20th century 

under different forms of censorship. The fuseji is an embodiment of state power and its 
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application to media and discourse in general. Jonathan Abel’s research on fuseji and censorship 

“take(s) fuseji as blatant, unambiguous, and material markers of the wounds from banning, 

explicit, legible traces of censorship.”1 Although Abel focuses predominantly on later uses of 

fuseji that include Xs and 〇s as the symbol, which differs somewhat from this research, I am 

indebted to his notion that fuseji indicate a complex relationship between a legible marker and 

the “unnamable or unwritten.”2 Furthermore, Abel reminds us that: 

Investigating the many historical functions of the myriad marks themselves can draw us closer to 
understanding the historical writers who saw the effects of fuseji as a lamentable yet convenient and even 
expedient and necessary. Rather than playing a zero-sum game of determining resistance or complicity, we 
do better to ask what deletion markers mark, who makes the marks, and finally, how can we respond 
ethically to the historical gap that they preserve.3

Maki Yoshiyuki writes this in The Cultural History of Fuseji (伏字の文化史, 2014): 

Analyzing the uses and effects of fuseji cannot be thought of separately from the censorship system, and 
how a writer’s consciousness reflects back on their original work, or how editors engaged in offense and 
defense to deal with the censorship system. In principle, there is no unified standard for the world of media 
as a whole, so (fuseji) are something done independently by editors prior to publishing. The objective of 
using fuseji is to avoid an order of prohibition of sale or printing, seizure, or destruction due to dangerous 
depictions or portrayals (危うい描写や記述). From a different perspective, the act of using fuseji itself can 
be seen as drawing closer into the censorship system (検閲制度への擦り寄り). To what degree media was 
bound or twisted by this symbol (記号) during the prewar and wartime eras remains something to be 

clarified by proceeding line by line.4 

Taking Maki’s advice, I have approached each use of fuseji particularly, and treat it more as a 

symbol than a mere written character. The  fuseji inherently combines the textual and visual—to 

1 Jonathan E Abel, Redacted: The Archives of Censorship in Transwar Japan (University of California Press: Berkeley, 2012), 
146

2 Ibid. Abel notes: “The heyday of fuseji (1927-1936) was a period when censors themselves rarely specified passages to be 
deleted. Instead, editors and writers employed fuseji on their on in anticipation of the censor’s reaction.” 150.

3 Ibid., 145.

4 Maki Yoshiyuki 牧義之, Fuseji no bunkashi: kenetsu bungaku shuppan 伏字の文化史: 検閲・文学・出版 (森話社, 2014), 
17.
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the point where it is impossible to say whether it is a written character or an image (an image that 

marks the erasure of a word or character).5 In this sense, the fuseji encapsulates the dynamic 

interplay between the textual and the visual, as well as between media and state power, that this 

dissertation argues is essential to the understanding of comedic publications in the Meiji period.

The Meiji period (1868-1912) is known as a time of great social, legal, and geopolitical 

change in Japan and East Asia as a whole. The modernization and Westernization of the islands 

of Japan beginning from the 1850s and 1860s created sweeping changes in print culture as new 

definitions of freedom and expression were explored, yet without departing entirely from the 

tendencies of deference toward authority and obedience.6 This was the period when “Japan” as a 

nation-state actually comes into existence. Japanese media during this time was an environment 

of both rich linguistic unevenness and rapid industrialization of print technologies. It was an 

unsettling time when the newspaper as we know it came into existence in Japan. As Benedict 

Anderson notes about the spatial and temporal experience of the newspaper, “Reading a 

newspaper is like reading a novel whose author has abandoned any thought of a coherent plot.”7 

Within this historical milieu, print media underwent large shifts in the technological and legal 

environments in which it was produced. Materially, the dominant mode of print culture 

transitioned from woodblock printing to movable type and other forms of machine printing 

whose predominance in the print media marketplace remains until today.

5 I would like to thank Seiji Lippit and Katsuya Hirano for helping me to foreground these ideas in my project. I would not have 
been able to develop this idea without their assistance and insight.

6 James L Huffman, Creating a Public: People and Press in Meiji Japan (Honolulu, Hawaii: University of Hawai’i Press, 1997). 
30-40.

7 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London; New York: Verso, 
1991), 33. 
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Some historians find woodblock print culture of the Tokugawa period to sufficiently 

constitute “mass” publishing,8 while others can define ‘mass’ through Edo’s population as the 

largest city in the 18th century world. ‘Popular culture’ is how the urban lifestyle of the 

Tokugawa period is often described, but does that point, by extension, imply a mass media?  

While there are important continuities in the practices of reading, writing, and the use of humor 

as political critique, this dissertation views the definition of mass media to be incompatible with 

the technological, legal, and social constraints of the Tokugawa period. Instead, this study 

defines mass media within the temporal simultaneity and imagined spatial connectivity put forth 

by Benedict Anderson as directly tied to the advent of the modern newspaper. In more material 

terms, while a woodblock-printed publication would be considered popular if 2000 copies were 

printed, only the most popular publications reached over 10,000 copies.9 Compared to those 

figures, the most popular Meiji-era newspapers reached daily circulation figures of more than 

10,000 within the first decade of the period, with annual circulation numbers between three-to 

six-million copies.10 By a simple quantitative measure, a considerable difference exists between 

a ‘mass production’ defined by 10,000 total copies of a publication and 10,000 copies printed and 

8 See: Yoshihara Ken’ichirō 吉原 健一郎, Edo No Jōhōya: Bakumatsu Shominshi No Sokumen 江戸の情報屋: 幕末庶民史の側
面, NHKブックス 332 (Tokyo: Nihon hōsō shuppan kyōkai, 1978), 110.

Adam L Kern, Manga from the Floating World: Comicbook Culture and the Kibyōshi of Edo Japan (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Asia Center  : Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006), 89.

Matthias Hayek and Annick Horiuchi, eds., Listen, Copy, Read: Popular Learning in Early Modern Japan, Brill’s Japanese 
Studies Library, volume 46 (Leiden  ; Boston: Brill, 2014), 42.

9 Takahashi Katsuhiko 高橋克彥, Ukiyoe kanshō jiten 浮世絵鑑賞事典 (Tokyo: Kōdansha, 1987).

Takahashi speculates that Utagawa Hiroshige’s ‘Red Mt. Fuji’ print had more than 10,000 copies printed.

10 Yamamoto Taketoshi 山本武利, Kindai nihon no shimbun dokushasō 近代日本の新聞読者層 (Tokyo: Hōsei Daigaku 
Shuppankyoku, 1981). 

Yamamoto notes that the first daily paper began in 1872 and by 1875 total newspaper circulation was approximately 3 million 
copies, and by 1887 it had increased by more than ten-fold to 42 million annually.
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sold in a single day. These numbers reflect broad social and legal transformations, which is to 

say that these numbers reflect the development of industrial capitalism. 

Changes to the material condition of production, such as the adoption of machine printing, 

movable typeset, and the development of a national postal system, made the growth of mass 

readership possible. People within this new bounded space came to read the same media and to 

perceive themselves as co-experiencing the same imagined world despite huge spatial, economic, 

and linguistic distances. As Anderson writes, “The very conception of the newspaper implies the 

refraction of even ‘world events’ into a specific imagined world of vernacular readers; and also 

how important to that imagined community is an idea of steady, solid simultaneity through 

time.”11 Thus, in the case of Japan, this research deems the era of mass media to coincide with 

the rise of periodical media of newspapers and magazines from the decade of the 1870s onward.  

In addition to changes in the material conditions of printing, changes to the system of 

governance created new, often conflicting laws governing publications. Lifting the prohibition on 

publishing about contemporary events during the Tokugawa era, new Meiji policies on the one 

hand legalized reporting and news, while actively promoting newspapers as a civilizing, 

educational tool. On the other hand, the possibilities of this new communicative tool were 

unknown, and the state often found itself struggling to restrain discourses according to their own 

needs. The combination of the speed and frequency of machine printing, together with new 

liberalistic notions of a free press, independent voices, and the possibility of shaping the nascent 

nation-state, provided the context for the birth of mass media in Japan.

I did not set out to examine comedy for comedy’s sake, but rather discovered its 

significance within the formation of mass media and mass readership. Comedic magazines 

11 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 65.
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played a significant role in engaging with political issues of the day, while speaking to a 

readership that was more diverse than that of any other periodical at the time. As a part of mass 

media, comedic magazines, like popular culture in general, were forms of entertainment. But 

they also addressed pressing political and ideological issues. Key elements of mass media’s rise 

came from the coalescence of news, inherited threads of popular tastes, and cultural criticism in 

the pages of comedic publications. The rapid transition from one mode of publishing to another 

left readers with a difficult set of disparate media from which reconstituting new readership 

positions was an uneven and non-linear process of development. It was comedic publications that 

united the fields of visuality, the political ideology of the new nation state, and narratives of 

social life into new modes of representation, in effect synthesizing new modes of technology and 

communication across a period of epochal change.

A second focus of this study was that cultural histories of this period have almost entirely 

overlooked the unserious, which is to say, the comedic, of late-19th century Japan. The 

popularity, innovation, and experimental nature of comedic publications reveal a new way to 

understand a key mode of contending with the massive displacements of modernity, including 

the establishment of a national-imperial state. By analyzing cultural history through the lenses of 

comedy and mass media, this study presents two main arguments: 1. The comedic as a genre 

provided heterodox knowledge of the world that gave people power to rethink the social order; 

and 2. That comedic periodicals illuminate a decisive moment for visual forms of media, 

developing machine-reproduced imagery prior to the development of cinema, photography, and 

manga. Those forms did not appear out of nowhere, but rather were informed by the 

experimentation and innovation, the dynamic and exciting creativity, of comedic media.
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In what follows, this introduction outlines the historical period and the stakes involved in 

this project, in particular how the comedic perspective gives new insight into the creation of what 

Japanese philosopher Tosaka Jun (1900-1945) deemed the conditions of ‘print capital’ as a 

feature of modernization. It then proceeds to a review of theories of comedy from both the 

perspective of the Western canon and Japanese sources never previously available in English 

language scholarship. The upshot of these discussions is the formulation of a critical theory of 

incongruity as humor’s core operation. Following this, the materiality of print media is 

reincorporated into the discussion to make a historical argument about the category of print 

capital as a means to understand the core texts and arguments of the proceeding chapters. 

II. Historical Context

During the Meiji era, Japanese oligarchs and “political merchants,”12 capitalists known as 

‘zaibatsu,’ a financial infrastructure of merchants, entrepreneurs and banks, strove to build 

domestic industry and the international standing of Japan (and their own coffers) through the 

importation of new technologies such as the telegraph, railways, shipbuilding, education, 

machine printing, and many others. With the regional encroachment of Western imperialist 

powers, the Japanese state’s embrace of the institutions of the nation-state to organize the 

populace produced a frantic era of reform and ideological shifts from the class-divided, warrior-

led society of the Tokugawa period toward a new reality that promoted state-building while 

12 Carl Mosk, Japanese Industrial History: Technology, Urbanization and Economic Growth: Technology, Urbanization and 
Economic Growth (Routledge, 2016).
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associating politics itself with private gain rather than public utility.13 Symbolically consolidating 

nation-state authority under the young Emperor Meiji, state planners enacted social education 

programs and promoted the circulation of printed matter through markets and the new postal 

system in an attempt to get the populace to think within the new bounded space of the nation and 

to commit themselves to domestic productivity and national wars.14 As Harry Harootunian has 

noted, the process of modernization was one in which traditional sectors and new 

industrialization moved from complementary development to an imbalanced relationship, 

defined by “unevenness” across the Meiji era. It is questionable how many newly minted 

‘citizens’ actually reoriented their lives toward the needs of the nation.15 Regardless, by the late 

1880s, many of the obligatory social institutions such as public schooling, military conscription, 

and taxation had organized the populace under state rules, and with the enactment of Japan’s first 

constitution in late 1889, the legal denotation of national citizens existing in a state of  “moral 

equality” under the governance of a divine ruler became unambiguous.16 The efficacy of these 

efforts to produce a national populace in line with imperialist desires is perhaps most evident in 

the citizen response to the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), which found the state unprepared to 

control the fervor of nationalist, imperialist sentiment they had previously worked hard to 

13 Carol Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths: Ideology in the Late Meiji Period (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1985). 58

Gluck emphasizes the tension in the notion of ‘politics’ in early-Meiji between private interests of so-called factional politicians 
and the impartiality that oligarch and those close to the Emperor claimed as their own. Who maintained ‘ownership’ over the 
concept of political impartiality, defined in the term fuhen futō (不偏不党), shifted from the oligarchs to newspapers as the 
period advanced, Gluck notes.

14 Huffman James L., “Freedom and the Press in Meiji-Taishō Japan,” in Meiji Japan: The Emergence of the Meiji State, ed. 
Peter F. Kornicki (Psychology Press, 1998). 285.

15 Harry D. Harootunian, Overcome by Modernity: History, Culture, and Community in Interwar Japan (Princeton University 
Press, 2001). xxi-xxvi; 3-4.

16 Mark Elwood Lincicome, Principle, Practice, and the Politics of Educational Reform in Meiji Japan (University of Hawaii 
Press, 1995). 14-16; 177.

Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 248.
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cultivate. Failure of state leaders to secure an anticipated ‘reward’ of war reparations from Russia 

unleashed riots and attacks on institutions of the state itself with the Hibiya Riots of 1905.17 This 

illustrates how tactics of cultivating a citizenry through state programs of education, cultural 

propaganda, and censorship and coercion of the press toward support of nationalist militarism 

had perhaps worked too well. 

To be accurate to the moment of historical inquiry, the discourses of this period were never 

lived with such easily narrated certainty. It is the task of the researcher to uncover a historical 

perspective that not only takes the actions to define the social politics of human activity, but also 

to find the humanistic moments of negotiation, commentary, and lived experience. Without 

distilling late-Meiji Japan to merely a nascent imperialist society, this study addresses how a 

positive, pro-war sentiment was produced within the sphere of popular culture: through media, 

public, and state discourse. As such, this study focuses on the comedic publications—their text 

and images—to provide valuable insight to a unique intersection of forces: the birth of mass 

media society, new modalities of politics and social critique, and uneven temporalities of 

producing a ‘past’ in contrast to modernity. 

The trend in Japan Studies scholarship on humor has been to view Tokugawa (1603-1867) 

and pre-Tokugawa culture as a privileged site of critical potential of the comedic.18 Yet, this 

17 Michael Lawrence Lewis, Rioters and Citizens: Mass Protest in Imperial Japan (University of California Press, 1990). 111

Shumpei Okamoto, “The Emperor and the Crowd: The Historical Significance of the Hibiya Riot,” CORNELL EAST ASIA 
SERIES, no. 123 (2005): 258–75. 258–75. 258

Tamanoi, Mariko. Under the Shadow of Nationalism: Politics and Poetics of Rural Japanese Women. (University of Hawaii 
Press, 1998). 48-49.

18 For more on this see:
Kazunori Higuchi and Waku Miller, Holy Foolery in the Life of Japan: A Historical Overview, First English edition, LTCB 
International Library Selection, no. 37 (Tokyo: International House of Japan, 2015).

Jessica Milner Davis, Understanding Humor in Japan (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2006), 154.

Howard Hibbett, The Chrysanthemum and the Fish: Japanese Humor Since the Age of the Shoguns, 1st ed (Tokyo  ; New York: 
Kodansha International, 2002).
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tendency to see early modern Japan as rich with humor and play has led to overemphasizing the 

modern period as a turn to seriousness, rationality, and an unironic process of modernization that 

reinstates the exact problem humor confronts in historical perspective: comedy is too ephemeral, 

too ambiguous in its interpretation, too unreliable to provide historical perspective. To properly 

situate this untold history, it is first necessary to outline the origins of print news media at the 

hands of the state and how that milieu produced a gap or lag between readership and discourse, 

into which the comedic intervened and thrived.

For this study, it is necessary to be careful with terminology, particularly across the Meiji 

period, when many new forms of textual culture were being invented, defined, and labeled in 

uneven and inconsistent ways. As periodical print culture was emerging in the 1870s, words were 

being translated, print technology explored, and older forms were being subsumed into new ones 

often without an acknowledged or conscious distinction between the old and new. Suffice to say 

that the words used in the 20th century are not synonymous with their usage at the time. 

Shinbun (新聞) is an umbrella term. It is a word that has become synonymous with the 

English word ‘newspaper,’ in English but this presents problems in discussing the history of 

mass media in Japan. To translate the term shinbun as ‘newspaper’ uncritically risks presenting 

the concepts of news coverage (relevancy of events) and journalistic norms (facticity, 

impartiality) ahistorically as linear predecessors to the modern institution of journalism. The first 

printed matter called “shinbun” were actually bound books, woodblock printed.19 The media that 

both coexisted and preceded the establishment and naturalization of journalism as an institution 

19 Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan (Tokyo; New York: Kodansha, 1983).130.

Peter Francis Kornicki, The Book in Japan: A Cultural History from the Beginnings to the Nineteenth Century (University of 
Hawaii Press, 2001), 66.
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must be differentiated from the actual formal development of the so-called newspaper. Modern 

journalism’s establishment and development toward journalistic norms that could be described as 

“news=fact”20 did not consolidate firmly until the 1920s, when journalism as a specialized field 

of education and study was established.21 Yet, it is necessary to address the concept of the 

newspaper as an ideological institution, one which does not simply present readers/viewers with 

events of the day but rather takes something shapeless out of everyday life and crafts it into a 

narrative event. Yoshimi Shunya defines the development of the institution of journalism as 

synonymous with the notion of the “newspaper as mass mediation,”22 perhaps echoing Marshall 

McLuhan’s famous instantiation to focus analysis on the mechanics of communication 

technology as much as the contents conveyed via that media. In the case of Meiji periodicals, I 

take Yoshimi’s point to indicate the shifts to people’s conceptual framework that the newspaper 

created—the expectation of regulated, incremental information from an ever-broadening world 

available in each corner of the expanding nation-state—linking people into a synchronous 

national time and space. 

III. Chapter Summaries

20 Yoshimi, Nyūsu, 8.

21 Histories of newspapers and biographies of reporters in Japan appear from the 1880s. For example: Sasaki Shūjirō 佐々木 秀
二郎, ed., Shinbun kisha retsuden shohen 新聞記者列伝. 初篇 (Tokyo-fū: Sasaki Shūjirō, 1880);Koike Yōjirō 小池 洋二郎, ed., 
Nihon Shinbunshi 日本新聞歴史 (Tokyo-fū: Gangandō 巌々堂, 1882). 

Yet, institutionalization of the field of “journalism” or shinbungaku, did not begin in Japan until approximately the 1920s.
 
22 Yoshimi, Nyūsu, 3. 
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Chapter 1: What is Meiji Mass Media? Theories of Comedy and the Transformation of the 

Media Landscape

This opening chapter provides the necessary theoretical and empirical grounding for this project 

by covering the intellectual history of humor in Meiji print and the material context of its 

production. Chapter 1 begins by outlining the history of scholarship on humor and comedy in 

Japan before providing a more detailed discussion of the methodological approach used known 

as incongruity theory. This section concludes by defining the comedic terms employed in this 

dissertation. 

The latter half of this chapter focuses on the material history of print media in Japan. 

Providing empirical evidence to support my argument that periodical media was both a mass 

communication technology, and one in which comedic form and content held significant 

influence, this section details the birth of news media and the origins of concepts such as 

‘newspaper’ and ‘magazine’ that came to populate the marketplace of machine-printed 

periodicals. I discuss the role in the newspaper’s deployment played by members of the Meiji 

State and the significance of illustrations and visual reading to that development. 

Chapter 2: The Birth of a Media for the Masses: Marumaru chinbun and the forgotten 

history of Comedy, 1877-1889

This chapter makes three main arguments: 1) that the comedic was essential to the birth of mass 

media in Japan, which cannot be separated from the efforts of the periodical Marumaru chinbun; 

2) that the comedic in Japan became marked as old or archaic culture and thus was dismissed as 

non-modern or unworthy of scholarly consideration despite its continued efficacy in social and 
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political critique; and, 3) despite the need for the state to present itself as a synthesis of old and 

new—deriving the relationship between sovereign and citizen from classical myths —it was in 

fact built upon countless incongruities. Meiji reality was incredibly complex in its rapid adoption 

of new Western knowledge, from science, to business, to statecraft, to enlightenment ideals, 

which were not neatly layered upon a patchwork of inherited forms, but rather interwoven, 

coexistent, and inseparable from precisely those practices, aesthetics, and politics they aimed to 

replace. As a means to provide a lens or sieve on this complexity, the comedic periodical 

Marumaru chinbun was not only the first comedic periodical in modern Japan, but the first 

movable-type printed magazine to gain nationwide subscriptions and remain popular for more 

than two decades.

Marumaru chinbun’s popularity stemmed from a divide in periodical media between ‘Big 

Papers’ (大新聞) theorizing the political structure of the state and the direction of enlightenment 

projects for educated male readers, and ‘Small Papers’ (小新聞) appealing to ‘lower class’ urban 

readers with serialized fiction, social gossip, and entertainment news. By illustrating the stakes of 

political participation, constitutional government, or internal trade and military action in 

accessible prose and comedic images, Marumaru chinbun was able spawn a new genre of the 

magazine and provide readers of all levels with a syncretic social and political media—thus the 

use of the term ‘social media’ in the title of this dissertation.

The second point, that the comedic was both dismissed as too pervasively archaic (too 

embedded in Edo-period cultural activities) and insufficiently serious to be valorized by 

enlightenment thought, provides the foundation to argue that, in fact, the comedic’s intentional 

structuring of disagreement or inappropriateness was a vital tool to illuminate modernization’s 

own internal incongruities. Rather than attempt to conceal the schisms of modernization, the 
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comedic actively sought full articulation of this marriage of contradictions. Close readings of the 

itchi-ga (single frame) lithograph images, textual comedy, and bilingual lessons in joking that 

appeared on the pages of Marumaru chinbun that populate the first chapter construct a 

foundation to understand Meiji-era periodical humor as visually dynamic, pedagogically-driven, 

and experimental in its pursuit of raising a critical social voice.

Chapter 3: Punishment, the Arts, and the Legality of Humor: The Wittiness Association 

Magazine, Miyatake Gaikotsu, and Lèse Majesté 1890-1900 

Chapter 3 begins from Miyatake Gaikotsu’s (宮武外骨 1867-1955) adolescent submission to 

Marumaru chinbun, showing the seeds of satirical commentary on society and politics that 

developed in the 1880s, spawning numerous new publications. Gaikotsu’s first publication, 

Tonchi kyōkai zasshi [The Wittiness Association Magazine], provides the key example from the 

moment when new forms of censorship driven by the promulgation of the Meiji Constitution of 

1889 forced print comedy to adopt new tactics as satire and parody of the emperor became 

heavily punished. While visually, Tonchi appears to embrace a gentlemanly aesthetic of the 

times, its textual humor actually drew on a knowledge base of more archaic forms of Edo humor 

and the Chinese classics compared to Maruchin. The overall comedic inclinations of Tonchi 

developed the notion of ‘wit’ as a self-referential mode of skeptical reading and writing that 

emphasized the individual’s ability to recognize and expose the incongruities of modernization 

under the Meiji state. By engaging with Edo-period tropes, Tonchi was poised to contest the 

Meiji state’s plan to legitimate the new constitutional monarchy through legal enshrinement of 
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the emperor via classical literary texts in Explaining the Constitution (Kenpō-gikai, 1889).23 

Tonchi proposed alternate interpretations and uses of cultural history that did not conform to the 

univocal definitions propagated by state oligarchs. 

Chapter 3 argues that the stakes in representing incongruity became much more sensitive 

following the 1890 application of new forms of censorship specifically regarding the imperial 

house. Since the imperial house relies upon historical lineage to legitimate aspects of its 

authority to Meiji life, it inadvertently opened critique from the more Edo-style mode of critical 

historical inversion. The invocation of mythical, traditional symbology as part of the Meiji 

Constitution’s creation and promulgation created a confrontation between inherited history and 

its significance to the present. The conceptual linkage between myth and the nation-state present 

meant that Gaikotsu’s embrace of Edo-period literary comedy focused on the present combined 

with modern lithographic illustrations in his first major publication was an attempt to foreground 

a developing schism between the narrative of modernization and its reality. 

 The second half of the chapter focuses on the shift from a satirical mode of comedy to an 

ironic one. As the biting attacks of satire become punished with jail time and debilitating fines, 

comedy in an ironic mode came to focus on the cultural field of the arts, history, and customs—

the set of aesthetic practices structuring the power of the imperial house. By focusing his 

energies on proving that a more heterogenous, complex, and accessible cultural history was the 

proper inheritance of all Japanese, not just the imperial house, Miyatake Gaikotsu shifted his 

comedic approach to publish magazines that were not at first glance comedic, but which actually 

took the fields of arts, history, and customs to be deeply ambiguous and easily misinterpreted. 

23 Ito Hirobumi 伊藤博文 and Miyazawa Toshiyoshi 宮澤俊義, Kenpō gikai 憲法義解 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1940), http://
dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1267849.

http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1267849
http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1267849
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Thus, he subtly urged an individual understanding of history gained by observation and study, 

effectively displacing the centrality of the state to define the meaning of culture. Through 

examination of the publications Art’s Nation (「美術國」), Civilization Magazine (「文明雑

誌」), and Antiques Association Magazine (「骨董協会雑誌」), this chapter reveals these 

putatively culturalist publications were in fact teaching readers to negotiate their position as 

Japanese subjects by seeing the cultural agenda of the state as merely one narrative among many.

Chapter 4: Transforming Journalistic Space: Miyatake Gaikotsu, Absurdist Realism, & 

Kokkei shinbun

With nationalist fervor rising throughout the decade from the Sino-Japanese War (1894-5) to the 

Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), Japanese periodicals experienced unprecedented growth. At the 

same time, editors increasingly responded to the demands of readership for news of wartime 

success and Japan's geopolitical rise as an imperialist power. As the needs of the state coincided 

with the booming periodical marketplace, dissenting perspectives critical of war, exploitation of 

the commoner, and the emperor-centered state rapidly evaporated. This created a discursive 

sphere in the mass print media where the dominance of militarist and nationalist discourses was 

normalized by the quantitative growth of publications obfuscating the actuality of increasingly 

strict censorship mechanisms and a readership ready to enthusiastically encourage imperialism as 

a social good. 

The illusion of many diverse voices created by a booming print market worked to the 

benefit of publishers, for whom aggrandizing sacrifice of the individual to the national war effort 

was perceived as creating an opportunity for enrichment of the nation. At the same time, 

reporting on the Sino-Japanese War had shifted the mode of journalistic discourse from a 
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division between educated, politically-critical Big Papers and vernacular, narrative-driven Small 

Papers in favor of what scholars call the "Informationalization"24 of periodical discourse and the 

rise of an integrated periodical with the appearance of broad-ranging coverage. 

Informationalization of journalistic prose meant that language was both vernacular yet seemingly 

stripped of narrative bias. Much like the rise of the modern novel in Japanese literature witnessed 

authors creating a new literary idiom as a means to convey authenticity in the written word, 

informationalization of journalistic prose appeared to lead readers to perceive that which 

appeared in print to be unbiased, factual, and inherently a more authentic representation of the 

world.25 However, this change to the discourse of news media was driven by the popularity of 

news about Japan's success as a military power and reinforced by the large economic benefit war 

reparations from the Sino-Japanese War brought to the domestic space of Japan. In this sense, 

popular media discourse presented a worldview to the Japanese populace that could be perceived 

as complex and heterogeneous, even while it was actually constrained by strong normative 

powers of state censorship and self-censorship by editors and authors based upon their own 

perceived notions of the state's needs. 

In the midst of this complex environment, the best-selling comedic periodical of the time, 

Kokkei Shinbun (「滑稽新聞」1901-1908), built a large popular readership by employing what 

I describe as an absurdist realist mode of humor. As a method of addressing readership's own 

reliance on and trust of print media to provide a complete representation of society, absurdist 

realism exaggerated compliance with state power, overtly attempting to deceive the reader 

through comedy as a means to train readers to perceive more covert deceptions by seemingly 

24 Nihon Shinbun Kyokai, Nihon shinbun nenkan 日本新聞年鑑 (Tokyo: 日本新聞協会, 1989), 46. 

25 Huffman, Creating a Public, 225-230. 
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legitimate publications. This was accomplished through absurdism in both the form and 

referential content of the magazine, in other words, through both the visual and the textual. By 

attacking politicians, industrialists, and anyone seen as guilty of exploiting people, Kokkei 

Shinbun exaggerated notions of honor and sacrifice of the individual to the state to show how the 

given reality of Japanese culture was rife with internal conflicts. Despite the emphasis placed on 

rational development concomitant with modernization, Meiji Japan at this juncture in history was 

deeply uneven, struggling to contain irrationalities and incongruities in everyday life through 

conformity of media voices to the needs of the state. As this chapter shows, Kokkei Shinbun was 

able to achieve both market prominence and disrupt the smooth development of nationalism and 

imperialist militarism through comedic tactics. 
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Chapter 1: 

Comedic Methodology 

Comedy and the Transformation of the Meiji Media Landscape
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Introduction

The main objective of this chapter is to lay out the historical and theoretical basis for this project. 

This requires addressing the history of theoretical approaches to humor in general as well as 

specifically addressing how humor has been discussed in Japanese scholarship, while at the same 

time acknowledging certain gaps that scholars of Japanese literature and culture have created by 

overlooking how the comedic helped shape modern Japanese media culture during the Meiji Era. 

Comedy was a significant subject of intellectual inquiry as well as a core element for developing 

visuality in modern print culture. Some of the research has already been pioneered by Japanese 

scholars, particularly Ura Kazuo, from whom a collection of excellent articles on the subject 

have been translated in full in Appendix I of this dissertation. Since little has been written in 

English about theories of comedy in Meiji Japan, part of the objective in including this 

translation is to provide a review this history from diverse fields of thought, extending beyond a 

traditional focus on literature.

Since I focus my research on how the comedic functioned in society through the lens of 

print periodical media, the first half of this chapter is devoted to the technological and cultural 

history of periodical media in Japan. Beginning with the shift from Edo woodblock printing to 

Meiji machine printing, this section details the material history of periodicals in Japan to help 

substantiate the claims of mass media being something widely circulated and socially significant.   

In the latter half of the chapter I outline how my approach to the comedic through the theory of 

incongruity provides the best methodology for a scholarly work on the subject. To properly 

substantiate this view, this chapter includes a discussion of the history and relevance of this 

approach. This review attempts to illustrate a rich context of active intellectual inquiry that has 

been addressed on the subject of humor. It is also necessary to address relevant scholarship that 
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theorizes humor from more contemporary thinkers. Therefore, this chapter includes a section 

defining the terms and concepts employed in this dissertation. 

I. Intellectual History of Humor in Japan

Prominent intellectual figures such as Yanagita Kunio and Nakamura Mitsuo argued that the 

lineage of humor that had blossomed in the Edo period was fundamentally in decline during the 

Meiji, Taishō, and Shōwa eras.1 For Yanagita, laughter and humor were characteristics of a 

fading existence of Japanese volk or ‘folk’ indicated in Japanese through the racial/ethnic 

historical marker of minzoku, or a racial tribe.2 As such, Yanagita was inclined to see a decline in 

humor as commensurate with the loss of a true ‘folk’ and the earthy simplicity or ‘primitiveness’ 

that he associated with raucous laughter and play. Much the way that Yanagita saw the loss of the 

folk as the loss of a vehicle for humor, Nakamura Mitsuo lamented that a different vehicle—the 

creation of modern literature—had lost the ability to produce quality works in a comedic mode. 

As part of the institutionalization of the literary arts, the privileging of the novel form, interiority, 

subjectivity, and existential problems had effectively divested a broad field of textual practices 

that included comedy, joking, and word-play, along with allegorical and historical writings, from 

inclusion in the modern institution of literature. Nakamura did not think that literature was 

1 Nakamura Mitsuo 中村 光夫, Nihon no kindai shosetsu 日本の近代小説, 改版 (Tōkyō: Iwanami Shoten, 1954),19. 

Yanagita Kunio 柳田 国男, Yanagita Kunio zenshū 柳田国男全集 vol.9, vol. 9 (Chikuma Shobō, 1997), 208.

2 Gerald A. Figal, Civilization and Monsters: Spirits of Modernity in Meiji Japan (Duke University Press, 1999), 127-135.
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incapable of the comedic mode, but claimed that no prominent comedic authors had emerged in 

the literary establishment (文壇) by the 1930s and ‘40s when he was writing.3 

A productive way to understand Yanagita and Nakamura’s interpretations is not that 

laughter ceased to exist in Japan (any glance at weekly periodicals or television shows in Japan 

today will clearly show a consistent and popular trade in laughter), but rather that they could 

locate no vehicle for compelling, artistically-nuanced comedy and satire in their respective fields 

of inquiry. Both Yanagita and Nakamura were limited by specialization in their fields of 

knowledge. If they had looked to ‘lower’ forms of cultural production, namely periodicals, 

theater, and film, they may have found comedy that had as powerful an effect on society and 

cultural norms as did Edo-period laughter. Yanagita was searching for a pure, almost Bakhtinian, 

carnivalesque laughter as something concomitant with other traits of cultural authenticity he 

found in the folk tales and beliefs of the isolated rural dwellers he took to be authentic Japanese. 

For Nakamura, his criticism was as much against the narrowness of literature’s 

institutionalization as a critique of the modernization of Japan, the rise of fascism, and a deeply 

serious and unlaughable period of the 1930s and 40s. Suffice to say that while Yanagita sought a 

‘true’ form of Japanese humor in the past, and Nakamura lamented the lack of an evolved form 

of comedy capable of critically engaging with the present, both thinkers held a notion that 

comedic play should appear through literature, while overlooking contemporaneous plebeian yet 

modern vehicles of mass media. 

Ura Kazuo, in his research on the history of Japanese humor notes that, dramaturgist and 

author and caricaturist Iizawa Tadasu’s influential 1977 theoretical book, ‘Laughter as a 

3 Nakamura Mitsuo 中村 光夫, Fūzoku shōsetsuron 風俗小說論 (Tokyo: Kawade Shobo, 1950), 48-53.
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Weapon,’4 specifically reinstates the same lament though under a new set of circumstances.5 

Iizawa argues that Japanese people forgot laughter in the Meiji period, when “satirical 

laughter” (風刺の笑い) dwindled under the policies of ‘strong army rich nation,’(富国強兵) and 

the drive toward modernization under the government’s strict supervision of daily life.6 In my 

search for references that inform Iizawa’s conclusions about Meiji humor I could not determine 

specific sources when reading Iizawa’s book as he was clearly a situating humor as the 

appropriate rebuke to the discursive gridlock and irony that defined the Lockheed Incident in 

1976. Iizawa explains, prominent Japanese politicians who accepted bribes from the Lockheed 

Corporation had testified, “I have no recollection” (記憶がございません), effectively negating 

the testifying process. For the highest level public officials to speak such a negation presented a 

prime site for comedic intervention, but Iizawa laments the inability of manga-artists and other 

comedians to properly mobilize on the slippage of law and government that allowed “I have no 

recollection” to be accepted as an appropriate response.7 Suffice to say that the key characteristic 

of comedy in the modern period is the continual sense that comedy is inadequate, lacking, or 

lost.8 

Interestingly, the revival of scholarly interest in comedy since the 1980s has often occurred 

within the framework of folklore studies in the English language, while in Japan, the field of 

4 Iizawa Tadasu 飯沢 匡, Buki toshite no warai 武器としての笑い (Iwanami Shoten, 1977), 14.

5 Ura Kazuo 浦和男, “Acceptance and Development of Laughter and Humor Studies in the Early Meiji Period. Meiji Zenki Ni 
Okeru Warairon No Juyō to Tenkai 明治前期における笑い論の受容と展開,” Bunkyō University Bulletin of the Faculty of 
Language and Literature 25, no. 1 (2011), 85.

6 Ibid., 86. 

7 Iizawa, Buki, 10-15.

8 Nakamura Mitsuo 中村 光夫, “Warai no sōshitsu「笑ひの喪失」,” in Nakamura Mitsuo zenshū 中村光夫全集, vol. 10 
(Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1972).
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laughter studies (笑い学) came into existence since at least the mid-20th century and more fully 

as a field of academic research in the 1970s, 1980s, the 1990s.9 Careful investigation into 

comedy and humor of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries in Japan reveals that 

Yanagita, Nakamura, and Iizawa may have been myopic in their historical gaze. As Ura Kazuo 

points out, “books dealing with laughter absolutely increased at the end of the (Meiji) period. It 

was not just in the field of literature but in a wide variety of fields that produced works dealing 

with laughter.”10 As Ura himself has conducted thorough research into the intellectual history of 

humor, what follows is a brief overview of the currents of comedic thought in modern Japan 

while, Appendix I of this dissertation includes original translations of more detailed articles by 

Ura. 

It is ironic that the delineation of specialized fields of knowledge that Yanagita and 

Nakamura themselves produced (folklore studies and literary studies) also obfuscated their 

ability to see outside of their respective fields. In fact, by tracking the specialization of different 

fields of thought that the opinion of a humorless Japan can be overturned. An examination of 

9 Some major works in Japanese Laughter Studies are:
Asō Isoji 麻生磯次, Warai no kenkyū: Nihon bungaky no sharesei to kokkei no hattsu 笑の硏究 : 日本文學の洒落性と滑稽の
發達 (Tokyo: Tōkyōdō, 1947); Umehara Takeshi 梅原猛, Warai no kōzu: kanjō bunseki no kokoromi 笑いの構造 : 感情分析の
試み, Kadokawa sensho  ; 61 (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1972); Fuji Masaharu 富士正晴, Parodei no seishin パロディの精神 
(Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1974); Yamaguchi Masao 山口昌男, Dōke no minzokugaku 道化の民俗学 (Tokyo: Shinchōsha, 1975); 
Takahashi Yasuanri 高橋康也, Dōke no bungaku 道化の文学, Chūkō shinsho ; 458 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1977); Oda 
Shōkichi 織田正吉, Warai to yūmoa 笑いとユーモア (Tokyo: Chikuma Shōbō, 1979); Gotō Meisei 後藤明生, Warai no hōhō 
笑いの方法 (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1981); Kimura Yōji 木村洋二, Warai no shakaigaku 笑いの社会学 (Kyoto: Sekai 
Shisōsha, 1983); Inoue Hiroshi 井上宏, Warai no ningenkankei 笑いの人間関係, Kōdansha gendai shinsho  ; 738 (Tokyo: 
Kōdansha, 1984); Katsura Beichō 桂米朝, ed., Warai 笑, Nihon no meizuihitsu  ; 22 (Tokyo: Sakuhinsha, 1984); Zhang Jianming 
張建明, Sōseki no yumoa: “Meiji” no kōzō 漱石のユーモア : 〈明治〉の構造 (Tokyo: Kōdansha, 2001); Inoue Hiroshi 井上 宏, 
“‘Waraigaku’ Kenkyū Ni Tsuite「笑い学」研究について,” 笑い学研究 9 (2002): 3–15.a, 1984); Zhang Jianming 張建明, 
Sōseki no yumoa: “Meiji” no kōzō 漱石のユーモア : 〈明治〉の構造 (Tokyo: Kōdansha, 2001); Inoue Hiroshi 井上 宏, 
“‘Waraigaku’ Kenkyū Ni Tsuite「笑い学」研究について,” 笑い学研究 9 (2002): 3–15.

10 Ura, Acceptance and Development, 86.
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fields as diverse as psychology, public speaking, social engineering, and Buddhist sermons make 

the actual wealth of intellectual production on comedy apparent. Before beginning, it should be 

noted that I follow the scholarly tendency in Japanese humor studies to group the related 

elements of ‘the comic’ (kokkei, 滑稽), ‘humor’ (ユーモア), and ‘laughter’ (warai, 笑い), 

together as all part of a general field defined as theories of the comedic, which refers to all the 

uses and effects, research, translation, and writing on the matter.

The aesthetic changes and political implications of comedic form in Meiji Japan occurred 

within the cultural current of ‘civilization and enlightenment’ (文明開化). The cultural force of 

Westernization expunged social practices deemed too ‘primitive,’ secularizing religion and the 

supernatural, while at the same time promoting practicality and social self-starting to reshape 

how knowledge was produced. Part of the emphasis was the specialization and development of 

scholarly fields. This shift toward rationality in human affairs even reached the seemingly 

unserious realm of humor and the comedic. This can be seen in scholarly books written about 

how to use humor in politics, sermons, and speechwriting, as well as the benefits to human 

physiology and medicine, that Ura details in his work.11 Specialization of knowledge in books 

like these was part of the process of modernization and Westernization, which perhaps by 

intellectualizing the topic, was one cause of the perceived decline in comedy throughout the 

modern era. Yet, despite the overwhelmingly negative assessment of humor in Japan by culture 

critics in the twentieth century, recent research by Japanese scholar of humor studies Ura Kazuo 

has shown that writing on comedy or in the comedic mode actually grew during Meiji.12 

11 Ibid.

12 Ibid., 87.
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Writings on aspects of the comedic proliferated in fields of specialized knowledge such as 

medicine and other ‘practical’ fields such as speech-giving, physiology, or Buddhist sermons. 

There is a clear attempt in some fields to instrumentalize humor and reveal its inner workings. 

Interest in the intellectual significance of humor grew, but it did come at the expense of the 

practice of humor as it had functioned in Edo. It was the general perception of Japanese literati 

that the prominence held by the comedic to the cultural politics of the Edo period became 

unsustainable in Meiji. This occurred in conjunction with artistic fields such as painting and 

literature themselves becoming more specialized, institutionalized, and refined.13 

Refinement of the arts in this context meant the production of a hierarchical concept of fine 

arts, elevating some artistic practices out of daily life such as the literary novel, oil painting, art 

history, and architecture, where the artistic exits as an object of contemplation but hardly 

laughter. At the end of the period, Natsume Sōseki (1867-1916) reflected upon the simple term 

bun (文) that had included a broad field of literary practice that existed in the first decade of 

Meiji.14  Bun, as Richard Calichman details, was a broad term in Meiji encapsulating satire, 

historical novels, Chinese poetry, and comedic writings, “far greater than a specific literary 

genre.”15   In Karatani’s understanding of Sōseki, bun surpassed literary genres and was rather an 

epistemological mode of textual production open to the early Meiji author. It was not committed 

to any hierarchy of putatively higher forms of prose that came with the elevation of the European 

novel to the pinnacle of the literary arts.

13 Dōshin Satō, Modern Japanese Art and the Meiji State: The Politics of Beauty (Getty Publications, 2011), chapter 1. 

14 Karatani Kojin 柄谷 行人, Sōseki ron shūsei 漱石論集成 (Tokyo: Daisan Bunmeisha, 1992), 233-260.

15 Richard Calichman, Contemporary Japanese Thought (Columbia University Press, 2005), 26.
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To reiterate, scholarly contemplation of the comedic grew throughout the Meiji period, but 

literary works were not where comedic critique occurred and could not be called social comedic 

practice in contrast to the productivity of periodical media. In the artistic fields where the 

comedic had historically been one significant rhetorical method among a broad repertoire, the 

specialization of the arts was underway that privileged pursuit of the artistic sublime within a 

Judeo-Christian notion of enlightenment that equated the comedic with the vulgar. The result of 

this two-pronged reframing of the comedic was to reconfigure it into an object of study while 

being discarded as an aesthetic tool for the arts. These two tendencies help explain how many 

significant thinkers agreed with the idea that comedy declined inversely to modernization in 

Japan. 

II. Defining ‘Mass’ Media

19th Century Changes and Developments to Print Visual and Textual Culture in Japan

The word ‘media’ arises from the word ‘medium,’ meaning “the intervening substance through 

which impressions are conveyed to the senses.”16 In the modern era, new forms of media such as 

radio, film, and digital formats have become the “substance through which impressions are 

conveyed,” but for more than a millennia, words and images on paper conveyed those ideas and 

impressions. As such, books and textual materials have long provided the main objects of 

research for Japan Studies scholarship. In terms of the creation of a reading public, there is 

consensus supporting the assertions of Richard Rubinger and Elizabeth Berry, who argue that a 

16 Angus Stevenson and Christine A Lindberg, “New Oxford American Dictionary.” (Oxford; New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2010).
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marketplace of books made for commercial, public audiences emerged in the 17th century.17 It is 

at this time when the variety of books coupled with the stable booksellers and book rental shops 

to provide a real marketplace for readers. While in previous eras, books were produced for 

exclusive audiences of aristocratic, military, or religious groups, during the Edo Period, 

woodblock printing by urban commoners (chōnin) for a public audience became both accessible 

and affordable. The culture of reading materials and art on the paper page was not limited to 

xylography, or woodblock printing, but also included manuscripts and experiments in movable 

type, as Peter Kornicki has pointed out.18 In terms of connecting Tokugawa-era media to the 

period in question, one significant genre for this research is the kawaraban, a form of illegal 

broadsheet.19 Ono Hideo, M. William Steele, and Katsuya Hirano have argued that kawaraban 

were the predecessor to modern news media in that they covered contemporaneous events in 

print, which was explicitly prohibited by the Tokugawa authority.20 In fact, Ono’s key assertion is 

that kawaraban did constitute a form of mass communication (マス・コミ), a position that 

Hirano echoes in his framing of the illegal media, defining them as “(1) free or inexpensive, (2) 

mobile, (3) fast, (4) disposable, and (5) mass produced.”21 Accordingly, kawaraban was a form 

17 Berry, Japan in Print, 32-33.

Richard Rubinger, Popular literacy in early modern Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2007), 84.

18 Peter F. Kornicki, “Manuscript, Not Print: Scribal Culture in the Edo Period,” The Journal of Japanese Studies 32, no. 1 
(February 21, 2006): 23–52.

19 Nakayama Einosuke 中山榮之輔, Edo Meiji kawaraban senshū 江戶明治かわらばん選集 (Tokyo: Kawashi shobō, 1974), 
24.

20 Ono Hideo 小野秀雄, Kawaraban monogatari: Edo jidai masu komi no rekishi かわら版物語; 江戶時代マス・コミの歷史, 
(Tokyo: Yūzankaku, 1967), 12.

M. William Steele, Alternative Narratives in Modern Japanese History (London; New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2003), Chap 1.

Hirano, The Politics, 255.

21 Katsuya Hirano, The Politics of Dialogic Imagination: Power and Popular Culture in Early Modern Japan (University of 
Chicago Press, 2013), 255. 
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of communication that could be quickly produced and disseminated. Yet, readership numbers 

were still limited to urban areas, and as Jonathan Zwicker points out, printed materials in the 

mid- to late-19th century still traveled at a speed of decades in their journey from metropole to 

rural area when he writes, “(E)everything we know about the circulation of texts in early modern 

Japan suggests that the overwhelming characteristic of print culture was not simultaneity but 

rather slowness.”22 The next step toward a truly mass media is the combination of the temporal 

and spatial conditions of “simultaneity” along with the mobility, speed, thrift, and mass 

producibility suggested by Hirano. 

Therefore, this study proposes that ‘mass’ media came into existence in Meiji Japan when 

print culture created 1) inexpensive, 2) rapidly circulated, 3) mass produced, and 4) simultaneous 

publications circulated throughout national space. In other words, the low cost and daily 

consumption of shinbun created the simultaneous experience of daily life that changes a rich 

media environment into a mass media environment. 

The creation of a sense of simultaneity in print media did not happen overnight. Rather, it 

was interdependent with numerous other technologies of space and time that were employed in 

the last decade of the 19th century in Japan. Scholarship by Takashi Fujitani and James Huffman 

has emphasized that from the onset of the Meiji Period (1868-1912), the discourse of 

colonialism/imperialism and the spread of western-style industrialization in Japan were 

inseparable from new technologies of representation changing the visuality, the social structure, 

and subjectivity.23 The conduit for these social changes were new media technologies of machine 

22 Jonathan E Zwicker, Practices of the Sentimental Imagination: Melodrama, the Novel, and the Social Imaginary in Nineteenth-
Century Japan (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center  : Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006), 66.

23 Takashi Fujitani, Splendid Monarchy: Power and Pageantry in Modern Japan, Twentieth-Century Japan 6 (Berkeley, Calif: 
University of California Press, 1996), 66.

Huffman, Creating a Public, 338.
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printing, a national postal system, and the ostensible freedom of the press, which made an 

engaged and widespread readership possible. At almost the same time that the Meiji Restoration 

lifted the shadow cast by the Tokugawa moratorium on publishing about contemporary events, 

allowing the exploration of these new freedoms, the state realized that liberalization of print 

culture created a speed of communication that would necessitate a regulatory structure. Which is 

to say, the immediacy and contemporaneity of periodicals held both the power and the threat that 

the state began to regulate almost immediately with the February 1868 ‘Newspaper Print 

Regulations’ (新聞紙印行条例). Consideration of the new temporality of immediacy produced 

by periodical media is the other half of the coin that comes to define the ‘mass’ of mass media 

through the sense of participatory existence with widespread events on a new national stage. This 

notion of new, geographically-bounded spaces defined by linguistic vernacularism and the 

technologies of print and postal system has been emphasized both by Benedict Anderson and 

Tanaka as constituting modern subjectivity that could be called national citizenry.24 In this sense, 

the nation-state could be said to constitute the ‘mass’ audience; however, simply because an 

audience is targeted does not mean that their reading practices are cohesive. In fact, Maeda Ai 

and Karatani Kōjin have both argued that during the first decade of the Meiji period, reading 

occurred at numerous disparate levels, and a cohesive national readership was forestalled until 

the 1890s.25 

24 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 78.

Stefan Tanaka, New Times in Modern Japan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004),149.

25 Maeda Ai 前田 愛, Kindai dokusha no seiritsu 近代読者の成立 (Tokyo: Chikuma Shōbō 筑摩書房, 1989), 44.

Karatani Kojin 柄谷 行人, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1993), 175.
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Maeda locates a shift in reading practices in the 1890s, when a textually-saturated urban 

lifestyle of daily, repetitive consumption of news and literature generated a national reading 

populace, which could be said to define ‘mass’ readership. Furthermore, as Huffman argues, it 

was this urban readership that fueled the rapid rise in newspaper and periodical production, in 

essence defining “mass-ness” through the material components of print frequency and the 

quantitative number of copies. For this research, it is also important to combine quantitative 

definitions of “mass” with the changes to temporality that Yoshimi Shunya emphasizes. In other 

words, mass readership is on the one hand determined by the mode of production, the absolute 

number of readers and the rate of their consumption. On the other hand, mass culture has its own 

experience of time being simultaneous across large spaces and marked by news events that are 

co-experienced by readers such as wars, disasters, stock market crashes, scandals, political 

elections, etc. that Yoshimi describes.26 

Therefore, it can be said that it was in the 1890s, when urbanization and national education 

had swelled readership, news media operating through telegraph and daily printing created a 

sense of simultaneity across vast, abstract spaces, and the conditions of a modern marketplace for 

textual information coalesced into the birth of mass media. What remains for this working 

definition of ‘mass media’ to be fully understood is further clarity regarding the conditions of an 

informational marketplace, a notion that Tosaka Jun’s concept of ‘print capital’ elucidates.

26 Yoshimi, Nyūsu, 7.
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III. Toward a Theory of Periodical Media: Print Capital

In the strained era of 1930s Japan, philosophy professor and intellectual Tosaka Jun (戸坂潤, 

1900-1945) reflected on the functions of representation and commentary that the newspaper 

fulfilled. An acute imbalance had arisen between the newspaper and academia, for while the 

newspaper could present social issues as public events, it lacked the time and analytical tools to 

propose long-term solutions. Long-term solutions were the domain of the academy, but the 

academy had ceased to have the social purchase in public discourse to effect such a role. With 

the consolidation of urban society attuned to the global circulation of culture and capital in 1920s 

Japan, competition and self-censorship in the print media marketplace produced a consistent 

daily news cycle that Tosaka felt reoriented the field of public debate to brief and polemic events 

without sufficient analysis. As a result, newspapers had usurped the analytical authority of the 

academy, leading to the dismissal of numerous scholars and an overall cleaving away of any part 

of the intellectual community that held a critical perspective on the project of the Great Japanese 

Empire. 

Tosaka’s lament, that the sheer speed of circulation and consumption of print media had 

dangerously marginalized the ability of intellectuals to affect public ideas, was built upon a 

division of intellectual labor that itself was historically conditioned over the previous half 

century. For a marketplace of printed cultural commodities to exist in mutual distinction from 

‘serious’ intellectual discourse, it would first be necessary to construct a system representing the 

various fields of social knowledge, and the concept of the social (社會) itself. The crisis that 

confronted the textual landscape of the 1930s was produced by instrumentalization of academic 

knowledge and cultural subjectivities to the needs of the state, which were deeply serious, 
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practical, and decidedly unlaughable. This study argues that the conditions of production that 

created the impasse Tosaka found in the 1930s originated in the loss of prosaic, autonomous 

voices in newspapers in the 1890s under the wartime tide of informationalization. This shift, 

covered in chapters two and three, was the response by editors to promote competition in the 

periodicals market leading to more intimate cultivation of readers’ desires for a discursive vision 

that foregrounded a notion of serious authenticity through the spectacle of wartime violence and 

narratives of heroic sacrifice to the emperor and state. In this sense, a history of the laughable, 

the impractical, and the unserious, is precisely that which can illuminate both the methods of 

instrumentalization desired by Japan’s state modernizers, as well as its contestation.  

Critic Amano Yūkichi invokes Tosaka description of the newspaper was a combination of 

critique and expression (批評表現) in discussing Miyatake Gaikotsu’s work.27 Tosaka, Amano 

writes, saw the newspapers as being capable of critique but just as easily made into propaganda. 

The division between critique and expression delineated the textual (articles, stories) and the 

visual (advertisements, comics, illustrations, diagrams, back matter) contents of periodicals. Yet, 

in Gaikotsu’s work, Amano argues that this hierarchy between so-called content (text=critique) 

and visual matter (ads=expression) is inverted, which is to say that the visual ‘filler’ elements are 

where critique takes place, while the putative textual ‘commentary’ is more simply expression. In 

an orthodox publication the textual articles provide the critique (批評) while the advertisements 

are the expressions, and Tosaka emphasizes that the two must be considered together as two parts 

of what makes the information or contents of the newspaper relevant as ‘news.’ Tosaka saw 

27 Amano Yūkichi 天野祐吉, “Gaikotsu to kōkoku 外骨と広告,” Yuriika ユリイカ 25, no. 9 (September 1993).
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journalism as a useful tool of critique for “the actual of the present,”28 which in its origins 

worked against the non-immediacy and non-practicality of the commodity form.29 Yet, by the 

1930s when Tosaka was writing on journalism, he saw its original essence of “immediacy and 

practicality”30 as lost to a periodical marketplace that was “perhaps purely and representatively 

capitalist.”31 What he desired was a re-articulation of the journalistic ethos. In other words, a 

proletarian journalism. Therefore, in thinking about the comedic as it functioned in originary 

periodical media, I would like to build on Tosaka’s binary to consider how content can be just so 

much more superficial expression, while critique can occur on the level of form and visuality, 

particularly in a comedic mode. In fact, the quality of inversion was key to Tosaka’s 

understanding of humor. He writes, humor “takes the affirmative side in attempting to regulate 

its relationship with the negative,” while irony “takes the negative side in attempting to regulate 

its relationship to the affirmative.”32  This is to say, the comedic garners much of its power from 

inversions of meaning and form, so perhaps as periodical media spread to a mass audience 

during Meiji, as it became increasingly the ‘print capital’ that Tosaka discusses, we need to look 

at how the comedic resided in both the form, structure, and visuality of the works as much as in 

the statements made in their text. 

28 Jun Tosaka, “The Academy and Journalism,” in Tosaka Jun: A Critical Reader, ed. Ken C Kawashima, Fabian Schäfer, and 
Robert Stolz, trans. Chris Kai-Jones (Cornell University Press, 2013), 44.

29 Amano, Gaikotsu to kōkoku, 48.

Tosaka notes, “journalism doesn’t have the luxury of sending out ideas and waiting around for their return.” (Tosaka Jun: A 
Critical Reader, 43).

30 Ibid., 47.

31 Ibid., 48.

32 Ibid., 52.
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To understand the stake of comedic mass media to print capital it is worth commenting on 

the relationship between the expanding field of machine-printed, truly “mass” publications of the 

Meiji era and the misperception that the critical comedic tradition, that had been a mainstay of 

print culture during the Edo period, simply dwindled away. As mentioned above, scholars of 

literature like Nakamura and Yanagita focused too heavily on literature while overlooking 

periodicals. This oversight could be due to overdetermining the effects of technological and 

representational challenges to printing images and illustrations effected by the departure from 

dominant woodblock to nascent machine printing, for which reproducing an illustration, 

lithograph, and later photograph all presented certain required amounts of time and innovation to 

accomplish. Perhaps the initial difficulty in incorporating images, particularly those of a playful 

or funny nature, into periodical created the perception that early- to mid-Meiji media was itself 

experiencing a decline in comedic content. This transition from woodblock to machine printing 

was neither total nor rapid. In reality, the coexistence of both machine- and woodblock-printed 

materials defines the tumultuous textual landscape of the Meiji period. It is no coincidence then, 

that the first bi-monthly “magazine” successfully published in Japan was fueled by the 

‘readability’ of illustrations, phonetic glossing, playful exploration of the un-serious, and 

commentary on aspects of modernization and nationalization that were lacking from public 

discourse in the Big Papers. In other words, rather than departing from the comedic and so-called 

vulgarity that reformers and literati alike prescribed for modernization, early-Meiji cultural 

history must account specifically for these forms that were popular at the time but forgotten to 

history.

The formative period of modern print capital in the early decades of the Meiji period 

reveals those things called newspapers, shinbun, were dominated by elite male voices, whose 
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origins overlap with the task of translating the world of Western ideas in Japan. These 

publications, called ‘Big Papers’ (大新聞), are virtually unrecognizable as the grey broadsheet 

called a newspaper today. Densely packed characters written in formal classical Japanese (文語) 

and Chinese (漢文) were only readable by those who had received elite education, and the 

publications offered no phonetic guide or illustration to ease interpretation. This was a distinct 

departure from Edo-period woodblock-printed entertainment works, which remained in 

circulation and even survived as a printing method with increasingly boutique or antiquarian 

leanings until the first decades of the twentieth century. The colorful mix of parody with veiled 

commentary on current events that dominated Edo book culture did not cease to exist in the 

1850s and 1860s, but rather declined over a longer period that lasts into the 20th century in 

peripheral parts of Japan. 

Returning to Tosaka, the term “print capital” (資本出版) functions as an organizing 

concept for the transitions in media across Meiji on onward into the 20th century. The concept at 

its core refers to the unification of state and capital through the social mediation of mass printed 

materials. During the period in question, news media were changing, transitioning 

linguistically,33 representationally,34 and politically35 From the transitional period of 1895-1905, 

33 Linguistic changes pertain to the increasing colloquialization in written Japanese in newspapers. 

See: 
Yeounsuk Lee, “Homogenization or Hierarchization?: A Problem of Written Language in the Public Sphere of Modern Japan,” in 
Divided Languages?: Diglossia, Translation and the Rise of Modernity in Japan, China, and the Slavic World, ed. Judit Árokay, 
Jadranka Gvozdanović, and Darja Miyajima (Springer Science & Business Media, 2014), 154.

34 The ease and frequency of printed images increased significantly in the first years of the 20th century and in particular during 
the first Sino-Japanese War of 1904-5. 

See: Peter Francis Kornicki, Meiji Japan, vol. 3 (Routledge, 1998), 256.

35 Although changes to the body politic of Japan were somewhat constant throughout the Meiji period, with regard to changes in 
how periodical media handled politics, I am thinking particularly of the 1890s and the decline of periodicals driven by prolific 
individual journalists and the rise of broad and relatively tame coverage oriented toward attracting more readers. 

See: Huffman, Creating a Public, 195. 
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the relationship of news media to daily life transcended a sense of social service or journalistic 

duty to become a fully competitive marketplace dealing in speed, images, and sensation to sell 

papers. The journalistic frenzy that developed from the Sino- (1894-5) and Russo-Japanese 

(1904-5) Wars produced a new mode of periodical more concerned with the conveyance of 

events than the commentary or interpretation of events. Meiji newspaper historian James 

Huffman writes that newspaper undertook an “informational” role, or mode where the rapid 

delivery of information was a primary concern over editorializing or interpretation of events.36 

Because the move to an informational mode was driven by market competition and consumer 

demand, it is the first moment in Japanese history where the periodical market was bound by 

financial concerns to promote national solidarity, overwhelming prior notions of journalist 

autonomy or the liberalistic notion of a free circulation of ideas. Thus, the main reason for 

invoking Tosaka’s concept is to probe how state and business concerns came to align with 

consumer demand to the extent that it fundamentally synthesized a pro-imperialist media sphere. 

How this shift parallels the permeation of capitalism itself can be examined through questions of 

ownership and guidance of media for populist ends. Coupled with Tosaka’s other important 

critique of news media—that due to print capital, a division of labor between news and the 

academy had become corrupted, undermining the social role of the intelligentsia—it becomes 

clear that the news media does not exist in a vacuum separate from the fields of scholarly 

research, literature, or the arts, and in fact is deeply important to how those other fields operate. 

From the mid-1890s, periodical editors in a fiercely competitive environment sought higher 

circulation by creating new degrees of intimacy with readers’ tastes and desires. Part of making 

36 Huffman, Creating a Public, 101.
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the newspaper ‘worth more’ was to foreground a practical function through the notion of raw, 

expedient coverage of events occurring far and wide. James Huffman articulates well the 

situation in the mid-1890s:

Driving most editors’ daily decisions now was the question of how to make a profit. Established papers 
needed ever larger capital resources, first, to recover from the expenses of covering the Sino-Japanese War 
and, second, to meet the unending demands of state-of-the-art machinery, modern facilities, expanded 
coverage, and circulations now ranging upwards of 50,000 for average papers and nearing 150,000 for the 
largest. And the newer papers were desperate for quick investment capital, since they had not been 
adequately funded even before the war brought all of its new pressures. This meant different things to 
different papers, depending on the specific audience they targeted, but for most it meant finding ways to 
increase circulations: speedier reporting, more interesting (though not always more accurate or 
consequential) news and feature stories, fewer editorials, more novels and entertainment news, sometimes 
wild promotion schemes, anything, in short, to make people buy the paper.37 

What should be drawn from this transition is that responding to and cultivating people’s 

assumptions, expectations, their desires and hopes, became a new form of specialized labor. This 

new editorial, market-driven labor came to dominate in way information was circulated to the 

extent that capitalism/print capital produced a new form of imagined society—effectively 

creating a media productive of society. In this sense, this study defines mass media as ‘mass-

produced media that structures a national and international communicative community. By 

bridging vast distances, media creates a new sense of social space surpassing the temporal and 

physical boundaries of local life.’ It was news media that created and nurtured this kind of media 

relationship. 

Print capital emerged from the mid-1890s. As journalism transitioned to an informational 

mode, it carried with it an implicit truth value while at the same time concealing the presence of 

the interpretive voices of the reporter, editor, or media apparatus through which it appeared. This 

is an abstraction of everydayness. Events from near and far appear on a daily basis, allowing the 

37 Huffman, Creating a Public, 228.
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reality of these distant ‘events’ to be produced as concrete narratives about reality (fact) and yet 

exist as heterodox from people’s particular lived experience (they do and do not affect one’s 

particular life). The rise of print capital manifests a form of violence against the material 

everyday as a legitimate means of knowing one’s social reality. By decoupling the material 

experience from the national, or rather by linking them only through abstraction, desire for 

imperialism can grow by externalizing direct forms of violence, while internal, subtler forms of 

conceptual violence can be accepted as normal development.   

Comedy, in particular Miyatake Gaikotsu’s notion of ‘wit’ (頓智) covered in chapter two, 

functions in contrast to abstract knowledge. Wit is about individually assessing and reflecting on 

one’s reality through both the world presented by print media as well as one’s lived material 

reality in order to recognize the gap, incongruity, or schisms between the two. In fact, comedy is 

the most virile mediator of the underlying reliance on perceived factity (state legitimacy) that 

empowers violence’s representation. Not all comedy steps out of its expected entertainment role 

to do so, but many forms such as satire, irony, and the absurd function by representing those 

social relationships that are supposed to remain concealed in the movement of capital. Through 

engaging with those relationships as something real, as something within the realm of social 

possibility, the comedic can illuminate the ambivalence and ambiguity of what news everyday 

calls fact.

While the sale of books was on the rise at the turn of the 20th century, it was periodicals 

that quantitatively led the expansion of national life, a field of growth that made possible the 

permeation of print capitalism as the means of cultural production that connected an economical 

and geographically disparate population. This permeation functioned to foreground a particular 

set of values and definitions of social life wherein service to the state and the emperor were 
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primary for the individual. Hirano articulates this primacy in the concerns of the Meiji State to 

control national subjects not simply through their physical productivity, but on the level of their 

mental, internal sense of governmentality when he writes, “human interiority—itself became a 

strategic target of interpellation.”38 This was an inversion of the Tokugawa concern with bodily 

productivity that viewed the body as inherently uncontrollable and therefore requiring strict 

social hierarchy to retain productivity. Meiji planners viewed the body as the site for betterment

—a vessel that could be mobilized with the proper contents—which were best provided through 

the national education system. The new body-mind relationship produced the subjectivity for 

new human relations and participation in the “social" life of the nation. Ownership of a 'self' 

granted recognition of the subject as participating in the social. Through the habitual 

representation of social life and people through periodical media, individuals learn to situate 

themselves as individual subjects within a social spectrum. This notion of individualism and 

‘event’ are confronted and tempered by the experience of the material world. Is the society 

shown in print reconcilable with the material world? Is it seen as real when encountering a 

passerby in the street? The temporality in which media represents events compresses 

increasingly with the advance of modernity. Across the Meiji period (and on to the present day), 

the frequency with which representations of the world appear before readers/viewers only 

accelerates, shortening the time it takes for a moment of the everyday to move out of the 

unrepresentable chaos and contingency of human life and become an event whose narrative is 

known across a city or a nation.

Comedy’s ability to represent and embody incongruity creates for readers a site to 

negotiate the ‘thinkable’ in society, one that has been largely overlooked precisely because of 

38 Hirano, The Politics, 207.
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comedy’s radical ambiguity—the divide between those who get the joke and those who do not. 

Because the comedic is not rigid and does obligate the reader to associate or agree with a 

particular stance, it is always positioned to negotiate meaning or, sense itself. The comedic forms 

developed throughout the Meiji period explored the invention and promotion of new concepts of 

the social (shakai), refracting the sociality of the media apparatus itself to constitute Japan’s first 

social media. It provided the sites to negotiate the legality of the nation-state, concepts of the 

everyday, and of the relationship of citizen to state, not merely as smooth ‘modernization’ of 

human life but as active conceptual sites where the dominant forms of politics could become 

objects of critique.

IV. Periodicals as the First Mass Media

The task of how to best define “the first newspaper in Japan” has proven difficult. Issues of 

translation and historicity arise from the word shinbun (新聞) itself without dealing with the 

content, intention, or technologies involved. Although shinbun is the term that becomes the 

analogue for the Western newspaper even before the start of Meiji, the etymology of the two 

Chinese characters together, shin ‘new’ and bun ‘things heard,’ dates back to recorded events 

from the Tang Dynasty (6th-8th. CE) entitled nánchǔxīnwén (南楚新聞).39 This kind of 

bureaucratic record, often called “gazetteers” in Sinitic historical scholarship, enumerated events 

not for a reading populace but rather to convey information for the centralized dynastic state. In 

39 Ono Hideo 小野 秀雄, Nihon shinbun hattasushi 日本新聞発達史 (Osaka: Ōsaka Mainichi Shinbunsha, 1922).
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Japan, thus, the sentiment of shinbun’s use in the 19th century carried some of the inherited 

meaning, to convey information, which came from ancient Chinese records.40

Once into the 19th century, the presence in East and South Asia of European and American 

colonial forces, seafaring merchants, and missionaries, circulated new forms of periodical media: 

newspapers, gazettes, broadsheets, magazines, and introduced a new concept of reporting and 

journalism. It is during this long, colonial, 19th century when concepts of the newspaper and the 

periodical attained definition by new print technology (machine, movable type, and 

mimeograph), audience (a general populace), and the act of ‘reporting’ on contemporary events 

and information. This is because in Japan, although the seclusion policy severely limiting foreign 

exchange and a prohibition on reporting on contemporaneous events of the Tokugawa Shogunate 

lasted until the late-1860s, control was not absolute nor were borders entirely sealed.41 Trade 

with the Dutch as well as the circulation of texts from abroad had allowed some study of 

European knowledge. By the mid-19th century, increasing numbers of documents were translated 

and made available to Tokugawa authorities. 

Previous scholarship by James Huffman, Yoshimi Shunya, and others42 has shown the 

relationship and continuity between Meiji publications and Tokugawa-era publications, such as 

illegal broadsheets known as kawaraban (瓦版) and illegal graffiti declarations or sayings 

known as rakusho (落書), whose ability to comment on contemporary events provided a 

40 Suzuki Hidesaburō 鈴木 秀三郎, ed., Honpō shinbun no kigen 本邦新聞の起原 (Kyoto: Kuriosha, 1959), 8.

41 For more see: Timon Screech, The Western Scientific Gaze and Popular Imagery in Later Edo Japan: The Lens within the 
Heart (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 7.

Luke Shepherd Roberts, “Shipwrecks and Flotsam: The Foreign World in Edo-Period Tosa,” mni Monumenta Nipponica 70, no. 
1 (2015): 83–122.

42 For more see: Yoshihara, Edo no jōhōya, 53; Yoshimi, Nyūsu, 8; Huffman, Creating a Public,  21.
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subversive mode of commentary and criticism of contemporaneous events during the Tokugawa 

period. In this sense, the thrust of early-Meiji era newspapers to provide public discourse on 

contemporary events in print existed earlier in illegal forms. This linkage in objective and 

audience—to comment on the present to a public audience—is itself not what is “new” about 

newspapers. Rather, as Yoshimi Shunya argues, the task at hand in conceptualizing the birth of 

the newspaper as a social phenomena is comprehending “news” as elevating particular 

occurrences out of everyday life, such as a fire, theft, assassination, gossip, foreign exchange, 

etc., and producing them as “events” that declare an inherent social relevance. That something is 

newsworthy is itself a distinction that modern society accepts as given, assigning the veracity of 

the event’s worth or relevance to the act of publishing itself. In this sense, news produces a 

temporality where society is bound by knowledge of particular events as newsworthy, marking 

time and social experience in novel ways that collapse vast spatial differences into identifiable 

personal experiences as news narratives. This abstract temporality created by simultaneous 

reading of the daily paper is defined by Benedict Anderson as a mass ceremony. Anderson 

writes: “The newspaper reader, observing the exact replicas of his own paper being consumed by 

his subway, barbershop, or residential neighbors, is continually reassured that the imagined 

world is visibly rooted in everyday life.”43 This “imagined world” is the product of the rise of the 

temporality of the shinbun. Yet, this abstraction, which is taken to be the reality of everyday life, 

did not show up in 1871 as a fully formed concept, but rather was incomplete, uneven, and vying 

for traction in the textual marketplace of early Meiji. 

43 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 33.
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The first publication called a shinbun in Japan was the Batabiya shinbun (官板バタビヤ新

聞) of 1862. Calling Batabiya the first “newspaper” is, however, accurate only in one sense, as it 

translated a Western newspaper with the word shinbun. It would be difficult to call it a Japanese 

newspaper because it not only lacks any mention of contemporary affairs in Japan, but the 

publication is in the format of a woodblock-printed, bound book, not an unbound broadsheet as 

is associated with the newspaper format. The “Batabiya” (Batavia) referred to present-day 

Jakarta during Dutch East Indian colonial rule, and all articles translated Dutch reports regarding 

their colonial holdings (from the Dutch newspaper, Javaansche Courant). In a similar sense, the 

first periodically produced “magazine” or zasshi (雑誌) in Japanese was also concerned with 

translation. Entitled Seiyō zasshi or ‘Western Magazine,’ the 1867 publication was also bound 

and consisted mostly of translations of Dutch scholarly knowledge. Although it only lasted six 

editions, the afterword by the publisher stated: “The reason for publishing this zasshi is akin to 

the monthly published magasein [a type of newspaper] of every Western country, to collect 

interesting tales broadly from all over the world.”44 Here emerges the first clear analogue 

between the term zasshi and the term ‘magazine,’ which appears as a sub-genre of news media 

concerned with “interesting stories” (kisetsu/奇説). According to Japanese scholars, other uses of 

shinbun were in fact “newspaper(s)” published by foreigners for foreigners in the Yokohama 

foreign territory, e.g., “The Nagasaki Shipping News List and Advertiser” published in June 

1861 by A.W. Hanzard.45 

44 「此雑誌出板の意ハ、西洋諸国月々出板マガセイン（新聞紙の類）の如く、広く天下の奇説を集めて・・」“西洋
雑誌 巻1 （標準画像 078-003） | 江戸時代の日蘭交流.” http://www.ndl.go.jp/nichiran/data/R/078/078-003r.html

45 Yoshimi, Nyūsu, 8.

Sunyoung Park 朴  宣映, “Yokohama iryūchi eiji shinbun no ‘seikan’ sendō 横浜居留地英字新聞の’征韓’煽動,” Tokyo 
daigaky shakaigaku jōhō kenkyūjo kiyō 東京大学社会情報研究所紀要, no. 65 (2003): 263–300, 263-5.
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Tracing the concept of shinbun during the 1860s, although materially they remain 

woodblock-printed and wahon-bound book-formatted publications, the content slowly evolves 

from translated foreign newspapers articles to commenting on the state of affairs within the 

Japanese Islands around the time of the Meiji Restoration of late-1868. The first privately 

produced publication was the Kaigai Shinbun (「海外新聞」 1865.4.8~1866.11.6). It began as 

handwritten manuscripts in 1864 through the efforts of Joseph Heco (浜田彦蔵, 1837-1897; the 

first Japanese citizen to be naturalized as a U.S. citizen), Kishida Ginkō (岸田吟香, 1833-1905), 

and Honma Kiyō (本間潜蔵, 1843-1923), and in 1865 evolved into a woodblock-printed book 

format divided by country with articles drawn from foreign newspapers that came to Japan via 

mail ships (郵便船).46 Articles from those newspapers were translated and published, producing 

twenty-six editions during its year-and-a-half publishing run. This was followed by the 

woodblock-printed and bound Bankoku Shinbunshi (「万国新聞紙」1867.5~1868.5, 18 

volumes), produced by British Anglican pastor Michael Buckworth Bailey (1852-1899, first 

pastor of the Christ Church, Yokohama) with the publication affiliated with the British 

Consulate.47 In addition to translating articles from foreign papers into Japanese, the Bankoku 

Shinbun (as it was renamed after the fifteenth volume) is notable as the first publication to cover 

governmental affairs from within Japan and events local to Yokohama. This was possible since it 

Yamamuro Kiyoshi 山室清, Yokohama kara shinbun wo tsukutta hitobito 橫浜から新聞を創った人々 (Kanagawa Shinbunsha, 
2000), 16.

46 Josefu Heko kinenkai ジョセフ彦記念会, Josefu Heko kaigaishinbun ジョセフ彦海外新聞 (早稲田大学出版部, 1977), 2.

47 Yokohamashi chūō toshokan kinenshi iinkai 横浜市中央図書館記念誌編集委員会, ed., Yokohama no hon to bunka 横浜の
本と文化: 横浜市中央図書館記念誌 (Yokohama-shi: Yokohama-shi Chūō Toshokan, 1994), 88.
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was published under British authority from the Yokohama Foreign Settlement.48 Following the 

lead of Bankoku, in 1868, in the midst of the Meiji Restoration, American businessman Eugene 

Miller Van Reed (1834-1873) teamed with Kishida Ginkō (岸田吟香, 1833-1905) to publish the 

Yokohama Shinpō Moshiho-kusa (「横浜新報もしほ草」1868.5~1870.4, 42 volumes). 

Differing from the translation-centric efforts of prior publications, the Moshiho-kusa is notable 

for publishing editorials on the state of affairs in Japan, a safe endeavor because, like Bankoku, it 

was published from the within the Foreign Settlement.49 

Epochal change to the concept of shinbun occurred on January 28 1871, when the first 

daily Japanese-language paper, the Yokohama Mainichi Shinbun ( 横浜毎日新聞, 

1871.1~1926.12), appeared. Not only was this the first publication to be published daily, but it 

used broadsheet paper printed on both sides, akin to Western newspapers. Although it was 

initially printed in woodblock movable type, it later transitioned to metal typeset.50 In 1879, its 

headquarters were moved to Tokyo and renamed the Tokyo Yokohama Mainichi Shinbun, and it 

provided strong support to the Constitutional Reform Party in the Freedom and Popular Rights 

debates of the 1870s and 1880s.51 

The Yokohama Mainichi Shinbun company produced the first newspaper targeted at a 

popular audience in 1875 with the Kanayomi Shinbun (「仮名読新聞」1875.11~1880.10) 

headed by the gesaku-author Kanagaki Robun (仮名垣魯文, 1829-1894), known for his comedic 

48 Ibid., 88.

49 Ibid., 14.

50 Ibid., 88.

51 Kitane Yutaka 北根豊 and Suzuki Yūga 鈴木雄雅, Nihon shoki shinbun zenshū 日本初期新聞全集 (Tokyo: Perikansha, 
1986).
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prose. This marked the first easily-read, plebeian newspaper and the beginning of the readership 

divide between so-called Big Papers (大新聞) and Small Papers (小新聞), Kanayomi Shinbun 

being representative of the latter.52 Kanayomi Shinbun included lyrical prose, traditional love 

songs known as dodoitsu (都々逸), and some comedic writings, although it avoided political 

editorializing, instead covering local events and more spectacular events such as visiting mise-

mono sideshows and the like.53 One way to think about Small Papers is as a response to the 

emerging notion of a mass readership to whom gossip, urban news, fiction, and comedic word 

play were appealing. In fact, the comedic publications, although struggling to find a material 

format that allowed mass production in the new mode, had its own early-Meiji history, including 

some overlaps in Small Papers. 

Emerging from the foreign settlements in Yokohama prior to the Meiji Restoration of 1868, 

the English-language Japan Punch (1862-1887) was produced at a small scale via hand-cranked 

mimeograph reproducing hand-drawn images and text by British journalist and illustrator 

Charles Wirgman (1832-1891).54 This first comedic periodical of modern Japan mimicked 

European comedic magazines such as London Punch (London, 1841-2002), La Caricature 

(Paris, 1830-1843), and Le Chavivari (Paris, 1832-1837), which satirized politicians and elites 

using caricature and wordplay. Although only around 200 copies were printed for each edition, 

the magazine was notable for introducing simple, line drawing political cartoons to the local 

community. It inspired the Kanagaki Robun and Baitei Kinga (1821-1893) -produced E-shinbun 

52 1924-1999. Okitsu Kaname 興津要, Kanagaki Robun: Meiji kaika no gesakusha 仮名垣魯文: 文明開化の戯作者, Yūrin 
shinsho ; 46 (Yokohama-shi: Yūrindō, 1993), 4.

53 Ibid., 138.

54 Peter Duus, “‘Punch Pictures’: Localising Punch in Meiji Japan,” in Asian Punches, ed. Hans Harder and Barbara Mittler, 
Transcultural Research – Heidelberg Studies on Asia and Europe in a Global Context (Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013), 307–
35, 316.
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Nipponchi (『絵入日本地』) or ‘Illustrated News: the Land of Japan,’ which although short-

lived, copied Wirgman’s model in cover style while the jokes and printing method remained Edo 

gesaku-styled and Japanese paper and binding.55 In my assessment, visually Wirgman and 

Kanagaki’s hand-drawn and woodblock printed illustrations differed from the single-frame 

political cartoon that would come to be known as a “punch picture” or ponchi-e in the 1870s. 

The ponchi-e, drawing from the title of London Punch, were actually a more formally accurate 

imitation of the European magazines that only became possible with more advanced etching and 

lithography technology developed in Japan by Marumaru chinbun from 1877 onward. Thus, by 

the mid-1870s newspapers and magazines in Japan were developing their own iterations of 

modern, machine-printed periodical media, which came to hold relevancy as a communication 

tool and fostered the growing popularity of the new medium that attracted at times unwanted 

government attention.

V. The Meiji State’s Investment in shinbun 

The popularization of periodical media cannot be separated from the state’s own belief that 

newspapers could provide a means to educate and indoctrinate the populace of Japan. 

Newspapers were perceived as powerful tools to disseminate information and as such the 

government was invested in regulating and controlling how this new media developed. 

55 Ibid., 313.
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In 1871, with the abolition of the han system and establishment of the prefectural 

territories in April of that year, the nascent government faced the problem of how to dismantle 

the previous system and indoctrinate people into the centralized nation-state while also reforming 

it. The state deemed shinbun invaluable for the spread of information and the development of 

knowledge (chishiki no hatten). The government actively assisted the popularization of shinbun 

with direct aid to fledgling endeavors in the new medium.56 In July of the same year, the 

enactment of the revised version of the shinbun ordinance code makes clear the notion of the 

shinbun as a tool to mold people as citizens of the state: “shinbun-shi should hold as their 

objective the expansion and development of human knowledge (hito no chishiki)…the prose 

56 Below is a list of shinbun with which the government had some involvement:
-July, 1870. Kaigai shinbun 「海外新聞」published by the Daigaku Nankō [大学南校] (later Tokyo Imperial University Law 
and Literature Departments). 

-December, 1870 Yokohama Mainichi shinbun (Japan’s first daily) began under the support and encouragement of the Kanagawa 
prefectural governor, Iseki Moritome (1833-1890). Western-style paper (洋紙印刷), one-sided broadsheet using lead movable 
type. Ratio of 50/50 articles to advertisements. Article content was mostly market prices and trade news.

-May, 1871 Shinbun Zasshi 「新聞雑誌」published by House of Councilors member Kido Takayoshi1/Kōin (1833-1877, AKA 
Katsura Kogorō), originally published multiple times monthly, it later is published every other day. Included many articles with 
fact-checking. Centered in the Kantō region.  

-February, 1872 Tokyo Nichinichi shinbun, published with the support of House of Councilors members Ōkuma Shigenobu 
(1838-1922) and Etō Shimpei (1834-1874) [Etō’s own trial and execution were covered in the paper in 1874 as a Nishiki-e. 
Ironic that Etō was a Minister of Justice (1872) who was responsible for drafting the first penal code in Japan (kaitei ritsurei). He 
resigned from this councilor position after Saigo Takamori’s proposal to invade Korea was rejected. He returned to Saga and 
tried to rally for the formation of a national assembly that culminated in the Saga Rebellion, which culminated in Etō’s capture, 
beheading, and public display of his head.] 

-March, 1872 Nisshin Shinjishi, supported by the Minister of the Left, founded by Englishman J.R. Black (who also wrote the 
Japan Herald), written in Japanese. Editorial help from Japanese expert, a Portuguese man named De Rosa(?). Famous for 
publishing government white papers for the establishment of the national assembly from the Minister of the Left, foreign news, 
regional news, criticism of government policy.   

-June, 1872 Yūbin Hōchi shinbun, western printed (洋紙印刷), founded by Maejima Hisoka (1835-1919) head of the Ministry of 
Communications. Five-times per month, switching to daily the following year. The articles were news from regional post offices 
and communiques for Maejima from abroad that he received permission to published.

-Other notable papers that start with government support are the Kyōtō shinbun, Hiroshima’s Ni’chū Zakki 「日注雑記」, and  
Ōsaka shinbun.
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should be extremely simple. Strange letters and peculiar phrases should be avoided.”57 The 

importance of the shinbun serving as a pedagogical tool is clear as educational reform attempted 

to generate literacy across the new national space. The exclusion, or suggestion to exclude, so-

called “strange letters and peculiar phrases” (奇字癖文), began the standardization of mass 

media language in the service of “simplicity.” It remains a difficult question what “simplicity” 

entailed. 

The shinbun’s popularization occurred in parallel with language pedagogy reform through 

the new system of mandatory education. The spread of the newspaper as a primary vehicle for 

both state information and global market news cannot be overlooked as a key site of the 

“standardization” practices, so vital to the research of Seth Jacobowitz and Stefan Tanaka.58 It 

was in the coming decades of the 1880s and 1890s when the language movement known as 

genbun itchi, urging verbal-written commensurability, countered writing practices of bungo 

(classical Japanese grammar) and kanbun (Chinese writing) in both literature and popular media. 

This process has been examined based on both technologies of transcribing spoken language into 

the written word (Jacobowitz), and epistemological issues for situating language within a new 

landscape of modern subjectivity.59 However, neighboring the fields of literature and print 

culture remains the world of newsprint that is both nearly impossible to grasp as a whole, and yet 

provides valuable examples of how the need to speak to increasingly larger audiences also 

57 「新聞紙は人の智識を啓開するを以て目的とすべし (略文)文は極めて平易なるを主とす。奇字癖文を用いるべから
ず」

58 Stefan Tanaka, “New Media and Historical Narrative 1884 Japan.,” Performance Research 11, no. 4 (2006), 100.

Karatani, Origins, 195.

Seth Jacobowitz, Writing Technology in Meiji Japan: A Media History of Modern Japanese Literature and Visual Culture, 
Harvard East Asian Monographs 387 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Asia Center, 2015), 82.

59 Karatani, Origins, 45.
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effected language change. It is clear that the state felt the newspaper to be a useful tool for 

literacy and to encourage the populace to begin thinking of themselves as citizens. Two key 

elements of infrastructure that supported the state’s goals were the newspaper reading rooms 

created in each prefecture and the national postal system.

Newspaper Reading Rooms and the Postal System

As part of the plan for quick development of shinbun, both the central and regional governments 

bought papers and distributed them to each prefecture. Their efforts to popularize the newspaper 

also actively encouraged subscriptions. The ratio of distribution was three copies for each 

prefecture (ken), meaning the national coverage required 225 copies of each paper at a time when 

the average circulation was around 1000 units. In other words, the state was responsible for 

21.5% of the total run or published number.60 

With the establishment of the mail system between Tokyo, Osaka, and Kyoto in 1871, and 

then across the nation with the exclusion of some areas of Hokkaidō in 1872, shinbun by post 

became a nationwide phenomenon.61 The role played by the post office for bringing readers and 

the shinbun closer together should not be overlooked. The post office held shinbun recital 

meetings (新聞朗読会) as well as provided ‘newspaper reading rooms’ (新聞縦覧所). Some 

examples of shinbun recital meetings in different regions of Japan are as follows. 

60 Mainichi shinbun hyakunenshi kankō iinkai, Mainichi shinbun hyakunenshi 1872-1972 每日新聞百年史: 1872-1972 (每日新
聞社, 1972), 9. 

61 Inoue Takuro 井上  卓朗, “Nihon ni okeru kindai yūbin no seiritsu katei: Kōyō tsūshin infura ni yoru yūbin nettowāku no 
kesei 日本における近代郵便の成立過程: 公用通信インフラによる郵便ネットワークの形成,” Yūsei shiryōkan kenkyū 
kiyō 郵政資料館研究紀要, no. 2 (2010): 18–54.
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Takagi Takeo notes that in September 1872, as part of the family registry system (kosekihō) 

enacted in 1871, prefecture public heads and deputy heads of wards  in Yamanashi Prefecture 

were ordered to “create shinbun explanation and discussion meetings (新聞解話会).”62 Their 

statement read: “Hereafter, in every village and town the Shinto priests and Buddhist monks, or 

those with the appropriate skills, will spread extra mats and serve as reciters (orators) of 

newspaper explanation and discussion meetings, providing for free the opportunity to listen to 

all, including children and women as well.”63 In September1874, an official communication of 

Miyagi prefecture stated: “As the shinbunshi is an indispensable item these days, public funds 

(regional funds) should be used to purchase and place them at appropriate places, like elementary 

schools, temples, and shrines, for people to meet where volunteers should hold readings six times 

a month. In remote areas in order to easily learn to read, please rely on the good will of people 

like elementary school instructors.”64 In 1876, in Wakamatsu prefecture a policy was enacted 

declaring that on the first and fifteenth of each month in each ward’s elementary school, the 

heads of households will gather, and along with the ward heads, public functionaries, and 

bureaucrats, they will read public notifications and shinbun.65 

As should be clear from the statements above, the state dedicated both funding and effort to 

employ the newspaper as a means to civilize and educate the populace. What is of interest is the 

fact that newspapers were not readily accessible in terms of literacy to all subjects. Thus, the 

need for reading the papers aloud was pushed onto those with some education, including 

62 Takagi Takeo 高木健夫, Shinbun shōsetsushi: Meiji hen 新聞小說史: 明治篇 (Tokyo: Kokusho Kankōkai, 1974), 7.

63 Ibid.

64 Ibid.

65 Ibid.
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teachers, priests and monks, or heads of households, a group dominated by educated men. This 

role of reading aloud by men in positions of authority or leadership reflects the norms of 

Tokugawa period literacy in that books and narratives were widely consumed in a communal 

reading environment where one person read aloud to a group.66 

Newspaper Reading Rooms (新聞縦覧所) were slightly different in their role, as they 

encouraged the availability of newspapers to the citizenry to read for themselves rather than 

being read to. For example, Yamamoto Fumio notes that in November, 1872 in the Mizuma 

district (in present day Fukuoka prefecture) reading rooms were established within public offices 

providing “Government daily logs” (太政官日誌) as a start and then shinbun, and with no 

difference between samurai families and commoners, encouraging all people of the prefecture to 

freely read.67 In 1873, a Chikuma district (present day Nagano), an official order by Nagayama 

Moriteru (1826-1902), established shinbun reading rooms as one method for shinbun cultivation 

(新聞育成).68 Yamamoto points out that during this early period, these spaces for collecting and 

reading publications developed along with a nascent system of state libraries, and in this sense, 

the availability of shinbun served a purpose similar to that of libraries, developing literacy and 

knowledge of a larger political and social space of the nation-state.69  

Despite the efforts of the state to utilize newspapers as a tool to indoctrinate the people to 

think of themselves as citizens of the new nation-state, in the first decade of Meiji, the 1870s, 

66 Ai Maeda, “From Communal Performance to Solitary Reading: The Rise of the Modern Japanese Reader,” in Text and the city: 
essays on Japanese modernity, trans. James A Fujii (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2004), 229.

67 Yamamoto Fumio 山本文雄, Nihon masu-komyunikēshon-shi 日本マス・コミュニケーション史, 増補 (東京: 東海大学出
版会, 1981), 19.

68 Ibid.

69 Ibid.
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people were still unfamiliar with the new format. The reality of Meiji newspaper readership was 

that at the start of the era, the average urban dweller had a very low view of the new format of 

the newspaper. One famous story is from 1872, when resident Scottish journalist John Reddie 

Black70 went to a busy shopping street in Tokyo to sell year-long subscriptions to his new 

Japanese-language paper, Nisshin shinjishi (日新真事詩). He approached the owner of a shop, 

who had coincidentally already bought a copy of his paper, and was reading a section with 

admiration, when Black asked him about a subscription. The man replied, “but, I’ve got 

everything I need right here. I don’t need more than this.” Black replied, “but, that’s just one 

day’s worth of newspaper. That kind of newspaper comes out every day.” The man replied, “that 

might be the case but since I already have one, what’s the point in getting a new one everyday?” 

at which the local ward leaders laughed. Black’s friend, a translator named De Rosa, tried to 

explain to the shopkeeper but was cut off by a boy on the street, “Fine sir, I’m afraid you’re 

mistaken. Although newspapers come out every day, the writing is not the same. They write 

about the new things that occurred the previous day.” The shopkeeper, a bit bewildered, asked 

for clarification, “that’s to say that the newspaper changes everyday with new things written? 

That’s just foolish!”71

That a shop master, who employed a fair number of both young and old workers, did not 

grasp that the newspaper was printed daily with new information, attests to the idea that 

education level or social standing did not necessarily make the function of the newspaper 

apparent in the 1870s. Having purchased a paper, it was clear that he took interest in the contents 

70 Black was a Scotsman living in Japan across the Meiji Restoration and founder of the English language Japan Gazette (1867) 
and the Japanese langauge Nisshin shinjishi (日新真事誌, 1872).

71 Yamamoto Taketoshi 山本武利, Kindai nihon no shinbun dokushasō 近代日本の新聞読者層 (Tokyo: Hōsei Daigaku 
Shuppankyoku, 1981), 60-65.
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of the newspaper but the benefit of reading a paper daily was still lost to him. As a businessman, 

the notion that the information carried in the newspaper would be relevant to his business was 

also not associated with the concept of the newspaper at this time. While the government’s 

enthusiastic embrace of the newspaper as an enlightenment tool is clear from policy decisions to 

fund newspaper subscriptions as a means to disseminate these periodicals to rural areas, the 

reality is that the response to these policies showed “citizens’ impetus to elevate their perspective 

of the newspaper was nonexistent.”72

In his research on Japanese newspaper readership, Yamamoto Taketoshi emphasizes that 

into the late 1870s, when newspapers had been in existence for nearly a decade, only a very 

limited slice of the population understood or even read them. He cites an account from 1875 told 

by John Reddie Black, mentioned above, of a letter to the editor from Sado (Sado Island area of 

Niigata) wherein the author said, “the population of the land of Sado is in the hundreds of 

thousands, and the number of households around 23,000, but the number of people who actually 

buy and read newspapers around ten people.” Newspapers displayed publicly in rural areas as 

per the government’s program often failed to attract the attention, as “even those interested 

would take a look and without reading one line turn to go home.”73

Here the existence of nishiki-e shinbun, or “color-printed ukiyo-e newspaper,” which were 

woodblock-printed broadsheets invented and coexistent with early newspapers of the 1870s, 

should be mentioned. The multicolor, image-centric woodblock Nishiki-e shinbun bore the name 

shinbun and fulfilled a function of ‘translating’ the news of the modern, black and white 

newspaper ‘back’ into the format familiar to Tokugawa culture—the woodblock print. Their 

72 Ibid., 61.

73 Ibid.,  61-62.
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popularity throughout the 1870s indicates that the shinbun had yet to fully coalesce into the 

dominant communicative medium and that it was not fully legible to mass readership.

VI. Mixed Medias of Early Meiji

It is important to point out that the shinbun does not define the periodical, but rather merely its 

earliest instantiation in Japan. Nor did the newspaper provide a true platform for the cultural 

richness of the Tokugawa period’s visual print culture to be displayed. The significance of 

visuality to popular print media cannot be understated. Many scholars such as Marcia Yonemoto, 

Elizabeth Barry, Michael Emmerich, and others have pointed out that the print culture of the 

Tokugawa period relied on a fundamentally different economy of page space, production, and 

consumption.74 The page space of woodblock-printed images allowed a far greater amount of 

figurative, scenic, or atmospheric illustration to dominant space, giving each page of the popular 

media known broadly as kusazōshi the appearance of an illustrated book in the Western sense. 

Unlike a machine-printed Western illustrated book, which may include an illustration every 

couple of printed pages, Japanese print media of the Tokugawa period had images not only on 

each page but often occupying more than half of the page, pushing text to the corners, nooks, and 

free spaces around the image rather the image being inserted into the free space between the text 

as in Western books. 

74 Berry, Japan in, 170.

Marcia Yonemoto, Mapping Early Modern Japan: Space, Place, and Culture in the Tokugawa Period, 1603-1868 (Berkeley; Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 2003), 170.
 
Michael Emmerich, The Tale of Genji: Translation, Canonization, and World Literature (Columbia University Press, 2013),  
219-225.
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Furthermore, scholars Katsuya Hirano and Howard Hibbett, who focus on the aesthetics of 

comedy and social politics of print culture in Tokugawa, have emphasized how the images used 

play and humor to criticize and politicize everyday life.75 Thus, in the effort to do justice to the 

historical moment of the birth of mass media in Japan, the continuity of comedic aesthetics, play, 

and visuality that had been the lifeblood of Tokugawa print culture must not be lost in the face of 

rising shinbun periodicals. Rather, the haughty seriousness of the early newspapers’ focus on 

commerce, state politics, and ethical debate must be reconciled with a populace for whom those 

topics and the difficult mode of language used to convey them were still quite foreign and 

artificial in contrast to the familiarity of Tokugawa play, social gossip, and humor. To account for 

the reading tendencies of the masses of Japan, this study seeks to tie together the formal changes 

in printing technology, language, and law, to aesthetic continuities in how society or the social 

was defined, negotiated, and contested through humor, play, and visual images. In this sense, a 

working definition of a shinbun in early Meiji overlaps with Katsuya Hirano’s characteristics of 

Edo-period rakusho and kawaraban, “(1) free or inexpensive, (2) mobile, (3) fast, (4) 

disposable, and (5) mass produced,” rather than framed by a concept of the Western black and 

white broadsheet that would not become normalized until the 1880s. Furthermore, the fact that 

comedic content quickly asserts a position of market relevance in news media by the first decade 

of the Meiji period can be linked to the relevance humor had as a political force from the end of 

the Tokugawa period.

The Tokugawa period could be called the era of the woodblock print. The method declines 

after the Meiji restoration, becoming a specialist industry in the first decades of the twentieth 

75 Hirano, The Politics, 56.

Hibbett, The Chrysanthemum, 7-11.
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century, when it is kept alive as a craft practice for bibliophiles. In the Tokugawa period, legal 

prohibitions against printing material that spoke of contemporaneous issues structured a 

particular method of indirect criticism. Critical sentiment toward authority had to employ a form 

of indirect criticism through parodying historical narratives that speak to the present. The Meiji-

era absolution of such bans meant that many of the previously ‘guerrilla’ media—kawaraban, 

rakusho, yomiuri, and surimono76—that had circulated illegally during the Edo period did not 

necessarily disappear, but instead had their energies and impetuses channeled into the new legal 

form of ‘periodicals.’ The non-linear nature of this development should not be overlooked, for 

while machine printing did come to dominate the mediasphere of Meiji, during the 1870s there 

were strong examples countering the notion that new technologies were more legible or efficient 

means of communication. As mentioned above, the key example is the woodblock-printed hybrid 

genre of nishiki-e shinbun, which created a syncretic form that used woodblock methods to 

‘translate’ content from the text-heavy shinbun into an image-centric, multicolored broadsheet. 

Nishiki-e shinbun provides insight into the unevenness of print culture development and shows 

how the concept of news did not appear as a fully-formed concept but rather required a familiar, 

recognizable form to be readable. Throughout the 1870s, nishiki-e shinbun flourished while 

newspapers themselves were still in a formative stage. In the face of early newspapers that were 

so novel, dense, and textually-driven, a marketplace existed in which woodblock-printed works 

were simply a more legible means to convey that information. Yet despite its greater accessibility 

to readers, in the 1870s neither newspapers (shinbun) nor nishiki-e shinbun had become what 

could be called a ‘mass’ media.

76 Yomiuri and Surimono were terms that also referred to illegally produced broadsheets synonymous with kawaraban. Yomiuri 
come from the notion of selling broadsheets to be read quickly and disposed of, while surimono simply indicate a quickly printed 
(suri) sheet or thing (mono).
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VII. Methodology: Incongruity Theory of Humor

Sakaguchi Angō (坂口安吾 1906-1955), writing in the peak of total war in the late-1930s and 

1940s emphasized what he considered the truest form of humor, something akin to Bakhtin’s 

“carnivalesque,”77 what he called dōke (道化), buffoonery, not so much as an individual 

clowning, but as a practice in which incongruity pushed to its limit to transcend an impossible 

situation. dōke not only represented and experienced the contradictions of the everyday but 

emphasized them. Sakaguchi writes, “Proper buffoonery begins by affirming the irrationality and 

contradictions contained in the human existence. Even if the chief of police is a thief, we do not 

deny and ridicule that but rather, affirm it, swallow it whole, and let it soar, using the splendid 

magic of laughter while it is still residing in indeterminacy. In other words, since we’ve all 

grown flaccid from the rational world coddling all of this irrationality, it invites us to suddenly 

swallow all of the irrationality whole and laugh it off.”78 Sakaguchi was writing in a time when 

Japan’s imperial regime was expanding colonial violence in Manchuria and other parts of China, 

while also consuming lives and resources. The reality of the military draft or of censorship and 

incarceration manifested a culture of tension under the threat of state violence in 1930s Japan, 

when the piece was written. Bakhtin writes, “Laughter must liberate the gay truth of the world 

from the veils of gloomy lies spun by the seriousness of fear, suffering, and violence.”79 This is 

to say, laughter allows humans living in an oppressive time to not rob themselves of fundamental 

77 Mikhail Mikhaĭlovich Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World (Indiana University Press, 1984), 394.

78 Sakaguchi Angō 坂口安吾, “Chaban ni yosete 茶番に寄せて,” Buntai 文体 2, no. 2 (April 1, 1939).

79 Bakhtin, Rabelais, 174.
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human joy. Humor frees one from a situation that on the surface, we have no control over. Being 

smothered by a need to perform rationality in an irrational world of imperial Japan, Sakaguchi 

wishes to affirm the point “when the beaten-down rational mind fully affirms the irrational,”80 

Sakaguchi’s ideas suggest humor and play as a method to transcend the crux of a forced 

rationality with embrace of the heterodoxy of human life. Sakaguchi was far from the first author 

to affirm the incongruity of modern life through humor and in this way holds a strong connection 

with Gaikotsu’s practice of humor—the litany and lists of immense but trivial detail. Rather that 

point to a gap or lack of understanding between the rational and irrational within the everyday, 

Gaikotsu produced an excess of rationality to an absurd degree, in effect performing or 

overdoing the rationality to an irrational degree. Akasegawa Genpei, in analyzing Gaikotsu’s 

comedic mode, calls it “over correctness” (tadashisugiru), interpreting this excess of 

“correctness” as an artistic gesture meant to rupture the given boundaries of commercial 

representation of reality and thus achieve a new perspective on that reality.81 

Gaikotsu own theory of humor developed through two key concepts: ‘madness’ (狂, 

covered in chapter 3), and ‘unusual,’ ‘creative,’ or ‘eccentric’ thinking (奇, covered in chapter 4). 

Both concepts emphasize a subtle but crucial Otherness in how one views the world—a skewed 

or shifted perspective—that imbues comedy with the ability to make connections and alignments 

between things normally perceived as rationally unrelated.  Each of these concepts originate in 

Edo period thought, which Gaikotsu modifies in his theorization to suit the conditions of the 

Meiji period. He mobilizes the Edo notion of the crazed or eccentric as a perspective of the 

unaccepted or of those outside of society, which imbues them with the ability to see elements of 

80 Ibid.

81 Akasegawa Genpei 赤瀬川原平, Gaikotsu to iu hito ga itta! 外骨という人がいった！ (Tokyo: Hakusuisha, 1985), 64.
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normal, quotidian life in critical and comedic relief. He states, that “eccentric thinkers are those 

who should be called the saviors of the mental world.”82 In the context of Meiji Japan, Gaikotsu 

emphasized that individuals manifest within themselves the interpretive mode of humor to see 

beyond the practicality and dedication taught by the state. In this sense, Gaikotsu viewed the 

eccentric madness of his critical comedy as a fundamentally philanthropic enterprise, deployed 

to help elevate his fellow citizen and correct the imbalances of the modern world. To ground 

these particular Japanese notions of humor in a broader context of humor as it was theorized in 

the 19th century, the following section address the major theories of humor popular at the time. 

Theories of Humor

Humor is indifferent to most enemies except perhaps attempts to explain it.83 Any academic 

investigation into humor must prove its relevance and why such a course of inquiry is necessary. 

Scholars of cultural history often overlook the comedic as a source for historical problematics. 

As a field of modern historical inquiry, humor suffers in scholarly contexts because its exact 

meaning or interpretation cannot be empirically proven. By its nature humor is something that 

distributes its sensibility unevenly, which is a complex way to say, “not everyone gets a joke.” 

Furthermore, like the some assessments of Japanese poetry, some types of humor are deemed 

untranslatable or suffer become stilted when attempting to examine them cross culturally.84 

There is a saying often attributed to E.B. White (1899-1985) that analyzing a joke is like 

dissecting a frog; the final results are only interesting to specialists and you are left with a dead 

82 “The Principle of Making People Laugh,” Kokkei shinbun 滑稽新聞, August 10, 1905.

83 Lydia L. Moland, All Too Human: Laughter, Humor, and Comedy in Nineteenth-Century Philosophy (Springer, 2018), 2.

84 Basil Hall Chamberlain, Things Japanese: Being Notes on Various Subjects Connected with Japan for the Use of Travellers 
and Others (John Murray, 1905), 197; Robin D. Gill, Kyoka, Japan’s Comic Verse: A Mad in Translation Reader (Paraverse 
Press, 2009), 14; 94. 
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frog.85 This has not stopped some of the better minds in human history from turning their lens to 

inspection of humor and the comedic. Plato, Hegel, Kant, Bergson, Freud, Schopenhauer, and 

Kierkegaard, just to name a few, have all at various times dealt with the question of humor, 

laughter, or the joke. What is gained from their efforts is a structural understanding of humor that 

situates the comedic as the interlocutor of divergent and incongruous meanings. This is the focus 

of what is known as the incongruity theory of humor, a major theory that begins to be articulated 

in 19th century Western canon. Incongruity theory was not the originary approach of Western 

philosophers to humor, whose lineage moves from superiority theory to relief theory before 

arriving at the more dialogic mode of incongruity theory.86 In what follows I will briefly detail 

the differences in these three canonical theories of humor to help explain my methodology 

focusing on incongruity theory. 

The superiority theory of humor situates the comedic as a vulgar form of social interaction 

wherein laughter ridicules the object of humor in order to elevate the position of the laughter.87 

This tendency, whose most detailed articulation comes from Thomas Hobbes building on Plato 

and Aristotle, sees humor as a form of base human behavior that should be expelled as part of the 

refinement of the human soul as seen in Christian social texts through the enlightenment, during 

which a second theory arose, more biological in its definition of humor.88 That is to say, Hobbes 

argued that the feeling of joy associated with humor or laughter is gained through feeling one’s 

own achievement in the face of the failings of others. Superiority theory has had many critics 

85 E. B. White and Katharine S. White, “The Preaching Humorist,” The Saturday Review of Literature, October 18, 1941.

86 John Morreall, Comic Relief: A Comprehensive Philosophy of Humor (Wiley, 2009), 7-15.

87 Michael Billig, Laughter and Ridicule: Towards a Social Critique of Humour (SAGE, 2005), 40-42.

88 John Morreall, The Philosophy of Laughter and Humor (State University of New York Press, 1987), chapter 4.
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since the 18th century onward because contrary scenarios can easily be proven by the fact that not 

all or even most moments of mishap or suffering are amusing.89 Therefore, while humor can be 

used to seek a superior position, it remains an incomplete explanation for the phenomena at large 

as there are many situations where one might feel superior but lack an amused or humorous 

feeling.90 Yet, it is understandable why Hobbes would find many examples in the Western 

literary and philosophical cannon of laughter ridiculing stupidity, such as the Socratic 

dialogues.91 The amusement drawn from these works often stems from illuminating the 

incompetence, greed, or general vulgarity of the other. However, any broader contemplation of 

laughter reveals that it occurs in many situations not that do not involve targeting the negative 

traits of others. 

Relief theory understands laughter as a relief of tensions and pressures held within the 

body. Relief is in this sense a release valve which does not need explanation in its cause beyond 

something inevitable and human and was predominately pioneered in Victorian England.92 In 

fact, it was the above two theories of the comedic that were explained by some Meiji-era thinkers 

who situated humor as a useful tool for relief or derision but never as something significant to 

human nature or society.93 The biological function of laughter to relieve some kind of tension is 

apparent in the release of air and energy. It is problematic as a theory in its concern with the 

physiological effect of humor rather then locus of laughter, and in this sense. The word ‘humor’ 

89 Ibid., 21. 

90 Anthony J. Chapman and Hugh C. Foot, eds., Humour and Laughter: Theory, Research and Applications (Transaction 
Publishers, 1976), chapter 4. 

91 Billig, Laughter and Ridicule, 40-41.

92 Ibid., 71-90.

93 Ura Kazuo 浦 和男, “Dawn of Humor Studies in Japan: Meiji Period Theories of Laughter Nihon Ni Okeru ‘warai Gaku’ No 
Reimei: Meijiki No ‘Warai’ Riron 日本における「笑い学」の黎明 : 明治期の「笑い」理論,” RIDEO, no. 21 (2014): 60–73.
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itself did not indicate comedy but rather the virtuous organs of the body.94 It was only in Lord 

Shaftesbury’s 1711 essay, An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humor, that the word was first 

used to indicate comedy and laughter.95 While relief theory had some supporters throughout the 

18th and 19th century, its most significant theorization comes with Sigmund Freud’s work Jokes 

and their Relation to the Unconscious from 1905.96 For Freud, the relief of humor is not of 

bodily tensions but rather of the nervous system—when the mind prepares for a psychological 

task that is then aborted, in essence, ‘relieving’ the psyche’s need to repress the tension involved 

in preparing for the task.97 This occurs in three areas of “the comic,” “joking (laughter),” and 

“humor,” which each has different aspects of anticipated repression which is relieved: for the 

comic it is the energy used to think; for joking it is the energy used to repress feelings; and for 

humor it is the energy used to feel emotions.98 What is key is that Freud’s relief is not the relief 

of repressed emotions themselves but rather the energy normally used to repress emotions (libido 

or hostility), thinking (figuring out the actions of another), or feeling emotions (pity or 

sympathy), which become superfluous when released by laughter, the comic, and humor, 

respectively. In the end, however, relief theory does more to articulate Freud’s preferred 

structure of the mind or psyche than it does to explain the practice of humor itself. In order to 

grasp a workable framework of humor this research relies primarily on incongruity theory 

because it is foremost a discursive, social conceptualization of humor.

94 Morreal, Comic Relief, 17.

95 Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper. Characteristics Anthony Ashley Cooper Shaftesbury, Characteristics of Men, Manners, 
Opinions, Times., ed. J. M Robertson (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1964).

96 Billing, Laughter and Ridicule,169. 

97 Salvatore Attardo, Encyclopedia of Humor Studies (SAGE Publications, 2014), 567-568.

98 Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious (New York: Norton, 1963).
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Incongruity theory builds from the notion that humor is first and foremost an intellectual 

activity grounded in conflicting ideas or experiences.99 It becomes apparent when examining 

wordplay and puns that the source of humor does not require a notion of human inferiority.100 

Rather, it is the interplay between initial perception and then secondary understanding—of 

anticipated experience and lived reality—for which solving the riddle or getting the joke is the 

process. Kant and Schopenhauer supply the two initial threads of investigation into incongruity 

theory.101 Both thinkers argue that humor stems from recognition of an intellectual schism, but 

differ in their interpretation of the source of the pleasing effect of humor. In Critique of 

Judgment, Kant argues that the process of confronting an unresolvable contradiction can be 

humorous not because the frustration produced from that encounter is itself enjoyable, but rather 

that the attempt to reconcile an absurd union of ideas produces a pleasing physical reaction.102 

Although it is a somewhat strange philosophical proposal to be dependent upon a physiological 

reaction that occurs in tandem with an intellectual conundrum, Kant’s formulation holds no stake 

for intellect because in the end, humor “at bottom represents nothing.”103 This is to say, while 

Kant recognized humor in the intellect’s grappling with the incongruous, his speculation 

regarding the physiological actions producing humor lacks a compelling reason behind it. 

Arthur Schopenhauer’s The World as Will and Idea104 modifies Kant’s formulation of 

comedic incongruity in an interesting way. In his formulation, the operation of the intellect is 

99 Morreal, The Philosophy of Laughter and Humor, 130-145.

100 Morreal, Comic Relief, 7.

101 Morreal, The Philosophy of Laughter and Humor, 50-55.

102 Paul. McDonald, The Philosophy of Humour (Penrith, CA  : HEB Humanities E-Books, 2012), 50. 

103 Morreal, The Philosophy of Laughter and Humor, 225.

104 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea (New York: AMS Press, 1977).
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divided between abstract thought-concepts and sense perception, or the mental and material 

realms. Unlike Kant, for whom incongruity is resolved between a well-defined intellect and a 

vague bodily agent, Schopenhauer sees humor arising from an incongruity between two aspects 

of the intellect: the thinking mind and the perceptual mind. In other words, the schism for 

Schopenhauer exists between what the mind anticipates in the mental realm and what the 

material world, via the senses, presents as concrete reality.105 Schopenhauer’s theory is most 

convincing in terms of the sensation of pleasure or enjoyment that comes with humor. Kant does 

not find pleasure in the recognition of incongruity itself but only mental frustration that begets a 

physiological response, and thus relies to some degree on relief theory in his ideas on comedic 

incongruity.106 Thus, while they both situate incongruity as the kernel defining humor, the means 

of reconciliation for Schopenhauer do not rely on something outside of the mind, but rather in 

locating the resolution of incongruity between the higher (intellect) and lower (sense) parts of the 

brain. The lower brain enjoys the frustration of the higher brain. 

In my understanding, mapped onto lived experience, this formulation finds humor in the 

moment when the mind thinks the world will be one way but the world presents something 

beyond or different. In our day to day existence we constantly see humans doing things that are 

unexplainable or absurd. We can filter these by deeming them moments of chance, chaos, or 

spontaneity without assigning causality in an attempt to reconcile the unanticipated as something 

irrational. But by not admitting this wide berth of human activity either because it is valueless or 

seen as meaningless is to reinforce the illusion that humans are capable of producing a fully 

rational existence. Here is becomes clear how Schopenhauer’s association of humor with the 

105 Maurice Charney, Comedy: A Geographic and Historical Guide (Greenwood Publishing Group, 2005), 467. 

106 Ibid., 467. 
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crude or lower part of the mind intervening in the operation of the dominant intellectual part 

provides a critical dynamic in comedy’s operation. It explains something that cannot be thought 

or otherwise apprehended under ‘normal’ conditions. 

Søren Kiekegaard also developed a theory of humor developing incongruity theory in his 

philosophical works. He distinguishes humor from irony, suggesting the distinction that irony 

functions by demarcating the difference between the realms of ethics and aesthetics, while humor 

delineates the ethical and religious spheres.107 This is because for Kierkegaard, having humor or 

contemplation of humor is closely tied with having religious faith.108 He sees Christianity as a 

religion that struggles with the difference between the anticipated and actual experience of life 

and likewise theorizes humor as operating on the same disjunction, which he calls a 

contradiction rather than incongruity.109 This aspect, of anticipation verses actual experience, is a 

powerful figure and one situates humor as something that structures social expectation against 

the temporal flow of human life. In this sense, incongruity theory of humor helps presage a 

central conflict of human existence—the perceived self-image and the contingent, uneven 

experience of living life.

Henri Bergson, in his famous 1900 essay Laughter: an essay on the meaning of the 

comic110 (English translation 1911) helps develop this notion with his emphasis that humor is an 

essentially human activity that needing human interaction to produce laughter, and which is 

107 Magda Romanska and Alan Ackerman, Reader in Comedy: An Anthology of Theory and Criticism (Bloomsbury Publishing, 
2016), 181. 

108 Alastair Hannay, Kierkegaard and Philosophy: Selected Essays (Routledge, 2003), 21.

109 Søren Kierkegaard, The Present Age: And Of the Difference between a Genius and an Apostle (New York: Harper & Row, 
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110 Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic, trans. Cloudesley Brereton and Fred Rothwell (New York: 
Macmillan, 1911).
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produced in relationships between people.111 He deems that the incongruity theory of the 

comedic does not seek resolution of discordant forces but rather allows a new confrontation with 

a reality that admits internal disharmony as a normal state of being.112 To push this idea a bit 

further, I would argue that humor’s foregrounding of incongruity makes possible a burgeoning 

understanding of the “everyday” as a critical category in the sense of a category imbued with the 

contradictions, unevenness, and the exploitations of modern life, as a normal state of affairs. 

Although industrial capitalism has not yet reached an ‘everyday’ as defined by Harry 

Harootunian’s notion of 1920s and 1930s Japanese society, I would still urge that there was 

potentiality residing in the fact that everyday life was changing and revolutionizing human 

existence at such a rapid pace that the effects of such a transformation entailed something yet 

unknown, and this unknown held a sense of possibility.113 The already apparent incongruities of 

human life being changed by the growth industrialization was producing unevenness in society 

manifest in the production of surpluses and excesses.114 

The trope of excess is often used in Japanese periodicals in the form of the list. In the 

comedic publications of the first decade of the 1900s such as Kokkeikai (滑稽界, Humor World, 

1907-1909) and Kokkei shinbun (滑稽新聞, Comedic Newspaper, 1901-1908), the ad-nauseam 

listing of things was a popular format. Topics such as the “Ranking Sheet of Corrupt 

Officials,” (滑稽新聞) or “List of Self-Corruptive Things,” (自堕落者一覧表 from Gaikotsu’s 

111 Mcdonald, The Philosophy of Humor, 38-43.

112 Richard Lehan, Literary Modernism and Beyond: The Extended Vision and the Realms of the Text (LSU Press, 2012), 97.

113 Harry D. Harootunian, Overcome by Modernity: History, Culture, and Community in Interwar Japan (Princeton University 
Press, 2001), Chapter 3. 

114 Harry D Harootunian, Marx after Marx: History and Time in the Expansion of Capitalism (Columbia University Press, 2015), 
185. 
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Taishō-era periodical Sukoburu (スコブル, 1916-1919)) pile example upon example of human 

idiosyncrasy and difference, all grouped under a unified topic. This litany of certain qualities 

functions as a comedy of excess that comment on the instrumentalization of human activity that 

is changing as part of industrial capital. The comedic effect both enacts the organizing principle 

of capital, articulation and production of differences, and yet does so in the articulation of useless 

differences.115 Bergson notes, “humor is what emerges when the mechanical is encrusted on the 

human,” which is to say that something repetitive or habitual comes to replace the autonomous 

flow of life.116 Although humans may not attempt to defy the mechanization of their daily lives, 

Bergson understands humor and laughter to be a reaction to the instrumentalization of human life 

that can produce moments that are not defined by the dichotomy of leisure or work.117 

Regarding social relationships and humor, Bergson views laughter and the comedic as 

providing a moment of release from our normal emotional faculties; we could not laugh if we are 

empathetically coupled to our all our social concerns.118 If full empathy is given to the object of 

humor it becomes impossible to see it as playful, temporary, and contradictory. As John Morreal 

notes, physical humor or slapstick humor for example would not be laughable if we are thinking 

of what could actually happen to people.119 

Yet, we laugh. In terms of a contemporary and useful framework for employing 

incongruity theory in scholarship, Paul Lewis, in his work, Comic Effects: Interdisciplinary 

Approaches to Humor in Literature (1989), provides the notion that humor is a playful response 

115 Harootunian, Marx After Marx, 74, 200. 

116 Bergson, Laughter, 37.

117 Michael North, Machine-Age Comedy (Oxford University Press, 2008), 4, 16. 

118 Ibid., 14, 70. 

119 John Morreall, Taking Laughter Seriously (SUNY Press, 1983), 52.
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to incongruity. In his formulation, incongruity does not mean that the target of humor it itself 

unserious.120 Life itself is serious as well as playful, laughter does not mean only levity, but 

rather, a moment of release when we are free to contemplate possibilities, new, normally unseen 

possibilities. This couples with Bergson’s emphasis on the group-forming aspect of humor—that 

not everyone gets the joke is fine, but  those who do, realize a moment of group inclusion and 

solidarity, what he calls “remaining in touch with other intelligences,” and what Lewis called 

humor’s “intergroup and intragroup dynamics.”121 In this sense, by moving from Kierkegaard, to 

Bergson, to Lewis this research emphasizes that incongruity theory provides an understanding of 

the comedic as a means of structuring human relationships in such a way as to allow the 

contradictions contained in modern everyday life to be acknowledged and addressed without 

forcing them toward a necessary resolution. This notion of contradiction, not as something to 

resolve, but that is an intentional feature of capitalist development, is something that the 

incongruity central to Meiji era humor explicates particularly well. 

120 Paul Lewis, Comic Effects: Interdisciplinary Approaches to Humor in Literature (Albany, NY: State Univ of New York Pr, 
1989).

Lewis details the interpretive engagement process with humor as follows: 
1. Humorous experiences originate in the perception of an incongruity: a pairing of ideas, images or events that is not ordinarily 
joined and does not seem to make sense together.

2. Generally, humor appreciation is based on a two-stage process of first perceiving an incongruity and then resolving it.

3. Humor is a playful, not a serious, response to the incongruous.

4.The perception of an incongruity is subjective, because it relies on the state of the perceiver’s knowledge, expectations, values 
and norms.

5. Because the presentation of a particular image or idea as an appropriate subject for humor is based on value judgments, the 
creation and use of humor is an exercise of power: a force in controlling our responses to unexpected and dangerous happenings, 
a way of shaping the response and attitudes of others, and a tool in intergroup and intragroup dynamics.

121 Lewis, Comic Effects, 45.
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Robert Corrigan’s influential Comedy Meaning and Form122 argues that the central core of 

comedy resides in its function as a reminder or reinforcement of the resilience of the human 

spirit.123 This is what I would classify as a restorative definition where comedy functions as a 

release valve for stresses and a return to a fundamental human nature. Yet, there is something 

useful about Corrigan’s notion, that it defines human nature as essentially in motion, continually 

being presented with obstacles, which, in most cases, are transcended. Part of this perspective 

could be due to Corrigan’s focus on theater and the stage comedy passed down from the Greek 

tradition. Although theater has its own set of concerns that differ from print media, I find 

Corrigan’s insights to be applicable to a more media-based notions of comedy. For example, 

audience and actors from a theater framework meshes well with readers and author or text. “For 

a comedy to ring true, the characters in the play (comic) must experience the same kinds of 

social pressures and restraints that we in the audience (readers) experience in our daily lives,”124 

(my parentheticals). Corrigan’s concept emphasizes that comedy grounds itself in the 

commensurability of human experience, and that this is what makes comedy powerful. Yet, 

Corrigan’s focus on the comedy of antiquity may color his interpretation of the narrative 

objective of comedy, arguing that comedy assimilates discord and restores social order.125 A 

broader consideration of comedy in a range of media would reveal that while some kind of new 

122 Robert W Corrigan, Comedy, Meaning and Form (New York: Harper & Row, 1981).

123 “All comedy celebrates humankind’s capacity to endure; it dramatizes the fact that no matter how many times we may get 
knocked down or fall short, we somehow manage to pull ourselves up and keep going.” Corrigan, Comedy, 8.

124 Ibid., 9.

125 “Life has its shortcomings, but this situation is not viewed as irremediable, for everything about comedy confirms the 
possibility for change. The inauthentic is seen for what it is, and a new and more honest reality seems possible because in comedy 
good sense always triumphs. And because it does, the discord is assimilated, and social order is restored.” Corrigan, Comedy, 9.
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order is proposed with all forms of comedy, a restoration of a given or preexisting social order 

cannot be the objective of all forms of comedy. 

English poet and playwright Christopher Fry (1907-2005), moves beyond Corrigan’s 

limited notion of dramaturgic comedy and tragedy, providing a more nuanced definition of their 

relationship. 

“Comedy is an escape, not from truth but from despair: a narrow escape into faith. It believes in a universal 
cause for delight, even though knowledge of the cause is always twitched away from under us, which 
leaves us to rest on our own buoyancy. In tragedy every moment is eternity; in comedy eternity is a 
moment. In tragedy we suffer pain; in comedy pain is a fool, suffered gladly.”126 

Fry remarks, “Though comedy accepts our position in time, it barely accepts our posture in 

space.”127 What Fry expresses here is this distinction in perception between the fleeting 

temporariness of comedy—its undeniable existence but lack of persistence—in contrast to the 

lasting gravity of human as a tragic animal. Here the duality of comedy and tragedy become a bit 

clearer: comedy is of the momentary, while tragedy is the transcendental remainder of the human 

experience. Put another way, comedy is a temporal anomaly, existing briefly but bitingly, 

whereas to take in the history and continuity of human life realistically renders us admonished by 

the experience. In fact, Fry explains the distinction between tragedy and comedy as dependent on 

perception of intuition versus experience.

The difference between tragedy and comedy is the difference between experience and intuition. In the 
experience we strive against every condition of our animal life: against death, agains the frustration of 
ambition, against the instability of human love. In the intuition we trust the arduous eccentricities we’re 
born to, and see the oddness of a creature who has never got acclimatized to being created. Laughter 
inclines me to know that man is essential spirit; his body, with its functions and accidents and frustrations, 

126 Christopher Fry, “Comedy,” (1960) quoted in Comedy, Meaning and Form, ed. Robert W Corrigan (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1981), 84–99, 17.

127 Robert W Corrigan and James L Rosenberg, The Art of the Theatre: A Critical Anthology of Drama (Chandler Publishing 
Company, 1964), 379.
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is endlessly quaint and remarkable for him; and though comedy accepts our position in time, it barely 
accepts our posture in space.128 (my emphasis)

In life, our ‘experience’ is one of a harsh reality which continually tests us by making us reflect 

upon the failures of our attempts to have control over our destiny. Intuition is to embrace the 

other knowledges of our life that tell us life is strange and nobody is truly used to it. This 

relationship may be more familiar in terms of mental verses bodily knowledge. Labor of the 

mental strives to rationalize the irrational of life constituted by accidents and frustrations. 

I know that when I set about writing a comedy the idea presents itself to me first of all as tragedy. The 
characters press on to the theme with all their divisions and perplexities heavy about them; they are already 
entered for the race to doom, and good and evil are an infernal tangle skinning the fingers that try to 
unravel them. If the characters were not qualified for tragedy there would be no comedy, and to some extent 
I have to cross one before I can light on the other.129

Fry’s ideas on comedy and tragedy are particularly concerned with the modern environment 

when the groundings of life and art were violently cast adrift and reconfigured in new forms 

through war, capitalism, and imperialism. The extreme scale of violence and suffering humans 

hurled unto themselves in the modern era plague our ability to distinguish the transcendental 

aspects of human experience embodied in tragedy from the shock of the experience of the 

modern. Fry clarifies the need for joy in the face of modernity’s force and violence:

Tragedy’s experience hammers against the mystery to make a breach which would admit the whole 
triumphant answer [of whether comedy is greater than tragedy or vice versa]. Intuition has no such 
potential. But there are times in the state of man when comedy has a special worth, and the present130 is 
one of them: a time when the loudest faith has been faith in a trampling materialism, when literature has 
been thought unrealistic which did not mark and remark our poverty and doom. Joy (of a kind) has been all 
on the devil’s side, and one of the necessities of our time is to redeem it. If not, we are in poor sort to meet 
the circumstances, the circumstances being the contention of death with life, which is to say evil with good, 
which is to say desolation with delight. Laughter may seem to be only like an exhalation of air, but out of 
that air we came; in the beginning we inhaled it; it is a truth, not a fantasy, a truth voluble of good which 
comedy stoutly maintains.131

128 Corrigan, Meaning and Form, 16-17. 

129 Ibid., 18.

130 “In a century less flayed and quivering…” Ibid., 18.

131 Ibid., 18-19.
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Here, again, comedy returns to a redemption of human spirit in the face of the violence of 

modernization and the conflicts or contradictions living in this age entails. 

As a final theoretical support to this research, Alenka Zupančič’s work, The Odd One In 

(2008), provides a valuable theorization of comedy in the age of capitalism. Zupančič articulates 

comedy as an “irresistible motion” struggling against fixity with lasting definitions always 

fleetingly, temporarily flying by.132 Her formulation is perhaps the most compelling because it is 

based on the abstraction in capitalism that gives the ability to think of many things in real life as 

abstract. In Hegelian terms it is that humans have to experience abstract negativity over and over 

again. Thus, humor is not a simple liberation. Comedy in Zupančič’s formulation functions to 

question Hegel’s symbolic universal because it shows it to emerge out of the particular, the 

concrete, thus short-circuiting the lofty nature of the universal by pairing it with an “obscene 

other side.”133 Zupančič suggests that humor acts to question the sanctity of what Hegel dubs the 

symbolic Universal by revealing how it emerges out of the concrete Particular.134 

Humor shows the Universal to arise out of concrete forms in a process that creates a short 

circuit between the lofty nature of the Universal and the “obscene other side” that emerges from 

its materialist consequences. In humor the two aspects are stitched together in a comic 

contradiction. Thus, in Zupančič’s formulation, the comedic can accommodate the existence of 

two mutually exclusive frames of reference that are compelled to co-exist, which leads to a 

perceptual breakdown of the symbolic order.

132 Alenka Zupančič, The Odd One in: On Comedy (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2008), 3.

133 Ibid., 32.

134 Ibid., 27-9.
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According to Zupančič, repetition for Hegel is a non-productive repetition that creates only 

sublimation, this contrasts to a capitalist repetition that is productive, and productive of 

difference. Subversion in comedy in language is the recognition of the self within a system that 

has an error and identification takes place with the error. This is when one realizes that the 

extension of social logic, say the existence of guns for self-defense, ends up justifying the 

extermination of whole groups of Others. 

Simply revealing the thing is radically inadequate. Interpretation does not work. Having 

distance from the thing might make it work. One knows the thing not through its interpretation 

but the distortions it leaves in a series of repetitions. Thus, there are aspects of reality that can 

only become known through these distortions. 

Hegel’s discussion of comedy in Phenomenology of the Spirit begins with the epic and 

tragic forms. Zupančič asks, “What is the singular moment of the Spirit that is at work in 

comedy?”135, the answer to which is the elucidation of a comic perspective that coexists with 

tragedy, although it has been devalued. The epic, tragedy, and comedy form a dialectical 

relationship in Hegel’s discussion of art, specifically hinging upon representation and its 

abolition, which are shot through with a long set of dualities. Dualities such as human/divine, 

self-consciousness/external existence, and individual/universal, help bring out the different ways 

these three forms of art mediate them. Zupančič clarifies that the epic presents a linkage between 

the Universal and the Particular to human consciousness for the first time by representing Gods 

(Universal) played by human actors (Particular individuals). Gods give form to that relationship 

to the universal, omnipresent power, which in Greek theater, is simultaneously produced by an 

135 Ibid., 21.
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individual subject, the actor or Minstrel.136  This forms the basis of Hegel’s notion of 

representation as the syllogism of the Universal and the Individual.137  Thus, men are seen to 

have the powers of the universal if only briefly in the epic. This moment of representation, 

however, could only amount to an external synthesis of the universal and the individual. 

Zupančič explains: “the principle of action, which belongs to the subject or the self, is, so to 

speak, projected onto universal powers (gods) from the outside (that is, from the other side)

….the limitation of this kind of universal is precisely that it is not really limited by its own 

concrete individuality, but remains above it.”138 In other words, the universal appears to both be 

contained within the actor and at the same time unrestricted. As theater, the epic form locates the 

audience as concrete subjects who cannot transcend themselves to the divine. 

Things become more nuanced in tragedy, with characters who are not divine but ordinary 

people. In comparison with the profound world of the gods, tragedy “assembles more closely 

together the dispersed moments of the inner essential world and the world of action.”139 

Language is still the universal but not because it narrates a world, creating it. Rather, language is 

spoken from the mouths of man not god in tragedy. As individual actors play individual 

characters, representation takes place at different level—an actor behind a mask—the audiences 

knows that human characters speak for themselves through human actors. Zupančič explains,

These are now characters that exist as actual human beings who impersonate the heroes and portray them 
not in the form of narrative, but in the actual speech and action of the actors themselves. In other words, via 

136 Ibid., 23~24. “The extreme universality, the world of the gods, is linked with individuality, with the Minstrel. They are linked 
through the middle term of particularity, which is simply the nation embodied in its heroes, who are individual men like the 
Minstrel, yet present and thereby at the same time universal.”

137 Quotes in Zupančič, The Odd One, from Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1977), 441.

138 Ibid.,  24.

139 Ibid.
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the actors, the universal itself starts to speak. We could say that if the epic introduces and practices the form 
of narrating the Essence, tragedy introduces the form of (en)acting) or staging it.140

The universal which exists here is not in the essence of the character represented by the 

mask, but in the universal moment of realizing that the essence emanating from the mask is itself 

that externalized consciousness which separates the actor from their own being. In other words, 

“(t)he self appears merely as assigned to the characters,”141 Zupančič explains that this 

externalization of essences is a kind of hypocrisy because it makes the audience forget one 

essence (the actor’s) for another (the character’s). Anyone who has seen the theater knows that 

this relationship is of course imperfect, which is why slips or bodily moments that draw attention 

to the actual actor’s essence disturb the representational system. Any breakdown of this type is 

seen as bad representation, a failure of proper performance, yet this side of representation is vital 

to how meaning is created for the comedic in Zupančič’s formulation that I rely upon in my 

analysis.

Comedy embraces precisely that relationship in representation that is considered a failure 

for tragedy—that ‘mistake’ that severs the divine from the actor’s essence—allows comedy to 

embody the human condition as rejection and inversion of the universal at the same time. In 

other words, it shows human fallibility and human sacredness simultaneously. The tragedy or 

tragic form has been uplifted in modernity because art, and especially literature in Japan, came to 

be seen as ‘high art’ and thus was burdened with a self-imposed seriousness to be considered as 

art. Zupančič argues that whatever undeniably human concept is evoked in comedy is 

“processed, crystallized, and concretized”142 to embody its universal qualities in particular 

140 Ibid., 25.

141 Ibid.

142 Ibid., 30.
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fallibility. Zupančič terms this seeming paradox comedy’s ability to be movement of concrete 

universality. 

In comedy, “What loses the form of representation are universal powers, gods, Fate, 

essence,”143 leaving the human as the lone substance which must reflect back on itself. Comedy 

is still a form of performance, yet in terms of representation, comedy lacks the separation 

between abstract universality and the individual self as in tragedy, as well as the (re)presentation 

of this relationship to consciousness. In comedy, the separateness that occurs in tragedy between 

the character, actor, and mediating mask, is superseded by the individual who as actor appears 

himself as subjects or concrete beings, which is not to say the actors merely appears as himself. 

While many authors have understood this to mean that in comedy the individual in their concrete 

particularity opposes or subverts the universal, Zupančič points out that mere opposition is 

inadequate to grasp the relationality of comedy.  “When comedy exposes to laughter, one after 

another, all the figures of the universal essence and its powers (gods, morals, state institutions, 

universal ideas, and so on), it does so, of course, from the standpoint of the concrete and 

subjective,” yet, it does so not by opposing the universal but rather, “by revealing the figures of 

the ‘universal in itself’ as something that is, in the end, utterly empty and contingent.”144 In other 

words, comedy does not do away with the universal but rather shows its “reversal into the 

concrete,” through which the universal is seen as concrete labor or work itself. 

Zupančič offers the phrase, “comedy is the universal at work,” to articulate this 

relationship.145 Precisely because the power of representation attributed to the gods in earlier 

143 Ibid.

144 Ibid., 27. Zupančič’s parentheticals.

145 Ibid., 27.
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forms is short circuited and vanishes in comedy, there remains nothing but an acting subject who 

is at the same time, the absolute, the essential, the universal. Comedy is capable of destabilizing 

all universal, sacred things not because of mere opposition of the concrete to the universal, but 

because it taps into the “negative” side of the universal by revealing the ‘universal in movement’ 

precisely as the universal moment within the subject.146  Which is to say: “In comic 

consciousness, the substance that is not alienated from the self or the subject, it is alienated from 

itself, and this is the only way it comes to self-consciousness and to life in the strict meaning of 

the word. Comedy is not the story of alienation of the subject, it is the story of the alienation of 

the substance, which has become the subject.”147 The comic inversion begins to become clear 

and with it lies the connection between Zupančič’s theories and the comedic media addressed in 

this research. 

In comedy the abstract and the concrete have switched places from the very onset. There is 

the classic example of someone high being brought low that Zupančič build upon:

(T)he archetypal character of a buffoonish baron who implacably believes in his aristocratic superiority, 
although throughout the comedy he stumbles, so to speak, from one muddy puddle to another. We have 
only to think about it a little in order to see that what we are dealing with here is in no way an abstract-
universal idea (belief in the elevated nature of his own aristocratic personality) undermined, for our 
amusement, by intrusions of material reality. Or, to put it differently, we are not dealing with an abstract 
perfection, belied by human weaknesses and limitations to which this VIP is nonetheless subjected. On the 
contrary, is it not only too obvious that the capital human weakness here—what is most human, concrete, 
and realistic—is precisely the baron’s unshakeable belief in himself and his own importance: that is to say, 
his presumptuousness? This is the feature that makes him “human,” not the fact that he falls into a muddy 
puddle or slips on a banana peel. Banana peels, muddy puddles, and all the other devices through which 
reality reminds the comic character of its existence are ultimately much more abstract (and, let us not 
forget, often much more unrealistic) than the baron’s very vivid and palpable belief in his own aristocratic 
Self. And, of course, we should not overlook the fact that what is really funny and makes us laugh most in 
our archetypal (imaginary) comedy is not simply that the baron falls into the puddle but, much more, that 
he rises from it and goes about his business as if nothing has happened. The puddle itself is thus not the site 
of the concrete reality (in which anybody turns out to be only human), but one of the props or devices 
through which the very concreteness or humanity of the concept itself—in our case, the concept of 

146 Ibid., 28. “the universal is on the side of undermining the ‘universal’.”

147 Ibid.
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baronage or aristocracy—is processed, crystallized, and concretized. In other words, what is indestructible 
in comedies and comic characters is this very movement of concrete universality.148

Brought into a Japanese context, we could think of the archetypical snobbish samurai who trips 

and falls down, only to quickly recover and act as if nothing has happened. There are two 

elements at play, the hole in the ground and the samurai’s own self-important attitude. One may 

assume that the comedic relationship is that the concrete reality of the hole in the ground 

intervened into the samurai’s idealistic notion of himself, the abstract. However, the concrete is 

not the hole in the ground that brings the samurai down to human fallibility, but rather the 

samurai’s own sense of superiority and self-importance, in other words, his own human 

weakness that is the most concrete and realistic. It is this that makes him human, not his ability to 

fall into the hole. The hole, like any other material comedic device, serves to remind the comic 

character of its existence as human and is thus much more abstract and far less realistic than the 

samurai’s own self-love. The comic is most active in the samurai’s attempt to regain composure 

than the initial encounter with the hole. The hole is not the site of concrete reality but rather a 

device “through which the very concreteness or the humanity of the concept itself…is processed, 

crystallized, and concretized.”149 Through the figure of the joke, what arises is the samurai’s own 

very palpable sense of self-worth (deeply human and concrete) and the simultaneous relief from 

his own individual burden as he becomes the substance of the universal. However, although this 

is one possibility for comedy, it is not absolute nor does it occurs in all instances. 

Zupančič offers a distinction between true comedy and false, so-called, conservative 

comedy that hinges upon the positions of abstract and concrete, what she calls their “the mode of 

148 Ibid., 29-30.

149 Ibid., 30.
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comedic processing.”150 False comedies do not invert the roles of the abstract-universal and the 

concrete—the aloof samurai is an aristocrat (or some other person of symbolic importance) and 

also a human being with their constituent flaws and subjectivity to natural laws. This ‘also’ is not 

an inversion but rather indicates coexistence, producing no short circuit and leaving the concrete 

of human weakness external to the universal. False comedy is conservative in the sense that the 

concrete remains in a position of indispensable support or supplement to the universal. In this 

sense, false comedy never transcends the dualism of the particular concrete orbiting around the 

universal, and as such remains highly abstract. This form offers the audience identification with 

the aristocrat samurai only as an “ego-ideal”151 leaving the position of the aristocrat unscathed 

and possibly even reinforcing that ideal.

True comedy does not produce a relationship of ‘also’; rather, the aristocratic samurai truly 

believes he is fundamentally and intrinsically an aristocrat, and it is in this belief that he is 

simply an ignorant human. Zupančič explains that in true comedy, “the very universal aspect of 

this concept produces its own humanity, corporeality, subjectivity.”152 In this sense, the comedic 

contains very real stakes for politics in our world. It is this notion of creating a particular 

symbolic order that gives meaning to humanity, corporeality, and subjectivity, that comedic 

periodicals in Meiji Japan negotiated. By exposing human fallibility in the face of 

modernization’s rational thrust to organize life in increasingly efficient and specialized modes, 

comedic periodicals politicized a given sense of trust in print periodicals in an effort to give 

readers freedom to laugh and seek autonomous positions within a society that was increasingly 

150 Ibid.

151 Ibid., 31.

152  Ibid., .32.
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concerned with conformity to the needs of the state as will be covered in the three following 

chapters. 

Before moving on to the history of comedic periodicals and mass media technology in 

Meiji Japan, the following section clarifies the specific terms used in analyzing humor in this 

research. 

VIII. Defining Terms—Satire, Parody, Irony, and the Absurd

This research argues that comedic forms are about structuring human relationships. This is to say 

that humor as a dialectical process situates producers and audiences in particular social 

relationships. By asking how does comedy place the audience in a particular group and is that 

group the object or subject of humor, different types of comedic relationships can be seen to have 

different political and social stakes. Does the humor ask the audience to laugh at something or 

someone, or does it elicit self-reflective laughter? Since this project argues for shifts in the 

dominant mode of humor in Japanese mass media across specific periods of time, it will be 

useful to define these particular modes of satire, irony, and the absurd, before engaging with the 

texts examined.

Parody comes from the words meaning the alteration (para-) of a story (ode) and is the 

comedic recasting of a situation or story to point out its flaws.153 In terms of human relationships, 

parody situates the audience outside the object of comedic focus, which is to say, ‘we’ (the 

audience) are laughing at ‘them’ (the people represented). Parody is a recasting of a known 

narrative or composition. Specifically, parody imitates an event or figure of known origin and in 

153 Margaret A. Rose, Parody: Ancient, Modern and Post-Modern (Cambridge University Press, 1993), 7-8.
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this sense produces a form of mimesis.154 In other words, parody takes the identifiable structure 

of something and recasts its while retaining reference to the original. For example, a large 

number of Edo-period literature or textual works jest, tease, and criticize by retelling a classic 

tale with veiled reference to the contemporaneous world.155 Parody is coupled with satire in that 

they both involve retelling or recasting of a given figure or narrative. As such, in this work, 

parody functions more to distinguish itself from satire in terms of its audience relationship than 

as a significant stand-alone category and will be discussed along with satire. 

Satire differs from parody in that it is associated more strongly with a critique of politics 

for misdeeds in society. As the Greek satirist Juvenal stated, “It is hard not to write Satire. For 

who is so tolerant of the unjust City, so steeled, that he can restrain himself.”156 Satire targets a 

particular person, social or political issues as comedic subjects in order to point out problems and 

instigate reform. In terms of human relationships, since satire is often about social and political 

problems needing reform, it situates the audience to laugh at themselves as part of the object of 

critique.157 Satire is not directly self-ridiculing but rather imparts the urgency of the problem as 

something that could invoke action on the part of the audience.

Jessica Milner Davis discusses humor in the Japanese context by focusing on Natsume 

Sōseki’s  study in English literature centered on 17th century authors, specifically Sōseki’s love 

Jonathan Swift’s works indicate for Davis that he had some intimacy with satire. In his Theory of 

Literature from 1909, Davis notes, satire is defined by a perspective of “cold cynicism” (冷酷), 

154 Ibid., 254-255.

155 Robert W. Leutner, Shikitei Sanba and the Comic Tradition in Edo Fiction (Harvard Univ Asia Center, 1985), 34.

156 Juvenal, The Satires, trans. Niall Rudd (Oxford  : New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).

157 Catherine Keane, “Defining the Art of Blame: Classical Satire,” in A Companion to Satire: Ancient and Modern, ed. Ruben 
Quintero (John Wiley & Sons, 2008), 31-32.
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different from other forms of humor in that it fundamentally probes “how we look at human life 

and how we view society” to present a solution or corrective.158 Davis goes on to point out how 

Sōseki further distinguishes between satire of good will, ill will, and neutral (farce, physical 

humor, amusement). Furthermore, satire of ill will is still satire according to Sōseki, but its 

objectives are often in pursuit of a personal sense of superiority through derision rather than 

addressing a form of oppression through incisive invectives as its objective remains good will 

satire. Although of these three types only the good will satire would fit in the narrowest 

definition of Western satire, but Sōseki’s term for “satire” drawn from his knowledge of western 

humor, and was fūshi (風刺), which, in a broader sense, is also indebted to the Japanese 

tradition. Fūshi retains the sense of holding a corrective or critical commentary, what Davis 

locates in the affirmative to “do they wield the knife or seek to correct?”159 much the same as 

how Juvenal defined satire as criticism that any good citizen could not help but expel to excoriate 

the evils of the city.160  

To provide a tentative framework for analyzing humor it is first necessary to distinguish 

among how I use the various types and relationships. Satire, as outlined above, is the art of 

reducing or diminishing the subject through evoking a clear sense of indignation at the 

158 Quoted in Jessica Milner Davis, Understanding Humor in Japan (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2006), 196.

159 Ibid., 200.

160 The Roman tradition bequeaths two notions of satire; one forwarded by Horace and the other by Juvenal. Horatian satire 
originated in Rome and playfully criticizes social vice through mild and light-hearted humor. It attempts to identify the objects of 
evil as a kind of folly through wit, exaggeration, and self-denigration, with the objective not of anger toward inducing action but 
rather merely a wry smile. Juvenalian satire addresses the social evils of Roman life through scorn, ridicule, and outrage with a 
good will toward providing a corrective by exposing those unwilling to take action. In contrast to Horatio’s satire, which is 
actually closer to parody as defined below, Juvenal presents writing satire as an inevitable intervention into the moral and 
legalistic corruption of urban life. Western satire clearly derives from Juvenal’s notion of using satire to wield a knife and provide 
a corrective. Above all, I grasp satire as a call to see injustice in the world as something obvious yet constrained by a sense of 
oppression from which the readers should free themselves. Juvenalian satire is often pessimistic and relies on a sense of moral 
indignation, sarcasm, and irony, with less of a concern for humor per se.

For more, see:
Catherine Keane, Juvenal and the Satiric Emotions (Oxford University Press, 2015), 90-98.
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circumstances presented. Parody is more concerned with recasting a particular composition, 

event, or figure, in relation with the lowly, defamed, or frivolous. Parody can fall under a larger 

umbrella of the concept of the burlesque, which shares similarities with the grotesque in that they 

are both characterized by distortion or exaggeration. A distinction lies in which elements are 

exaggerated. The burlesque is primarily concerned with comedic inversion. To use the 

nonsensical in a very serious context, or to use very somber ideas in a frivolous manner is the 

defining feature of the burlesque. The grotesque is concerned not so much with inversion but 

with the lowering of things into the range of vulgar relativity.

Bakhtin articulates the literary trope of the ‘grotesque body,’ a figure represented through 

degradation in the sense of a lowering of all things to a state of relativity in order to gain more 

active control of its evaluation. The grotesque lowers all thing abstract, spiritual, and noble to the 

concrete level of the material world for evaluation, thus emphasizing lived material reality 

against the conceptual and distant, a method that can be called “grotesque realism.”161 Reality is 

rendered grotesque by emphasizing elements of social life, particularly the body, through 

exaggeration and hyperbole. For Bakhtin, the objective of parody is related to that of the 

burlesque in terms of inverting hierarchies of order to make the great seem meek or the serious 

seem vapid. While satire necessarily has an engagement with politics, parody can be more 

ambivalent, with a range from mere teasing to criticism.162 

In the 1930s, Max Eastman created a spectrum of satire in terms of “degrees of biting;” 

moving from the less to more, from violet to red. Italian satirical playwright, Dario Fo 

distinguishes between satire and teasing. Teasing is a shallow parody that inadvertently 

161 Bakhtin, Rabelais, 18.

162 Engagement with politics=Satire and the grotesque [vs.] Disengagement with politics=jest and teasing. 
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humanizes and draws sympathy toward the powerful individual or concept towards which it is 

directed. Satire, conversely, has a truly subversive character that employs the comedic as a 

critical power against forms of oppression.163 Satire is capable of effecting moral change. Fo 

defines an operational criteria for satire as opposed to teasing, in that satire evokes an outraged 

or violent reaction—the more they attempt to stop the satire, the more effective it truly is.164 

Irony is known for its harshness and severity. The word for irony in Japanese is hiniku (皮

肉) or transliterated as aironī. The word hiniku derives from Chinese Buddhism, where the 

teachings of Daruma (dámó, 達磨大師) from the four-character saying, hiniku kotsuzui, 

comprised the characters for skin, flesh, bone, and marrow. The story is that during the eight 

years of teacher Daruma’s isolated meditation, his arms and legs, his ‘skin’ and ‘flesh,’ rotted 

away, leaving only his spiritual core or ‘bone’ and ‘marrow,’ which is to say, truth.

The notion is that bone and marrow are the fundamental elements that fuel the metaphor 

for a ‘true understanding of things,’ while skin and flesh are superficial things, which do not 

compromise the true essence of things. The critical sense of hiniku derives from voicing this ‘not 

understanding the true essence,’ which is another way to say that hiniku foregrounds the inability 

to see the reality of the world. This notion could be expanded to say that hiniku is not merely the 

voicing of skepticism toward knowing, but is closer to Western irony in that this skepticism is 

not voiced by alleviating false knowledge but rather by showing true understanding itself to be 

unattainable.

163 Jadranka Skorin-Kapov, The Intertwining of Aesthetics and Ethics: Exceeding of Expectations, Ecstasy, Sublimity (Lexington 
Books, 2016), 167.

164 Ibid., 176.
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Wayne Booth’s seminal The Rhetoric of Irony defines the most common form as stable 

irony.165 Other types include unstable, overt, covert, finite and infinite. Stable irony, as it engages 

with the normative features of social consensus, has provided the main field of theorization. 

Booth begins with the simple question, “is it ironic?” to extrapolate the implication of ironic 

positionality. How are we to know if text should be read as ironic or not? What markers or 

symbols exist to know this? He suggests a process of interpretation of irony that involves the 

reader, confronted with an incongruity, contemplating (“auditioning”) what other possible 

meanings exist before finally settling on a possible understanding based on what the reader 

assumes to be the beliefs of the author. 

Paul de Man’s thoughts on irony in Aesthetic Theory166 argue for the exclusion of value 

judgments from irony, instead aiming to retain irony in a critical space of ‘valuelessness’ wherein 

irony’s disruption of temporality provides its main critical function. Booth, on the other hand 

expands irony beyond the functions of revealing truth and authenticity to the world by being 

concerned more with the process of contrasting meaning with irony than the result.  Linda 

Hutcheon’s work Irony’s Edge rejects the notion that irony is fundamentally about antiphrasis or 

‘meaning the opposite of what one says.’167 Instead, contemplating the ironic is a rapid 

alternation between two different meanings—the said and unsaid, or the connoted and denoted—

which cannot be grasped simultaneously but which are nonetheless inextricable from each other. 

It is this meaning, derived from Hutcheon, that is most operative in Chapter 2, which covers the 

shift of comedic periodicals to an ironic mode following increased censorship and constriction of 

165 Wayne C Booth, A Rhetoric of Irony (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974), 3.

166 Paul De Man, “The Concept of Irony,” in Aesthetic Ideology, ed. Andrzej Warminski (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1996), 164.

167 Linda Hutcheon, Irony’s Edge: The Theory and Politics of Irony (London; New York: Routledge, 1994), 64.
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the public sphere. Simply put, irony is a mode of humor that, unlike satire and parody, can be 

totally unrecognized as containing comedic intentions by some readers. This is the “edge” of 

irony, that while both stated and unstated meaning are possible to read, not all readers can see 

that an alternate reading is possible. Furthermore, using Booth’s concluding point of analyzing 

irony, those who can see an alternate reading are intuiting the meaning and politics of that 

sentiment based upon what they believe the author or producer’s beliefs to be. Thus, irony 

structures a more intimate relationship between reader and producer than satire and parody, for 

which the comedic intention is more obvious. 

Absurdity in the Japanese context has much in common with the notion of farce, 

particularly as defined by Sakaguchi Ango. Absurdity and farce both exaggerate a situation to the 

point where it comes to seem impossible or at least improbable. It is Sakaguchi's notion of 

absurdity that underscores the way the term is employed in this work. In 1939, Sakaguchi wrote: 

“Laughter is the mother of the absurd. It is also likely that the splendor of laughter resides in that 

irrationality or in nonsense. Still, there are those who must rationalize everything, and who think 

of laughter as yet another rational thing.”168 In this sense, the absurd is about the admission of 

irrationality into a purportedly rational world. He continues: “right up until the moment of 

laughter, how hard you laugh is determined by how much effort your rational mind puts into 

rationalizing the irrational, and then at what point it simply gives up, laying down its arms”169 

and embraces that which the intensely rational world cannot contain. In this sense, Sakaguchi’s 

absurdity is about an affirmation of the irrationality of human existence, which is to say, 

acceptance of a different reality than what was previously assumed. In Western philosophy refers 

168 Sakaguchi, Chaban ni yosete, 4.

169 Ibid.
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to the conflict between the human tendency to seek inherent value and meaning in life and the 

human inability to find any.170 In this context absurd does not mean ‘logically impossible,’ but 

rather ‘humanly impossible.’

Sakaguchi’s definition is perhaps most useful because it situates absurdity, buffoonery, and 

farce as comedic forms specific to the conditions of modernity and the rise of a rational 

worldview that was predominant in Meiji Japan under the notions of Civilization and 

Enlightenment. Absurdity in this sense always points to the omission of the irrational, the vulgar, 

and the dispossessed from the perspective of the modern, rational world, declaring this dominant 

perspective exclusionary and incomplete. Both Sakaguchi and Miyatake Gaikotsu, covered in 

Chapter 3 and 4, sought laughter and comedy as methods to affirm alternate conceptions of 

social order in their given moments of fascistic and imperialistic Japan from the 1900s and 

1930s. For both Sakaguchi and Gaikotsu, the threat of an overly rationalized world was not 

problematic simply on philosophical terms but rather because rationalization in Imperial Japan 

had purged a heterogeneous, playful culture from society in order to organize the citizenry into 

labor for the state’s colonial expansion and sacrifice to the figure of the emperor via the nation-

state of Japan. Absurdity thus was a means of providing a linkage to an alternate, historically-

informed heterodox notion of Japanese life through the figure of the vulgar.

Vulgarity: or the idea that humor is low culture

As a social practice humor was situated at the upper levels of cultural practices of the Edo 

period. Writers, dramatists, and aristocrats exchanged and propagated their ideas through humor 

and humor was the key means to criticize the shogunal power structure. Humor was particularly 

170 Donald A. Crosby, The Specter of the Absurd: Sources and Criticisms of Modern Nihilism (SUNY Press, 1988), 55.
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important in the print world of Edo. Despite a rich urban environment and widespread textual 

circulation, it was prohibited to write about the lived environment of the contemporary world. 

Humor supplied an allegorical means to infer contemporaneous events with a modicum of 

distance from direct address that provided both protection for the author and publisher, as well as 

inviting a richly productive space of interpretation. Culture of the time valued these aesthetics of 

indirectness, ambiguity, and interpretive play, for which humor was particularly well-suited. Yet, 

with imposition of cultural reforms after the Meiji Restoration, the Western assessment of jokes 

and puns as coarse verbiage led humor and laughter in Japan to be reassessed as crude and 

vulgar171 practices.172 

Emphasis on a rational and practical mode of social order by the Meiji state and thinkers 

meant that the lack of concrete results from humor’s interpretive labor lead to the assessment of 

humor as both non-serious, and more gravely, lacking in cultural relevance. As a means of 

interpretation and illuminating incongruity of a main subject, humor always resides in a position 

of alterity, running parallel or ancillary to life without constituting it. How humor engaged with 

the perceived cultural core of Meiji—the emperor and nation-state—is one of the major themes 

of this project. Throughout Japan’s modernization, and in scholarship on this period as well, 

humor is continually fighting an uphill battle to illuminate power and its inverse—its 

trivialization from the perspective state authority and its incredible power in the world of the 

media market and capital. 

171 Ura Kazuo 浦 和男, “Nihon ni okeru ‘warai gaku’ no reimei: Meijiki no ‘warai’ riron 日本における「笑い学」の黎明 : 明
治期の「笑い」理論,” Japanese Journal of Laughter and Humor Research 21 (2014): 60.

172 Ibid.
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Chapter 2: 

The Birth of a Media for the Masses

Marumaru chinbun and the forgotten history of Comedy: 1877-1889
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Introduction

This chapter argues that the advent of comedic periodicals in late-nineteenth century Japan 

helped give birth to media for the masses in Japan, transcending existing divisions between high- 

and low-brow readership, the key iteration of which occurs in the activities of the publications of 

the Marumaru company:1 Marumaru chinbun (団団珍聞, 1877~1907, 1654 editions) and Kibi 

dango2 (驥尾団子, 1878~1883, 235 editions),3 and the genre of comedic periodicals they 

inspired. Atsuko Ueda addresses the contemporaneous dismissal by literati of comedy as 

wasteful, indulgent and oppositional to true knowledge.4 Literary5 and art histories6 of the period 

1 Founded in 1877 by Nomura Fumio 野村文夫 1836-1891.

2 Yumoto Kōchi notes: "'Kibi dango' appeared as a sibling magazine to 'Marumaru chibun,' as it was published by the same 
Marumaru company. You probably already understand this but they published comic haiku (狂句) and comic tanka (狂歌). 
'Marumaru chinbun' gained such popularity that there was not enough space to publish all the poems (submitted by readers) 
which is the real reason that was written in the magazine called 'Kibi dango' when it began publication.
    However, the ulterior motive was for (the company) Maruchin to structure itself so that when one magazine was censored to 
stop publication, the other magazine could help. As Maruchin (publications) were regularly censored in that environment of state 
control of speech, using two magazines as a kind of safety valve (to protect the company) was the truth of the matter I think."  
(my parentheticals) 

Yumoto Kōichi 湯本豪一, Manga ni miru Meiji no shinfūzoku 漫画にみる明治の新風俗. 法政大学創立者薩埵正邦生誕150
周年記念連続講演会-明治日本の産業と社会-第12回講演録 (Working paper series  ; no.41) (Tokyo: Hōsei Daigaku 
Inobēshon Manejimento Kenkyū Sentā, 2007).

3 Arai Katsuhiro 新井勝紘, ed., Kibidango fukkoku ban 驥尾団子 復刻版, vol. 1, 10 vols. (Kashiwa Shobō 柏書房, 2003).

4 Atsuko Ueda, Concealment of Politics, Politics of Concealment: The Production of “Literature” in Meiji Japan (Stanford, 
Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2007), 38-40. 

Ueda Atsuko addresses the contemporaneous dismissal of Meiji gesaku works and how the drive toward practical knowledge 
located the comedic as wasteful and unenlightened.

5 Masao Miyoshi, Off Center  : Power and Culture Relations between Japan and the United States (Cambridge  Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1991).

Miyoshi writes: "In the process [of modernization] the Japanese were urged to stress the discontinuity of the present from the 
past. Thus the indigenous prose narrative (gesaku), prevalent during Japan's isolation from the world, was put aside so that a new 
international form might take hold. Authority over this imported fiction was invested in the elite writers and journalists (bundan), 
and not in the universities (to which the preservation of classic tradition was consigned).” (my brackets, 45-46).
 
6 Marius B. Jansen, “Cultural Change in Nineteenth-Century Japan,” in Challenging Past and Present: The Metamorphosis of 
Nineteenth-Century Japanese Art, ed. Ellen P Conant (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2006), 41-43.

In Jansen’s insightful detailing of cultural change across Meiji, he notes how gesaku and the culture of play of Edo came to be 
seen as vulgar by the 1880s. 
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also correctly point out that Meiji-era figures largely sought to depart from being productive in 

Edo cultural practices even if they enjoyed consumption of those same fields as cultural history. 

However, a few scholars have addressed Meiji-era humor, notably Peter Duus and Ura Kazuo, 

whose work provides an invaluable starting point.7 According to both literati of the time and later 

Japanese literary critics, comedy and humor are seen as remnants of the Edo period, at odds with 

the seriousness of modern literature and society for which such laughter is too playful and 

equated with old, archaic, and non-modern culture.8 Agreeing in part with Nakamura Mitsuo’s 

assertion9 that modernization led to an offhand dismissal of humor as lacking in seriousness, I 

engage his critique as the doorway to investigate not only literary production in modernization 

but representational print media at large, and argue that comedy and humor were not antithetical 

7 Duus’s essay on Japan Punch and early importation of western humor provided a useful starting point for this chapter, arguing 
that Japan Punch and other early-Meiji comedic publications were a result of “hybridization” of British and Japanese humor: 
Duus, Punch Pictures, 307–35. 

Ura’s work cataloging the instances of intellectual and cultural production on laughter and the comedic are a key source for 
anyone interested in Meiji-era humor: Ura Acceptance, 85–118.

8 In Fūzoku shōsetsuron (1950) Nakamura Mitsuo writes: “If one searches for scholarship on ‘humor’ and ‘Japan’ these topics 
are firmly located in two camps. The first looking at medieval to Edo poetry, kyōgen theater, and rakugo, while the second looks 
at contemporary television comedy such as manzai, variety shows, and again, contemporary rakugo. In this sense, early/pre-
modern Japan and contemporary Japan can be the home to relevant comedic activity, but modernization and humor are 
antithetical in scholarship.” 

Nakamura Mitsuo 中村 光夫, Fūzoku shōsetsuron 風俗小說論 (Tokyo: Kawade Shobo, 1950), 50.

In his essay Warai no Shōsetsu Nakamura argues that the origins of modern Japanese literature, in particular Tayama Katai and 
Shimazaki Tōson, overlooked the elements of humor that remained a part of European literature from which they were inspired. 
As a result, humor was expunged from the project of the modern novel which itself was taken to be a deeply austere and solemn 
undertaking.

In Understanding Humor in Japan (2006) Jessica Milner Davis composed a thoughtful and interesting overview of humor that 
devote its energy to two periods: the Edo period and the modern period post-1970.

Howard Hibbett’s seminal works in Japanese fiction The Floating World in Japanese fiction  (1959) and The Chrysanthemum 
and the Fish: Japanese Humor Since the Age of the Shoguns (2002) were pioneering work on Japanese humor that focus on 
textual comedy of the Edo period. 

9 Nakamura Mitsuo in his essay ‘The Loss of Laughter’ (笑いの喪失) writes, “The problem of the bundan and laughter (笑ひ) is 
raised foremost because I think it is the single largest forgotten element in modern Japanese literature. The laughter I am speaking 
of (in regards to the literary establishment) is, needless to say, not the laughter of so-called comic novels (滑稽小説) or titillating 
humorous theater (くすぐり喜劇).  Rather, this is laughter that provides a crucial structuring element to great literature [in 
tragedies, for example].” (Nakamura’s brackets, my parenthetical)
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to modernization but fundamentally intertwined with popular consumption and the growth of 

venues of reading and viewing. Comedy holds the unique ability to represent the incongruous 

without privileging or creating a hierarchy of knowledge.10 Vulgarity and refinement; veracity 

and deception; productivity and laziness—these are not dichotomies but rather related to each 

other on spectrums, one end of which is privileged within the process of modernization. Nation-

state modernization seeks to marginalize the aesthetic worth of the vulgar, and attempts to render 

the vulgar and refined  as mere maters of class and personal choice rather than dialectically 

informing and co-constituting each other. Rational society cannot reconcile the two, however 

comedy shows this capacity for representing both ends of the specter as related through 

incongruity11 The Meiji state attempted to present itself as a synthesis of old and new while 

actually undertaking violent upheaval toward both new and inherited forms.12 It is my argument 

that comedic mass media was a vital venue that highlighted the incongruities necessary to, yet 

occluded in, the State’s representation of itself and the national order.

In what follows, I will first briefly outline the historical context of early Meiji humor and 

periodicals before introducing a particular example from Marumaru chinbun to give the reader a 

sense of the aesthetic and political mode under analysis. This will be followed by a more detailed 

history of the publication, its artists, and the social relevance of this influential periodical to the 

10 Zupančič, The Odd One in, 32.

11 Japanese film scholar Yoshimoto Mitsuhiro writes about the way genres ’modern’ (現代劇) and ‘period’ (時代劇) films 
attempt to structure the same difference in a way that passes over the inherent dischord of modernity. He writes: “Although 
modernity, imperialism, and colonial are sometimes treated as separate issues, the basic distinction between jidaigeki and 
gendaigeki in Japanese cinema most clearly shows that questions of modernity can never be answered when they are separated 
from the other two terms. To the extent that it enables the Japanese to imagine a new Japan radically different from what is 
perceived as the old world (i.e. pre-Meiji Japan and the rest of Asia), the binarism of jidaigeki and gendaigeki can play a 
complicit role in the formation of Japan as a nation-state and even the homegrown imperialism of modern Japan. 

Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto, Kurosawa : Film Studies and Japanese Cinema (Durham  NC: Duke University Press, 2000), 209-210.

12 Takashi Fujitani, Splendid Monarchy: Power and Pageantry in Modern Japan, Twentieth-Century Japan 6 (Berkeley, Calif: 
University of California Press, 1996), 59; 220. 
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media landscape that closely addresses the development of visual comedy. The chapter concludes 

with analysis and reflection on the position of comedic periodicals to manga studies as a 

particular scholarly framework addressing the history of visual print culture in Japan.  

The Emergence of Periodical Media

Within the first eight years of the Meiji era, telegraphs (1869) and trains (1872) connected 

Tokyo to neighboring Yokohama13 and gas lights glowed in their urban centers (1872),14 social 

class (1869)15 and samurai hereditary salaries ceased to legally exist (1876),16 colonization of 

Hokkaido began (1874),17 military battles occurred with Taiwan (1874)18 and Korea (1875), 

human trafficking was abolished (1872),19 and an obligatory elementary education system and 

universal conscription were deployed (1872).20 New technologies of machine-printed 

representation and the modes of perception that periodicals brought to a transforming world of 

Japanese consumers are of particular interest to my research. The nascent form of print media—

the periodical—brought a new frequency to media consumption. This communication technology 

was now disposable and daily converting the temporality of the everyday through a detailing of 

13 J. Hunter and S. Sugiyama, The History of Anglo-Japanese Relations 1600-2000: Volume IV: Economic and Business 
Relations (Springer, 2001), 24-26.

14 Kazuo Usui, Marketing and Consumption in Modern Japan (Routledge, 2014), 14.

15 G. C. Allen, Short Economic History of Modern Japan (Routledge, 2013), 27.

16 Hiroyuki Odagiri, Goto Odagiri, and Akira Gotō, Technology and Industrial Development in Japan: Building Capabilities by 
Learning, Innovation, and Public Policy (Clarendon Press, 1996), 68.

17 Michele Mason, Dominant Narratives of Colonial Hokkaido and Imperial Japan: Envisioning the Periphery and the Modern 
Nation-State (Springer, 2012), 35.

18 Ibid., 18.

19 Ann Marie L. Davis, Imagining Prostitution in Modern Japan, 1850–1913 (Rowman & Littlefield, 2019), 135.

20 Chushichi Tsuzuki, The Pursuit of Power in Modern Japan 1825-1995 (Oxford University Press, UK, 2000),  66.
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people, places, and ideas, producing collectively shared ‘events’ embedded in the fabric of daily 

life. In the 1999 Nyūsu no tanjō (The Birth of News), Yoshimi Shunya argues this new 

eventfulness was created by the daily regularity of news that fomented in an almost unconscious 

temporality that reoriented the present moment toward the anticipation of new events—

continually approaching occurrences from the future—that came to structure life in the first 

decades of the Meiji era. This new temporality could be called that of the modern—a 

continually-moving ‘present’ from which the history of the Edo period was receding. This new 

temporality was one severed from historical time to order to construct a national community who 

co-experiences the present. Part of this notion of time continually moving in a unilinear 

progression is defend by Walter Benjamin’s “empty time,”21 that he explains, is experienced 

from a historicist’s perspective of everything leading to in a straight, steady progression. 

Benjamin’s concept does not include the notion of a preceding ‘old’ time, producing the 

temporality that Reinhart Koselleck deemed neuzeit22 or ‘new time,’ but remains useful for 

thinking about how the nationstate tautologically defines its own existence as inevitable. 

Building on Koselleck’s New Times, Stefan Tanaka defines Japan’s modern time as firmly fixed 

upon the present and immediate future while severing itself from a coexistent pastness or living 

history—a set of practices bound to a different temporality.23 Although new means of printing 

and circulating periodicals undoubtedly reconfigured the social role of media,24 providing a new 

21 Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1968), 264.

22 Neuzeit: “The expression itself refers only to time, characterizing it as new, without, however, providing any indication of the 
historical content of this time, or even its nature as a period. The form of this expression takes on meaning only in contrast with 
the preceding ‘old’ time, or inasmuch as it is used to conceptualize an epoch, by contrast with the condition of the preceding 
epochs.” Reinhart Koselleck, Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1985), 224.

23 Tanaka,  New Times in Modern Japan, 14.

24 Huffman, Creating a Public, 7.
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sense of interconnectedness and immediacy for readers with the ‘events’ of the world presented 

daily, it also took roughly the whole decade of the 1870s to begin to cultivate broad readership 

through the growth of so-called ‘small papers,’ ko-shinbun25 (小新聞), the smallest of which 

were comedic papers.

I. Marumaru chinbun and its context

Although there were other comedic publications that preceded the creation of Marumaru chinbun 

in 1877, such as English-language Japan Punch (1862-1887) and short-lived, Illustrated News 

Nipponchi26 (「絵新聞日本地」1871-1880), none of the preceding works benefited from the 

popularity, sales, and circulation numbers of the Marumaru company’s publications.27 Therefore, 

in order to make an argument about mass, popular culture I have focused on the publication that 

first produced comedic images in the order of tens of thousands of copies, which Marumaru 

chinbun fulfills.

Marumaru chinbun appeared in the mid-1870s, at a time when new press regulations from 

1875 had spawned a wave of state censorship leading to many papers being temporarily banned 

and/or fined.28 The strategy invented by newspapers such as the Akebono shinbun (「曙新聞」) 

25 Nishida Taketoshi 西田長寿, Meiji jidai no shinbun to zasshi 明治時代の新聞と雑志 (Tokyo: Shinbundō 至文堂, 1961), 
54-55.

26 Haruhara Akihito 春原昭彦, Shinbun manga no me: hito seiji shakai: kikakuten 新聞漫画の眼: 人政治社会 : 企画展, ed. 
Nihon Shinbun Hakubutsukan 日本新聞博物館 (Yokohama: Nyūsu pakku ニュースパーク(日本新聞博物館), 2003), 6-8.

Duus, Punch Pictures, 313-333.

27 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 52.

28 Nishida, Meiji jidai no shinbun, 87-91.
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or Yokohama yomiuri shinbun (「横浜読売新聞」), both papers with substantial popularity at 

the time, was to obfuscate possibly inflammatory words with the symbol of a circle ◯ for each 

character.29 For example, the words ‘Freedom and Popular Rights,’ consisting of four characters 

自由民権, would be rendered as four circles, ◯◯◯◯. Context could provide astute readers the 

ability to intuit the concealed meaning. The technical term for these circles was fuseji (伏せ字), a 

two-character compound meaning ‘words kept secret,’ but the more common term was simply 

maru, meaning ‘circle.’30 Thus, the title Marumaru chinbun, where the word chinbun is pun on 

the word shinbun, changing the meaning to literal, “Unusual Secret News.” 

Maeda Ai emphasizes the connection between the founding of Maruchin chinbun and 

Japan largest civil uprising, the Seinan War (aka Satsuma Rebellion)31 as a time of political 

excitement. When Marumaru chinbun was founded March 24 1877, Kumamoto Castle was in 

full defense of an attack as the central government forces clashed with Saigō Takamori and his 

Satsuma Army,32 with combat lasting the next seven months until September 24 of the same year. 

All of the newspapers in the state capital covered the war in great detail, sending reporters like 

young Inukai Tsuyoshi (for Yūbin Hōchi, later Prime Minister) as an enlisted soldier, and 

Fukuchi Gen’ichirō (under his pen name of Fukuchi Ōchi) who went directly on his own to cover 

the war for Tokyo Nichinichi shinbun.33 The accuracy of their on-the-ground reporting 

29 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 7; 252.

Katayama Takayasu 片山隆康, Meiji shinbun monogatari 明治新聞ものがたり (Yao-shi 八尾市: Ōsaka hōkadaigaku shuppan 
大阪経済法科大学出版部, 1989), 48.

30 Ibid., 7.

31 Maeda Ai 前田愛 and Shimizu Kaoru 清水勲, eds., Jiyū minkenki no manga 自由民権期の漫画 (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 
1985).

32 Ibid., 8.

33 Ibid., 26.
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undermined other newspapers that had to rely on secondhand information and brought a new 

notion of empirical accuracy to reporting. As ‘Big Papers’ (大新聞), it should be kept in mind 

that Yūbin Hōchi and Tokyo Nichinichi were predominantly text and directed towards educated 

male readers who desired an elevated style of prose and political theorizing. In the face of a more 

prose-centered norm, Fukichi and Inugai’s embedded reporting techniques were entirely fresh. 

According to Maeda Ai, Fukichi and Inugai’s publications for the first time, “Taught the appeal 

of accurate news reporting” to both readers and other reporters.34

The Seinan War was an incredible boost to newspaper sales. In 1874, only 6.9 papers 

were read for every ten thousand people, but by 1877 it was twenty-six papers, almost a four-fold 

increase. The representative Small Paper, Yomiuri shinbun, had a circulation of 20,000 copies 

near the end of 1876. By the end of 1877, that number had increased to 30,000, and by the start 

of 1878 circulation surpassed 33,000.35 In comparison, the weekly Marumaru chinbun went from 

a circulation of 11,000 in 1877 to surpassing 23,000 in 1878,36 more than doubling their 

readership in the first year. Maeda notes:

More than as a source of news, the source of Marumaru chinbun’s popularity was how it took a slanted 
satirical spirit to the news. In each section shasetsu, (using the first character of the compound for shakai or 
‘society,’ changed to chasetsu or a pun on the term from the twelfth edition onward), zatsuroku or 
miscellaneous events, and yosefumi (寄書) or contributed articles, not only were jokes (kaigyaku) carrying 
on the currents of Edo-period rakushū (落首) and rakusho (落書) with a delicious venomousness, but 
visually, the work of Honda Kinkichirō in his Kojimachi studio gave birth to a form of caricature (kyōga) 
using sharp-lined pen and ink for a fresh appeal unlike the illustrations of woodblock-printed ukiyo-e 
artists.37

34 Ibid., 7.

35 Yamamoto Taketoshi 山本武利, Kindai nihon no shinbun dokushasō 近代日本の新聞読者層 (Tokyo: Hōsei Daigaku 
Shuppankyoku, 1981), 402-404.

36 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 39.

37 Ibid., 7.
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A more detailed history of the rise of newspapers Big and Small is contained in the 

introduction of this dissertation, but here it would be helpful to articulate how the zasshi or 

magazine overlaps and at times differs from the newspaper. Nishida Taketoshi, a postwar 

collaborator in the Meiji Cultural Research Association (明治文化研究会, founded 1924), notes 

in his Newspapers and Magazines of the Meiji Era (1961) that much like the first publications to 

use the term shinbun to indicate newspaper, the first publications to use the word zasshi/雑誌 to 

indicate regular, non-daily published periodical media were in essence translating a concept from 

Western magazines. Nishida’s first reference is to the aptly named, ‘Western Magazine’ (西洋雑

誌, 1867-68, six issues), that contained, “articles on histories of each country in Europe, 

mineralogy, science, and topics related to enlightenment.”38 What Nishida identifies as early-

Meiji zasshi were concerned with education and enlightenment of educated men, and as such had 

yet to produce a commercial market for magazines, remaining reliant upon either wealthy 

benefactors or the state to forward their publication.39 For example, Nishida points out how “with 

the exception of Hyōron shinbun/評論新聞 (1873) and Kaigai zasshi/海外雑誌 (1873), 

publications were limited to topics of religion, medicine, and education.”40 Although Nishida 

provides this history ostensibly of the zasshi, he also qualifies his use of the term as something 

distinct, writing, “I should be clear that notable scholars Osatake (Takeki, 尾佐竹猛1880-1946) 

and Kimura Ki (木村毅 1896-1979) have argued that in the first decade of the Meiji period there 

38 Nishida, Meiji jidai no shinbun, 33-34.

39 Ibid., 35. Nishida writes, "to put it bluntly, if a zasshi did not have an investor willing to overcome losses it was impossible to 
publish.”

40 Ibid., 35.
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was no clear distinction between shinbun and zasshi.”41 In this sense, the historical outline 

provided in the first chapter covers much of the ground that could be provided here detailing 

both the publication of new shinbun as well as zasshi and the ways in which the state attempted 

to rein in this new mode of the periodical with regulation. 

My focus on the Marumaru company is driven by the fact that in the 1870s and 1880s,  

their new format of visual satire, caricature, and word play effectively gave birth to the first 

publication that could be called a fully-fledged ‘magazine’ in Japan.42 Although it can be said 

that the style of Marumaru company’s two publications, Marumaru chinbun and Kibi dango, 

incorporated themselves into the British London Punch model that Peter Duus calls “cultural 

hybridization,”43 there can be no doubt that they reconfigured print comedy in Japan, rather than 

being merely derivative of British styles. In a media landscape dominated by serious and textual 

Big papers and local and apolitical Small papers, Marumaru chinbun’s comedic and visual 

interpretation of nation-state life created the first linkage between new political thought and a 

larger inherited history of comedy that was based in visually-dominant print media: woodblock 

prints.44 It makes sense that the magazine’s founder and creative contributors were steeped in 

Edo’s playful mode of prose and visual humor criticism, and also educated in Western affairs, 

enabling them to articulate the abstract social politics of the new era into a familiar comedic 

idiom.

41 Ibid., 34.

42 Kimoto Itaru’s plain but powerful statement says it well: “It was the Marumaru company that built the first magazine kingdom 
(zasshi ōkoku) in Japan.” (Kimoto 1989. 39) He argues that the Marumaru company’s publications first constituted the ‘record of 
miscellany’ in their temporal format of a periodical journal. They gave birth not only to an admixture of visual and textual jokes 
in a new cosmopolitan medium but to the mix of images, commentary, and reportage that came to define magazine’s position in 
the literary world. This “magazine kingdom” existed in terms of sheer numbers as well since circulation per edition vied with the 
copy circulation of the top daily papers. Readers were there to consume, and more significantly, contribute, to this new format.
 
43 Duus, Punch Pictures, 334-335.

44 Yoshimi, Nyusu, 7-9.
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It was through the efforts of Hiroshima-born Nomura Fumio (野村文夫 1836-1891) 

Marumaru chinbun (『団団珍聞』1,654 issues; published 11/2/1875~7/27/1907) and its 

independent sister magazine Kibi dango (『驥尾団子』 235 issues; published 

10/9/1878~5/9/1883) came into existence. Nomura himself was educated in the Chinese classics 

and travelled to the United Kingdom under quasi-legal sponsorship by his domain lord as a 

young man. Returning to service as an “expert on foreign affairs” just prior to the Meiji 

Restoration of 1868, he rose through the ranks of Meiji bureaucracy before quitting to found 

Marumaru chibun in 1878. Following the Restoration, his were the first publications to combine 

political ideas and populist appeal. Annual circulation topped 340,000 in 1880 and the longevity 

of the periodical lasted roughly three decades.45 The story of Marumaru chinbun’s founding 

begins as follows.

Kimoto Itaru notes an advertisement that appeared in the Yomiuri newspaper on March 24 

1877, taken out by Nomura, anticipating the release of the first edition.

———————————————————
Comic Pictures (於東京絵・おどけゑ)

Marumaru Chinbun
On Sale Every Saturday

Although many illustrious newspapers (新聞) grace our new era, our paper holds devices unmatched by any other in 

our fair world. Beyond just editorials (社説), choice morsels (雑報), miscellanea (雑録), and reader’s submissions 

(投書), our five-paragraph-pages mix in mirrored Japanese-English translations (和言英語/nippon igirisu kotoba). 

Everywhere, not just editorials and reader’s letters, are soaked (added reading: 含蓄せて/full of significance) with 

hidden allegories (寓意) written in easy language (詞は穏安に・ことばはやわらかに). Our miscellanea is a 

variety of poetry (詩歌), senryū, popular songs and riddles (時謡隠語・はやりうたなぞ), and wordplay (地口), all 

45 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 39.

Arai, Kibi dango, 4-5.
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filled to the brim with wit and humor (滑稽); and our choice morsels intentionally retell real events (事実・まこと) 

just like listening to rakugo (落し話を聞く), always accompanied by hiragana, and scattered fine western-style 

illustrations, the enjoyment of which are easily understood by any Chōtarō, Okin (‘man or woman’), or foreigner. 

We earnestly and humbly invite your interest, opinions,  and criticisms. 

First edition March 25

Please inquire at your nearest bookstore, stationary vendor, or print shop to request a copy

———————————————————

The mention of “Western-style illustration” and “mirrored English-Japanese translation” can be 

traced to Nomura’s prior life as a Western-studies expert; first for feudal domains and later the 

Meiji state. In 1863 he quasi-legally left Japan for England prior to the Meiji Restoration, being 

educated in Scotland and England before returning to Japan to be gainfully employed.46 While in 

the United Kingdom he was a fan of Punch: or the London Charivari, and envisioned Marumaru 

chinbun as a weekly satirical magazine in Punch’s fashion.47  Marumaru chinbun began with a 

small staff featuring known gesaku writers like Baitei Kinga (1823-1893) who Kimoto Itaru 

believes wrote the magazine’s opening statement  in the initial March 24 1877 edition.48

Editorial: Explanation of marumaru (団団の説)

In our world there are innumerable things that are all round (◯き), like all that exists on the earth (地球) 
and in the celestial sphere (天球); the sun and moon are round (◯く), the stars are round (◯く), and that 
place of excess from which all humans began is round (◯く), as is the other place of lack from which 

humans began49 (◯く). Humans begin from the round (◯◯) balls and breasts. The perfectly clear mirror 

46 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 42.

47 Ibid., 49.

48 Ibid., 53.

49 Referencing the Kōjiki and the description of Izanagi and Izanami’s sexual organs as “a place of excess and a place of lack” in 
the Kōjiki.
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(十寸鏡) hung before the gods of the divine land;50 the Supreme Ultimate of Confucianism;51 and the 
circular path to enlightenment in Zen is also similar in form to being round (◯き). The actor Danjurō (団
十郎) is the kingpin (親玉) when a musketball (鉄砲玉) hits a taiko bell resonating out,52 and the civilizing 

war stories told by (Shōrin) Hakuen (伯円) are the legends of (Sanyūtei) Enchō (円朝)53. As round faces 
are popular these days, it is from their plump circular shape (◯容ち). The specialty of the (rakugo) kozō is 

garbanzo beans (印度豆)54, and the roasted sweet potatoes loved by Okin are self-satisfyingly (◯い自慢) 

called jūsanri (一三里)55. Yet, all of these (examples of maru things) pale in comparison to the Hi no maru 
(日の◯) that expresses the supreme felicitousness of Meiji’s imperial reign through the red ball (赤玉) on 
the flag of the Japanese empire, and since this benefit cannot be forgotten for even one day we felt the 
marumaru (〇〇) title given to this magazine must be for this maru (◯) and not the maru (◯) used to 
avoid suspiciousness. 

We, marumaru (我〇〇), are a new egg hatching, showing its face to this world. We unfold our wings 

with the cry of oi’oi,56 and fly 90,000 ri like the phoenix in inquiry. We will write of all things we see and 
hear, leaving no stone unturned (◯で残さぬ). Widen your eyes (眼を◯く) to this account of the 
marumaru we have excavated. This explanation of the marumaru (〇〇の説) is what we use in place of a 

Shintō prayer (祝詞に代ふ).57

50 Referencing the perfectly clear mirror associated with Amaterasu. 

51 Referencing the Explanations of the Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate (太極図説) by Zhou Dunyi that employs a series of 
circles.

52 The pun lies in between the dan of Danjurō’s name which is the same character as the maru/circle, and the tama of both 
musketball (teppōdama) and the kingpin (oyadama), all being round objects.  

53 Shōrin Hakuen (松林伯円 1832-1905) was a well-known professional storyteller and Sanyūtei Enchō (三遊亭円朝 
1839-1900) was a famous rakugo performer and author of the same period. The pun comes from both of their names using the 
character en (円), which can be read as maru or ‘round.’ Thus, the circuitous notion lies in that both men tell similar types of 
stories that complement each other. 

54 The beans being round. 

55 This is a pun about a joke made about sweet potatoes: jūsanri comes from a wordplay 「栗四里うまい」which has characters 
that literally say [chestnut, four ri, delicious] but which homophonically says, “it is more delicious than chestnuts,” meaning a 
sweet potato. The jūsanri is derived from ’chestnut’ read as kuru=nine ri. So, by adding four ri to nine ri, you get thirteen ri. 

56 A reference to the calls of the Freedom and Popular Rights movement public speakers.

57 Reprinted in Shimizu, Manga zasshi hakubutsukan, 6.

団々の説
世の中の萬の物は皆○き地球と天球の下に成立事ぞかし月日も○く星○く抑人の成り餘る所も○く成足ぬ所も○く〇〇
の睾丸と乳房を人種の始めとなして神國の神の御前にかけまくもかしこき徳の十寸鏡儒書の大極禅宗のさとし言葉の
圓相も○きを以て體とす鉄砲玉に鐘太鼓鳴りわたりたる俳優は團十郎が親玉で開花な軍談伯圓に昔噺は圓朝そ当世流
行は○顔のポチャポチャとした○容ち小僧の得意は印度豆阿三の好な焼芋は○い自慢の十三里そこらはおいて第一に皇
国の旗の赤玉は明治の御代の目出度さを高く顕はす日の○の其恩澤を一日も忘れぬ為に〇〇を名號にしたる○なれば
嫌疑を避る○ならず我〇〇の其號は世間へ新に顔出しの卵なれどもおひおひに聲を出して羽を舒べ彼の大鵬の九萬里
は只探訪の足なかせ聞く事見る事そつくりと○で残さぬ筆初め眼を○くして〇〇の由縁を穿鑿りて〇〇の説を自ら祝
詞に代ふ.
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In reading this, we see an opening volley of wordplay and allusion to comment on contemporary 

society. The magazine sees itself as one that caters to both intellectuals (references to Chinese 

learning and Confucianism) and popular culture (sweet potatoes and Kabuki actors). Both 

refinement and vulgarity are intertwined playfully. The mention of “Meiji’s imperial reign” is 

perhaps the most politically charged, parodying the zeal for nation pride by commenting that the 

imperial Japanese flag, “cannot be forgotten for even one day,” while clarifying that the 

magazine is foremost patriotic and not subversive, “this maru is not the maru used to avoid 

suspiciousness.” The biting conclusion to the editorial explanation of the magazine’s title clearly 

appears to undermine the seriousness of state concerns, mocking the importance of state-

sanctioned Shintō by suggesting that the playful marumaru and its ethos replace the sanctified 

Shintō now required as part of standardized national education. 

Shimizu contextualizes the beginning of the magazine during an upsurge in political debate 

surrounding democratic rights for Samurai as part of the Freedom and Popular Rights movement, 

which spurred the publishing of many ‘political theory magazines’ (政治評論雑誌).58  Kimoto 

emphasizes the rapidly growing sales of small papers due to the reporting on the Seinan War as 

the context in which Nomura left his job at the home ministry to found Marumaru chinbun.59 

The first edition had 5000 copies printed, 3000 of which were ordered by Tokyo nichinichi 

shinbun for distribution to its readers as a supplement, and the remaining 2000 sold out from 

direct sales by the Marumaru company requiring additional copies to be printed.60 Kimoto notes 

that in the third edition it reported that the first two editions both required extra print runs 

58 Ibid., 5.

59 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 52.

60 Ibid., 54.
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totaling more than 12,000 copies together.61 Within three years, the Marumaru company 

advertised in Kibi dango number 62 on New Year’s 1880 that “Marumaru chinbun already sells 

10,000 copies per edition while Kibi dango sells close to 7000.”62 The cover of the magazine 

feature three figures: Meiji gentlemen in Western dress, top hats, collars, and bowties, in an 

arrangement that alludes to the three monkeys of the Japanese proverb ‘hear no evil, see no evil, 

speak no evil,’ (見ざる聞かざる言わざる) but instead of covering their ears, eyes, and mouth, 

Marumaru’s image opens their senses in the journalistic pursuit of truth. While some irony is 

proposed by making the modern man mimic the acts of monkeys, the image attracts readers who 

want to ‘hear of evil, see evil, and sniff out evil’ (‘speaking evil’ has been replaced by a man 

pointing to his elongated nose). 

61 Ibid.

62 Quoted in Ibid., 55.
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Figure 1. Marumaru chinbun 1st edition cover March 24 1877 (reproduced in Shimizu, 1986)
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Figure 2. Punch, Or the London Charivari, 1843 Richard Doyle63

Adorning the borders is a filigree of animals, ribbon, and ornamental soldier figures in 

homage to Victorian-era London Punch, which used animals, angels, and textile textures in their 

etched image. Furthermore, the ‘sniffing out evil’ reference on Marumaru’s cover comes from 

the jester pointing to his nose on Punch’s cover. Text around the image promises comedic 

pictures (於東京繪・おどけ絵) and like Punch mentions being “Pubhsned (sic) every 

Saturday.” In this sense, it is clear that Nomura took Punch as a model for his magazine. What is 

significant perhaps is how this new concept of a visual, textual, periodical came onto the 

Japanese media scene in the late 1870s. 

II. Increasing State Control of the Press

The timeframe of this chapter begins from 1887, the year when electric light came to Tokyo and 

when the first Peace Preservation Law (hoan jōrei, December 25 1887) was enacted, targeting 

the activities of Freedom and Popular Rights activism.64 In terms of the law’s engagement with 

the press, it responded to the growth of a national readership who were encouraged to participate 

in anti-government editorials.65 The law was called “the most repressive measure ever enacted 

since the Restoration,” and created growing censorship of discourse in print, speech, and image 

that had begun a decade earlier when the state that prohibited assembly, both public and private, 

prescribed harsh punishment for any anyone caught planning protests or uprisings against the 

63 “Punch, or the London Charivari: An Introduction,” accessed June 28, 2019, http://www.victorianweb.org/periodicals/punch/
pva44.html.

64 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 114-115.

65 Ibid., 115.

http://www.victorianweb.org/periodicals/punch/pva44.html
http://www.victorianweb.org/periodicals/punch/pva44.html
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state.66 It was the first of the oppressive series of laws, such as the Peace Police Law of 1900 

(which targeted labor organizing and so-called sexual deviancy)67 and the Peace Preservation 

Law of 1925 (Chianiji-hō, which detained more than 70,000 people for such assorted crimes as 

anticolonialism, socialism and Communism).68 In the first three days of the enactment of the 

Peace Preservation Law of 1887, 570 individuals including journalists such as Nakae Chōmin 

(1847-1901) and Hoshi Tōru (1850-1901) were arrested and exiled from Tokyo for a minimum 

of three years, a punishment stipulated by the law.69  Between the 1887 Peace Preservation Law 

and the enshrinement of the Imperial House with the 1889 Imperial Constitution, we can see the 

growth of an increasingly oppressive attitude with stricter laws applied to periodicals at the same 

time that these media were undergoing rapid growth.70 At its core the Peace Preservation Law of 

1887 targeted the efforts of thinkers and activists to propose alternate constitutional models to 

what would become the Great Japanese Imperial Constitution of 1889,71 whose form was a 

vision guided by the powerful hand of Itō Hirobumi. This was a method of censorship using new 

legal definitions of the sovereign to prohibit the production and circulation of alternate political 

theorization surrounding the form of the constitution by physically exiling the voices of dissent 

outside the cultural center of Tokyo.72 The comedic thus provides a means to show the existing 

incongruity between the promises of enlightenment and human liberation forwarded as part of 

66 George Etsujiro Uyehara, The Political Development of Japan, 1867-1909 (E.P. Dutton & Company, 1910), 104.

67 Sabine Frühstück, Colonizing Sex: Sexology and Social Control in Modern Japan (University of California Press, 2003), 153.

68 Max M Ward, Thought Crime: Ideology and State Power in Interwar Japan (Duke University Press, 2019), 21.

69 James L. Huffman, Modern Japan: An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Nationalism (Routledge, 2013), 205.

70 Huffman, Creating a Public, 165.

71 Ibid., 205.

72 Robert E. Ward and Dankwart A. Rustow, Political Modernization in Japan and Turkey (Princeton University Press, 2015), 
242.
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the Meiji agenda of modernization and the draconian application of laws, which effectively 

curtailed those rights to only those seated in state power, oligarchs, and industrialist power-

holders formerly of the samurai class. 

In these political currents of the late-1880s, the style of Meiji journalistic humor was 

most influenced by the market dominance of Marumaru chinbun’s intentionally Eurocentric, 

London Punch-inspired format.73 I interpret the prominence of single-frame ichi-ga style of 

comedic images in periodicals from early Meiji to hold the greatest importance to mass visual 

humor and media culture. Although in England London Punch was viewed as a gentleman’s 

entertainment magazine in the context of nineteenth-century British culture, Marumaru 

chinbun’s visual mimicry of London Punch functioned differently, given new notions of political 

subjectivity in the transitional social context of early Meiji culture. Promoting both linguistic 

education and social awareness, Maruchin (as Marumaru chinbun is commonly abbreviated in 

Japanese) surpassed the elitist concerns of its predecessor to help articulate the political idiom of 

the state-citizen relationship. 

Maruchin spawned periodicals that combined artistic acumen with comedic commentary 

such as George Bigot’s Tobaé (「トバエ」, 1888), Baitei Kinga and Kobayashi Kiyochika’s 

Sazareishi (「小酒落異誌」74, 1888) and Gaikotsu’s Tonchi Kyokai (「頓知協会雑誌」1887). 

At the same time, earlier publications such as Japan Punch came to an end in 1887, possibly 

marking a generational change in humor periodicals. Those visually rich comedic publications 

had counterparts in more commentary or documentary-driven visual media such as the E-iri 

(illustrated) magazines, or the series of nishiki-e by hanga (woodblock) artists like Kobayashi 

73 Haruhara,Shinbun manga no me, 7, argues for the influence of London Punch on Marumaru chinbun’s form and popularity.
 
74 Copy held at The Meiji Periodicals Archive, Tokyo
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Kiyochika or Tsukioka Yoshitoshi (月岡芳年, 1839-1892)’s75 vibrantly violent series for Yūbin 

Hōchi that used woodblock in a popular tabloid format.76 Periodical readership was diversifying 

in fields beyond the comedic as the first broad national-market ‘sōgō’ (general interest) 

magazines, Tokutomi Sōhō’s Kokumin no Tomo (国民之友, 1887) and Hakubunkan’s Taiyō (太

陽, 1895), came into existence at this time and mark the overall growth of readership and 

circulation that helped foment national-scale reading audiences and new markets.77 As an object 

of art history alone, the imagery developed in these publications deserves more attention 

considering the number of artists of both Western (洋画: Honda Kinkichiro, Kobayashi 

Kiyochika) and Japanese (邦画:Yoshitoshi, Ogawa Usen,78 Shōsai Ikkei,79 Hirafuku Hyakusui)80 

fine arts painting whose works appear, sometimes anonymously, in these publications. 

A Leading Example

75 Tsukioka’s work in the 1860 in the genre of muzan-é, or “Bloody Prints” depicting murders or other crimes can be thought of 
as one of the earliest instances of the erotic-grotesque, a movement that was most widely popularized in the 1920s. 

76 Tsukioka Yoshitoshi, The Eye of Atrocity: Superviolent Art by Yoshitoshi (Shinbaku Books, 2012), 7.

77 John D. Pierson, Tokutomi Soho, 1863-1957: A Journalist for Modern Japan (Princeton University Press, 1980), 164-166.

Huffman. Creating a Public, 1.

78 小川芋銭 1868-1938, trained in western painting, first employed at Asano shinbun doing illustrations and comics before 
stepping into the field of Japanese painting. Significantly for this research, Shimizu Isao argues that he is the person most likely 
to be the illustrator for Kōtoku Shusui’s revolutionary Heimin shinbun illustrations. He had his beginnings as a comedic 
illustrator with Honda Kinkichirō at Marumaru chinbun, and it was Honda who encouraged him to study western painting 
(Shimizu Meiji Mangakan, 204).
 
79 昇斎一景 dates unknown, a ukiyo-e artist known for depicting modernizing events in the ukiyo-e style of woodblock print. 
Studied under Utagawa Hiroshige. Active 1870-1874, thought to have died young. 

80 平福百穂 1876-1933 born Akita, attended Tokyo University Art School and was involved with the New Japanese Painting 
Movement (新日本画運動) with Yūki Somei (1875-1957). He worked as illustrator for Marumaru chinbun, Heimin shinbun, and 
was a head illustrator at Kokumin shinbun. 
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The easiest way to demonstrate the comedic and visual mode of Marumaru chinbun is to show 

an example of what readers of the day saw. The following image shows the combination of state 

and industrial technologies in the form of bureaucracy and machinery.81 Foregrounded by 

comedic incongruity is the rapidity of time itself, the rush to make these ‘parts’ of the nation-

state machine work well. The illustration below by Kobayashi Kiyochika (小林清親 1847-1915) 

appeared in the 508th edition of the comedic magazine Marumaru chinbun on 9 September 1885:

Figure 3 Kobayashi Kiyochika, “Me o mawasu kikai,” Marumaru chinbun, ed. 508. September 9 1888.

Although this image appears on the cover of a reprint edition of Marumaru chinbun, 

commentary on the image is quite lacking. Manga history scholar Shimizu Isao commented 

81 Shimizu, Manga zasshi hakubutsukan, 86.
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merely that the “diligence of these workers supported the Meiji government,”82 and simply lists 

that these stacks of bound ledgers and legal tomes bear titles like ‘school fees,’ ‘the draft,’ 

‘village tax policy,’ and ‘domestic defense.’ Perhaps because the image contains its own text, 

Shimizu felt further analysis was unnecessary, but my examination of the formal elements of the 

print reveal Kobayashi’s humor to be innovative both in terms of perspective and representation.

In my examination of the first decade of Marumaru’s publication, I should first explain that 

an image like this—a lead-type stereograph (鉛版), with fine shading that evokes linear 

perspective with decreasing size with depth—was both amazingly fresh for a machine-printed 

periodical and also harkened to the image-dominated page-space of woodblock prints. At the 

same time, this image represents nearly a decade of continual effort by the Marumaru company’s 

illustrators and is thus not the earliest example, but rather a particularly innovative one by 

Kobayashi Kiyochika.83 

The text in the upper right reads:

The Eye Spinning Machine:
As (Kyoto’s) Yodo-River water wheel turns and turns, I have the urge to complain but this machine is so 
good and so hot, lubricated with my oily sweat. Yet, if the machine doesn’t spin well, my eyes will be 
what’s spinning. If my eyes did turn that much my salary/property should increase in fold.

The joke stems from the multiple connotations of ‘spinning eyes’  (me o mawasu), as both a 

colloquial joke on the phrase me o mawasu to mean ‘to pass out or faint’ and ‘to feel rushed,’ 

coupled with the image of belts wrenching around the distressed bureaucrat’s enlarged eyes. The 

82 Ibid., 127.

83 Stylistically, the fine shading and detail of this image could be called Kiyochika’s mature style, in contrast to his  scratch-line 
illustrations at the beginning of his tenure at Marumaru. I should point out that the fine gradation and detail was a departure from 
the simpler line drawing and crosshatch shading Kiyochika had employed for the previous four years, from when he took over 
the art department from Honda Kinkichirō  (本田錦吉郎 1851-1921) in 1881. While the lithographic technologic is quite 
innovative, depicting figures with a great sense of volume and curvature, the image also employs the method of placing vertical 
text in the ‘empty’ areas of the image that harkens to woodblock-printed books’ visual economy that could be summed up by, 
‘image first, text second.’ In other words, while the texture, figuration, and linear depth of this image were very fresh—possibly 
teaching a new way to understand social roles and politics of the day—it also made use of an inherited and familiar image/text 
visual economy to make these new concepts legible to readers of the day. 
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text complicates the dilemma, commenting that his eyes are actually spinning well because of the 

good lubrication of the bureaucrat’s “oily sweat.” If he relaxes and his sweat evaporates, the 

mechanism will spin his eyes, overwhelming him. 

As an expression of human emotion, the worker’s consternation is clear as his raised 

hands blindly grope for his brush and bearings, while blue-collar workers in the lower corners 

eagerly strain to overwhelm him. Our attention is first drawn to his eyes open wide in 

exaggerated shock centered high in the image. They express unblinking attention, appearing so 

alarmed at the tasks his eyes cast shadows behind them. The slight pinwheel lines across the 

whites of his eyes create a second recognition of his eyes as spinning cogs, and the efforts of the 

workman in the lower corners turning belts emphasize the great rate at which his eyes-turned-

cogwheels spin. Against the white background the bureaucrat’s head looms large, darker, and 

more the center of focus. His suit contrasts with the other workers in the background, who wear 

the striped garb of laborers. The sweaty, grinning, western-dressed policeman cranking one 

wheel in one corner and a day laborer in the other can be seen as two agents of state power—the 

productive engine of labor and instruments of state force via law enforcement. Their effort 

cranking the cogs of this machine show the interdependence of energy mobilized by the social 

programs, organizing society according to new rules of behavior, comportment, and productivity 

on a national scale. The bureaucrat’s panic and disorientation in response to the power generated 

‘from below’ frames the incongruity of surplus of energy without means to make that energy into 

productive labor. Understood as an illustration of the Meiji bureaucracy as an industrial machine, 

this image shows the interworking of state institutions to be full of incompatible elements and 

imbalances of power and productivity, barely functioning except for the large amount of 

“lubrication”—the sweat and toil of bodies.
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As a whole this comic reframes the definition of this bureaucratic machine. The 

biological machine shown here links the members of society to the state’s organizing power. 

What is intriguing about the Eye-Spinning Machine is how the rights of the individual 

bureaucrat, who has agreed to cede their a part of their will to enact laws by participating in the 

states deployment of laws that govern the land, is at the same time unable to delimit what part of 

himself, his body, and his energy are expended by the machine’s operation. The machine gives 

form to the complexity of the situation: “it never prevents coexistence, conjunction, or 

connection” between the individual actors’ wills and labors, even when those are “heterogeneous 

procedures.”84 The comic perpetually asks the question: Is the machine intended to have the man 

sweating so much or is it intended to have his eyes spin? This interplay of meaning is precisely 

how comics show the incongruities of Meiji life. In one case the comic says, ‘right now the 

man’s eyes are not spinning but they should.’ In the other it says, ‘he should fervently labor and 

lubricate the machine with his oily sweat.’ To the reader, it proposes an understanding that the 

bureaucracy operates in a state of dizzying excess by design. The state’s machine drives this 

worker with surplus organization and efficiency. Put another way, the putative rationality of state 

operations are constructed upon an irrational strain on its human agents. Contrary to the ethos of 

‘civilization and enlightenment’ toward proper organization balancing itself and operating 

positivistically as a rational system, I interpret this vein of humor to explicitly show the Meiji 

State is properly functioning precisely in their superficial concealment of these contradictions. 

Civilization should shed excess and evolve beyond exploitation yet Meiji’s rational governance 

depends upon them. 

84 Ibid.
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I should mention the addition of English caption outside of the frame, reading, 

“‘Mercy’! Ejaculated the Honorable district magistrate, and kept on his bewildered state by 

saying, ‘O! busy, busy, sir! This too much for us!’” It is no mistake that “magistrate” is a judge 

who must decide how to adjudicate using the pile of documents surrounding him, which deal 

with the latest legal regulations of the new state such as “hygiene” and “military draft.” In line 

with the pedagogical ambitions of the magazine, the inclusion of English subtext gave access to 

an English speaker, while also introducing a new mode of satirical humor both in image and 

linguistically.85 Kimoto links this to the founder Nomura Fumio’s experiences abroad and as an 

English language and culture educator.86 As will be explained later in the chapter, this aspect of 

Marumaru chinbun forwarded an educational agenda through the inclusion of bilingual English/

Japanese jokes. 

 The leading example comic above is representative of how Meiji’s first mass-produced 

comic images engaged contradicting forces within the state’s efforts to reorganize the people of 

the Japanese archipelago. More specifically, the comic probes whether the bureaucrat is aware of 

his role as a piece of the state machine, despite the impression that he himself cultivated his role 

as modern functionary. During the first decade and a half of Meiji, the state bureaucracy laid out 

a barrage of new policies and programs to help start teaching the latent populous to become 

obedient state subjects. Yet, this process was fraught with the temporal unevenness that 

modernity produces in its attempt to privilege the present and the future as distinct departures 

85 According to the 1887-1888 Ministry of the Interior white paper, there were 33,323 foreigners living in Tokyo and 118,035 
living nationwide. 
Ministry of the Interior, Dainihonteikoku naimushō tōkeihōkoku 大日本帝国内務省統計報告 第1-26回, 1886, https://
ndlonline.ndl.go.jp/#!/detail/R300000001-I000000454620-00. 20.

86 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 54.

https://ndlonline.ndl.go.jp/%23!/detail/R300000001-I000000454620-00
https://ndlonline.ndl.go.jp/%23!/detail/R300000001-I000000454620-00
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from a living history.87 I would argue that the comedic mode of this era of Meiji visual culture, 

led by the efforts of the Marumaru company, can be called satirical in the classical, Juvenalian 

sense,88 because, rather than using allegory or historical reference as in Edo, it directly evokes 

public figures to offers either ridicule or suggest sociopolitical solutions while criticizing 

attempts to conceal internal discord. This contrasts with the method of Edo-period comedic 

critique, which coped with censorship practices by implicitly referring to current events through 

indirect historical or cultural allegory. In what follows, this chapter will substantiate the cultural 

context of the era in concrete terms in order to show how this particular form of the comedic was 

fundamental to illuminate the internal contradictions to social and national life. 

It is clear that both writers and readers alike were attracted to the comedic play in 

Maruchin. “Even if they put up an idiotic front cover,” writes a reader in an 1878 letter to the 

editor, “your contents are penned by a cunning brush.”89 The letter used the marumaru circle 

characters to modify the word for “brush”—the equivalent of a pen—showing how the signifier  

‘◯’ was already a fluid site to allude meaning. You can see below in the opening declaration 

how the circles interspersed the text:

87 Harry D Harootunian, Marx after Marx: History and Time in the Expansion of Capitalism, 2015, 58.

88 “it is hard not to write Satire. For who is so tolerant of the unjust City, so steeled, that he can restrain himself.”

Juvenal, The Satires, trans. Niall Rudd (Oxford  : New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).

89 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 114.
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Figure 4, “Marumaru no setsu,” Marumaru chinbun, ed. 1. March 14 1877.

Kimoto Itaru has argued that the meaning conveyed by the marumaru circle characters can be 

interpreted as asking the reader to view note just the specific jokes but the media as a whole 

under a lens of ‘cunningness’ or ‘wittiness.’90 This interpretive frame encourages a variety of 

possible readings, in effect teaching an interpretive view on media that may spread beyond the 

experience of just this publication to reflect on the new media landscape in general. 

Marumaru company’s approach invites a skeptical or critical reader’s position to news 

media, which emphasized the possibility of alterity in mass media representation and meaning. 

Kimoto points to a reader’s letter in the sister magazine Kibidango (『驥尾団子』1878-1883), 

itself launched as a means to sidestep a prohibition of publication of Marumaru chinbun, to 

emphasize the widespread appeal (or disapproval, depending on who reads) of the parent 

company, Marumaru-sha’s (団団社) project: “You guys really are a polemic magazine, hated by 

90 Ibid., 9.  
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both the hige (‘beards’) and the neko (‘cats’) alike!”91 Hige (髭) was Meiji vernacular for 

Westernizers, politicians and industrial oligarchs, who most quickly adopted western dress and 

pushed for industrial state development. Neko (猫) was a term used to refer to geisha from the 

Edo period, which continued to be used to address the culture of geisha patronage by the elites in 

Meiji. Usually the two terms were used to obliquely foreground scandal of state officials, but 

more specifically, they refer to two realms: officialdom and play. To be “hated by both the hige 

and the neko alike,” combines two worlds, or rather two discourses which should not associate so 

freely. This is to say, that although it was widely known that upper class men patronized the 

licensed quarter, the privacy and discretion of the ‘floating world,’ persisting as a part of urban 

life into Meiji, were supposed to provide boundaries or barriers between public and private life.92 

Aspiring politicians and businessmen wore the notion of western refinement and rationality93 

with an outward embrace of Victorian models of propriety,94 following course with modernizers’ 

demand to bring Japan in line with perceived western norms by with the abolition of forms of 

social association such as mixed bathing and tattoos, common until then. The “hige,” despite 

their shadowy patronage of sex work and the red-light district, were often state officials and 

rising businessmen who, as social elites and leaders, were supposed to be akin to their samurai 

forefathers and above the carnal, instead situating themselves as rational agents advancing a plan 

for enlightenment and social progress. 

91 Ibid., 9.

92 Kim, Kyu Hyun, “Local Autonomy in Early Meiji Japan:  Competing Conceptions,” in Public Spheres, Private Lives in 
Modern Japan, 1600-1950: Essays in Honor of Albert M. Craig, ed. Albert M. Craig et al. (Harvard University Asia Center, 
2005), 53–88.

93 Mark Elwood Lincicome, Principle, Practice, and the Politics of Educational Reform in Meiji Japan (University of Hawaii 
Press, 1995), 48; 68.

94 Lorraine Sterry, Victorian Women Travellers in Meiji Japan: Discovering a “New” Land (Global Oriental, 2009), 287-288.
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By emphasizing the known linkage of the two realms of hige and neko (of officialdom and 

carnal desire) as familiar to their own readership, the Marumaru company echoed the continued 

reliance on Edo-period contradictions in elitist claims toward intellectual and ethical superiority 

over a carnal, bodily mass of largely uneducated and immoral people.95 As Hirano notes in his 

2013 The Politics of Dialogic Imagination, notions of social class during the Edo period had 

associated the upper class not with wealth, but with a moral superiority that the samurai class 

claimed as their right in order to rule above the others. I argue that although the sociopolitical 

system shifts toward nation-state organization during the Meiji period, rather than a clean 

epistemological break with the past, the cultural values that had structured hundreds of years of 

social life remained effective symbolic tools relied upon by the new elites. In effect, the relevant 

difference lies in the scale of mass-print media through which Marumaru company intervened in 

Meiji public discourse, as well as the ability to be intentionally and directly critical in 

illuminating both historical unevenness in the modernization process and the contradictions 

within claims of ‘advancement’ and enlightenment made by ruling elites. 

To give an example of ‘intentionally and directly critical,’ the 48th edition of Maruchin 

from early 1878 carried a reader-submitted poem that stated, (because this magazine contains) 

“criticisms that come prepared for penalty fines, (it) imparts ideas for people to regard the world 

and in particular those things in it that affect oneself.”96 According to Kimoto this reader, for a 

magazine to not “come prepared for penalty fines” meant that they are incapable of swaying 

events or people’s thoughts on the world.97 The political current of the Freedom and Popular 

95 Hirano, The Politics, 36; 53-54.

96 罰金をかねて覚悟の論説は　世を思ふ故に物思ふ身は　（団団珍聞八四号 Quoted in Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 9.

97 Ibid., 9.
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Rights activism of the time, coupled with the birth of a vernacular press in Small Papers from 

1875 found the state reacting with a new system of Press Law in 1875.98 The Press Law of 1875 

(新聞紙条例) added new legal definitions to slander (讒謗) violations against the national body 

(國體ヲ誹リ), while imposing grave prison sentences of journalists who were deemed injurious 

to public morals. Subsequently, the use of ◯◯ was more than a clever way to express things 

difficult to say and effected a nuanced negotiation of legality in the printed page—using ellipsis 

to draw deeper engagement from the reader. Particularly after an amendment to the press law on 

July 5 1876 added  ‘disturbance of national safety’ (國安妨害) to the list of possible offenses, 

many of the Small Papers such as Akebono Shimbun (曙新聞, 1875-1882) and Yomiuri began to 

strongly curtail their commentary on political matters.99 By 1877, almost every major small 

paper had been cited and in some cases jail terms handed down.100 In this context, founding a 

comedic magazine that took as its title the signifier of fuseji—the maru maru/団団/〇〇—was a 

direct engagement with state authority through comedy and incongruity as a means of 

intervention. Based on circulation numbers and the accounts of those of lived at the time, that 

Marumaru chinbun and Kibidango occupied the top position for popular magazines further 

supports this claim of an active readership.101 Readers self-taught themselves the necessary task 

of deciphering the literal and symbolic ◯◯s that had allowed the magazine to pass censors. 

98 Tsuchiya Reiko 土屋礼子, “Meiji shoki no genron tōsei to koshinbun no hikka 明治初期の言論統制と小新聞の筆禍,” 
Media shi kenkyū メディア史研究, March 1994, 23.

99 Huffman, Creating a Public, 108.

100 Ibid., 108.

101 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Meiji shinbun zasshi kankeisha ryakuden 明治新聞雑誌関係者略伝, Volume 20 of Meiji 
Taishō genron shiryō 20 (Tokyo: みすず書房, 1985), 77.

Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 40. 
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Furthermore, it must not be overlooked that the readers of this era were not simply passive 

recipients, but rather passionate contributors themselves who made use of the same symbolic 

ellipses as the publication itself, showing themselves to be both a good studies and original 

creators themselves. Kimoto notes that “beyond the original objective of the ◯◯ as a means to 

break through the frame of regulation against expression, this method at times sparked a maniac 

world of deciphering jokes simply for their own sake. Against the backdrop of the world of 

mysterious culture inherited from the Edo period, this was where Japan’s populist magazine 

journalism first raised its voice.”102 The nature of this “maniac world,” which could be rendered 

in English more as a ‘fanatical world’ or ‘world of rabid fans,’ is significant foremost because 

participation by both producers and consumers expanded a notion of the comedic as a discourse, 

not just a received joke on the printed page but more of a subversive dialectic of play. Secondly, 

as Kimoto argues, the interplay of inheritance and innovation on its pages situates the Marumaru 

company as the first instance of “populist magazine journalism,” which is to say, Japanese’s first 

visual and textual mixed media of widespread, popular appeal. The creation of a discursive 

milieu around these publications leads us to examine the “Punch picture,” or ponchi-e (ポンチ

絵) below as more than a simple mode of illustration and rather as a public, participatory print 

visual discourse.  

III. Ponchi-e as Critical Discourse

Emerging from the foreign settlements in Yokohama in the decade before the Meiji Restoration 

of 1868 was a caricature-driven comic style often defined as a ‘punch picture’ or ponchi-e.103 

102 Ibid., 10.

103 Duus, Punch Pictures, 329.
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Styled with pen, ink, and later with etching and lithography, ponchi-e were visually quite 

different what from Rebecca Salter calls the brush-texture and “painterly” feel of woodblock 

prints.104 Not only were ponchi-e largely monochromatic in contrast to woodblock’s colorful 

multi-block technique, they built their figurative language from European models of line drawing 

and identifiable facial caricature.105 As Ellis Tinios and others have pointed out,106 facial features 

in Edo prints were often secondary to clothing and hairstyle in distinguishing individuals and 

realistic likeness was not as important as indexical reference to a person through narrative. In 

Edo book images, judgment of a character’s identity by face alone reveals faces to be quite 

interchangeable without a strong emphasis on depicting exact likeness, instead relying upon 

people’s cultural familiarity with narratives and figures to suture meaning together.107 

Furthermore, legal constraints against representing current events and figures meant that too 

direct a reference would be censored.108 

During the Meiji period, the somewhat androgynous faces of ukiyo-e went through their 

own evolution, taking on more three-dimensional volume by new artists such as Takeuchi 

Keishū,109 and at the same time, European-inspired caricature coupled with the elimination of the 

Edo-period opprobrium towards direct representation gave rise to ponchi-e, which brought Japan 

its first caricature of identifiable public figures.110 In this sense, the formal and aesthetic 

104 Rebecca Salter, Japanese Woodblock Printing (University of Hawaii Press, 2002), 98.

105 Duus, Punch Pictures, 329.

106 From discussions with Ellis Tinios at 2013 Emmanuel College, Cambridge ‘Edo-period written Japanese: an intensive course,’ 
and at UCLA in 2015 ‘Colloquium: Erotic Art of Japan’s Ukiyo-e Masters in Comparative Context,’ and via email in 2016.

107 Ibid.

108 Hirano. The Politics, 78.

109 Helen Merritt and Nanako Yamada, Woodblock Kuchi-e Prints: Reflections of Meiji Culture (University of Hawaii Press, 
2000), 21-23.

110 Shimizu, Manga zasshi hakubutsukan, vol 1, 48.
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differences between woodblock and machine printing should be understood as a move from a 

more intimate cultural sphere in which individual reference was built by intertextuality, allusion, 

and narrative familiarity, to a looser, more anonymous mass culture where the sheer volume of 

knowledge produced, imported, and circulated reconfigured existing cultural practices.111 

Difference in scale was at least as important as aesthetic change. Society as a concept expanded 

in tandem with the rise of machine-printed media and it was Meiji periodicals, not books, that 

first widely employed new print reproduction techniques of movable type, lithography, and 

mechanized presses that led this expansion.112 While newspapers pioneered movable type, it was 

the ponchi-e that placed new modes of figurative art before the populace. I use the term 

figurative art to indicate a mode of representation, often through painting or in this case 

illustration and printing, that is derived from clear, real objects or sources: actual figures, places, 

or events. It is worth emphasizing how important visual reading was, not simply as an option for 

the textually illiterate (literacy in Meiji was actually high relative to global norms),113 but as a 

fundamental part of print literacy in Japan.114 This is to say that what might be called ‘reading’ as 

a practice had not and was not historically delimited to text only. Superficial examination of 

popular books (kibyōshi) of Edo reveals that they were resplendent with images intermingled 

with text. And while the tales themselves might be set in a distant historical period and based on 

fictional characters, their representational mode combined a visual representation of that world 

with textual content. This text could be a narrator or, as was often seen with work containing a 

111 Susanne Formanek and Sepp Linhart, Written Texts--Visual Texts: Woodblock-Printed Media in Early Modern Japan (Hotei, 
2005), 111.

112 Huffman, Creating a Public, 283.

113 Richard Rubinger, Popular literacy in early modern Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2007), 140; 164.

114 Fumiko Togasaki, “The Assertion of Heterodoxy in Kyoden’s Verbal-Visual Texts,” in The Pictured Word: Word & Image 
Interactions 2, ed. Martin Heusser et al. (Rodopi, 1998), 294.
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large visual content, text functioned as dialogue from particular characters. As Edo literature 

scholar Fumiko Togasaki notes, “(t)he simultaneous printing of visual and verbal text in the same 

space gave the non-verbal communication by image a co-equal role.”115 In this sense, I take Edo 

reading practices to have imparted a strong ability in Meiji readers to seek materials that were 1) 

not limited to text only, and 2) which gave “visual and verbal text in the same space…a co-equal 

role.” It is not my intention to claim that new Meiji readers considered ponchi-e ‘art,’ or that they 

were connoisseurs of visual art practices such as painting, but rather to simply emphasize that 

inherited reading practices were quite sophisticated in terms of their visual content. Therefore, it 

is possible to treat ponchi-e as a mode of representation benefiting from consideration as 

figurative art, which is to say, reading their visuality as central to how people of the time ‘read’ 

all printed things.

The first comic magazines to be published according to the modern method of letterpress 

printing were the publications of the Marumaru company; prior to that there had been Japan 

Punch, produced from within the Yokohama foreign settlement by Englishman Charles Wirgman 

(1832-1891). Also of note was the short-lived Kanagaki Robun (1829-1894) and Baitei Kinga 

(1821-1893)-produced, E-shinbun Nipponchi (『絵新聞日本地』) or ‘Illustrated News: the 

Land of Japan,’ which copied Wirgman’s model only in cover style while the jokes and printing 

materials remained Edo gesaku (comedic light literature) and Japanese paper and binding. The 

first widely popular, long-running comedic periodical, Marumaru chinbun, proffered not just a 

genre of writing or a mode of rhetoric, but a discursive mode that foregrounded restructuring 

perception toward recognition of nonalignment, contradiction, and conflict, while also providing 

115 Togasaki, The Assertion of Heterdoxy, 288.
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a media for thinking through both perceived intellectual distance from direct oppression 

(ambiguity within incongruity) and ideology’s production of “normalcy” of the national subject.

These mostly single-frame political cartoons take their name by association from Britain’s 

London Punch (1841-1992), but are more complex than mere stylistic mimicry, and must be 

considered in terms of the rhetoric of representation, namely, the comedic. Peter Duus defines 

Marumaru chinbun as a “full localization”116 of a Punch-style magazine in the variety of both 

textual and visual content, parodic editorials, reporting, and movable-type printing. This leads us 

to question, on the one hand, periodicals of this time, both newspapers and magazines, and how 

they took numerous cues from the European and American press. On the other hand, comedy 

was fundamental to critical discourse that was inherited by the people of Meiji Japan and which 

gave the comedic a certain significance to the perception of the underlying symbolic system of 

reality. “Comedic realism” is how Katsuya Hirano defines the significance of comedy in the Edo 

period. He writes,

Comedic realism was not a form of protest or resistance in the ordinary sense of the words. It neither 
initiated an organized political activism nor produced a collective mentality based on a shared political 
vision of change and reform. What made it political in the eyes of the Tokugawa authorities and elites was 
its attempt to reveal the inner mechanism of the symbolic system of Tokugawa power by defamiliarizing it. 
This defamiliarization disclosed the overdetermination of contradictions of social reality.117

It is key to note that the Meiji period was itself a result of an extreme defamiliarization of the 

symbolic system of Tokugawa power. In this sense, comedy in Meiji did not function primarily 

upon a “strategy of inversion” that Hirano explains showed the real imbalance in Tokugawa-era 

society between the upper-class authority’s claims of moral superiority and the actual flow of 

labor and capital which became increasingly controlled by putatively lower-class merchants. 

116 Duus, Punch Pictures, 326.

117 Hirano, The Politics, 141.
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This inversion was dissolved or at least diluted in Meiji since new enlightenment claims of 

egalitarianism, practicality, and the rights of national subjects forwarded a much softer notion of 

social hierarchy than proceeded it. Yet, while comedy did not operate on a strategy of inversion, 

it did retain its function of bringing together disparate social elements to still “reveal the inner 

mechanism of the symbolic system.” The difference being that instead of revealing the 

underlying power of money in the face of a morality-based Tokugawa social hierarchy, comedy 

revealed the Meiji state’s “inner mechanism” to be an allegedly rational system of social time 

and labor that in fact contained within it (or even depended upon) logical contradictions, 

irrationality, and unevenness in its true function. In this sense, while inversion was not the 

discursive relationship most often structured by comedy, the tactic or process of 

“defamiliarization” of a given reality was.

While the symbolic system of reality had changed significantly with the restoration of the 

emperor, the role that the comedic played in expressing a difficult-to-express “inner mechanism” 

had to function in a rapidly changing reality. The prior fixity of social relations and close-country 

policy in Japan prior to Meiji gave way to a multitude of foreign languages and people, and 

foreign comedic publications disseminated from colonial spaces such as Yokohama, Bengal, 

Singapore, and Shanghai.118 This complicated not only concepts of sovereign and subject in the 

milieu of the imperialistic and nation-building current transforming East Asia, but also cultural 

and linguistic ideas of how comedy worked, how jokes were told, and what was funny. It is 

therefore necessary to consider how Punch existed as a transnational phenomenon.

In current transnational comics scholarship, Punch denotes a genre specializing in textual 

and graphic satire that is intimately tied to the expansionism of the British Empire. The London-

118 Harder and Mittler, Asian Punches, 68.
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based Punch circulated to far-reaching places throughout the 19th century. The 2013 volume, 

Asian Punches: A Transcultural Affair, addresses Punch as a genre, “Because its format and 

name were adapted for satirical ventures, some in English, but more so in other languages.”119 

Punch, therefore, overlaps with the expansion of European empire. Asian Punches shows how 

local idioms of Punch sprang up in Egypt (Cairo), the Ottoman Empire (Istanbul) and British 

India (Gujarat and Bengal), for a period lasting from the 1890s until roughly the end of WWII. 

The most numerous and long-running versions of punch were in British India, “which might be 

due to the comparatively strong impact that British colonial production had on its colony,”120 the 

volume argues. Cairo, Istanbul, Shanghai, and Tokyo’s Punches were all relatively short-lived in 

direct namesake, but as idiom, Punch fluctuated under the ‘discontinuity of the loan,’121 which is 

to say that loan words for other languages are often replaced and updated as the inter-linguistic 

relationship shifts, coming to mean something different from the original, in this case, English 

word. In the case of Japan, there is a shift from ponchi-e (‘Punch’ picture) in the 1860s-1900 to 

the word pakku or ‘Puck’ in the first decade of the 20th century, which drew its inspiration from 

the eponymous New York-based comedic magazine.122  An alternate interpretation of the decline 

of ponchi-e around the turn of the 20th century, with which I more closely agree, is that 1) 

political comics declined under censorship and rising nationalism, while at the same time, 2) 

single-cel comics gave way to the first serial-cel manga. In other words, regarding the first point, 

119 Ibid., 2.

120 Ibid., 3.

121 Ibid.

122 As an aside, although the term ‘Puck’ is invoked for a sense of newness, stylistically, the post-Punch style of the comedic saw 
two divergent currents emerge, an emergent ethno-nationalism imbued with the symbolics of Edo culture (Puck), and the advent 
of band-dessinée [BD], sequential-cell comics or manga (Jiji manga, the Sunday edition of Fukuzawa Yūkichi’s Jiji shinpō). That 
is to say, although bearing an American name, Tokyo Pakku (‘Tokyo Puck,’ the first of three iterations was 1905-1912) was 
actually heavily reliant upon archaic or transhistorical imagery coupled with the definitively modern invention of structuring a 
narrative progression across sequential illustrated cells that occurred elsewhere.
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while magazines bearing the new word ‘pakku’ still contain political comics post-1900, their 

tendency toward nationalist and xenophobic themes ceased to function as a political critique that 

exposes the inner mechanism of imperialist nationalism, but rather came to function in support of 

it.123 Regarding the second point, it is important to consider that single-cel comics (一画) were 

themselves surpassed as an expressive medium by sequential-cel comics (漫画), which began to 

structure spatiotemporal relationships in new ways. The sequencing of cels combined with the 

seriality of story installments defined a new iteration of time and space in visual print culture.124 

Coexisting dialogically with nascent cinema, I argue that manga showed itself to be fundamental 

to the rise of disparate spaces and times under capitalism that mirrors the rise of the ‘magazine’ 

over the prior dominance of the ‘book.’125 It was the medium of sequential-cel comics/manga in 

which a new mode of reading that anticipated continual segmentation (Taylorization) of narrative 

and content was developed and propagated to the masses. This change in comics was part of a 

larger shift toward periodicity framed by cinema (editing), periodicals (serialization), industrial 

processes (Taylorism), and scientific communication technologies like libraries and archives. 

The embrace of a rationalistic epistemology in Meiji meant that the subject of comedy shifted 

from the overdetermined social structure as inherited from Tokugawa, to new objects of public 

discourse, in particular to the mode of print media production and representation itself.126 

123 For more see: Sonja Hotwagner, “Russo Japanese War Comics,” in Asian Punches a Transcultural Affair, ed. Hans Harder 
and Barbara Mittler (Berlin: Springer, 2013), 337.

124 Nick Hopwood, Simon Schaffer, and Jim Secord, “Seriality and Scientific Objects in the Nineteenth Century,” History of 
Science; an Annual Review of Literature, Research and Teaching 48, no. 161 (December 2010): 251–85.

125 Daibō Masaki 大傍正規, “Multiple Versions and the Recent Achievements of Our Digital Restoration「複数バージョンと
デジタル復元の現在」,” National Film Center of Japan Newsletter, no. 117 (2014): 2–3. 
Daibo’s assertion is that the earliest extant Japanese animated film, The Dull Sword (1917) took as its narrative structure the 
“introduction-development-turn-conclusion” progression of a four-cel comic.

126 As this dissertation focuses on print comedy, the shift outlined in the coming chapters follows this line of reasoning to show 
how comedy shifted first to ironically probe the legitimacy of how national history was narrated in print culture in chapter three, 
and later how the mode of printing and graphics in periodicals itself became the subject of comedy in chapter four. I want to point 
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Thus, it was during this late-nineteenth century moment when Meiji cultural changes lend 

the  ‘punch picture’/ponchi-e significance for having cultivated readership of comedic 

sociopolitical commentary in a visual mode, that provided the opportunity for figures like 

Kitazawa Rakuten to develop dedicated sequential-cel comics. The same readership was also 

primed for Miyatake Gaikotsu’s endeavor into meta-textual visual print spaces that we see in 

Kokkei shinbun in chapter four. It is also necessary to be attentive to the difficulties discussed in 

Asian Punches without awarding London Punch a central position and thus contributing to a 

Eurocentric understanding of modernization. This is simply to push back against a reading of 

Meiji print comedy that springs from a reductionist, ‘all modern culture spreads from the West,’ 

reading. For, as has hopefully been made clear,   nineteenth-century Japan was awash with 

critical comedy both before and after the Meiji Restoration of 1868. At the same time, the Punch 

genre is directly tied to the global expansion of imperialism and therefore was just as responsible 

for teaching a new political reality of nation-state and imperialist sovereign-subject relations to 

colonial and colonial-peripheral spaces, Japan included. This is perhaps the most compelling 

case to examine Punch as a particular genre, in that it was able to make legible what the new 

Meiji state meant to national subjects. Related to the way that academic work on attempts to 

colonize 19th century China uses the term “English Lessons”127 to describe how Chinese political 

power was undermined in the international realm due to an uneven process of being forced to 

‘learn’ Britain’s nation-state political structures and imperialism’s legalese, the evolving form of 

Meiji nation-state political structure had to be ‘taught’ by ponchi-e and the magazines they 

to a larger narrative arch of this dissertation which uses the transition from ichiga to manga to think about how print media both 
mirrors and structures our spatiotemporal perception of our world.

127 James Louis Hevia, English Lessons: The Pedagogy of Imperialism in Nineteenth-Century China (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 2003).
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appeared in. Marumaru company publications were able to bring together a new space of 

political discourse in which the legibility of visual comedy was able to explain the inner 

workings of that complex and abstract system to the lay-reader. But after this ‘learning period’ is 

over, when Japan begins its own imperialist endeavors between 1894-1904, ponchi-e, too, looses 

its popularity and, arguably, its effectivity as a critical, pedagogical tool.

 For example, with regard to Punch pictures in South Asia, Ritu Khanduri makes the 

argument that the satirical mode of these publications engaged with the colonial lexicon 

particularly well and “that such a format was bound to become outdated once colonialism ceased 

to exist.”128 Which is to say, once South Asian independence movements gave rise to Indian 

nationalism, the need to critique through the idiom of the colonizer became outdated or 

unnecessary. In a colonized/colonizer relationship existent in South Asia, direct attack is always 

threatened by the possibility of direct violent suppression. In Japan’s case, while direct 

colonization of the archipelago never took place, Westernization as a discourse of enlightenment 

and industrialization undoubtedly reshaped sociopolitical life in sometimes violent ways. Punch/

Ponchi, accordingly, took on the role of modernizing comedic print culture in Japan and other 

parts of Asia that deployed a certain conception of colonialist sociopolitical humor in regionally 

specific idioms, before then falling out of popular favor. In this sense, Punch/Ponchi in Asia can 

be historically associated with the formative periods of respective nationalist movements. Much 

like in South Asia where anti-colonial independence movements appealed to collective national 

self-realization with the invocation of a shared ‘body’ in the origin story of “Mother India,”129 

the equally pervasive anthropomorphism of the nation-state-as-body permeated Japanese 

128 Harder and Mittler, Asian Punches,  6.

129 Partha Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A Derivative Discourse (Zed Books, 1993), 79; 147.
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discourse with the concept of kokutai or ‘national body.’ Kokutai in Japan became an 

increasingly embedded and politically significant national ontology with Japan’s victories in the 

Sino- (1894-5) and Russo-Japanese Wars (1904-5) that coincidentally coincides with the 

timeframe when ponchi-e and the Marumaru company declined and vanished. 

This is not to devalue the significance of ponchi-e as both the genre that gave birth to 

magazines and continued a critical comedic discourse. Rather, it is to pinpoint that in the peak 

era of ponchi-e from the 1870s until the start of the 1890s these images illuminate a time when 

Japan was undergoing a kind of cultural and political colonization in its media world without 

experiencing militaristic Euro-American colonialism directly. Yet, the pressure applied to open 

domestic markets by the U.S. via Commodore Perry, import and export of cultural products 

beginning from the Yokohama foreign settlement, and the instantiation of unequal treaties with 

foreign powers, constituted a relationship with Western imperial powers very near that of the 

colonized. For political discourse in visual culture, ponchi-e were not critical of this colonial 

relationship through constant portrayal of inequality, but rather in the difficulties presented with 

(in)commensurability of cultures between old humor tactics and new cosmopolitan political 

consciousness. 

This problem of commensurability can be thought of as a new sense of distance, difference, 

and otherness in terms of culture and temporal incongruity that punch/ponchi were uniquely 

situated to illustrate. Asian Punches (2013) noted that as an “oblique type of literary 

communication” the punch idiom “relies on the distortion and/or dislocation of its subject in 

order to achieve a mock description of it.”130 I would expand this description to be a bit more 

complex and say that in Japan, ponchi-e held critical potential that surpassed “mock description” 

130 Harder and Mittler, Asian Punches, 6.
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to foreground and mediate incongruity. By foregrounding the gap between norm and reality, 

incongruity is actually making visible an asymmetry as something uneven, unnatural, and yet 

accepted as normal. By illustrating a recognizable image of changing social life, ponchi teaches 

readers to question what kind of distortion is taking place, reflecting and refracting the 

experience of change. Visual and textual pedagogy developed by Marumaru company were 

likely the first place readers saw new forms of life and politics mapped onto inherited forms, to 

the extent that these comics taught new methods of political dissension as much as they probed 

the emerging forms of subjectivity. It cast the mold for Meiji comedy to question the new notions 

of legality or lawfulness of the state and the unequal or imbalanced application of the law and its 

internal incongruities.

IV. The Artists/Illustrators of Marumaru chinbun

Although there are numerous images that bear no name or stylistic resemblance, for the first 

decades of Maruchin’s existence artwork evolved through two key artists: Honda Kinkichirō and 

Kobayashi Kiyochika. It is therefore worth noting how their particular styles developed along 

with the popularity of the publication as well as within the currents of Meiji-era art. In 

scholarship both artists are primarily known as early Western oil painters and their work as 

comic illustrators is largely overlooked.131 Their work in Marumaru chinbun in single-cel 

illustrations freely mingled woodblock elements such as filling empty space with vertical text 

with etched qualities like lead-type fine shading. Traditional iconography such as animals or 

131 Fujita Yoshika 藤田吉香, “Mosha to iu koto 模写ということ,” Seiyōga mosha tenshutsuhin mokuroku  西洋画模写展出品
目録 Exhibition catalog Tokyo geijutsu daigaku geijutsu shiryōkan (1969).
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gods coexisted with realistic caricature of political figures, recognizable in such exacting 

likeness for the first time. In contrast to other news publications that sacrificed the visual for the 

textual, Marumaru chinbun incorporated the visual with the textual, and the inherited with the 

imported, in a way that was both familiar and accessible to urban commoner readers. Small 

papers (小新聞) also included phonetic glossing but Big Papers (大新聞) did not.132 Due to the 

stated commitment to include phonetic glossing or furigana, Marumaru proclaimed an intention 

to give access to the text to as many as possible. This would suggest that the playfulness and 

problem solving were able to attract active readers beyond elite educated males. With the crucial 

visual components, readers were presented with a complex and still legible examination of new 

concepts of the social and temporality.

In contrast to the Kanagaki Robun’s E-shinbun nipponchi from seven years earlier, which 

worked within the Bakumatsu woodblock tradition, Marumaru chinbun gave the impression of 

“the latest magazine directly importing civilization and enlightenment from the West.”133 The 

cover image was an exceptional piece of workmanship. There was the combination of three 

Westerners who symbolize see, listen, and write, the fundamentals of journalism. The printing 

technology used was ahead of its time. Making use of zinc plate letterpress print technology from 

Umemura Suizan’s (梅村翠山, 1839-1906) engraving company in Ginza’s third quarter, 

Marumaru chinbun’s cover image gave a vivid impression.  Recollections from one of the print 

shop technicians (Koshiba Ei 小柴英) state:
When master Honda (Kinkichirō) was put in charge of the illustrations at Marumaru chinbun, he brought 
illustration made on colon paper (copy paper) in order to make the zinc plates. In the beginning, however, 
these were not transferring well to the plates and he appeared greatly distressed. There was a trick to getting 
it to melt like toki-ink (トキ墨) and it would be too dark or too faint and wouldn’t apply like the original 

132 Yamamoto, Kindai nihon no shinbun, 64. 

133 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 50.
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drawing. Even working on lithograph plates (slates) we would illustrate the whole image to the point where 
it looked complete yet when ink was applied it was not uncommon for the image to disappear…As master 
Honda was gentle and a person with a deep sense of study, he listened carefully to our explanation, nodding 
acknowledgement with each step, even saying, ‘you lads are greater than I.134’

That is to say, the efforts needed to use the latest technology for covers and illustrations were 

above and beyond the basic methods, and earned Fumio—who dared to undertake this 

exploration in a courageous manner—earned him a high reputation. 

Stylistically, Honda Kinkichiro’s work employed a heavy-lined British etching style, using 

crosshatching for shading, unlike that of Kobayashi. Along with Baitei Kinga’s work as a writer 

for Maruchin, the early success and impact of the publication cannot be separated from Honda’s 

erudite skill at adapting caricature to augment his existing skill as an illustrator. Honda is of 

course much better remembered as a Western-style oil painter. Hailing from the same Hiroshima 

domain as Nomura and being a student of Hiroshima domain’s school of Western learning where 

Nomura was a head instructor and his English teacher, Honda started working at Marumaru 

company from the beginning, doing illustrations as well as their famous cover. Although Honda’s 

biographers like to emphasize his departure from the vulgar world of comics and satire from the 

1880 incident, in reality he continued to voice his ideas in ponchi-e form through the early 

1880s, with 1882 being his most punchy year. 

Kinkichirō’s style provides the dynamic blueprint of caricature in Japan. In fact, the first 

caricature in Japan can be traced to May 26 1877, where he depicted Shinagawa Yajirō 

(1843-1900, 品川弥二郎), Fukuzawa Yukichi (1834-1901, 福沢諭吉), and Katsu Kaishū (勝海

舟 1823-1899), as exotic animals for Japan’s first World’s Fair.135 

134 Quoted in Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 52. Originally from Honda Kinkichirō Ō Kenpikai本多錦吉郎翁建碑会. Yōga 
senkaku Honda Kinkichirō 洋画先覚本多錦吉郎. Tokyo: Honda Kinkichirō Ō Kenpikai, 1934.

135 Honda Kinkichirō okenpikai本多錦吉郎翁建碑会, Honda Kinkichirō yōga senkaku 本多錦吉郎: 洋画先覚 (Tokyo: Honda  
Kinkichirō ōkenpikai, 1934).
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Figure 5. Honda Kinkichiro, “Nai kokutaku rankai shuppin,” Marumaru chinbun, May 27 1877

The image of Shinagawa Yajirō on the top right for example is entitled, “Yaji-horse…from 

Arabia,” and parodies this European-studied Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, writing:

This kind of type of dim-witted horse (とん馬/頓馬) holds no appeal for the common people. When the 
things become unsettled, he flees, disturbing people with the utmost seriousness in the process. At first he 
was born in the Tsukiji area from deer (鹿), massively pregnant with a horse-deer (idiot)( (馬鹿). Today 
though, he may go to inspect a fire or an altercation, but upon catching sight of a riding whip, he neighs 
soa~soa~ and hides. Also referred to as a horse’s ass (尻馬: meaning to blinding follow others).136

Honda’s parody combines the wordplay available from the character for ‘horse (馬),’ such as 

‘idiot (馬鹿),’ or ‘one who blindly follows others (尻馬),’ with the direct criticism of 

Shinagawa’s flaws as state leader: “When things become unsettled, he flees.”137 By transforming 

the politicians mentioned into creatures of Japanese folklore, this comic blends invokes the 

136 Marumaru chinbun #10, May 27 1877. Reprinted in Isao 勲 Shimizu 清水, Manga zasshi hakubutsukan 漫画雑誌博物館, 
vol. 1 Marumaru chinbun (Tokyo: Kokushō kankōkai 国書刋行会, 1986), 15.

137 Ibid.
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supernatural, myth and fable of Edo print culture and contemporary social politics. Honda 

pioneered new ground, creating recognizable likenesses of state figures that helped distinguish 

this new form of direct satire in caricature from the more allegorical indirect parody of the Edo 

period where identity was referenced more from action or context than from direct likeness.138 

Temporal unevenness is represented by the laborers, soldiers, or townspeople that populate his 

images, whose bodies retain the “backwards” physiognomy used in Edo illustrations (see 

“German Readymade Constitution” below), where musculature and joints fold and crease in 

ways that may appear exaggerated or bulkier to a modern viewer. This iconography illustrated 

the mediation of townspeople to the new temptations and faults of the uptake of western culture. 

Figure 6. Honda Kinkichirō, “Doitsu-fū oshitate monodokoro,” Marumaru chinbun, ed. 276. July 29 1882

This image comments on the March 13 1882 journey of Itō Hirobumi to Europe under the pretext 

of researching to prepare the Meiji Constitution. He attended lectures by a constitutional scholar 

138 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 128. 
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in German from May of 1882 to February of 1883.139 The above comic from July of 1882—the 

middle of Itō’s studies—anticipates that Japan will receive a German-style “ready-made” (誂え) 

constitution.

Technically, Honda’s style is notable for the use of crosshatch lines to mimic the shading 

technique of European etchings. His successor, Kobayashi Kiyochika, however, departs from the 

crosshatch and general ‘scratchiness’ of Honda’s images in favor of looser, parallel line-shaded 

style. During Kiyochika’s first couple of years at Marumaru company from 1881 to 1884, a shift 

is apparent from visual antecedents in the toba-é style of ink sketches to a lithography technique 

with subtle shading and depth. A comparison of the image “Readymade German Constitution” 

above to one of Kiyochika’s images from 1882 also addressing Itagaki Taisuke’s opulent 

spending while abroad help illuminate the differences between Honda and Kiyochika. 

Figure 7. Kobayashi Kiyochika, “Jiyū no enzetsu,” Marumaru chinbun, ed. 290. October 7 1882

139 Benjamin C. Duke, The History of Modern Japanese Education: Constructing the National School System,1872-1890 
(Rutgers University Press, 2009), 314.
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Kiyochika’s exaggerated faces, straight-line shading, and overall looseness of physiognomy 

marked his early style. Yet, he also pioneered a more shaded lithograph style that had matured by 

1885. The “Spinning Eye Machine” comic mentioned at the beginning of this chapter is 

exemplary of Kiyochika's mature style. Visually, the shading appears to be like half-tone printing 

but predates this technology by decades. 

In terms of Kiyochika’s background, Shimizu Kaoru notes that:

During the Meiji Restoration, Kiyochika fought on the side of the Tokugawa in the battle of Toba-Fushimi, 
January Keio 4 (1868), drifting to Osaka and then back to Edo after the defeat. He was in Edo at the time of 
the Tokugawa departure from Edo castle and the installation of the new emperor. He drifted around the 
Tōkaidō, East Japan coast for a few years with his family returning to Tokyo in 1870. His life shifted 
dramatically at this point as he took to illustrating full-time, studying with Kawanabe Kyosai and others. In 
1876, the release of his so-called “light line pictures” (kōsenga/光線画), a series of woodblock landscapes 
of the new sights of Tokyo, launched him to prominence. The images themselves, with English subtexts and 
the use of shadow and perspective, were inspired by the landscape lithographs produced by the American 
firm Currier & Ives and imported through Yokohama at the time.140

Shimizu argues that Kiyochika’s satirical comic style was influenced by the Yokohama foreigner 

settlement work of Wigman and Bigot and that Kiyochika was also the first to actively pursue 

drawing band desinee—sequential cel—style in Japan. Yet, in the field of Japanese history, 

Kobayashi is foremost situated as “Japan’s last Ukiyo-e artist,”141 which is accurate only in the 

sense that he was trained in woodblock prints but could work comfortably in painted and 

sketched medium. He worked widely across different publications and Kiyochika began drawing 

140 Maeda and Shimizu, Jiyū minken no manga, 82.

141 Kobayashi Kiyochika 小林清親 and Ukiyoe Ōta Kinnen Bijutsukan 浮世絵太田記念美術館, Nihon inshōha no senkusha 
Kobayashi Kiyochika ten 日本印象派の先駆者小林清親展, 会期平成元年 10月 1日--27日・平成元年 11月 1日--26日・会
場太田記念美術館. (東京: 浮世絵太田記念美術館, 1989).

In fact, this exhibition catalogue includes none of Kobayashi’s ponchi-e. 
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comics in 1881 with the release of the Kiyochika Ponchi series and he drew for Marumaru 

chinbun for eleven years from August 1882 until 1893.142 

In examining Kiyochika’s body of work, I can see a shift in his visual style from mid-1885, 

particularly between June and August of that year. Kobayashi’s illustration style transforms from 

a lighter, comic-figure, hand-sketch style with scratch-line shading and more blank or neutral 

white space, to a fuller style that relies on gradated shadings and sharply recognizable caricature, 

more like a portrait than simplified visage. For example, “Great Starvation Mountain” (大飢山), 

which comments on the overlapping difficulties of post-Seinan war inflation and environmental 

conditions that ruined the agricultural season, is drawn in Kobayashi’s early style of dynamic 

line sketches reminiscent of Wigman’s Japan Punch as Honda’s style. While, just a few months 

later, “Eye-Spinning Machine,” with its gradated shadings brings out surface texture, facial 

likeness, and shadowy depth in an entirely new mode.  

As nishiki-e were being pushed as a low-cost option to lithography, Kiyochika switched 

from landscape scenes to the new themes of humor and comics, expressing his criticism of feudal 

politicians’ remaining power and support of the People and Popular Rights movement through 

his illustrations and lifestyle. His strong resistance to the dramatic changes of the times are 

apparent in his work. Although in no way an outlier position, in my assessment, Kobayashi’s 

work continually returned to focus on speed, growth, and social change, expressing the normal 

continuation of daily life while at the same time showing the actual violence or incongruity at 

work in modernization. 

142 Maeda and Shimizu, Jiyū minken no manga, 82.
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In an almost science fiction mode, the ponchi-e from #407 by Kobayashi entitled “The 

Shock of Progress” (進歩の驚き) allegorizes the rapid growth in population through the figure 

of a “Human Manufacturing Nightwork Factory” (人類製造夜業場)—a giant cart whose inputs 

are eggs and beef and whose output are babies tumbling down a ramp at the rear. Clearly 

Kobayashi is aware of the dietary and lifestyle changes in explicitly including beef and eggs, and 

the ‘factory,’ as marked by the word “nightwork” includes a metaphor for the human fecundity 

behind such population growth. The embedded text refers to the study of “Manufacturing” (製造

学) and “Machine Studies” (機械学), whose industrial logic is linked to biological growth, thus 

allowing contemplation of Meiji biopolitics in harnessing mass population growth. Perhaps, 

Kobayashi’s perspective stems from a new consciousness of time, since it is the figure of 

rapidness (急), or the acceleration of time and growth that occurs over that time, that so often 

provides a critique in his work in comics. 

Figure 8. Kobayashi Kiyochika, “Chanpon Uchimaze,” Marumaru chinbun, ed 518. November 14 1885
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In a simple exercise, which pays homage to the visual arrangement of Katsushika Hokusai’s 19th 

century ‘Whimsical Drawings’ (北斎漫画), Kobayashi deftly culls the contradictions, overlaps, 

and incongruities out of the modernization process with this amalgam of recent trends entitled, 

“Mixing the Mixture,” (チャンポン打交), with the English language title, “THE JAPANESE 

EXPOSITION OF SOCIAL CUSTOMS AND MANNERS. It is so divers (sic) and unsettled as 

to give us a complete puzzle.” Linkages come in couplets; in the top right, the cry of a military 

order, “platoon, march!” (小隊勧め) and the kabuki shout, “at last he put on the mask” (ヤット

お面) (both reflect moments when a loud call is used but one for the new military and one for the 

kabuki patron).  Other couplets include: “those who enjoy watching dancing, and those who 

enjoy dancing themselves,” drawing a distinction between the practice of patrons watching 

geisha dance for them and the new practice of couples dancing, or Western dance. Other couplets 

include: “one who does written calculation (筆算) and one who flips an abacus (珠算); the 

raucous voice (浄瑠璃の濁声) accompanying Jōruri and the yelling voice accompanying the 

piano (洋琴の黄声); those who sit on the floor in Western clothes (洋服で着座) and those who 

sit in chairs in the latest kimono (着流で椅子); those who use kanbun or Sinified Japanese (漢語

を使ひ) and those who speak in English (洋語を話す); those who use a match on a flint stone 

(マッチに火打石); sermons or oratory (説教と演説); a Chinese traditional medical decoction 

in meat broth (nikujiru ni zenjigusuri).” 

These couplets are unconcerned with judgment or evaluation of which forms are better. 

Rather, Kobayashi’s first concern is to show a confluence between things that appear to be 

different, and his second, with the lack of resolution between these newly found forms layering 

Japanese society, is to broaden the variety of social forms. The comedic lies in not deeming one 
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form or the other superior or inferior but in allowing the interplay of incongruity in their 

relationships to come to the surface. What lies between the military order, “march platoon!” and 

the cry from the kabuki audience to the actor, “at last he put on his mask!” is in fact that these 

two things are two moments when a loud voice utters a predictable interjection. Yet beyond this, 

they are two entirely different inter-human relationships: the commander to soldiers in rigid 

military discipline on the one hand, and from a fan to actor as part of live and immediate flow of 

a known stage drama on the other. 

Hypothetically, one interpretation of Kobayashi’s portrayal could be that capitalism’s 

production of difference has not yet reached the point of difference for difference’s sake, as it 

does with the rise of a transnational commodity market in the 1910s onward. Difference here is 

marked as something curious, incongruous, and nascent. 

Also evident in this image is Kobayashi’s development of caricature. Although the faces 

are not meant to indicate particular living individuals, the degree of realism brought about by 

shading and more attention to different facial types and expressions renders the image more 

visually dynamic in terms of parody than Kobayashi’s previous style. 

 Kobayashi, like Honda, is an established forefather of Western-style painting in Japan and 

relatively unknown for his comedic work. Other more minor illustrators include Isokawa Kibō

(磯川喜望, born Satsuma, dates unknown) and Taguchi Beisaku (田口米作, 1864-1903) who 

was known as a woodblock artist and student of Kiyochika.  

Visual comedy, as in the examples above, may paint a picture of rather sophisticated 

political satire, but the vulgar and the bodily remained popular comedic motifs as well. Formally, 

this style of single-cel satire can be defined as a ‘Punch Picture’ or ponchi-e.
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V. Textual Comedy

While a plethora of contributors populated the pages of the Marumaru company’s publications, 

Marumaru chinbun and Kibi dango, the rise in popularity of the magazines was first led by the 

so-called last of the gesakusha, Kanagaki Robun (仮名垣魯文 1829-1894), Baitei Kinga (梅亭

金鵞 1821-1893) and Fusō Kan (総生寛1841-1894).143 Although both Robun and Kinga are 

more famously known as comedic writers of Meiji, Kimoto points out that Marumaru chinbun’s 

success was firmly driven by the work of Kan, who was better known as a scholar of the Chinese 

classics than as a comedic writer where he often used the pen name Tenpō Sennin (天保銭人).144 

In fact, it was the work of Kan who inspired 18-year-old Miyatake Gaikotsu to first make 

submissions under a pen name Kanei Sennin (寛永銭人).145

In his study of Marumaru chinbun and Kibidango, Kimoto Itaru selected a list of puzzles, 

wordplay, and jokes to help exemplify the comedic style of the publications. In the section that 

follows I supply translations and analysis that build upon Kimoto’s list with my interpretations 

for the English-language audience to better show this era’s humor. 

One common and simple form of comedy was the short poem. Oftentimes, these poems 

combined wordplay with some commentary on contemporary life, and did not take a sharp 

critical stance. For example, in the 65th edition of Maruchin in 1878 includes this poem:

143 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun,  78.

144 Ibid.

145 Okano Takeo 岡野他家夫, Shokoku kijinden 書國畸人傳 (Tōkyō: Tōgensha, 1962), 11.

Takao 孝雄 Yoshino 吉野, Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨 (Tokyo: Kawade Shobō Shinsha, 1980), 279.

Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 67.
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陸蒸気と蒸気船はどちらが速いだろうか146　
A steam train and a steamship, which is faster?

On its surface this is a question of modern technology, is a steam train or a steam ship faster? Is 

it a joke about steam, as this is the clear similarity between the two? As Kimoto points out, 

understanding this joke would require familiarity with the kotowaza (Japanese maxims/proverb), 

kōkai saki ni tatazu (後悔先に立たず),147 which means “one is always sorry after something has 

finished,” or in a more colloquial sense, ‘no use crying over spilled milk.’ There is a common 

notion that if something has already ended, no amount of regret will bring it back or change it. 

How does this maxim connect to the above poem about a steamship and a steam train? Kimoto 

reminds us that readers would have to recognize that the word ‘steamship’/jōkisen  (蒸気船) as a 

referrent to the word ‘sea voyage’/kōkai (航海), which itself is a homophone for the word 

‘regret’/kōkai (後悔), thus, triggering the mental link between the maxim of futile regret and the 

phrase kōkai saki ni tatazu, Kimoto argues.148 While this might seem a fair distance to connect 

two ideas, it is possible, but requires the reader to be entirely familiar with the existing maxim 

and the new context—between the literary canon and the new means of steam transportation—to 

give the answer that the steamship on a sea voyage (kōkai) is slower as it failed to leave first 

(saki ni tatazu). To associate meaning with a homophone was the most basic kind of verbal play 

that remained popular across the Edo-Meiji transition. To make the leap in meaning through a 

synonym to arrive at the homophone requires more robust experience in word play, which itself 

was a staple of education in Chinese classics, itself based on memorization and oral repetition of 

146 Reprinted in Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 10.

147 Ibid., 21.

148 Ibid.
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fixed canonical texts.149 At the same time, Chinese learning came to be seen as antiquated and 

inappropriate to modern learning during this same period.150 

Another example from Kibidango number 48 appears to be merely a litany of numbers: 

八千九三二八七三九九六八百百四六　四五十二六四百三万三万二七九151

“81000932873996810010046 451064003000030000279”

But read phonetically it can be recast as: yachi-kusa ni hana saku koro wa omosiroku, yogoto ni 

mushi mo samazama ni naku（やちくさにはなさくころはおもしろく、よごとにむしもさ

まざまになく), from which the poem emerges:

八千草に花咲くころはおもしろく
Beautiful are the flowers that bloom among the myriad plants
夜ごとに虫もさまざまに鳴く
Each night the insects cry in diverse ways

I can derive no direct critical meaning from the poem, indicating that this is likely interpretive 

wordplay for the sake of play. Yet, as a set of concepts, both lines of the poem seem to imply a 

multitude of various types. Grasses and plants, like the range of people in society, exist as a 

backdrop upon which some beautiful ones “bloom,” giving one interpretation to the first line. 

The second line could be read as pointing to the multitude of differing options springing forth 

nightly in discussions of the Freedom and Popular Rights movement.152 At the same time, it was 

not uncommon for these writings to have no direct criticism intended. Instead, by prioritizing the 

interpretive play readers expected, the ‘joke’ was a visual or textual puzzle supplied by the 

149 Ai Maeda, Text and the city: essays on Japanese modernity, trans. James A Fujii (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 
2004), 231.

150 Karatani Kojin, History and Repetition, trans. Seiji M Lippit (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012), 201.

151 Reprinted in Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 10.

152 Huffman, Creating a Public, 101.
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publication.153 As Peter Duus explains, like Edo-period rebus puzzles and comedic literature, 

“The pleasure of reading a hanjimono, like the pleasure of reading a political cartoon, was the 

satisfying eureka moment when the puzzle was solved.”154 Thus, the enjoyment of these kinds of 

play is foremost in revealing the meaning as well as the interpretive labor or play in discovering 

that final meaning. That being said, there were poems that did level criticism at specific people. 

This poem from Kibidango number 183 provides one example:

相原と雨の降る夜の月蝕は人目隠てつきかけるなり
あいはらとあめのふるよのげっしょくはひとえかくれてつきかけるなり155

aihara to ame no furu yoru no gesshoku wa hitome kakurete tsuki kakeru nari
The lunar eclipse on an evening of falling rain in Aihara, the waning moon is hidden from people’s eyes
 

Kimoto writes that “The pun is tsuki kakeru,”156 which has two meanings: (月欠ける) “the moon 

wanes” (echoed by the kanji compound gesshoku/月蝕) and (突きかける), meaning “to chase 

or run someone through.” The key to this mysterious relationship passes the link word gesshoku/

lunar eclipse to point to the first word, “Aihara” which, Kimoto points out, indicates Aihara 

Naofumi, the man who stabbed Itagaki Taisuke in the Gifu Incident of April 6 1882.157 Itagaki, 

the famous Freedom and Popular Rights Movement politician, survived. For readers of the time, 

recognizing that ‘Aihara’ is not just a location where rain falls but a name, emphasizes the 

double-entendre of tsukikakeru as ‘stab’ and the moon wanes. The hitome kakuru (hiding from 

people’s eyes) is a reference to Aihara laying in wait, while ame furu yo no gesshoku means 

153 Duus, Punch Pictures, 307.

154 Ibid.

155 Reprinted in Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 10.

156 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 21.

157 Ibid.
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‘remaining unseen on the evening of the lunar eclipse.’158 If I were to push a critical 

interpretation, this could move beyond wordplay and reach satire, in the sense that both the poem 

itself and Aihara’s actions could both be linked in valuing classical sentiment since, as he 

attacked Itagaki he screamed shōrai no ada/将来の or ‘thief of the future,’ perhaps seeing 

Itagaki’s modernizing, liberalizing agenda as too modern for Japan.159 But this interpretation 

could be tenuous since it seems unlikely that poetry itself would be seen as ‘arcane’ with so 

many contemporaneous poems in a similar mode in this highly progressive magazine’s pages. 

Rather, it is more likely that this poem was a commentary on political events, using wordplay to 

cast a particular interpretation of the attack. 

While the above examples may seem only tangentially political, commentary on 

contemporary society was perhaps the most common objective of the publication. The following 

story from Maruchin number 35 details one week of events for that popular animal, the cat, or 

neko, which is to say, a geisha/geiko, and her patron, the numazu or catfish (because a catfish has 

a mustache as was the taste of Meiji elite men). It ends on Saturday, which was also the day that 

Maruchin went on sale. Not every line has a concealed message. 

鯰が見えたら無心をしようと当にして居る日曜日
Sunday, a success if she meets her patron to receive her allowance.
海を東のあの硝子窓ねやにさし込む月曜日
Monday, that shines in through the glass window east of the sea
雉子と蝉との鳴音はいつと燃ゆる思ひの火曜日
Tuesday, when you can hear the calls of pheasants and cicadas burning in your mind
野路の夕立ぬしや（＝あなた）逃げ足で冷たい心の水曜日
Wednesday, when you didn’t wait for me on the field path, I felt lonely as my feet sped me away
寄ると障ると浮気の種を蒔て掘り出す木曜日

158 Ibid.

159 Tatebe Tsuneji 建部恒二, Meiji minken shiwa, Itagaki sōnan zengo shidan: Aihara Naobumi to Koike Isamu 明治民権史
話・板垣遭難前後史談 : 相原尚褧と小池勇 (Gifu-shi, 1984), 81. 
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Thursday, when stopping by might dig up all kinds of affairs
有ると見たらば手当り次代むしり採りたい金曜日
お金があるとおもっていればもらいたい
If I think he (patron) has money, I want to get some for myself
今か今かとニウスの来るを朝から楽しむ土曜日
Looking forward to the news coming on Saturday, is it now? Is it here yet?160

Although appearing to be a poem about a geisha, the events detailed are actually a playful 

recounting of the Freedom and Popular Rights Movement, minken undō in Japanese. Kimoto 

points out how calls of the pheasants, ken ken, and cicadas, min min, homophonically links to 

minken (民権), democratic rights, a key rallying point of the Freedom and Popular Rights 

movement.161 Thus, the second line can become, “Tuesday, when you hear the call for freedom 

and popular rights burning in people’s thoughts.” The last line, “Looking forward from morning 

to the news arriving for an enjoyable Saturday,” is a direct reference to Maruchin, which was 

published on Saturdays. Clearly the publication considered itself on the forefront of journalism 

and popular culture. 

However, what differed in the Marumaru company’s use of humor from previous 

Tokugawa-era wordplay and games was more than the formal difference of machine printing that 

changed the overall visual aesthetic. Duus emphasizes the “expatriate humor” stemming from the 

Yokohama foreign settlement was the key impetus to visual change,162 and without a doubt the 

influx of British visual humor combined with machine printing technology gave rise to 

Maruchin’s unique aesthetic. It may be helpful to think of how Marshall McLuhan argued that 

movable type, electrification, and fragmentation of work during early modernization made media 

sequentially-oriented.163 Perception became oriented toward new installments, sequence, and the 

160 Reprinted in Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 10.

161 Ibid., 10.

162 Duus, Punch Pictures, 318.

163 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964).
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seriality of the news-cycle, and I would argue that Marumaru company’s use of humor and 

visual media helped create this change in perception.The mode of representation and reading  

Marumaru company created integrated visuality and humor into the new mediated world of 

machine printed periodicals . It taught readers a new discourse both articulating the relationship 

between the nation-state and the citizen, while also training them to read between the lines of this 

new world represented through print media. Through humor, Marumaru chinbun and Kibi dango 

cultivated the perception of news media not as a neutral agent but as a vehicle to publish and 

circulate information that bore certain tendencies, biases, and manipulations. How the story was 

told became itself the object of humor and critical scrutiny. 

  This poem from the sister publication Kibidango number 6 in 1878 has specific reference 

to the infamous maru (known as a fuseji, or ‘empty place marker’) helps articulate the role of 

this signifier:

「世はつ◯融通はと◯気はな◯借財た◯貧乏極◯
無 □ にて四 □ な文字を □ ことの出来で □ まで恥を□なり」164

yo wa tsumaru yūzū hatomaru ki ha namaru shakuzai tamaru binbō kiwamaru
mugaku nite shikaku na moji wo kaku koto no deki dekakaku made haji wo kaku nari

Within the context of Marumaru chinbun, the symbol of the circle originally stood in for a word 

too inflammatory to be published (for example emperor/tennō, freedom/jiyū).165 In this short 

poem the function and concept of the circle/fuseji is complicated by the addition of squares as 

characters. It may be of some interest that fuseji could actually appear in a variety of shapes: 

Though, of course in the 1960s McLuhan was more concerned with the more recent phenomena of media change from sequence 
to “structure and configuration” (5) being the way perception was being reoriented.

164 Reprinted in Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 12.

165 Jonathan E Abel, Redacted: The Archives of Censorship in Transwar Japan (University of California Press: Berkeley, 2012), 
223-226.
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circles, squares, Xs.166 In fact, the first recorded use of a fuseji was in 1868, the last year of the 

Edo period: a pair of squares to conceal the first name of Tokugawa Yoshinobu.167 In the 

example above, the mixing of different symbols draws attention to their use as symbols. 

Questioning why circles and squares might be mixed, this poem indicated some difference in 

meaning between the two. Kimoto points out that the simplest interpretation of the symbols 

works.168 By pronouncing the shapes phonetically (the circles as maru and the squares as kaku), 

the passage becomes readable as indicated written in the romanized text above. Here it becomes 

clear that the mode of play left everything open to slippage and interpretation. A fuseji did not 

necessarily indicate, “Something concealed,” but rather, “Something to puzzle over.” In 

deciphered meaning, the message urges to stop bad loans or usurers that “choke the world,” 

driving people to extreme poverty. The second line becomes a message mocking loan givers as 

too stupid to even write a square character, a degree of idiocy that piques one’s sense of 

embarrassment. 

The above examples help illustrate the legacy of Tokugawa era wordplay and the textual 

humor of the Marumaru company. There were specific deviations from Tokugawa norms, most 

importantly the way in which reading media itself became sown with possibility from the 

floating signifier of the fuseji, which developed from mere concealment to an active participant 

in the mediation of print media. Maki Yoshiyuki notes that during the Edo period “there was no 

clear, customary use of fuseji as a symbol,”169 and goes on to survey the research of Ishii Kendō 

166 Huffman, Creating a Public,  348. 
Abel, Redacted, 206.

167 Maki Yoshiyuki 牧義之, “Kindai nihon no gensetsu ni okeru ‘fuseji’ no kisoteki kōsatsu: sono yakuwari, keitai ni tsuite 近代
日本の言説における<伏字>の基礎的考察 : その役割、形態について,” Chūkyō Kokubungaku 中京国文学 29 (2010): 20.

168 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 23.

169 Maki, Fuseji no bunkashi, 31.
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(石井研堂)170 and Inada Masahirō (稲田雅洋),171 who identify the modern origin of fuseji in the 

use of hollow squares/□□ to conceal the first name of the final Tokugawa Shōgun, Keiki, in an 

April 1868 government communique. From this moment during the process of the Meiji 

Restoration, pro-Tokugawa forces addressing the ex-Shōgunate army use fuseji  “as a form fo 

reserve toward the destroyed ex-Shōgun forces.”172 Inada argues that concealing Keiki’s name 

with fuseji squares was to prevent dishonor and thus call Tokugawa Keiki a traitor.173 Maki 

concludes that these earliest uses of a fuseji as a typographic symbol in Meiji differed 

significantly in intention from later newspapers that used fuseji as “a tool of self-restraint” to 

avoid censorship.174 In this sense, modern fuseji first come into existence as a typographic 

technology against oppression in early-Meiji newspapers and mass print media. 

In the next section, we turn to the image, punch pictures, and other visual forms, that were 

fundamental to remaking the visual landscape of print media. Within the first decade of 

publication, Marumaru-sha’s illustrators developed new techniques using lithography 

technology that made periodicals a site for avant-garde art that has been overlooked in traditional 

art historical examinations of Meiji. This section examines a number of visual examples that 

range from the vulgar to sophisticated commentary, satirizing international currents and imperial 

culture. 

Japan’s First Pedagogical Newspaper

170 Ishii Kendō 石井研堂, Zōho Kaitei Meiji Jibutsu Kigen 増補改訂 明治事物起原 (Shunyōdō 春陽堂, 1944).

171 Inada Masahiro 稲田雅洋, Jiyū minken no bunkashi—atarashii seiji bunka no tanjō 自由民権の文化史―新しい政治文化
の誕生 (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 2000).

172 Inada Masahiro quoted in Maki, Fuseji no bunkashi, 33. 

173 Maki, Fuseji no bunkashi, 33.

174 Ibid.
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From its first edition Marumaru chinbun saw itself as an interlocutor on the project of 

enlightenment. The issue includes an “ENGLISH-JAPANESE DIALOGUE,” with a set of tenets 

enumerated bilingually. Structured in the form of a dialogue between two people, “A” and “B,” 

or kinoe (甲) and otsu (乙), the traditional Japanese cardinals counters, the discussion emulates 

hearsay from a parlor or street corner:  “A. Have you not heard that Dandansha [sic] is on the 

point of publishing a paper?” “B” replies, “No! I’m hearing about it now for the first time. Is the 

subject matter going to be the same as others?” A Japanese dialogue appears to the right of the 

English with a similar conversational tone, ending sentences with casual question marker, kai/

kae. The Japanese line notably corresponds to the publishing company name as dandansha not 

Marumaru-sha as it appears elsewhere, and calls the “paper” a shinbun, not a magazine or 

zasshi. In response to whether the subject matter will be the same as other papers, “A” replies, 

“”On the contrary ih [sic] will chiefly contain comic news, and laughable sketches of passing 

events in Japan and other countries.” The category of “comic news” is described in Japanese 

rather as ‘unusual tales’ or chindan (珍談) and noting merely that comedic images, kyōga (狂畫) 

meaning ‘comics,’ will convey the events “from home and abroad.” The first speaker makes light 

of these features associating them with mere playthings: “That will be very entertaining matter to 

read during our leisure hours, but is there nothing else to recommend this new paper?” Key 

features of the pedagogical project appear in the next line:

Certainly there is, or the letters of the Kana are appended to each character, so that even children will be 
able to read and understand it[.]  Furthermore, one porthon [sic] has been set aside for an English-Japanese 
Dialogue, which cannot fail to be instructive both to Foreigners and Japanese, who wish to learn each 
other’s language.

The commentary is on the changes taking place in Japan, but in a pedagogical sense, the editors 

understood the potential for liberation that an educated readership held. “B” agrees with the 

potential for popularity such an accessible paper could bring: “I am of the opinion that this 
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newspaper will be much patronised by the numerous students through this Empire, who are now 

so anxious to learn how to converse in the English language correctly.” The relation between 

enlightenment ideals and the aspirations of the Empire perhaps come naturally to Nomura Fumio 

whose time in the British Empire no doubt naturalized the liberalistic expansion of the nation-

state in the form of empire. Nomura clearly had a notion of what elements would be included in 

the paper, “The subjects will be very varied, consisting sometimes of short discussion on 

political events in Japan or other countries, at other times short amusing stories, novel, and 

Engliash [sic] pastimes, such as enigmas, conundrums &c. will be added.” The Japanese glosses 

the Chinese characters for novel not as shōsetsu (小説), as might be expected, instead 

phonetically glossing the compound as gesaku-rui (戯作類), meaning, ‘a variety of comical 

stories,’ and a term that was still a relevant signifier to the comic. There is no mention in the 

Japanese text of “English pastimes” or “enigmas,” favoring instead a reference to ‘fairy tales,’ 

otogibanashi, familiar references to Japanese readers. 

The penultimate sentiment conveyed in the “ENGLISH-JAPANESE DIALOGUE” 

anticipates popularity of the paper with students: “this paper will be much valued by students in 

colleges and schools,” which is echoed in the Japanese as “a handy tool for school students.” The 

piece ends with the assertion that this kind of supplement, comprised of “a few columns 

translated into English in a Japanese newspaper, is entirely an innovation on what has been 

attempted hitherto,” appears to be a valid claim for the first educational bilingual comedy in a 

periodical. The continued appearance of bilingual dialogue attests to the pedagogical efforts to 

teach not only English, but more significantly, to integrate a world of non-Japanese humor into 

inherited forms.
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VI. Visual Comedy in Machine-Printed Media

The previous section argued that changes to media and comedic mode in early-Meiji allowed 

textual humor to focus comedic analysis on news media itself. This is to say, the textual content 

of Marumaru company’s publications often reflected and questioned the veracity of print news 

media as an apparatus representing and conveying events to a growing reading populace. This 

section shifts gears to examine how visual humor developed in machine-printed images. As will 

be shown, visual comedy, or simply, ‘comics,’ were predominantly single-cel illustrations that 

evolved from playful satire into complex, diagrammatic commentary on social, political, and 

cultural power. What follows will begin with the putatively crude examples and move toward 

more complex comics. 

An illustration entitled ‘The True Image of Minister Okuma’ (お熊大臣の真像) that 

Miyatake Gaikotsu later republished twice in his periodical Kokkei shinbun appears to be a 

young Oguma Shigenobu, with the subtext akuma shashin-e (阿熊寫眞繪), “a real picture till 

the end” and the name of the contributor, “book searching contributor, Nagasaki Nakata” (書探

し　投稿者　長崎ナカタ).　
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Figure 9. “Oguma shashin-e: ga sagashi” Kibidango, ed. 34. 1880

The joke is perhaps at the vulgar end of the spectrum. Remove the visage from the face and the 

white shirt and head of the figure become a clear phallus. Thus, the “contributor’s name” is 

written as Nagasaki Nakata (長崎ナカタ), which I read as a pun, “doesn’t have a very long tip.” 

The image reappeared in Kibidango #127 with the subtext 「◯◯茎蚊」, referencing 

Marumaru chinbun through two circle characters and the last two providing 茎蚊 the phonetic 

reading chinbun (normally ‘rare news’) into ‘mosquito penis.’ According to Kimoto, the 

accompanying text in Kibidango #127,「楠（くすのき）の跡なら障脳と言ふ所を　思ひも

寄らぬ大松田けが如亀り（にょきり）」was a reference to the Matsuda Michiyuki, the head 
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of the investigations department of the home ministry.175 On December 12 1879 Matsuda was 

tasked with being prefectural governor of Tokyo. The word, [障脳] ‘shōnō’ is a reference to the 

prior governor, 楠本正隆 Kusumoto Masaaki (because the source material of the ‘obstacle brain’ 

is Kusunoki, the first character of his last name).  In total, the comic is to ridicule men in power, 

particularly politicians or government bureaucrats, possibly interpreted to show their underlying 

form to be no more complex than the matsutake referring to a phallus, as had been a standard 

phallic symbol since at least the Edo period.176

Figure 10. “Matsudake no bokki” Marumaru chinbun, ed. 140. 1880

The huge matsutake mushroom in this image bears the number of 350¥, which Kimoto points out 

is in reference to the monthly salary of the governor.177 In the included text, the comic punned on 

175 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 13.

176 Hirano, The Politics, 119. 

Nam-lin Hur, Prayer and Play in Late Tokugawa Japan: Asakusa Sensōji and Edo Society (BRILL, 2020), 62.
 
177 Ibid., 14.
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the characters for ‘monthly salary’ (gekkyūykaku) by replacing the last two characters with 

‘palace’ and ‘bird’, for a phrase, “the cats (geisha) are given the monthly palace birds (monthly 

salary) as food” (猫共は月宮鳥を餌になし). Also, as an image, the mushroom allowed the 

playful illustrators to envision a giant phallus barely disguised, thus toying with censors and 

readers alike. Regarding the text, Kimoto the title, “Matsudake no bokki” (松田け), is a reference 

to not only to the matsutake mushroom, but also to Matsuda Michiyuki (松田道之, 1839-1882) 

who was appointed the Bureau Chief of Investigation for Domestic Affairs (内務省取調局長) 

on December 12 1879.178 It perhaps goes without saying that matsutake is a common euphemism 

for phallus and bokki/erection. 

It should be made clear that humor operates through contrasts, contradictions, 

discontinuity, and incongruity. Therefore, it is not my objective to deem phallus humor as vulgar 

and therefore outside scholarly purview. Rather I support a concept forwarded by Miyatake 

Gaikotsu in his Antique Association Magazine (discussed in the next chapter) known as gazoku 

shugi/雅俗主義, or the ‘belief in refined vulgarity.’ Gazoku shugi is summarized in the idea that 

putatively low and high need each other to contrast and strengthen their aesthetic attributes. 

Therefore, the examples of this section are meant to show the range of humor, and ideally to get 

a laugh out of readers in the process. 

One common theme was the sense of changing times, often allegorized by using motifs 

from Edo in contrast to recent advents like political parties. The October 1881 image below, by 

Honda Kinkichirō, shows creatures of the shadow world who hold the lantern that reads 

178 Ibid., 23.
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zenshintō, the ‘gradually progressing party’ (漸進燈) [燈＝党/lantern=political party] as they 

flee from the blinding light of the kyūshintō, the ‘rapidly progressing party’ [急進黨(党)]. 

Figure 11.  Honda Kinkichirō, “Kyūshintō,” Marumaru chinbun, ed. 232. October 1881

On the left of the image, a seeming ‘light of enlightenment’ dispels the supernatural with 

progress and practicality. The monsters say, “We must flee to the shadow world to establish our 

own parliament.”179 In this sense, I read this image as commentary on the politics of the 

supernatural, a belief system that had bound communities for hundreds of years, were being 

severed from daily life in the enlightenment project of Meiji. The joke hinges upon the 

incongruity in the belief of the “rapidly progressing party” to actually expel these inherited forms 

of culture. Expressing a certain anxiety about what “rapid progress” might entail, the newly 

global perspective on Japanese culture risks the abandonment of cultural signifiers that had 

previously provided an explanatory framework without providing a replacement besides progress 

in and of itself.

179 「○暗(やみ)を照す開化の曙(あけぼの)光 化け物「いつ迄も己の世界ト思ヒの外　飛んだ邪魔ものめが面を出して
来たゾ　足許(あしあと)の暗いうち　早く常闇国(とこやみこく)へ往(ひっ)て参議にでも有り付くのが上分別だ」
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The image below by Honda addresses the status of the Ryūkyū Kingdom (present-day 

Okinawa) as the territory came into the colonial gaze of both Japan and the Qing dynasty in 

mainland China. Titled “One of the Seven Wonders of the World: The Ancient Bronze Colossus 

of Turko-Rhode’s Harbor” (世界七不思議の一執兒狼手港古銅人の圖), the comic uses the 

Colossus of Rhodes as an allegory for the Ryūkyū’s exploitation.

Figure 12. Honda Kinkichirō, “Sekai nana fushigi no ichi,” Marumaru chinbun, ed 109. May 24 1879

The text reads: 

“Long long ago there was an area in Asia-Turko of the port of Rhodes at the mouth of which stood a figure 
(doll) some said was of Qing money and some said was of Nihon money, still others said it was owned by 
both, yet there is no mistaking it was only one figure. The figure stood on both sides and could not decide 
which (China or Japan) to go to, simply standing there many years. 224 years it stood until a great catfish 
came to this island and shook it with a great earthquake, bringing the statue down in pieces causing a great 
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panic.  Although the lower half of the figure remained, the sons profited while the King was deprived of his 
jewels, and in the process, even the remaining ruins disappeared. Isn’t this a strange tale? (with a pun in 
‘strange’ using the characters for ‘China/shina’)”180

Like the Egyptian pyramids or the hanging gardens of Babylon, the Colossus of Rhodes Island 

was one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. These stories came to Japan during the Edo 

period via the Chinese short story collection [虞初新志] (yú chū xīn zhì). In this image, the Qing 

(‘Chinese money’/karakane/唐銅) and Japan (‘Japanese money’/nihonkin) vie for the fate of the 

Ryūkyū, mimicking the Colossus that stood over the entrance to the harbor of Rhodes Island. 

Kimoto speculates that this could reflect upon the recent visit to Beijing by the King of the 

Ryūkyū and the opposition of the Qing Minister (May 20 1879) to Japanese relations. Building 

off of this point, we can read the sweet potato in the colossus’s right hand to represent the 

influence that the Satsuma-faction of Japanese politics held over Ryūkyū. This example serves to 

illustrate the blurring of how comics are entirely capable of fostering colonialist and nationalist 

ideas, albeit ambiguously. By situating the Ryūkyū as a statue, immobilized, seems to imply that 

the Ryūkyū is stuck and in a sense, objectified between the two state powers. At the same time, 

the Ryūkū figure is shown to be a literal giant, fleshy and strong against the puny soldiers pulling 

at his feet, but also made to seem primitive in his loincloth and topknot. In this sense, the ponchi-

e style, for all of its strength in representing realistic likeness, can also suffer from simplification 

of political agents, or at the least trivialization of the matter. As Sonja Hotwagner points out 

regarding later Russo-Japanese-War-era ponchi-e, “In the language typical of satire and cartoons, 

the experience of reality is simplified and crystallised into clichés and conventional symbols. 

Satire produced in times of ‘cultural violence’, such as war, speaks a very special ‘dialect’ of this 

180 Marumaru chinbun, ed 109. May 24 1879.
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language in order to keep the battlefront unbroken.”181 In Hotwagner’s argument, this 

characteristic of ponchi-e is exacerbated after the turn of the 20th century, yet it is easy to see 

how ponchi-e, by the nature of satire, can slip into stereotyped clichés such as the primitivized 

Ryūkyū man, particularly when nationalistic fervor is on the rise. 

In terms of representing geopolitical events, ponchi-e could easily simplify complex issues 

into nation-state discourse, as in the case above. This could be inherent to forms of comedy and 

wit moving quickly and at times loosely with political entities and subjectivities. This tendency 

is, of course, also inherent to the way the rhetoric of the nation-state groups vast populations into 

particular identities and traits, simplifying internal discrepancies along the way. That being said, 

I find that ponchi-e were more capable of critical intervention in their relationship to urban 

readers and the domestic politics of Meiji’s developing public sphere than the international 

realm. Urban readers were their subject and enjoyed representation of themselves on the pages of 

the magazine. The image below by Honda, entitled ‘mouth covers’ (kuchi ōi), or “mouth pads 

(masks)” in English, comments on the censorship of journalism and public speaking. 

181 Hotwagner, Russo Japanese War Comics, 338.
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Figure 13. Honda Kinkichirō, “Mouth-pads are getting into vogue,” Marumaru chinbun. April 1879 

The text reads:

Oi~ public lectures are getting really popular, and the listening masses, instead of being obedient (haihai), 
have engaged their lungs so have been sent off chirping away. I’ve heard that new stores selling mouth 
covers have sprung up. I went there and bought some but these things are too tight!  “Breathing air directly 
is the best for the lungs, but look, we should be scared of how they try to breath near Kiyomachi (present 
Chiyoda-ku) or Takebashi.182

Part of the wave of ‘Civilization and Enlightenment’ was public orating or giving speeches; new 

forms of communication advanced by groups like the Meirokusha or Mita Public Lecture Group. 

They held many educational lectures on themes of enlightenment, shifting people’s views toward 

liberalism and popular rights the 1880s. From December 1878, the government instated laws that 

182 Marumaru chinbun. April 1879.
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required prior notification (届出制) and police observers for any speech given, as well as taking 

action to break up unapproved meetings. The new regulations for assembly of April of 1880 

furthered this agenda by effectively ceasing all public meetings, which was satirized through the 

recent popularity of face masks in response to new discourses of hygiene.183 In the comic a group 

of men who are presumed to be newspaper editors, speech givers, and the readers of the 

magazine don masks. The critical observation lies in that they are seen to do so as a matter of 

vogue, in effect censoring themselves, which would be in accord with the wishes of the state. At 

the same time, the masks stifle free breathing at the cost of protecting against bad air, “near 

Kiyomachi,” which is close to the central government’s offices. Control by the central state 

through suppression of speech and press is thus figured in the comic as a pollutant or toxin 

negatively affecting health by limiting open participation in government. In response, the idea 

that “breathing air directly is best for the lungs,” can be understood as forwarding the notion that 

popular representation is the natural and ‘healthiest’ mode of governance. 

Examination of changes to urban life often reflected on the effects of societal change as 

Japan was urbanized, labor was modernized, and people’s time began to be stratified across 

multiple different venues in daily life. The image by Kiyochika from October 19 1886 entitled 

‘Shadow play of Interior and Exterior Work”184 「本燭内燭二様の影坊子」uses the motif of 

traditional shadow play (backlit puppet theater), illuminating one, socially-accepted side of 

people’s labor while a darker, quasi-legal or socially unacceptable means for generating income 

lurks in the shadows. 

183 Ruth Rogaski, Hygienic Modernity: Meanings of Health and Disease in Treaty-Port China (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2004), 14.

184 「本燭内燭二様の影坊子」＝「本職内職二様の影法師」Image appears in Maeda and Shimizu, Jiyū minkenki no manga.
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Figure 14. Kobayashi Kiyochika, “Shadowplay of Inner and Real Candles,” Marumaru chinbun, October 16 1886

In the center are two oil candles, honshoku (本燭) or real candle, and naishoku (内燭) or inside 

candle. ‘Real candle’ and ‘inside candle’ make no sense unless reading shoku/candle/燭 as a 

homophone for the character 職 meaning ‘job’ or ‘occupation.’ This allows the distinction 

between  honshoku/regular job and naishoku/side job to coincide with the image that has black, 

shadowed figures doing work and illuminated figures doing work. This image is about giving 

representation to a duplicitous social reality, showing the circumstances of falseness or 

concealment within the everyday. Starting from the upper right, moving counterclockwise: the 

middle school teacher must tutor at a private school; the geisha must also solicit sex work; the 
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doctor profits by making and selling (possibly fake) drugs; the egg vendor offloads old eggs to 

make castella cake; the rakugo speaker moonlights as a taikomochi or jester entertaining in 

brothels; the boardinghouse is a facade to lure women into the “hell” (地獄) of indentured sex 

work; and the dandy gentleman is really a heartless loan shark. Through juxtaposition, this image 

shows a divide between socially acceptable forms of work and those that deal with demeaning, 

exploitative, and manipulative means of earning income. One may also notice that much of the 

‘shadow work’ resides in the realm of sex work and night entertainment, otherwise known as the 

‘water trade’ or mizushōbai, which also includes loan-sharking, gambling, and extortion. In 

effect, this comic is a commentary on the reform efforts of the Meiji government that sought to 

‘civilize’ Japan by exterminating historically-practiced alternate economies in which the 

mizushōbai operated, such as sex work and organized crime, and to remake Japan in a Victorian 

mode of propriety. However, while the comic illustrates the colorful, literally enlightened value 

placed on one’s regular job/honshoku, it also shows that agenda to be inextricably linked to 

alternate economies still persisting in Japan. 

It is unnecessary (if not impossible) to determine whether Kobayashi meant to ridicule the 

‘backwardness’ of Japanese people or criticize the divergent burdens of modern life. I find it 

more productive to understand this comic as illustrating the two tendencies of modernization—

the drive toward legitimating forms of labor and exchange in accord with modern industrial 

capitalism; while also attempting to deny or depart from the persistence of putatively immoral, 

quasi-legal, or archaic practices. This is how comics can function as a critical discourse, by 

showing the incongruities of Meiji life and allowing a polyvocal interpretation of events. In other 

words, polyvocal media allows differing voices to construct reality in the face of the monovocal

—the ‘grand narrative’ placed on people’s lives via through a range of Meiji nation-state 
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promoted notions of proper behavior and subjecthood. In the example that follows it should 

become clear how national, monovocal existence can contradict local identities and politics. 

The image below by Honda Kinkichirō contains a human figure with a book for a head 

bearing the words “Conscription Order.” This figure we can call ‘conscription man’ raises his 

legs, dancing and waving a hi-no-maru Imperial Japanese flag and gripping a bugle—a sign of 

military life. English text at the bottom of the image reads, “Conscription. The terror of old and 

young.” On the right, a group of middle-aged musicians sing a lament to either paying 270¥ or 

throwing their children into the grinder. On the left, an elderly couple offers an envelope with 

“270¥” written on it and at their feet children scurry and flee. Their text laments how children 

will miss valuable educational time, and may be better off “getting a serious disease or illness as 

soon as possible,” rather than get conscripted into the military. 

Figure 15. Honda Kinkichirō, “Conscription Order,” Marumaru chinbun,  ed. 137. December 6 1879
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Shimizu Isao points out that on October 27 1879 the Japanese state revised the Imperial 

Conscription Order (chōheirei) to extend the term of service to three years standing army, three 

years reserve army, and four years as rear guard reserve, a total of ten years (the prior length of 

service had been seven years total).185 As a result, the sentiment toward avoiding the draft spread 

greatly. The draft could be avoided only by donating 270¥ (a sizable sum, equivalent to roughly 

1,000,000¥/$100,000 today), or by becoming a state bureaucrat above mid-level, an educator 

(priest, monk), or a village head. 

The government order is personified in “conscription man” who, with his patriotic fervor, 

stands in contrast to the surrounding figures who are attempting escape by any means. Nowhere 

besides this embodiment of the state does the reader see a loyal citizen eager to devote themself 

to the new Order’s greater duty and obligation. While it might be a common notion today that 

obligatory military service might elicit mixed emotions, in Meiji Japan patriotism and love of the 

country (both ‘patriotism’/愛国心) were strongly encouraged (though by no means guaranteed or 

totalizing) through a variety of symbolism and paternalistic rhetoric. Meiji nationalism may not 

have reached as acute a contrast as it did for Natsume Sōseki in 1914’s lecture My Individualism, 

but there is a hint of what Sōseki pointed to in Japanese life that prioritizing nationalism above 

all threatens the possibility of other beliefs being able to coexist.186 In this sense, ‘conscription 

man’ offers a certain definition of national subject who is able-bodied and energetic, yet 

encouraging “old and young” into military service. By proposing an idealized, energized, strong 

human body as an exemplar, we can see how the government’s overbearing notion of correct 

185 Shimizu, Manga zasshi hakubutsukan, Vol. 1, 66.

186 As Sōseki stated, “all of us…are nationalists and internationalists and individualists as well.”

Natsume Sōseki et al., Theory of literature and other critical writings (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009),  261.
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development at times overestimated people’s ability to conform to or achieve such robust health 

and vigor. In the comic that follows, we see how bodily control and health were also central to 

how the state’s duties were represented.

The concept of hygiene and of conceptualizing the state as a healthy or unhealthy body had 

been pioneered by Nagayo Sensai with his 1872 New Theory on Hygiene (衛生新論) and by the 

late 1870s had become a key part of state-building policy. At this moment the science behind 

public health was still mired in a fight against miasma rather than bacteriology, which would 

become prominent in the coming decade.187 The fundamental metaphor that public health 

addressed the function of a total national body of which individuals comprised minute elements, 

and that this body could be infected or at risk, fit neatly into the emergent frame of the nation-

state. In 1879, Shimizu Isao notes, an outbreak of cholera spread across the country causing the 

death of over 100,000 people.188 In June, “Temporary Regulations for Cholera Prevention,” were 

promulgated by the state and in July “Regulations for the Prevention of Cholera Spread in 

Seaports,” also enacted new means to deal with contagious disease. The policy was to spray 

carbolic acid (sekitansan). 

The image below situates the public health epidemic as a battle between competing armies, 

the diminutive “Cholera Army” (korera-gun) in the cloud to the left of the image, versus the 

formidable Carbolic Acid Army on the right. The heads of the Carbolic Acid Army are bottles 

labelled “Disinfectant” and “Carbolic Acid” and their rifles are giant atomizers spraying at the 

Cholera Army. The text expresses the notion that cholera came through ports and international 

travel. 

187 Rogaski, Hygienic Modernity, 147.

188 Shimizu, Manga zasshi hakubutsukan, Vol. 1, 66.
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Figure 16 Honda Kinkichirō, “Cholera Army,” Marumaru chinbun, ed. 116. July 12 1879

This comic is not critical of a particular action by the state, but rather is helpful in understanding 

how bodies were symbolically mobilized in the state’s efforts. The army is comprised of 

anthropomorphized chemicals, working against an agent of foreign origin. The particular bodies 

fight together on behalf of a greater cause—the mass body of the nation. Ruth Rogaski’s work 

Hygienic Modernity (2004) argues that this concern for mass bodies empowered the belief in the 

state as the key agent to tame and keep a national body healthy and thus helped foment the 

consciousness of kokutai or national corpus. Of interest in this image is how the ‘enemy’ of 

cholera is distanced and minimized to the top left from the state actors. With the message that 

cholera arrives through international ports, the comic serves to consolidate a degree of nationalist 

sentiment or xenophobia associated with a biological threat and as such functions more as 

caricature than satirical critique. 
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Conclusion: Early-Meiji Comedic Periodicals Readership

Circulation and readership numbers provide empirical evidence for the significance of the 

comedic and specifically of Marumaru company’s role in creating and developing Japan’s first 

magazine, yet it does not answer much as to readership. Although a more detailed history of 

Meiji’s periodical media history appears in the first chapter, some simple context of the 1870s 

will illustrate my point. The first daily newspaper, the Yokohama Mainichi Shinbun, appears in 

1872 and by 1880, the annual circulation of newspapers was at 3.4 million copies for the second-

ranked paper and 6.3 million copies for the top-ranked paper. Since these were more or less daily 

editions, these figures indicate daily circulation of 9,300~16,900 copies. In the same year of 

1880, Marumaru chinbun was three years old and was selling roughly 14,000 copies per edition, 

placing its popularity between the first and second ranked newspapers, albeit, published bi-

weekly.189 Thus, annual circulation figures were much smaller than daily publications. Despite 

the smaller number of overall copies sold, the innovative bound format periodical and visually-

integrated contents of this publication make it worthy of consideration as Japan’s first 

‘magazine,’ and the first publication of its type to reach such widespread popularity. Kimoto 

Itaru’s plain but powerful statement, “(i)t was the Marumaru company that built the first 

magazine kingdom (zasshi ōkoku) in Japan,”190 illustrates my point that these publications first 

constituted the ‘record of miscellany’ in there temporal format of a periodical journal. They gave 

birth not only to an admixture of visual and textual jokes in a new cosmopolitan medium but to 

189 Newspaper figures come from Yamamoto, Kindai nihon no shinbun dokushasō, and Marumaru chinbun figures come from 
Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun.

190 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun,  39.
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the mix of images, commentary, and reportage that came to define the magazine’s position in the 

literary world. This “magazine kingdom” existed in terms of sheer numbers as well since 

circulation per edition vied with the copy circulation of the top daily papers. Readers were there 

to consume, and more significantly, contribute, to this new format. 

Although the term ‘letters to the editor’ is often used to describe reader contributions to the 

newspaper, in the case of comedic magazines reader submissions were not too often commenting 

on the magazine’s approach or content, but were submissions by budding participants in the 

magazine’s discursive trade. Comedic kanshi (literary Chinese), haiku and renga poems, jokes, 

and prose narratives made up a large part of the content of these magazines. Reader submissions 

were not limited to a specific column of back matter, but rather filled at times more than half of 

the magazine’s pages. Submissions were a predictable and open way for the known and unknown 

playful thinkers to contribute to the ideas and discourse of new print media. Although similar to 

the later periodical phenomena of coterie journals or dōjinshi whose contents were sourced from 

a group of like-minded writers, their contributors were more politically focused as a cohesive 

group than the amalgam of reader-writers who populated Marumaru company’s pages. This is 

not to say that reader-writers of Marumaru publications lacked a political stance. Their political 

affiliation can be identified as predominantly democratic and progressive, which was not unusual 

in this period of Freedom and Popular Rights activism. However, many of the submissions 

lacked an overt political message and rather operated more in the mode of gesaku wordplay and 
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social commentary.191 Famous Meiji gesaku writers like Baitei Kinga had their name lined up 

with unknown literati submitting under playful pen names.

In terms of general periodical readership, how can we grasp how people of this time 

negotiated the expanding print marketplace? As noted above, circulation of published 

commentary on contemporaneous events, in other words, ‘news,’ was a new information 

technology and narratological approach. Yoshimi Shunya argues that, “we cannot simply overlap 

(the birth of “news”) with the birth of the modern newspaper, yet, historically, there is a moment 

when these cannot be cleanly severed from one another.”192 This is because in Meiji, “news 

narrative form,” a mode of storytelling that “constantly demands ‘newness’ from the stories,”193 

was first exhibited not in the newspaper but in a seemingly ‘old-fashioned’ interpretation of the 

modern newspaper (shinbun), the Shinbun Nishiki-e (covered in the first chapter) that used a 

combination of gesaku and ukiyo-e styles, and, the machine-printed visual and textual 

composites of the Marumaru company.194  In my opinion, what is key about locating an origin 

point of the modern news information apparatus is pinpointing the practice which we can clearly 

see today, not simply that we are provided with new information, but that narrative and 

representational mode in which that information is provided structurally reproduces the desire for 

191 In his 1991 work, Off Center, Masao Miyoshi provides a useful articulation of the specific nature of gesaku: 

"Gesaku fiction is parodic, episodic, and self-referential. It is torn between the acceptance of formal restrictions and the energy 
for contesting them. There is an attempt to encompass an individual's mind and action with the framework of a biography, while 
the style and tone, ranging freely from the colloquial to the formulaic, from the ironic/parodic to the tragic/sentimental, and from 
the ordinary to the fantastic, prevent the construction of anecdotes and episodes into a narrative whole. The gesaku is engrossed 
in the thick texture of verbal surface, and thus it is inhospitable to characterization and emplotment. It refuses to be introspective 
or egalitarian and does not offer a discrete narrative outline to correspond to the contours of the gradually emerging individual. 
Likewise, it is organized by a chronometric sense of that is aggregative rather than causal." (18-19).
 
192 Yoshimi, Nyusu, 8.

193 Ibid.

194 This is also not to overlook the “news”-like qualities of kawaraban and yomiuri publications of the Tokugawa period, or to say 
that nothing proceeded these Meiji-era publications.
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more news.195 Not only the periodicity of serial publication but through how the events 

represented reconfigure the life of the reader. In other words, more must be known of the events 

because they are ongoing and because as readers are to a degree interpolated into those events. In 

this sense, what the Marumaru company did was to bring a news consciousness to readers who 

may or may not have been concerned with events of a political nature beforehand, but who 

through the suturing of visual and textual representation and the dialectic engagement of 

comedic modes, came to grasp their changing world as interdependent with themselves.

Although the literacy rate in early Meiji was commensurate with developed parts of the 

Euro-American world, the early newspapers were written in a difficult, elite prose and informed 

by a mix between imported political thought and the literary and philosophical cannons of East 

Asia.196 In other words, those periodicals that most closely resemble Euro-American newspapers, 

the Ō-shinbun of the late 1860s and early 1870s, were predominately readable by those with 

formal education—educated males from either the wealthy urban merchant or samurai class 

background. We should therefore be cautious in the degree to which we can say the earliest 

newspapers (approx. 1867-1875) created a reading public without looking toward other tiers of 

readership.

There were newspapers that tried to appeal to less educated readers. They included 

phonetic glossing (‘spelling’ the readings of Chinese characters and compounds) and used prose 

and grammar closer to vernacular fiction but did not address politics or Meiji government issues 

and were more concerned with gossip, local events, and fiction. They were not necessarily daily 

publications be nonetheless took up some part of the periodical market. These ‘Small’ papers 

195 Ibid., 9.

196 Marius B. Jansen, “Tokugawa and Modern Japan,” Japan Quarterly 12, no. 1 (January 1, 1965), 27–38.
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such as Yokohama Mainichi shinbun (1871) and Yomiuri shinbun (1874) appealed to a wider, 

urban readership, but still lacked a much illustrated or visual content, and thus a gap remained 

between small paper’s familiar narrative style and shinbun nishiki-e’s visual richness but 

dependency on stories from textual newspapers as a source for their (at time fictional) news 

stories. 

This leaves us to consider how the visual was reconfigured from the woodblock page 

economy to the machine-printed. The colorful visuality of the woodblock image that 

foregrounded illustration (human figures, interior and exterior settings) to text (which filled in 

the negative or blank space of the page) was prominent in Tokugawa-era publications. Yet, 

increasingly, early-Meiji periodicals were primarily textual, dominating the page with printed 

characters. Technological limitations to reproduce an illustration or photograph at this time 

played a role in the evacuation of images under movable-type printing. Thus, plebeian urban 

readers were at a loss for a new form of media that were intelligible and commensurate with the 

visual economy of prior forms in early periodicals. It remains near impossible to clearly 

understand how readers of this time differentiated between different forms of media but evidence 

indicates that new and old forms of media coexisted without an overdetermined technological 

hierarchy.197 This research argues that it was the artistic choices made by Marumaru illustrators 

to freely draw upon both domestic and international signifiers to satirize and critique Japan’s 

changing social landscape in such a way that allowed commoner readers access to new forms of 

politics and social representation. 

197 For more on the readership of the first decades of Meiji see: Huffman, Creating a Public, Cha 1, Yoshimi, Nyusu, and Kimoto, 
Marumaru chinbun. 
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Chapter 3:

Punishment, the Arts, and the Legality of Humor: The Wittiness Association Magazine, 

Miyatake Gaikotsu, and Lèse Majesté 1890-1900 
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Introduction: Imperial Legitimacy in Late-19th c. Japanese Visual Media

“According	to	Proust,	it	is	a	matter	of	chance	whether	an	individual	forms	an	image	of	himself,	

whether	he	can	take	hold	of	his	experience.	It	is	by	no	means	inevitable	to	be	dependent	on	chance	in	

this	matter.	Man’s	inner	concerns	do	not	have	their	issueless	private	character	by	nature.	They	do	so	

only	when	he	is	increasingly	unable	to	assimilate	the	data	of	the	world	around	him	by	way	of	

experience.	Newspapers	constitute	one	of	the	many	evidences	of	such	an	inability.	If	it	were	the	

intention	of	the	press	to	have	the	reader	assimilate	the	information	it	supplies	as	part	of	his	own	

experience,	it	would	not	achieve	its	purpose.	But	its	intention	is	just	the	opposite,	and	it	is	achieved:	

to	isolate	what	happens	from	the	realm	in	which	it	could	affect	the	experience	of	the	reader.	The	

principles	of	journalistic	information	(freshness	of	the	news,	brevity,	comprehensibility,	and,	above	

all,	lack	of	connection	between	the	individual	news	items)	contribute	as	much	to	this	as	does	the	

make-up	of	the	pages	and	paper’s	style.”	(Walter	Benjamin,	On	Some	Motifs	in	Baudelaire,	158-59)	

This chapter theorizes the function of periodical illustration in late-19th c.-Japan as a media 

space that visually and textually constructed representations of the Japanese sovereign, Emperor 

Meiji, as well as the subjectivity of national citizens sharing common traits across a growing 

Empire. Analysis of the modern technology of periodical illustrations sketches the boundaries of 

state symbolic authority to delineate legitimate and illegitimate representations, producing a 

certain notion of the public sphere.1 My attention centers on the growing urban cities of Japan, 

where production and consumption of periodicals reached a historic peak.2  I pursue one central 

thread: censorship and its negotiation through comedic illustrations and their commentary on the 

emperor. The chapter begins by addressing a vital creator and innovator of comedic wit and print 

media, Miyatake Gaikotsu (宮武外骨 1867-1955), whose encounter with state power negotiating 

the signifier of the emperor is known as the lèse-majesté incident (不敬罪事件) of 1889.3 I 

1 Fujitani’s excellent book is an interrogation of the state’s attempt to legitimate the Emperor, he frames numerous discussions of 
propaganda and pageantry that attempted to situate the Emperor as a holistic, natural, and historically produced Master of an 
organic national community. 

See: Fujitani, Splendid Monarchy, 10; 43.

2 Huffman, Creating a Public, 235-240.

3 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths,  326.
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examine the specific legal definitions governing visual and textual representations censored in 

late-Meiji and probe the meaning and political stakes of these incidents. The key theorization of 

illustration and mass media takes place through analysis of the image of the emperor 

promulgating the constitution by Adachi Ginkō (安達 吟光 1853-1902), with accompanying 

parodical text by Miyatake Gaikotsu, to argue that the divergent definitions of sovereign, citizen, 

and the role of play in Japanese society proposed through comedic periodicals illuminated the 

inner incongruity of state power itself—a volatile representation that the state could not allow. 

The quotation from Benjamin above addresses a certain alienation of the individual 

brought about by the media environment being “unable to assimilate the data of the world around 

him by way of experience.” The rapid growth of Japanese news media in the 1870s and 1880s 

began to produce a new sense of national reality populated by news “events”4—occurrences 

extracted from everyday life that, through publication became experiences binding a 

contemporaneous national social space—an effect James Huffman terms “creating a public.”5 

The public produced via media in the late-1880s and 1890s situated individuals in a society of 

industrialization6 and new communication technologies, producing a positionality in society that, 

Benjamin argues, “isolate(s) what happens from the realm in which it could affect the experience 

of the reader.”7 This buffer or distance between events in the media and the reader’s everyday 

produced through news media occurred simultaneously with the contemporaneous movements in 

In Gluck’s chapter 3 discussion of the symbolic significance of the Emperor to the Constitution lies in the dual meaning of both 
ancient ritual to align Emperor Meiji with the lineage of the gods AND Western standards of civilization and governance. 

4 Yoshimi, Nyusu, 3.

5 Huffman, Creating a Public, 8.

6 Carl Mosk, Japanese Industrial History: Technology, Urbanization and Economic Growth: Technology, Urbanization and 
Economic Growth (Routledge, 2016), 8.

7 Benjamin, Illuminations, 158. 
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literature (言文一致) and art (western painting or yōga/洋画) that moved toward reconfiguring a 

representational hierarchy between text and everyday life. In this sense, periodical illustration 

was a visual technology that subjectified everyday life and society in newly fragmentary, 

distanced, and yet acute ways. 

In the previous chapter, I detailed the first mode of comic illustration in Meiji, ponchi-e 

single-cel comics (一画), and their role in familiarizing abstract new notions of nation-state 

politics. Later, in mid- to late-Meiji, single-cel illustrations diversified, with some retaining 

ponchi-e modes of single-cel political cartoons, while other forms advanced a more linear sense 

of illustration in terms of proportion, scale, and perspective—a more objective Cartesian 

framework akin to yōga methods. Furthermore, the single-cel also began to cede territory to 

sequential-cel comics or manga.8 However, I add commentary to a mostly settled debate on 

comic’s formal and temporal structure to draw attention to how realism internal to illustration 

can be seen as relating the shift from single-cel to sequential-cel as a move toward a temporal 

dislocation and spacial gaps in the experience of labor time aligned with the capitalist mode of 

production. In other words, I want to emphasize the implications of a move toward more 

8 There have been debates surrounding the definition of ‘manga’ in Japanese cultural history—from older notions of manga as a 
transhistorical aesthetic defined by all “Japanese” illustrations of a playful or humorous nature (Shimizu Isao), to a more 
rigorous, historically-specific definition for which manga arises only with sequential-cel comics developed by Kitazawa Rakuten 
at the cusp of the 20th century (Miyamoto Hirohito, Jaqueline Berndt, and Ronald Stewart, among others). This later distinction 
between single- and sequential-cel meshes comics into the particular cultural-historical moment—the cusp of the 19th and 20th-
centuries—and provides an invaluable structural and temporal distinction. To be clear, there were comics with multiple cels prior 
to the 1890s, such as the famous Hokusai manga of the late-Edo period. However, multiple-cels of the Edo period do not function 
as a temporal sequence of time. Rather, these early-19th c. images functioned to catalogue a variety of possible types, and did not 
use ellipsis to sequence an episodic narrative. I view this distinction as one of multiple-cel illustrations in a taxonomic mode 
versus sequential-cel comics/manga performing an episodic function.

For more see the epilogue as well as: 
1.Shimizu Isao 清水 勲, Manga no rekishi 漫画の歴史, Iwanami shinsho. Shin akaban  ; 172 (Tōkyō: Iwanami Shoten, 1991).
2. Miyamoto and Prough, The Formation of an Impure Genre, 39–48.
3. Stewart and Ibaragi Masaharu, Media No Naka No Manga, 173–76.
4. Jaqueline Berndt and Bettina Kümmerling-Meibauer, Manga’s Cultural Crossroads, Routledge Advances in Art and Visual 
Studies  ; 5 (New York ; Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group, 2013).
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Cartesian modes of illustration that is concomitant to the shift from single- to sequential-cel 

comics and questions of historicity addressed in the manga debate.

These representational changes can be understood as a realism9 rising to capture and 

represent modern life by means of changes to literature, painting, and language. Censorship in 

Japanese cultural studies has been dealt with from a number of perspectives; from morality and 

vulgarity in literature,10 obscenity and eroticism in the 1920s,11 the postwar U.S. Occupation,12 

9 By ‘Realism’ I mean the attempt at unify the seeing and the seen in depiction, which becomes a boundary between legitimate 
and illegitimate. In literature, the work of Atsuko Ueda argues that the institutionalization of literature was key to legitimating the 
new national reality. (Ueda, Atsuko. 2007. Concealment of Politics, Politics of Concealment: The Production of “Literature” in 
Meiji Japan. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press.) In painting, the work of yōga artists employed naturalistic perspective 
and coloration to show the new reality of Meiji life. 

In language, genbun itchi language reform was about realistic representation (to have the seen and the seeing become equitably 
realistic)/(saying and something that is being said). Underlying this is the notion that there is no mediation between language and 
writing. It is a complete unity between representing and representation. 

There are two uses of the same concept of realism: 1) is the use by the state to legitimate itself and  2) a very free use. 

With the state’s reality you are supposed to recognize the sequence and the story of the nation. Nationalist time and capitalistic 
time converge in the form of realism. Realism has to dominate the visual landscape because time needs to be experienced as a 
particular sequence. The need to delineate a legitimate and illegitimate experience becomes such a powerful source, the deeper 
penetration of the national story and national time. Newspapers tell the story in a particular way, knowing of the events becomes 
a kind of assumed knowledge.

10 Kōno Kensuke 紅野謙介, Ken’etsu to bungaku: 1920 nendai no kōbō 検閱と文学: 1920年代の攻防 (Tokyo: Kawade Shobo, 
2009).

Tomi Suzuki et al., eds., Censorship, Media, and Literary Culture in Japan: from Edo to Postwar 検閱・メディア·文学 : 江戶
から戦後まで, Shohan. (Tōkyō: Shin’yōsha, 2012).

11 Jonathan E Abel, “Seditious Obscenity/Obscene Seditions: The Radical Eroticism of Umehara Hokumei,” in Negotiating 
Censorship in Modern Japan, ed. Rachael Hutchinson (Routledge, 2013), 35–57.

Miriam Silverberg, Erotic Grotesque Nonsense : The Mass Culture of Japanese Modern Times (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2006).

12 Abel, Redacted, 9. 

Lars-Martin Sorensen, Censorship of Japanese Films During the U.S. Occupation of Japan: The Cases of Yasujiro Ozu and 
Akira Kurosawa (Edwin Mellen Press, 2009).
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cinema13 as modern art,14 contemporary manga,15 and mass media.16 I am concerned with how 

questions of realistic or authentic representation structured the boundary between permissible 

and censorsed images. Comedy provided a means to negotiate censorship, forwarding at times an 

unspeakable truth as a joke, or invoking historical fact, as in ero/guro works of the 1920s that 

were deemed too explicit for general consumption and censored.17 How a representation in the 

social realm achieves a veracity in media is always an ambiguous query. Censorship demarcates 

some boundaries between a legitimate or illegitimate representation but does so in a ‘top-down’ 

way without incorporating how a creator or consumer might understand a representation. As 

such, my concern lies less in the correctness of a representation as social fact and more with its 

significance in the media sphere. In other words, I rely upon a media studies approach to the 

works examined rather than attempting to prove historical right or wrong. Works that circulate in 

smaller circles can contain more explicit content without eliciting rebuke and, conversely, wide 

circulation of works creates more scrutiny of their aesthetic. This media economy could be 

thought of as a relationship between exposure and discourse related to that circulation, as much 

as how truthful or factual a representation might be. 

13 Kirsten Cather, The Art of Censorship in Postwar Japan (University of Hawaiʻi Press, 2012).

David Desser, Eros Plus Massacre: An Introduction to the Japanese New Wave Cinema (Indiana University Press, 1988).

Nagisa Ōshima, Cinema, Censorship, and the State : The Writings of Nagisa Oshima, 1956-1978 (Cambridge  Mass.: MIT Press, 
1991).

14 William Marotti, Money, Trains, and Guillotines: Art and Revolution in 1960s Japan (Duke University Press, 2013).

15 Anne Allison, Permitted and Prohibited Desires: Mothers, Comics, and Censorship In Japan (Taylor & Francis, 1996).

16 Gregory J. Kasza, The State and the Mass Media in Japan, 1918-1945 (University of California Press, 1993).

17 Abel, Redacted, 95.
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One may anticipate the question of realism in periodicals as moot in the face of 

photography’s rise,18 but scholars of periodical photography19 and my research have shown that 

in the 1890s, illustration was still the dominant mode of visual imagery to appear in periodicals. 

Perceived veracity of an illustration therefore remains an axis upon which to hinge questions of 

realism. 

In the 1880s, the commercial standard of creative illustration held Marumaru company-

style ponchi-e (exaggerated, non-realistic comic satire and caricature) as the key developer and 

influencer in comics.20 Looking at developments across the 1890s I see differentiation between 

genres of illustration: A) single-cel caricature with distinct faces and disproportionate bodies, B) 

single-cel realist images akin to postcard art.

One notion of realism in illustration appears in the works of George Bigot, a Frenchman 

who made Japan his home. Differing from the elastic outlines and exaggeration of Kobayashi 

Kiyochika, some of Bigot’s illustrations drew on a reportage mode of illustration from European 

newspapers.21 Bigot’s influential style in his periodical Tobaé operated more akin to Kiyochika’s 

mode of political caricature—exaggerated heads and faces. However, his other portrayals of 

Japanese society were more poetic vignettes, ‘moments’ of cultural life published in his bound 

volumes of text-less illustrations. One examines the life of a Meiji policeman, Life of a 

18 Halftone uses dots of various sizes to produce the illusion of a continuous image and was the earliest commercially viable 
means of regularly reproducing photographs in periodical media beginning around 1890. However, the ability to mass-produce a 
photographic reproduction on a roller press did not come about until 1903. 

For more see: Masujima Tokuo 増島得男, Shimbun shashin no kenkyū 新聞写真の研究, vol. 34, 朝日新聞調������ : 社
內用 (東京: 朝日新聞調査研究室, 1952), 3.

19 Masujima, Shinbun shashin, 3.

20 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 49.

21 Georges Bigot and Christian Polak, Georges Bigot and Japan, 1882-1899 Satirist, Illustrator and Artist Extraordinaire 
(Folkstone, Kent: Renaissance Books, 2018), 36.
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Policeman (「警官のたぼう」1891), and another of the urban milieu along the Tokyo-Kōbe 

railway (「東京・神戸間の鉄道」1900).22   

Figure 17. George Bigot, Life of a Policeman, 1891. Reproduced in Shimizu, 1986, 91.

This example shows movement toward a Cartesian perspective and greater depth to the image. 

This societal snapshot ambiguously foregrounds the new presence of law enforcement as a 

subject in Japanese society. Linear perspective grounds the scale toward a horizon line. This 

image shows a clear vitality to illustration of the 1890s, and gives an example of how periodical 

illustration could move toward realism. Much like in Japanese yōga painting or other two-

dimensional modes of representation, examples of heightened realism coexist with images in an 

impressionist or abstracted mode as well. In Japan of this period, I have not seen paintings in the 

extremely detailed landscapes of the contemporaneous Russian group The Wanderers 

(Peredvizhniki)23 or romantically-idealized yet exacting landscapes of the American Hudson 

22 Ibid., 21.

23 David Jackson, The Wanderers and Critical Realism in Nineteenth-Century Russian Art (Manchester University Press, 2006), 
4–5.

In particular, I am thinking of the work of Ivan Shishkin and Isaak Ilyich Levitan as being particularly exacting examples of 
realist landscape.
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River School.24 In my view, contemporaneous Japanese yōga oil painting by well-known artists 

such as Asai Chū (浅井 忠, 1856–1907), Yamamoto Kanae (山本 鼎, 1882– 1946), or Kuroda 

Seiki (黒田 清輝, 1866-1924), employed an post-expressionist mode, using soft brushwork to 

impart a subjective view of the world based in color and texture rather than minute detail.25 

Comparing periodical illustration to fine-arts painting may be a leap of aesthetic registers. Yet, 

compared to contemporary British and American newspapers, such as the London Illustrated 

News or the New York-based Harper’s Weekly or `Frank Leslie’s Illustrated News, Japanese 

newspapers and magazines rarely used realist illustrations until the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5. 

The modalities of visual representation in Japan engaged different aesthetic registers 

simultaneously and felt wide influence of the import of aesthetic schools through sequential 

Domestic Exposition to Promote Industry (内国勧業博覧会; 1877, 1881, 1890, 1895) and 

cosmopolitan circulation of print materials, not to mention the growth of photography, etching, 

and by 1896, cinema. 

The dominantly parodic and satiric mode of humor of Marumaru company’s works 

fostered a vibrant community of readers who became producers, of whom Kimoto pays special 

notice to Miyatake Gaikotsu.26 A marketplace for sociopolitical comedy bloomed in the last 

decades of the 19th century.27 Publications mimicking the British punch/ponchi idiom sprang up 

24 Barbara Novak, American Painting of the Nineteenth Century: Realism, Idealism, and the American Experience (Oxford 
University Press, 2007), 75.

25 Chiaki Ajioka, Jackie Menzies, and Art Gallery of New South Wales, Modern Boy, Modern Girl: Modernity in Japanese Art 
1910-1935 (Art Gallery of New South Wales, 1998), 159.

26 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 115.

27 Ura’s extensive bibliography of Meiji-era comedic publications notes many publications throughout the 1880s and 1890s. 
Mentioning only the comedic periodicals shows the following in 1890s:

1890: 
—Tonchi musume (「頓智娘」創刊 函館・函館頓智會)
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in the late-1870s (「月とスッポンチ」 ‘Tsuki to supponchi’ 1879-1881; 「目ざまし珍聞」 

‘Mezamashi chinbun’ 1885-1886),28 while a second boom of comedic publications occurs 

post-1900 more closely related to the New York-based Puck (Joseph Keppler, 1987-1918).29 A 

period during the 1880s and the 1890s saw Marumaru chinbun continuing on but only 

Gaikotsu’s Wittiness Association Magazine (1888) and Frenchman George Bigot’s Tobae (1888) 

adding different voice from the Marumaru company’s more British Punch-modeled style during 

the time.30 In my assessment, the early 1890s experienced a decline in comedic political 

—Ukiyo chinbun (「浮世珍聞」創刊 名古屋・三成社)

1891:
—Omoshiroshi (「おもしろ誌」創刊 東京・兄弟舎)
—Kokkei (「滑稽」創刊(一号で終刊) 東京・滑稽協會)
—Shinkokkei (「新滑稽」創刊 東京・新滑稽社)
—Miyomiyo kodomo (「見々少年(ミヨミヨコドモ)」創刊 京都・同志親睦会)

1892:
—Kokkei bungaku (「滑稽文學」創刊 大阪・滑稽文學社)

1895:
—Bungei kurabu (「文芸倶楽部」創刊 東京・博文館)
—Tonchi to kokkei (「頓智と滑稽」創刊 東京・頓智と滑稽發行所)
—Omoshiroi zōshi (「面白草紙」創刊 東京・中川商店雷笑社)

1897:
—Shōnen kurabu (「少年倶楽部」創刊 東京・北隆館)

1898:
—The Rising Generation seinen (「The Rising Generation 青年」創刊 東京・Japan Times社, bilingual comedic magazine)

1889:
—Kokkei sekai (「滑稽世界」創刊 東京・弘文社)

Ura Kazuo 浦 和男, “A Bibliography of Books and Journals Relating to Humor and Laughter in the Meiji Era. 明治期「笑い」
関連文献目録,” Bulletin of The Faculty of Language and Literature, “Bungakubu kiyō” Bunkyō daigaku bungakubu「文学部
紀要」文教大学文学部 23, no. 2 (March 1, 2010).

28 Both held by the Meiji Periodicals Archive, Tokyo. 

29 Richard Samuel West, Satire on Stone: The Political Cartoons of Joseph Keppler (University of Illinois Press, 1988),15.

30 Ura, A Biography, 2.
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criticism. One interpretation of the cause of this decline is a response to the attitude of 

seriousness surrounding censorship of comedic commentary on the promulgation of the Great 

Japanese Imperial Constitution in 1889 and opening of the Diet later next year. It was not just 

comedic voices but liberal newspapermen and politicians such as Minoura Katsundo (箕浦 勝人, 

1854-1929), Ueki Emori (植木枝盛, 1857-1892), and Fukuzawa Yukichi (福澤諭吉, 

1835-1901) who also curtailed their prior calls for universal human rights and freedom of 

speech, instead opting to operate through the state by sponsoring legislative bills, rather than via 

public opinion in mass media. The bills sponsored by former journalists turned politicans simply 

attempted to ease the harshness of punishment rather than overturn definitions of insult to 

authority or other censorship violations.31 In this sense, the Imperial Constitution codified a 

particular vision of Japanese national society in which the field of political negotiation would 

occur primarily in parliamentary politics, while criticism in periodical media was met with clear 

censorship and punishment.32 

This chapter addresses the shift that took place across 1889-1890 to be about a process of 

disseminating constitutional values that shifts the mode of comedic activities to new spaces and 

modes with a decline in critical comedic publishing. Specifically, since 1877 Marumaru chinbun 

had employed a satirical and parodic mode of humor, with enlightenment and pedagogical aims 

that complemented the rigorous political debate of the mid-1870s to 1880s while not reproducing 

31 Richard H. Mitchell, Censorship in Imperial Japan (Princeton University Press, 1983), 111-115.

32 Peter Francis Kornicki, The Book in Japan: A Cultural History from the Beginnings to the Nineteenth Century (University of 
Hawaii Press, 2001).

"It is in effect at this point, in 1875, that censorship became an integral part of the Meiji government's policy of repression. 
Thereafter successive governments maintained an ever tighter control on the press and the publication of books until 1945. 
Further, it is at this point that censorship legislation ceases to be a loose collection of occasional edicts and ordinances and 
becomes a part of a fully articulated code of law with explicit punishments and appropriate means of enforcement."(361).
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top-down state pedagogy. In the late 1880s and 1890s, debate began to quell, and following the 

chill of Constitution-driven censorship, humor and periodical media distanced themselves from 

immediate politics to questions of aesthetics and history in an ironical mode. I will detail this 

shift by showing the strategies comedy employed to criticize the Japan’s government attempts to 

centralize an emperor-centered state ideology as well as to stoke desire for imperialist expansion. 

Centralizing nation-state subjectivity was a task of utmost seriousness, engendering action 

through international war, trade, and industrialization, and demanding the efforts and attention of 

the populous at large, all the while leaving dissent and criticism without much room for comedic 

play or irreverence. The chapter then concludes with a seeming stalemate for comedy’s critical 

potential in the mid- to late-1890s as concepts of “civilization” (bunmei), “the arts” (bijutsu) 

contributed to an ever-expanding narrative of national aesthetic values grounded in Japanese 

exceptionalism. Cultural history was reconfigured to serve new narratives of national life that 

encouraged popular participation in the modern imperial institution while proscribing prior sites 

of cultural play such as criticizing authority through comedy. 

What follows in a brief outline of historical context before delving into the specifics of 

Miyatake Gaikotsu’s comedic origins before moving into examination and interpretation of his 

lèse majesté incident of 1890.

Media Form and Context: Cel Illustration

In the 1880s, although ponchi-e single-cel satire and parody comics existed in the 

publications of the Marumaru company and other imitators such as Garakuta chinpō (『我楽多

珍報』. Kyoto Nichinichi shinbunsha. 1878-1883. 127 editions), my investigation of newspapers 

at the Meiji Periodicals Archive at Tokyo University revealed that illustrations in newspapers of 
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the 1880s accounted for only one or two small images covering 10-25% of page space.33 These 

images often took the form of a small, single-cel, depicting a few human figures in black and 

white, and they were intended as illustrations to accompany a news story or serialized novel. 

Comedic images in the 1880s were limited to dedicated comedic publications, with the first 

incorporation of comics in a newspaper beginning with Jiji shinpō introducing a small comics 

section in 1899, then a dedicated Sunday Jiji manga comics page in 1902, all under the guidance 

of Kitazawa Rakuten (北澤楽天 1876-1955).34 The effectivity of visual culture in print media 

was emphasized by figures such as Fukuzawa Yukichi, who argued for the appeal of printed 

images in multiple pieces of writing from the late 1860s through the 1880s.35 Yet, while images 

were a popular means to depict world events, exemplified by Fūzoku gahō (『風俗画報』

1889-1916), comedic images remained limited to comedic publications. Ibaragi Masaharu 

provides a reason for this lack of comedic images in more diverse publications such as the low-

brow papers, pointing out that “the characteristic of small papers was to feature the events of the 

common citizen’s everyday life. Because of that, it would appear that images would provide an 

easy way to convey political ideas through satire in small papers. But that was not the case.”36  

Ibaragi argues that the government-dictated predisposition of newspapers was to embed in their 

33 This is based on a survey of Yokohama Mainichi Shinbun, Tokyo Asahi Shinbun, and Tokyo Nichinichi Shinbun viewed that the 
Meiji Periodicals Archive at Tokyo University. 

See also: Nagata Takashi 永田高志, “Manga no enkaku-monogatari hyogenho ni shoten wo atatete 漫画の沿革--物語表現法に
焦点を当てて,” Bulletin of the School of Literature, Arts and Cultural Studies, Kinki University v26, no. n1 (2014-9) (2014): 
192–160. Page 175 provides a breakdown for percentages of manga koma in early newspapers.

34 Kitazawa’s stand-alone manga magazine of the same title, Jiji manga, begins in 1921.
 
35 Ibaragi Masaharu, “Hihan-hankotsu-yūmoa: shimbun zasshi de meguru fūshiga no sekai 批判・反骨・ユーモア：新聞・雑
誌でめぐる風刺画の世界 | 企画展示 | 図書館展示 | 広報・展示 | 一橋大学附属図書館,” 2017, 6.

36 Ibid.
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content the notion of “rewarding good and punishing immorality” (勧善懲悪), which meant to 

curb reporting on “theft, murder, extortion,” and by association, the sting of satire was likewise 

to be seen as morally corrupting and thus avoided.37 In fact, the only comedic illustration that 

Ibaragi found were those by Kawanabe Kyōsai that appeared only in one small paper in 

1882-83.38 It was during the decades of the1890s and the 1900s that newspapers grew more than 

fourfold.39  However, it was not until the cusp of the 20th century, 1899-1900, that comics 

became something not exclusive to the comedic magazine.

The late 1880s were more than just a period of political activism and the end of domestic 

civil strife with the conclusion of the Seinan War. Socially, the former urban center of Edo was 

being reborn as the city of Tokyo, with a strong upsurge population led by young individuals 

moving to the city for education and career-building in line with the ethos of risshin shussei, or 

social climbing according to meritocracy. As the end of feudal remnants such as samurai-class 

privileges and entitlements doubly reinforced the new social terrain of Japan, new public and 

private institutions of education became a central hub for the circulation of youth demanding 

new forms of knowledge. As bureaucratic schools (kanritsu no gakkō/官立の大学) struggled to 

keep pace with the education demands of the changing social and economic landscape, privately-

run schools and juku (private tutoring schools) sprung up across Tokyo. According to the Tokyo 

capital government survey in 1887 (Meiji 10), there were 530 schools, 1104 instructors, and 

13,215 students in the capital.40 In this sense, the groundswell of young people seeking education 

37 Ibid.

38 Ibid.

39 Haruhara, Shinbun manga no me, 16.

40 Fukui Junko, “Seinen to Gaikotsu 青年と外骨,” in Miyatake Gaikotsu kono naka ni ari: zasshi shūsei 宮武外骨此中にあり: 
雑誌集成., ed. Yoshino Takao 吉野 孝雄, vol. 22, 22 vols. (Tokyo: Yumani shobo, 1995), 446.
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and employment in urban centers no doubt helped facilitate the birth of a new community of 

periodical readers. As readership increased, so did the need to better understand and control the 

power of newspapers, magazines, and other such easily-circulated media, even to the point of 

policing hearsay as a threat. 

The Great Japan Imperial Constitution provided a new legal apparatus to the Meiji State to 

enshrine the emperor as a living god, state sovereign, and inviolable leader. The invocation of 

mythical symbols from the most ancient books in Japan, the Nihon Shoki and Kojiki, in the 

accompanying “Commentaries on the Constitution” book (『憲法義解』1889. Itō Hirobumi) 

conflated inherited historical values and the symbolics of origin myths into the new legal 

apparatus of the Japanese nation state.41 The textual and symbolic linkages between mythological 

origins and the actual text of the constitution produced by this interpretive text served to 

obfuscate rather than foreground a developing schism in a narrative of modernization based on 

historical difference. This is to say, modernization was both based on a notion of absolute 

severance from historical time and a reliance on the depth of meaning affirmed by notions of 

“Imperial Ancestors” incongruously guiding that development.42 Avoiding heterodox 

interpretations of the constitution were one implicit objective of Itō’s companion text. Providing 

a sanctioned commentary prefigured this.  Operating through the complex and perhaps confusing 

amalgamation of myth and modernity, new values placed on national unification in the post-1889 

era supported increasingly univocal notions of the sovereign and subject that rendered the media 

landscape inhospitable for satire while seeding the ground for irony. 

41 Shinada Yoshikazu, “Planning for Nationalistic Human Resources Engenderment on the Eve of the Imperial Constitution: 国
体を闡明する人々    ――帝国憲法体制前夜における国家的人材養成計画 The Clarifiers of National Polity,” trans. 
Kenneth Masaki Shima (Unpublished conference paper for Rethinking The Space And Place Of Japan: Literature, Art And 
Thought UCLA 2012).

42 Hirobumi Ito, Commentaries on the Constitution of the Empire of Japan, trans. Miyoji Itō (Igirisu-Hōritsu Gakko, 1889).
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The Comedic of 1890 Japan: Humor or Fine Art

Other than comedic periodicals like Marumaru chinbun and Tonchi kyōkai zasshi, which is the 

focus of this chapter, there were a large number of books of comedic prose and poetry (滑稽・

戯作・狂言)43 continuing the tradition of Edo-period comedic literature, as well as comedic 

theater, rakugo and kyogen practices.44 With circulation per issue of more than 10,000 for the 

most popular Marumaru chinbun, its affordable price of six sen45 coupled with the postal 

delivery service, meant that comedic publications and periodicals were likely the most accessible 

comedic media. Yet, thinking about the historical presence of humor only in quantitative terms 

may limit our research, since we must consider humor and its manifestation, laughter, as 

ephemeral occurrences bound to their moment of time. For example, the evenings of wit, 

performance, and laughter that filled boarding houses, theaters and stages, described by Maeda 

Ai in Rise of the Modern Reader,46 cannot be quantified and are better left as a feature of 

historical memory in their oral, audible, and community aspects. 

Maeda argues that new fiction of the 1890s oriented its narrative voice toward an 

internalized reader silently reading to oneself, effecting the decline of oratory and recitation 

practices associated with early-modern Edo literature and book culture. Perhaps the 

43 Ura-Miyasako’s bibliography of comedic works in the Meiji period mentions far more books published in the 1888-1891 
period than new periodicals started: works by Meiji writers such as Baitei Kinga, as well as new compilations of Edo-period 
writers like Jippensha Ikku and Shikitei Sanba. 

44 For more see Marguerite Wells, Japanese Humour, St. Antony’s Series (New York : Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: St. 
Martins Press  ; Macmillan Press, 1997).

45 In context, in 1890 a day laborer made 28-sen per day (168-sen a week), while a police officer’s starting salary was 6-yen (600-
sen) a week, a college graduate’s was 18-yen (1800) a week, and a national civil servant was 50-yen (5000-sen) a week. This 
meant that the 6-sen price of Marumaru chinbun was likely affordable to all.  
“明治～平成　値段史.” Accessed February 16, 2020. http://sirakawa.b.la9.jp/Coin/J077.htm#E02.

46 Maeda Ai 前田 愛, Kindai dokusha no seiritsu近代読者の成立 (Tokyo: Chikuma Shōbō 筑摩書房, 1989).

http://sirakawa.b.la9.jp/Coin/J077.htm%23E02
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internalization of the reading voice could in some way explain the sentiment expressed by 

Yanagita Kunio,47 that while Japanese people laugh a lot, their literature is devoid of humor, or 

that of Nakamura Mitsuo,48 who argued that modern literature, under the influence of Western 

enlightenment, expunged comedy and humor from the literary arts. Their assertion is correct: to 

scour the literary arts for a wellspring of humor is a futile endeavor. Not only does it risk 

replicating a certain historical perspective ‘taken from above,’ it misrecognizes the cultural 

spaces of comedic practice. In other words, both Yanagita and Nakamura’s interpretations 

regarding a decline in humor in modern Japan could also be understood as hinging upon the 

category of modern literature itself becoming meaningful for the international conceptualization 

of Japanese national culture in ways that that the Tokugawa state never valorized. Maeda’s 

recognition of the loss of reading aloud and communal participation in literary texts indicates not 

just the change in the narrative voice produced by modern authors toward an internalized reader, 

but can be attributed to modern literature’s self-referential seriousness as a form of art, 

expunging play and humor in favor of internationally recognizable artistic gestures that could 

make Japanese Literature commensurate with European Naturalism and realism. It was not an 

absence of comedic creativity on the islands of Japan, as any glimpse at periodicals, theater, or 

rakugo rooms of the time would have revealed, but rather the mistaken assumption that the 

literary and fine arts were where critical comedic practice should continue to take place. It was a 

misrecognition that Edo-period literary-humor practices were categorically the forebearers to 

modern literature. As an object of inquiry, it is periodical media that offers a more vibrant notion 

47 Yanagita Kunio 柳田 国男, “Warai no bungaku no kigen 笑いの文学の起源,” in Yanagita Kunio zenshū 柳田国男全集, vol. 
9 (Chikuma Shobō, 1997), 208.

48 Nakamura, Nihon no kindai shosetsu, 19.
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of what people found humorous and how it circulated. By examining cultural consumption of the 

comedic and other magazine contents, a ‘history from below’ provides a narrative of how 

popular humor shifted over time and gives us perhaps the best aesthetic understanding of 

historical changes to humor available to a contemporary perspective. 

The theories of laughter written during the Meiji period that were detailed in the 

introduction of this dissertation give insight into how humor was viewed as everything from a 

biological release to a philosophical structuring of incongruity. Edo literary practices continued 

to be consumed and revitalized throughout the Meiji period.49 By not assuming sequential 

causality in interpreting history, this research does not understand Meiji cultural production to 

have expunged a consciousness of Edo’s humor practices, but rather takes the continuities and 

complexities involved in comedy’s re-invocation or redefinition as fundamental. For example, 

what I call the ‘first wave’ of comedic publications such as Marumaru chinbun emphasized 

European, punch-picture visual style (ponchi-e) in aesthetic opposition to the ukiyo-e humor of 

Kawanabe Kyosai (1831-1889) who built off the work of late-Edo artists like Utagawa 

Kuniyoshi (1798-1861) and others, but it did not extinguish that lineage entirely. The dominance 

of the ponchi-e’s Eurocentric aesthetics did not signal the absolute decline of inherited forms. To 

the contrary, although the first decade of Meiji was marked by overlapping cultural flows of 

inherited and imported aesthetic agendas coexisting, albeit with a distinct geopolitical incline 

from Japan toward Euro-America, it would be a mistake to overlook the reality that formal 

49 Jonathan E Zwicker, Practices of the Sentimental Imagination: Melodrama, the Novel, and the Social Imaginary in Nineteenth-
Century Japan (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center  : Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2006), 145-175.

Peter Francis Kornicki, “The Survival of Tokugawa Fiction in The Meiji Period,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 41, no. 2 
(December 1, 1981): 461–82.

Peter Francis Kornicki, The Reform of Fiction in Meiji Japan (Published by Ithaca Press London for the Board of the Faculty of 
Oriental Studies, Oxford University, 1982), 34-35.
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idioms of comedic representation such as woodblock images, poems, and wordplay, developed 

and re-embedded some of their aesthetics into new modes of commentary and critique in stride 

with newspaper and other new machine-printed medias.

The modes of caricature, satire, and parody that were developed from the 1880s 

addressed the changing social milieu of mid-Meiji and helped produce new political 

subjectivities only possible through humor and visuality. While the efforts of Marumaru chinbun 

covered in the previous chapter may be characterized as exploring new formal modes of 

representation drawn from foreign sources, it also provided the visual space in which new 

abstract notions of politics could be represented with a degree of familiarity through visual 

comedy to new mass readers. In this sense, Marumaru chinbun asked its readers, “Can you 

understand the new politics and humor?” while the next generation of comedic periodical shifted 

and developed a new role for humor as a mode of intelligence itself, in effect, posing the 

question, “How does our new intelligence (Enlightenment) change our ability to understand 

humor?” Specifically, in the late-1880s this is developed through the concept of tonchi (頓知), or 

wit, a notion that became a critical framework expanding upon existing comedic discourses by a 

young journalist, publisher, humorist, and critic, Miyatake Gaikotsu, in his publication Tonchi 

Kyōkai Zasshi (頓知協会雑誌).

Miyatake Gaikotsu’s Comedic Origins

As a teenager growing up reading the Marumaru company’s publications and steeped in both 

enlightenment thought and a traditional Sinitic education, Gaikotsu was in a way a typical 
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privileged Meiji youth.50 At the age of twelve, in 1879, Gaikotsu was already an avid reader of 

Marumaru chinbun and its sister publication Kibi dango as he studied the Chinese classics in a 

private school in Takamatsu, the ‘big city’ on his native island of Shikoku.51 In his 

autobiography, I Am a Dangerous Person (『余は危険人物なり』1985), he wrote that the 

images and wordplay of Marumaru’s publications struck him with a “biting sense of satire,” that 

he deemed was the origin of his desire to publish a comedic magazine.52 

In the spring of 1885, Miyatake Gaikotsu went to Tokyo to ostensibly assist his older 

brother Miyatake Kaheiji (宮武嘉平治, alias Nakai 南海) administer a school called Tōkyō 

gakkan (東京学館).53 However, Gaikotsu was eager to begin his career as a journalist. 

Biographical details of these late-teenage years have been compiled by researcher Okadome 

Yasunori, who notes that, “Gaikotsu enjoyed the ‘high-collar’ fashion adopted by young men 

aspiring to state and business success through Western dress, and he advocated for equality 

among the four classes, often setting his home environment ablaze with spontaneous new causes 

and debates.”54 Kimoto Itaru reasons that beliefs in egalitarianism had been planted by his 

father’s encouragement of self-education and enlightenment ideals back in Shikoku, but became 

a source of conflict when his first love was a ‘new-commoner’ (someone who would now be 

called a burakumin resident or ‘outcaste’), since his relatively well-to-do family exposed their 

50 Kimoto, Marumaru chinbun, 114-120.

51 Miyatake and Yoshino, Yo wa kiken jinbutsu nari, 26.

52 Ibid., 51.

53 Yoshino, Miyatake Gaikotsu, 85.

54 Okadome Yasunori 岡留 安則, “Miyatake Gaikotsu to ‘uso no shinsō’ 宮武外骨と「噂の真相」,” Yurīka ユリイカ 25, no. 
9 (September 1993).
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implicit class bias when they prevented the relationship.55 From a young age he hated 

discrimination and burned with a strong sense of justice.56 Arriving in Tokyo, Gaikotsu 

immediately set to publish the sextagonally-shaped publication, ‘Which Are You, Older Sister or 

Younger Sister?’ (Izurega Ane ka Imōto ka「孰姉乎妹」1885),57 an imaginative book of haiku 

and other wordplay. That his first book was not square but six-sided shows an interest in using 

form as well as content. Following up with the publication of  ‘Glossary: English-Japanese, It 

Doesn’t Matter’ (『ドーデモ英和字彙』1885), his initial attempts in publishing these eye-

catching works met with reasonable success, motivating the founding of a monthly periodical. 

Gaikotsu writes about his first attempt to publish such a magazine by piggybacking on the 

popular newspaper Jiji shinpō (「時事新報」1882-1936) with an illustrated version entitled 

Illustrated jiji shinpō ( 「絵入時事新報」1886), whose, “articles were mostly reworked 

extracts from Marumaru chinbun and Kibi dango with the addition of around seven illustrations, 

one of which was extremely indecent.”58 The publication was censored for ‘corrupting public 

morals’ (風俗壊乱), and despite changing the title to ‘Fart Tea No Pain Newspaper’ (「屁茶無

苦新聞」1886) and expunging the perceived inflammatory materials, perhaps unsurprisingly, it 

55 Kimoto Itaru 木本 至, Hyōden Miyatake Gaikotsu 評伝宮武外骨 (Tokyo: Shakai shisōsha, 1984), 49: “Although Gaikotsu’s 
father was someone who disliked discrimination and led his village in a civilized way, he was not able to completely dispose of 
his old fashioned views with regard to the area in his immediate vicinity, particularly regarding burakumin. His parents prevented 
him from fishing and drinking with other local youths who were from the buraku villages in their area. Yet, he fell in love with a 
local beauty known as Otsuru who although acknowledged as the most beautiful girl in the area, was from an educated 
burakumin family. They were discriminated in the form of having to use different containers to fill their saké and other goods so 
as not to ‘contaminate’ things.” 

56 Yoshino Takao 吉野孝雄 and Asaoka Kunio 浅岡邦雄, Miyatake Gaikotsu Kenkyū 宮武外骨研究 (Yumani shobō, 1995), 
398-401.

57 An advertisement for this book first appeared in April 14 1885 edition of Tokyo Nichinichi shinbun, with the headline reading, 
‘Mount a white horse and turn to look at its rear.’ (白馬ニ跨リテ背後ヲ顧), bringing together the valiant figure of the white 
horse of Chinese classics and subverting the heroism of riding such a creature by turning not ahead to grandeur but to its ass, 
expressing the tastes of a fool. For more see Kimoto, Hyōden, 62.

58 Ibid., 73.
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was banned again. Twenty-year old Gaikotsu had accepted more than 1000 prepaid subscriptions 

for this project with the idea of simply adding images and lifted humor to make an “Illustrated” 

version of an existing popular title, but the endeavor ended in censorship and debt. With 

Gaikotsu’s acknowledgment of excerpting articles, it seems fair to say that the Marumaru 

company’s publications provided a model not just in terms of humor, image, and text, but for 

commercial success. 

In a broader media context, from early-Meiji until the late-1880s periodicals were 

supported by close-knit groups of like-minded backers who sustained the publication’s financial 

well-being.59 As a recession tightened in the late-1880s, this patron method of financing became 

unsustainable and the need to sell copies led to editors speak to broader cultural agendas. These 

new publications with broader appeal were directed by rising individual voices such as 

Fukuzawa Yūkichi, Tokutomi Sohō (徳富蘇峰, 1863-1957), and Nakae Chomin (中江兆民, 

1857-1901), all of whom had a successful periodical that as a mouthpiece to express their unique 

opinions broadly on all aspects of society. They all advocated Enlightenment values such as 

freedom of speech and human rights.60 Yet, the doctrine of free speech advocated by all of them 

was never fully enacted by the Meiji state although it had been a central rallying cry of the 1870s 

and 1880s Freedom and Popular Rights movement. For the young Miyatake Gaikotsu, the 

notions of freedom and free press can be traced back to the same period of his youth in the early 

1880s and his encounters with Maruchin and Tōyō Jiyū shinbun (「東洋自由新聞」Saionji 

Kinmochi).61 

59 Pierson,Tokutomi Soho, 167.

60 Ibid., 167.

61 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武 外骨. 1931. Tōyō jiyū shinbun 東洋自由新聞. Tokyo. 1-3.
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When preparing to start his first monthly in 1886, Gaikotsu was working as an editor for 

the Yūbunsha (友文舎) company in the Mita area of Tokyo.62 There, he decided on the title for a 

publication for the already-existing ‘Wittiness Association’ (頓知協会). In line with other 

magazines of the time, such as the Doitsugaku Kyōkai Zasshi (『獨逸學協會雑誌』German 

Studies Association Magazine, founded 1883) or the Hōgaku Kyōkai Zasshi (『法學協會雑誌』

Law Studies Association Magazine, founded 1884), his ‘Wittiness Association Magazine’ bore 

the, “Association magazine,” suffix. Foreshadowing the launch, a one-off edition of ‘Wittiness 

Newspaper’ (『頓知新聞』) was published as a kind of advertisement in October 1886. 

Carrying a date of “Published Meiji, this year, this month, this day,”63 absurdly emphasizing 

immediacy and contemporaneousness of its contents, the advertisement mimicked a newspaper 

with sections of ‘editorial’ (社説), ‘news’ (雑報), ‘old matters’ (温故), ‘questions and 

answers’ (問答), ‘translations’ (対訳), and ‘letters to the editor’ (奇書). From the first read 

edition of the Tonchi Kyokai Zasshi (頓知協会雑誌 Wittiness Association Magazine), the 

publication plays upon the affairs of the day, such as the “near or distant formation of the Diet?” 

and uses puns for titles and figures involved in publishing the magazine. For example, it listed 

the “Owner: Making a Ton of Money” (持主: 岡鹿郎 oka kasegiro=多く稼ぎろう ōku 

kasegirō). As another means to testing the waters, Gaikotsu also published a parody newspaper 

called the ‘Illustrated Advertisement Newspaper” (『絵入報告新聞』) on a festival day in 

November 1886. The title itself promoted its uselessness as a newspaper filled not with news but 

with ads, further pushed the idea of print culture as a commodity, stating, “For reprinting 

62 Kimoto, Hyōden, 81.

63 Kimoto. Hyōden, 82.
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advertising for all newspapers in Tokyo.”64 The edition showed a firm notion of play and 

subversion even prior to the start of the main magazine and linked two generations of comedic 

illustrators by including images by both Kawanabe Kyosai (known for his work in Maruchin) 

and Adachi Ginkō (who is illustrates the image later censored for lèse majesté in Tonchi kyōkai 

zasshi). The following year, Tonchi’s unique emphasis is not just on intelligence but its quality, 

through the notion of ‘wit’ and a keen sense of satire leading to solid popularity, fines and 

censorship, and sales.

Gaikotsu’s life-long interaction with state power as a periodical publisher/journalist/

columnist/activist/graphic designer/print technician exhibit an approach to art, humor, and 

critique that I call a meta-media perspective. This is to say, the content he produced shows his 

awareness of the role media, as a communication technology, plays in the reproduction of the 

social order. Using the multi-vocal tool of comedy, this awareness translated into works that 

placed the reader in a position to choose between divergent possible understandings. The first 

key example is the censored text and image from the Meiji Constitution’s promulgation 

ceremony that is covered in detail here.

II. Tonchi kyōkai zasshi: Gaikotsu’s First Periodical

The first edition of Tonchi kyokai zasshi (「頓智協會雑誌」) was published on April 1 1877, 

and continued for twenty-eight editions until February 28 1899. Cover illustrations were always 

in color and used state-of-the-art print technology.65 Miyatake Gaikotsu had a total of 4000 

copies of Tonchi’s first edition printed, first imagining that selling just 1000 copies could be 

64 Kimoto, Hyōden, 81.

65 The magazine explored the use of very fine-pointed etching prints, lithography, and typeface.
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considered a success, but the first run sold out and required reprinting. For context, roughly two 

months prior to Tonchi’s first edition, Tokutomi Sōhō’s The People’s Friend (「国民之友」), the 

first general interest magazine (sōgō zasshi, arguably, the first true ‘magazine’ in Japan) broke 

records selling 7500 copies with its first edition on February 15 1877.66 That instantaneous 

popularity experienced by both periodicals reflects the growing consumption and readership of 

periodical media in general and, in the case of Tonchi, the continued appeal of innovative 

comedic contents. Specifically, although long-running comedy magazine Marumaru chinbun 

continued steady sales at this time, Tonchi can be seen emphasizing not just satire and play, but 

also foregrounding the need to cultivate a certain comedic intelligence, learning, and perceiving, 

commenting and critiquing current affairs.

The period of the late-1880s was also a decade of great industrialization for print media, 

when a single individual could create a publication and gain great wealth.67 The most prominent 

examples of this would be Tokutomi Soho’s The People's Friend, mentioned above, the first 

broadly-targeted public interest magazine, or Fukuzawa Yukichi’s Jiji shimpō (時事新報), a 

newspaper that held significant influence on politics and theories of modernization. Success in 

publishing could be sudden, and the appeal of financial gain was clear. In Gaikotsu’s case, it was 

publishing a successful magazine that brought significant wealth at the young age of 21.68 At a 

time when a monthly salary of twenty yen afforded a fairly luxurious lifestyle, a home and the 

ability to retain two or three servants, Gaikotsu’s success with Tonchi kyōkai zasshi brought this 

man of barely twenty, two or three hundred yen a month. This marks the entry of Gaikotsu into a 

66 Pierson, Tokutomi Soho, 152.

67 Huffman, Creating a Public,  268.

68 Kimoto, Hyōden, 85.
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world of elevated tastes and the realm of Meiji elite society as he both retained a mistress and 

was known to visit the licensed quarter of Yoshiwara over twenty times a month.69 In my 

assessment, the profitability of publications that could be reproduced in mass quantities was also 

a motivator along with the drive to have one’s voice heard.

The concept of tonchi is defined in the opening edition of the magazine as 「機に応じて

働く知恵、すなわち頓智である」.70  To translate, it begins, ki ni ōjite, meaning, ‘Responding 

to this present moment.’ Then continues, hataraku chie, ‘an intelligence at work,’ and ends, 

sunawachi tonchi de aru, ‘which is say, tonchi.’ To phrase it another way, ‘the form of 

intelligence best suited to respond to the conditions of the present is Wit.’ As Henri Bergson 

emphasized in his 1911 Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comedic,71 humor is always 

about a connection between intellects, and Gaikotsu’s magazine cultivated a community of 

thinkers, like-mindedness, and expanding perception in the spirit of civilization and 

enlightenment. 

Regarding the meaning of tonchi, the Japanese National broadcaster NHK ran a television 

show for years called Tonchi kyōshitsu, or ‘Wittiness Classroom’ (『とんち教室』NHK 

1949-1968), a gameshow where participants are given a fragment of an idea from which the rest 

of the meaning must be guessed. In this sense, Tonchi is a form of humor that requires intuiting 

the missing elements, making linkages by anticipating the intelligence of the creator. Conversely, 

69 Ibid., 98.

70 From the reprint in Miyatake and Yoshino, Miyatake Gaikotsu kono naka ni ari, Vol. 4.

71 “For the comic spirit has a logic of its own, even in its wildest eccentricities. It has a method in its madness. It dreams, I admit, 
but it conjures up, in its dreams, visions that are at once accepted and understood by the whole of a social group. Can it then fail 
to throw light for us on the way that human imagination works, and more particularly social, collective, and popular 
imagination?” 
Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic. (Macmillan).
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if the person hearing or receiving the joke does not have a certain prerequisite of knowledge they 

cannot get the joke. 

As a dialogical educational space, the content of Tonchi kyōkai zasshi was a curated 

collection of knowledge to help people make good judgements about things in daily life by 

applying comedic inversion as a tactic of critical thinking. Gaikotsu ‘taught’ wit by combining 

classical literary wordplay with modern contexts as a method for thinking in nonlinear ways. By 

nonlinear, I mean the problem solving aspect of wit—a kind of humor that provides hints that 

must be assembled by the reader—requires some kind of reordering. Some people can figure it 

out right away based on experience or specialty, and some people cannot figure it out until they 

hear the answer. To give a contemporary example, Tonchi is not about facts like trivia, where the 

answer is a concrete fact, but rather, it is like completing a sketch from only small given 

elements, where the theme is given but it does not point to only one possible answer, and hints 

are given little by little. Some people get it from one letter (someone strong in tonchi) and some 

do not get it until the last letter (someone weak in tonchi). In the case of Tonchi kyōkai zasshi, 

wit was a form of play driven by the accumulation and critical rearrangement of facts in a new 

and changing context. 

Theory of ‘Wit’ (頓智) and Enlightenment Thought

Gaikotsu founded Tonchi kyōkai zasshi with an editorial vision, “to develop and foster the wit 

(頓智) that should be used in response to the challenges of the times facing us.”72 The inaugural 

statement forwards the notion not just of comedy but of an intellectual community that meets 

72 Quoted in Yoshino, Miyatake Gaikotsu, 28.
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regularly and debates issues.73 In the declaration published in August 8 1886 in the Tokyō 

nichinichi shinbun afternoon edition, Gaikotsu articulated the objective of his group and 

magazine: “In a word, this association is deemed a School of Vital Diversions (活機転用学校),  

whose founding ideology is the growth and training of an intelligence that attends and responds 

entirely to the changes of our age.”74 The magazine welcomed membership nationwide, showing 

an awareness of the tide of ‘civilization and enlightenment’ and the need to reflect on those 

ideals. Kimoto Itaru summarizes the beliefs of the magazine as, “practical learning helpful to 

one’s life,” and notes that membership included many influential reporters, comedic authors, 

authors of ‘political novels,’ activists, thinkers, and members of the oligarchy.75 

The inaugural issue exceeded expectations by going into two reprintings, selling over 

four thousand copies in total, while receiving praise from newspapers nationwide for the quality 

of printing and colorful images.76 The combination of active membership, stimulating and 

sophisticated printing methods, and critical insight of the magazine helped grow readership 

during the roughly two and a half years and 28 editions of the magazine. In 1888 for example, 

Kimoto Itaru calculates that on average Tonchi kyōkai zasshi sold 2,627 copies, while the other 

popular magazines such Marumaru chinbun averaged 3,300 and Kokumin no tomo averaged 

13,000 copies per edition respectively.77 Data Kimoto gathered from annual police records of 

publishing show that in 1888, of the total number of copies sold, Tonchi kyōkai zasshi sold 40, 

73 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨 and Yoshino Takao 吉野孝雄, Miyatake Gaikotsu kono naka ni ari: Tonchi kyōkai zasshi 宮武
外骨此中にあり : 頓智協会雑誌(下), [Fukkoku]., vol. 5, 28 vols. (Tōkyō: Yumani Shobō, 1993).

74 Kimoto, Hyōden, 76.

75 Ibid., 80.

76 Ibid., 84-85.

77 Ibid., 85.
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573 copies to areas outside of Tokyo, 14,426 within the capital, 87 to Japanese living abroad, and 

12 to foreigners.78 It is clear that the magazine had earned significant success from a national 

audience, with a majority of copies being distributed to the prefectures. Differentiating itself 

from the mode of humor of Marumaru chinbun and proving itself a commercial success, Tonchi 

kyōkai zasshi made Gaikotsu a small fortune. 

What differed from previous comedic periodicals was the development of the concept of 

wit/tonchi into a form of self-reflexive readerly discernment driven by enlightenment notions of 

self-edification but tempered with emphasis on the importance of seeing ulterior, alternate, and 

variable meanings in that knowledge. The idea of a “School of Vital Diversions” could be 

understood to be ‘education that vividly changes its direction as needed.’ Perhaps its most 

important characteristic was that the magazine provided more of an interpretive discussion of 

events, some political, other quotidian, that suggested multiple interpretations rather than straight 

satirization of an event. In a series of articles titled “Theory of comedy,”79 things that are 

“incommensurate” (不釣合) are detailed as the key site of the comedic. Wit is this reading for 

the incommensurate because “Feelings of incommensurability are clearly the root of 

laughter...and laughter weakens or strengthens in accordance with the degree of 

incommensurability.”80 Seeking out points of non-alignment or incongruity in the national 

education system, military service, as well as the constitution’s promotion of concern for the 

emperor-as-living god, this ethos challenged the state’s dominant voice which claimed 

univocality. In the Bakhtinian sense, Tonchi’s combination of sophisticated wit and suggestive 

78 Ibid.

79 17th and 18th editions from August 15 and 25 1888. Reprinted in Miyatake and Yoshino, Miyatake Gaikotsu kono naka ni ari, 
Vol. 5, 106.

80 Ibid.
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undertones was dialogic and generated new meanings in contrast to the monological language of 

the state, which was primarily concerned with indoctrination over dialogue. The new discourses 

regarding the emperor that arose with the constitution’s promulgation, and specifically how 

censorship surrounding his image and meaning can be understood in Bakhtin’s notion of the 

monological as equivalent with what he called an “authoritative” voice, that existed in contrast to 

the ‘internally persuasive’ discourse of the dialogic. Bakhtin writes: “The authoritative word 

demands that we acknowledge it, that we make it our own; it binds us, quite independent of any 

power it might have to persuade us internally; we encounter it with its authority fused into it.”81 

It was precisely the assumption of togetherness—of all citizens forming a cohesive group 

occupying a position under the emperor—which was at risk or under negotiation by the Popular 

Rights movement in the late 1880s that intersects with the discourse of Tonchi kyōkai zasshi. It 

would be helpful to examine why the notion of a kyōkai—an association or society—was part of 

the title of the publication.

In an advertisement published in the August 14 1887 edition of Tokyo nichinichi shinbun 

prior to the release of the first issue, Gaikotsu urges readers to “join the association of like-

minded individuals from across the nation,”82 utilizing the postal system to form new alliances. 

Visual Characteristics

Although it might appear on first glance that Tonchi kyōkai zasshi embraced more Edo-like 

visual subjects, depicting figures in kimono and sitting in tatami rooms, comparing Tochi’s 

images to other publications at the time reveals that these images reflect the complicated mixture 

81 Mikhail Mikhaĭlovich Bakhtin, The dialogic imagination: four essays, trans. Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1981), 342-343.

82 「頓知ヲ発育養成スルヲ主義トシ広ク会員ヲ全国ニ募集ス」
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of old and new that defines mid-Meiji visual culture. Period narratives did occasion period 

illustrations but the exaggeration or caricature-like images from the popular Marumaru chinbun 

can be seen in less than five images among hundreds. Tonchi’s images functioned perhaps closer 

to serialized newspaper images—setting the scene with visual information—despite employing 

thin-lined engravings rather than woodblock’s bold stylization and texture. 

Figure 18. Illustration of a photographed woman Tonchi kyōkai zasshi #17 August 15 1888

The image above accompanied a serialized story playing upon the appeal of photographic 

portraiture with a young woman at first asking for a photo to be taken to give to her husband, but 

then asks for a closer shot of her upper body. The photographer responds asking if this shot is to 

be sent to “Mr. Gaikotsu.” While the etching is technically simple, likely efficient in its single-

line weight and lack of graded shading, the composition effectively silhouettes the young woman 

aligning her gaze downward toward the concealed black bulk of the photographer implying 
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multiple spectators. Tonchi’s images often emphasize the confluence of new technologies with 

inherited aesthetics.

Figure 19. Illustration of a young woman superimposed on halftone outlined “think” character. 
Tonchi kyōkai zasshi #15 July 7 188883

This image of a woman nestled within the halftone-outlined character for thinking or 

contemplation (思) has accompanying text that reads, “If I think (思フ), I mix up my thoughts 

(思ヘバ). It will still increase those thoughts (思ヒ)  rather than stopping them, and if I try to 

break apart my thoughts (思ヒ)  with vigor (イト〴思)  they will only pile up into an undivided 

mess of romantic feelings.” The text is a play upon confusion between thought and desires the 

83 Tonchi kyōkai zasshi #15 July 7 1888 reprinted in Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨 and Yoshino Takao 吉野孝雄, Miyatake 
Gaikotsu kono naka ni ari: Tonchi kyōkai zasshi 宮武外骨此中にあり  : 頓智協会雑誌(下), [Fukkoku]., vol. 5, 28 vols. (Tōkyō: 
Yumani Shobō, 1993).
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narrator “I” (余輩) feels toward a young geisha who has yet to debut. Confessions of emotional 

confusion through aestheticized lust were common in traditional literature. What strikes me is the 

innovative embedding of the woman within the Chinese character ‘to think’ (思), that to 

collapses the visual and the textual signifiers. In this image published in two editions before the 

fatal substitution of a skeleton for the emperor, a skeleton stands in the background gazing 

awkwardly at a bowing woman: 

Figure 20. 
Illustration of a skeleton gazing at a bowing woman. 

Tonchi kyōkai zasshi #26 January 1 1889

The accompanying text entitled, “Difficulties With Using Wit,” recounts the practice of a famous 

Italian actor ‘Salvini’ (likely Tommaso Salvini, 1829-1915), who would develop new routines 

while secluded in a countryside guesthouse, where he was mistaken for a man contemplating 

suicide and had the police called on him.84 While it is unclear how specifically Gaikotsu had the 

illustration of the emperor skeleton in mind prior to its February 1889 publishing, this image of a 

skeleton standing lonely in the background gazing at a finely dressed woman accompanied by 

84 Tonchi kyōkai zasshi #26 January 1 1889, reprinted in Miyatake and Yoshino, Miyatake Gaikotsu, 1993. 
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the text of the comedic actor who was misunderstood may have indicated Gaikotsu’s feelings of 

having his comedy misunderstood in pursuit of perfecting his craft. If Gaikotsu’s craft is a form 

of substitution, play, and irreverence, then perhaps the inclusion of more skulls and skeletons in 

the magazine in its last issues indicates prefiguring some degree of misinterpretation of his 

actions. The image paints the scene of a joke, not by distorting reality but by detailing the 

existing, unresolved incommensurability of the world. Rare moments of visual play used real 

objects like a skeleton or skull, a flag, or another potential signifier rather than distorting 

people’s bodies or likenesses. 

III. The Meiji Constitution and Censorship

This section discusses the new emperor-centered expression of social meaning and nationalism 

created with the Great Japanese Imperial Constitution, promulgated on February 11, 1889. Many 

commemorative postcards and broadsheets were produced to enshrine the event with cultural 

significance and meaning by depicting the grand ceremony where the constitution is handed to 

the emperor.85 In fact, as Takashi Fujitani and Carol Gluck have noted, controlling and grooming 

the emperor’s image was of key concern to the state, but his image was also something that 

spread beyond their monovocal control into popular culture. As Gluck notes, 

“The Imperial Household Ministry, the oligarchs, the military, the civil ministries, the press, the fan makers, 
and the postcard printers all had a share in dressing the Meiji emperor in his monarchical uniform. In the 
process they cooperated, often unwittingly, in identifying him with the attributes of what the Meiji elite 
defined as civilization and national progress. This meant not only that he demanded loyalty and symbolized 
unity, but also that the emperor became conspicuously associated with some attributes of national endeavor 
and just as conspicuously disassociated from others.”86 

85 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 86.

86 Ibid.
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The emperor’s image was closely associated with cultivating reverence for the imperial house 

and as such strong efforts were maid to avoid ambiguity in the meanings associated with him. 

Fujitani articulates a dualism or contradiction contained within the figure of the emperor in terms 

of how the emperor’s public image was managed: 

Whenever the emperor appeared in public, he wore not the flowing court garbs of his ancestors—which 
seemed to hold him above the mundane affairs of society, politics, and warfare—but modern military 
uniforms, covered in medals, which suggested his direct involvement in the critical matters bearing on the 
life of the national community. Through the creation of the illusion of his immersion in society, the emperor 
as man became a palpable presence legitimating the constituted sociopolitical order. Emperor Meiji was 
thus emperorship as well as emperor, mystical but palpable, transcending and yet directing, divine but 
human, and exempt from all human failings but responsible for all national accomplishments. The 
emperor’s dual nature, logically difficult to sustain, became real in dramatizations.87

As Fujitani emphasizes, the emperor’s image operated on a duality as both a corporeal leader and 

a symbol for abstract transhistorical signifier of Japan’s divine origins and destiny. In this sense, 

control of his public image served a need to legitimate for his role at the head of the symbolic 

order. The tension between these two aspects had to be carefully maintained. The relationship 

between the emperor himself and the abstract body or spirit of the nation, or kokutai, was 

symbolically incongruous, and yet directly pointing to the conflict between human and godlike 

embodiment of the nation could not be suffered.88 The duality articulated according to the 

monovocality of the state would, in my view, construct him as both the mystical and palpable, 

transcending and yet directing, divine but human, and exempt from all human failings but 

responsible for all national accomplishments. What is perhaps most interesting for the comedic is 

that maintaining these dualities requires that they coexist without contradiction.

87 Fujitani, Splendid Monarchy, 159.

88 Ward, Thought Crime, 23. 

Ward points out that the term kokutai is not included in the document of the Meiji Constitution itself but was ascribed to it 
afterwards, in particular with the Imperial Rescript on Education in 1890. He writes, “Note that here kokutai did not signify 
imperial sovereignty per se, but rather the purportedly timeless ethical values mediating the relationship between emperor and 
subject from time immemorial.”
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Preparing the Constitution

In 1889, the central role Itō Hirobumi played in crafting the Meiji constitution was always 

supposed to be somewhat concealed, given his subordinate role to the new Prime Minister 

Kuroda, since Itō had already served one term as Prime Minister from 1885 to 1888.89 In 

explaining the unique qualities of the Great Japanese Imperial Constitution, Itō wrote that 

nothing was more important than securing the supreme power of the emperor in the law. 

Examining a speech given by Itō when he was Chairman of the Privy Council helps to clarify the 

particulars of how the emperor was to function vis-à-vis the state according to the new 

constitution:

With regard to the fundamental principle of the constitution which should be adopted by our country, the 
vital element can be summed up in one word. This is, without mincing words, the unequivocalness of 
sovereignty. The first article of section one of our constitution, beyond defining the absolute authority of 
the emperor, defines why this is of the utmost necessity— ‘The Empire of Japan shall be reigned over and 
governed by a line of emperors unbroken for ages eternal.’ Firstly, there resides a great significance to these 
words of governance, which is to say that by elevating the position of the emperor he will become the jewel 
which governs the nation of Japan. Furthermore, this differs entirely from the sentiment said in western 
states that the so-called King controls the country but does not rule only from himself. It is the opposite to 
the similar explanation as the Frenchman, Tulle, where a king ascends the throne and does not rule himself. 
As stated in the forth article, ‘The emperor is the head of the Empire, combining in Himself the rights of 
sovereignty, and exercises them, according to the provisions of the present Constitution.’ After all, the right 
of the sovereign is, put succinctly, the right of the monarch to rule over one nation.… I’m sure you all know 
about the proposal of Montesquieu for the division of power among three branches, in the end, this could 
stem from a misunderstanding of the British constitution which should already be understood by scholars of 
the west. At this point, although I can say that we must debate this matter in finer detail, I can merely give 
one example to show how the purpose of our constitution differs entirely from Montesquieu’s, for it by 
means of uniting the power of the sovereign into one and thus expressing that they should never be 
separated which cannot be overstated.90

Kimoto notes that this speech, given less than a week after the constitution’s promulgation on the 

snowy morning of February 11 1889, makes clear in Itō’s words that foregrounding the 

emperor’s sovereignty in the first article was intended to definitively quell counter-arguments 

89 Kazuhiro Takii, Itō Hirobumi - Japan’s First Prime Minister and Father of the Meiji Constitution (Routledge, 2014), 76-78.

90 Kimoto, Hyōden, 105. Quoting from a speech given by Itō on February 17 1889 to the Privy Council, originally published by 
Itō published in Sashihara Yasuzō 指原 安三, ed. Meiji Seishi 明治政史. 再版. Tokyo: Tomiyamabō shoten 冨山房書店, 1892. 
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from those who felt the process of writing the constitutional needed to be defended against 

absolutist power by the separation of three powers in government.91 At the ceremony, the 

emperor read aloud the Imperial Edict of the constitution’s promulgation before handing down 

the constitution to Prime Minister Kuroda Kiyotaka in what was deemed “an unprecedented 

ceremony.”92 Itō hoped to disseminate the message during the constitution’s preparation that it 

would provide “Conditions where anyone, high or low, rich or poor, man or woman, can regale 

in happiness.”93 Yet, despite widespread Freedom and Popular Rights Movement support for this 

sentiment of liberty and happiness for all, the actual document stopped short of declaring 

freedom of speech or freedom of assembly. While happiness was declared as a priority, that 

happiness was curtailed by the needs of the state to have an orderly and obedient populace. 

Furthermore, Carol Gluck points out that “the audience for such constitutional exhortation 

remained socially, economically, and politically narrow. The general public, who at this time 

were not yet newspaper readers, knew of the Constitution by hearsay and celebration, and to 

some extent from the popular woodblock prints depicting the promulgation ceremony. But the 

Constitution itself was remote, its connections with familiar political and emotional realities too 

tenuous to sustain wider popular feeling in its name.”94 Based on his reading of Itō’s speech, 

Kimoto argues that the constitution “did not spring from the sentiment to provide human 

freedom, but rather was promoted by governors and ward chiefs in a ridiculous bureaucratic 

91 Ibid., 105.

92 Quoted in Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 43.

93 Kimoto, Hyōden, 105. Quoting from a speech by Itō published in Sashihara Yasuzō 指原 安三, ed. Meiji Seishi 明治政史. 再
版. Tokyo: Tomiyamabō shoten 冨山房書店, 1892. 

94 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 48.
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frenzy.”95  This disjunction between high ideals and the frenzied mechanics undertaken by the 

ruling elite supports the sentiment that the constitution was created by men who sought to usurp 

political influence and did not speak to the concerns of the citizenry as had been fought for by 

the Freedom and Popular Rights Movement. The thrust of this new configuration of state power, 

as mentioned in Itō’s speech, was to spearhead consolidating power in the figure of the emperor 

while minimizing the freedom of the citizens. 

Kimoto points to an article where he argues Gaikotsu anticipated the possibility of such an 

outcome to the constitution, addressing the implications of absolute power residing in the 

emperor.96 In an article entitled, ‘Japan Civilization Times’ (日本文明新聞) in the thirteenth 

edition of Tonchi kyōkai zasshi (June 1 1888), the article represents itself as written in the year 

Meiji 100, speculatively 1967, and to be the 25,000th edition of Tonchi kyōkai zasshi. At this time 

Japan is revered more than the powerful countries of Europe for being the “Nation of Wit” (頓知

国) where, “with more than seventy-million countrymen there are none who are not abundant in 

quick wit.”97 Eighty years in the future Japan has become a “Nation of Wit” because, “they were 

all bestowed with wit by the sharp cry of Gaikotsu, a commoner from Sanuki, a student, from 

whom arose the unusual ideas that created this world that we’ve reached today.”98  This article 

parodies the enlightenment ideal of a nation whose citizenry all have attained a high cultural 

standard and implies a critique of the emperor’s elite status as the bestower of all good. Rather, 

95 Kimoto, Hyōden, 105. Quoting sections from Shigen 1892.

96 Kimoto, Hyōden, 100.

97 Quoted in Kimoto, Hyōden, 100.

98 Quoted in Kimoto Hyōden, 100.
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enlightenment comes from a commoner from a peripheral area of Japan, not from the emperor, 

the capital, or the central government. The Japan Civilization Times continues:

“The Lord of Wit known as Gaikotsu comes from the Imperial line of emperors who reside at the separate 
residence in Atami, conducting court from the hot spring baths. In ten days at the Imperial congress hall at 
the Spring conference of the Wittiness Association, I will bequeath the new Constitution. (General 
Sightings)”99

The satire here is clear—“conducting court from the hot spring baths”—and it surprisingly went 

uncensored. By situating himself as the founding emperor of the imperial lineage of wit, 

Gaikotsu inserts himself into the position of the venerable first Emperor Jinmu. The constitution 

ceremony had included two functions, a closed-door Shintō ceremony in the morning, set to 

coincide with the 2549th anniversary of the founding of the Imperial line by Emperor Jinmu, and 

a later show for politicians and foreign dignitaries.100 At this historical moment, when the 

Constitution’s final form was anticipated and then delivered, the semiotics of the emperor and 

the Imperial line changed and the kind of parody possible in Japan Civilization Times in the 

thirteenth edition of Tonchi kyōkai zasshi would have become unacceptable by the twenty-eighth 

edition less than a year later. We will examine why it was the twenty-eighth edition of the 

magazine that received the lèse majesté charge despite the previous publication of numerous 

satires and parodies of the emperor and the imperial lineage that appeared. 

Historical Precedent for lèse majesté

It may be helpful to outline what precedent existed for lèse majesté (不敬罪, fukeizai) in print 

culture prior to Gaikotsu’s incident. The initial definition of the law of lèse majesté appeared in a 

99 Quoted in Kimoto, Hyōden, 100.

100 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 43.
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proclamation by the Cabinet of State (太政官) under Section 2.1 ‘Crimes against the emperor,’ 

on July 17, 1880 stating:101 

Article 117: Those who disrespect the emperor or the imperial family will be sentenced for greater than 
three months and less than five years, and fined at least 20 yen but no more than 200 yen. The same goes 
for those who disrespect the imperial lineage.102

Although this law was ratified by the Cabinet of the State, the actual execution of the law 

governing Meiji press censorship came firstly out of police review of materials in an expansion 

of the scope of coverage. The intention of the law was not so much to protect a perceived 

vulnerability in the figure of the emperor, but rather, as Takashi Fujitani and Marotti note, to 

bestow a kind of magnanimous virtue to any favorable treatment of the emperor and to deter 

political offenders were released following the Constitutions promulgation from criticizing the 

emperor.103 

Kimoto notes that the original law was elaborated on January 24 1882 in a decree from the 

Chief of the Metropolitan Police to the Legislature, suggesting a broader interpretation of the law 

extending to “documents, drawings, prints, and illustrations (文書図画), as well as public 

performances and speeches as possible sites where the emperor and imperial could be 

offended.”104 Following the ratification of these suggestions on February 24 of 1882, Kimoto’s 

interpretation is that, “it was due to this interpretation of the law that Gaikotsu and his 

101 Noriko Akimoto Sugimori, “Censoring Imperial Honorifics,” in Negotiating Censorship in Modern Japan, ed. Rachael 
Hutchinson (Routledge, 2013), 177.

102 Penal Law (1880) Decree by the Grand Council of State # 36 刑法 (明治13年太政官布告第36号). Quoted in Kimoto, 
Hyōden, 112. 

103 Marotti, Money, 50-51.

104 Kimoto, Hyōden, 112.
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collaborators were jailed for so long.”105 Up until this addendum to the lèse majesté law, the 

focus of control had been vague but thereafter brought a diverse range of media and social 

practices under new scrutiny.  

Prior to this new interpretation of lèse majesté law there was an incident in Osaka 

involving Monda Sanpei (門田三平 dates unknown). According to Gaikotsu’s Kōshi geppō106  

(公私月報, 1930), which Kimoto mentions, an article in the March 3 1882 edition of Tokyo E-iri 

shinbun stated that on December 24 of the previous year Monda had given a speech at a year-end 

party held in the Nishinagahori in Osaka’s Western Ward. During the speech it was said that he  

“Took down the framed portrait (of the emperor) that looks like a lithograph from they were 

seated and handing  (to Monda), he cursed the image saying 〇〇〇〇 and crushing the glass 

underfoot.”107 Gaikotsu notes that this event was reported to the Osaka petty crimes court via 

testimony by the attending Kondō Tokubēi (近藤徳兵衛  dates unknown). According to the 

research of Kimoto, evidence from the public records in the national archives shows that 

characters concealed by Marumaru in the original newspaper article were baka tennō, or ‘idiot 

emperor.’108 Kimoto notes that Monda fled the courts but was sentenced in absentia as lèse 

majesté in an Osaka small-offenses court on February 27 1882.109 The judgment stated that “as 

he is 18 years and six months of age, his punishment will be three years nine months of heavy 

105 Ibid.

106 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Kōshi geppo 公私月報. (Tokyo: Hankyudo 半狂堂, 1930).

107 「石版刷と見ゆる肖像の扁額を彼方の座席より取出し来りて是をさしあげ、明治廿三年の〇〇〇〇と罵り額面の
玻璃（がらす）を踏毀ちた」.

108 Kimoto, Hyōden, 112.

109 Ibid.
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incarceration.”110 This first trial for lèse majesté shows a degree of severity in its application. The 

offense noted in the charge was to verbally defame the emperor and physically break an image of 

him, which resulted in a sentence of more than three-years incarceration. 

Other legal precedents involving periodicals include a reader submission to the newspaper, 

Strange Articles of Musashino (武蔵野叢誌) in the November 30 1883 edition.111 Irokawa 

Daikichi mentions that the Musashino sōshi shinbun was the first periodical in the Tama area of 

Tokyo and a supporter of people’s rights and that the case of lèse majesté directly contributed to 

its demise as a publication.112 The periodical was in the habit of publishing readers’ haiku and 

Chinese poems as well as submitted jokes (dodoitsu 都々逸).113 Tsumaki Takao notes that the 

item involved was a satirical advertisement for ‘Japan Family Tradition Royal Order Pills’ (日東

家伝勅命丸).114 Critiquing the legitimate historical disarray of the Imperial line,115 the ad was 

prosecuted under lèse majesté, with the editor Itō Inosuke (伊藤亥之助), company head and 

printer Watanabe Toshihiko (渡邊壽彦), and the contributor Satō Toshinori (佐藤俊宜) all 

sentenced to imprisonment. The severity of this punishment for a satirical image sets a precedent 

for the comedic not being a safe space of critique, particularly with regard to Imperial legitimacy. 

110 Ibid.

111 Omata Noriaki 小股憲明, 明治期における不敬事件の研究 (Shibunkaky shuppan 思文閣出版, 2010), 29-31.

112 Irokawa Daikichi 色川大吉, Meiji no bunka 明治の文化, vol. 12, Nihon rekishi sōsho (Tōkyō: Iwanami Shoten, 1970), 13.

113 Tsurumaki Takao 鶴巻孝雄, “Samazamana Chiiki Katsudō さまざまな地域活動,” accessed February 24, 2020, http://
www006.upp.so-net.ne.jp/tsuru-hp/tennji/jyousetsu-5.htm.

114 Ibid.

115 Amino Yoshihiko, Sources of Japanese Tradition, Abridged: 1600 to 2000; Part 2: 1868 to 2000 (Columbia University Press, 
2006), 577-578.

Tessa Morris-Suzuki, Re-Inventing Japan: Time, Space, Nation (M.E. Sharpe, 1997), Chapter 5 ‘Race.’

http://www006.upp.so-net.ne.jp/tsuru-hp/tennji/jyousetsu-5.htm
http://www006.upp.so-net.ne.jp/tsuru-hp/tennji/jyousetsu-5.htm
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In both print with the Musashino 1883 incident, and by heresy of spoken words in the 1881-82 

Osaka incident, courts were able to prosecute people for perceived defamation of the emperor. 

In the realm of performance and theatricality, Kimoto recounts the so-called ‘Traitor 

Emperor’ incident (天皇国賊事件) from the mid-1880s:

A traveling medicine seller from Nagano prefecture who used his job to disseminate Buddhist teachings 
named Kidō Eikichi (木藤榮吉) was lecturing on Dogen, founder of the Soto sect of Buddhism, in the 
town of Kansan in the district of Takai in Nagano (高井郡間山村). In his oratory he stated, “In recounting 
the history of the founder of the Sōtō sect (Dogen), he presented that later emperors were traitors to the 
state (kokuzoku) and that all bureaucrats are thieves.” He was arrested under the charge of lèse majesté and 
tried in Nagano minor affairs court, sentenced to three years imprisonment and a substantial 215-yen fine, 
not to mention imprisonment during his year-long court trial.116 

In this sense, although there was no written or printed record of Kidō’s words, he was still 

deemed a criminal and imprisoned for years for oration. Suffice to say, severe punishment for 

insulting the emperor was present before his deification in the Meiji constitution. 

In Gaikotsu’s post-WWII work, Oh, Honorable Mr. America (『アメリカ様』1946), he 

devotes a section to lèse majesté incidents, giving special attention to the October 16 1881 

Kakuminsha incident117 (攪眠社, or the ‘disturbing sleep company’).118 The incident occurred in 

the Teramachi ward of Shizuoka City where a ceremony was held celebrating the launch of the 

newspaper Tōkai gyōshō shimpō (東海暁鐘新報, founded October 1 1881). There, Arakawa 

Takatoshi (荒川高俊 1856-1889) performed a political oratory entitled “Pleasure is Proportional 

to Suffering” (「快楽は辛苦の比例」), which elicited his immediate arrest for stating that “The 

116 Kimoto, Hyōden, 112-113.

117 For more see Hasumi Chō 蓮実 長, Kōkyō no senjin 故郷の先人 (宇都宮: 植竹竜三郎, 1918).

118 Consulting Gaikotsu’s work later work as a newspaper historian from the mid-1920s at the Meiji Periodical Archive,  notably 
Hikashi (History of Slips of the Pen), and his post WWII work, Amerika sama (Oh, Honorable Mr. America), Gaikotsu culled 
through countless papers to create substantial listings of incidents of censorship including cases of lèse majesté from mid-Meiji.
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unbroken line of emperors from ages eternal began with the Japanese Empire.”119 Although 

Arakawa was arrested under a charge of slander (讒謗) and arraigned on January 21 1882 under 

the same charge, changes to the law mentioned above meant that upon appeal and rejection of his 

appeal in March of the same year, the charge of lèse majesté was added to his initial accusation. 

His sentence of three years imprisonment and a 200-yen fine are due to the added charge of lèse 

majesté to his crime. This case helps to illustrate how, with the additional definitions given to 

lèse majesté law in 1882, it became a tool for prosecutors and the state, perhaps anticipating 

growing concern in controlling discourse regarding the emperor as the constitution approached 

public ratification. Gaikotsu’s focus on Arakawa’s case emphasizes the particular recklessness 

authorities used in arresting him under one charge but adding another because the new law made 

defamation or insult to authority more easily available.120

With the arrival of the Meiji Constitution in 1889, there is clear aversion to allowing any 

polyvocality with regard to the emperor. Apparent from the level of organization, the 

Constitution creates a clear difference between the emperor and the subject by titling the first two 

chapters of “The Emperor” and “The Rights and Duties of Subjects” in that order. While the 

fourth article deems that “The emperor is the head of the empire, combining in himself the rights 

of sovereignty,” bestowing the right of sovereign and head of state to the individual of the 

emperor himself, the second chapter regarding national subjects grants individual citizens no 

such stake in national sovereignty. Rather, they are only bestowed with the right to follow the 

law (Article 18), submit orderly petitions when a grievance exists (Article 30), pursue freedom of 

119 Jiyū Minken Undō to Kyōiku Kenkyūkai., Jiyū minken undō to kyōiku 自由民権運動と教育, ed. Kokumin kyōiku kenkyūjo 
国民教育研究所・「自由民権運動と教育」研究会編., Shohan. (Tōkyō: Sōdo Bunka, 1984), 113.

120 Kimoto, Hyōden, 113.
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religion (Article 28) and speech, writing, and assembly (Article 29). The extent of these rights 

was curtailed when they came in conflict with the rights of the Imperial House, as is clear in the 

case of Gaikotsu’s lèse majesté case. The following section will examine the ways in which 

Gaikotsu’s lèse majesté case illuminates how the law adjudicates offense to the dignity of a 

reigning sovereign or state. 

The Wittiness Association and lèse majesté

On March 3 1890, a charge of endangering public safety (治安を妨害する) was brought against 

Wittiness Association Magazine, resulting in a ban on its sale.121 Kimoto notes that Yomiuri 

shinbun, Asano shinbun, and E-iri Asano shinbun all carried news of the incident as “disturbing 

the peace” (治安を妨害する) rather than lèse majesté (不敬罪).122 The charge claimed that the 

28th edition of the magazine had violated the nineteenth article of the Newspaper Regulations.  

Gaikotsu as publisher, the illustrator of the image, Adachi Ginkō123 (1853-1902) and the printer, 

Tokuyama Hōshū (徳山鳳洲, dates unknown) were all charged with lèse majesté following the 

banning of the magazine. The charge was unexpected because approval by local police censors 

had been attained prior to publishing by Gaikotsu, who had submitted the article and image to 

the censorship inspector. Kimoto and Maeda Toshiyuki’s research confirms a story Gaikotsu 

prints in his 1930s publication Public and Private Matters Monthy (「公私月報」ed. 45 June 

1934). Immediately prior to Gaikotsu’s arrest, when this inspector approached him crying, 

121 Omata Noriaki 小股憲明, Meiji ni okeru fukeizai jiken no kenkyū 明治期における不敬事件の研究 (思文閣出版, 2010), 30.

122 Kimoto, Hyōden, 110.

123 安達吟光 (1853-1902) Published his own ukiyo-e illustrated books from 1870 onward. He was known for doing site-specific 
illustrations meisho-e, portraits of actors, yakusha-e, and theater, shibai-e. His most notable non-ukiyo-e work was the parody of 
the Meiji constitution he did with Miyatake Gaikotsu in 1889 for which he was imprisoned and fined.
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“Please don’t tell anyone I gave permission to publish this. If you do I’ll be fired.”124 Gaikotsu 

mentions the name of the censorship officer as “Seno so-and-so (妹尾某),” but in Kimoto’s 

examination of everyone involved in censorship at the Third Bureau of the National Police (警察

庁第三局), which handled all matters related to printed matter and censorship, the name, Seno, 

was not found anywhere, “so we must take Gaikotsu’s word for it.”125  Gaikotsu and later 

scholars all speculate that his choice to conceal the officer’s prior approval likely saved this “so-

and-so” his job, but it began an eight-month legal battle involving futile appeals extending to the 

Supreme Court. 

The pretrial accusation of making “a mock copy (模擬)” of the constitution was 

adjudicated in the Tokyo Misdemeanor Court by a judge named Ijichi (伊地知).126 The official 

charge of “mock copy” cited Gaikotsu for making an image of the Constitution Promulgation 

Ceremony and replacing the emperor’s presence with a skeleton. Deemed an allegorical image 

(寓意画),” an April 25 1889 Asahi shinbun article covering the case used the term “mock 

copy” (模擬) and that the depiction of the emperor as a skeleton violated criminal laws article 

117127 and 120128 by “disrespecting” (不敬) the emperor. The article states that Gaikotsu was 

124 Maeda Toshiyuki 前田俊之, “Jōku nihonshi (3) Miyatake Gaikotsy koso nihon saikō no jōku no tensai ジョーク日本史
（３） 宮武外骨こそ日本最高のジョークの天才,” 前坂俊之オフィシャルウェブサイト, accessed February 25, 2020, 
http://www.maesaka-toshiyuki.com/longlife/15905.html.

125 Kimoto, Hyōden, 114.

126 Ibid., 117.

127 第百十七条　①天皇三后皇太子ニ対シ不敬ノ所為アル者ハ三月以上五年以下ノ重禁錮ニ処シ二十円以上二百円以
下ノ罰金ヲ附加ス ②皇陵ニ対シ不敬ノ所為アル者亦同シ Article 117 1) Those who disrespect (fukei) the emperor and the 
imperial family shall receive no less than three months and no more than five years imprisonment and no less than 20-yen and no 
more than 200-yen fine in punishment.

128 第百二十条　此章ニ記載シタル罪ヲ犯シ軽罪ノ刑ニ処スル者ハ六月以上二年以下ノ監視ニ付ス 第二章　国事ニ関
スル罪 第一節　内乱ニ関スル罪 Article 120 Those guilty of committing the following crimes shall receive no less than six 
months and no more than two years probation (observation): 1) crimes related to national affairs, A) crimes related to rebellion.

http://www.maesaka-toshiyuki.com/longlife/15905.html
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sentenced to three years imprisonment and a fine of 100 yen, Adachi to one year and 50 yen, and 

Tokuyama to ten months and 30 yen. Kimoto notes that in press coverage of the sentence, each 

defendant’s name bore the respectful suffix -shi (氏) conferring upon them a degree of respect 

that the Meiji press held for crimes of this kind of political nature.129 In this reading, Gaikotsu 

and his co-defendants were not criminalized in the press but rather held in respect reserved for 

political activists. 

In the first appeals process starting on May 15 1893, Gaikotsu’s lawyers Hayashi Kazuichi 

(林和一, dates unknown) and Takanashi Tetsujirō (高梨哲四郎, 1856~1923) argued that the 

parodied Constitution specifically bore the title of “Nonsense of Promulgating Polished 

Laws” (研法発布ノ囈語) and that there was no “allegorical meaning” (寓意) to be derived 

beyond simple “wordplay based on phonetic similarity” (和音の似寄り).130 Furthermore, they 

argued that since illustrators worked at the editor’s request, that the application of Press Law 

Article 24 should include only the paper’s owner, president, editor, and printer, but not the 

illustrator. 

When the case was debated at the Supreme Court, lèse majesté was found not only in the 

illustration but in the accompanying pages of text satirizing the body of the Constitution bearing 

the “nonsense” title mentioned above. The Supreme Court retained the jail time and fines for 

Gaikotsu, Adachi, and printer from lower court. The incident mattered not so much because of 

the particular charge of lèse majesté against a printed or spoken sentiment (there was precedent 

for that), but rather because it removed the slippage or flexibility of interpretation from comedic 

129 Kimoto, Hyōden, 119.

130 Legal brief reprinted in Kimoto, Hyōden, 121.
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play. Perhaps it was from fear that humor was difficult to bureaucratically manage and that it 

could destabilize the public order. In Itō’s own words, the prosecution of Gaikotsu was to 

exemplify that some forms of laughter were dangerous and intolerable to the state.

The rise of defendants for crimes against various press regulations is no doubt due to the spread of political 
ideas by stupid and irresponsible reporters. But in reality they not should cause us to fear for public safety 
and peace. As no appropriate people can be found in the bureaucracy to be tasked with investigating these 
activities without aggrandizing them, it is best not to harm the legitimacy of the government by publicizing 
these affairs. There must be another means (beside imprisonment) to regularly spread information that does 
not contribute in loss of trust in the government. An example was made of the reporters of Wittiness 
Magazine when they were charged with lèse majesté, for it goes without saying that this kind of laughter 
cannot be tolerated.”131 (Itō Hirobumi, edited secretarial and legal documents)

Itō’s comments envisioned a sophisticated notion of public control. He was worried that an 

increasingly diverse and arguably free press would cause too much debate, and consequently, 

unrest. He therefore thought that the state needed to control the range of political thought being 

published in such a way so as to not inadvertently allowed divergent notions to be voiced. In my 

interpretation of Itō’s sentiment being to quell divergent voices it may be helpful to infer a notion 

of political voice from Jacque Ranciere. Ranciere’s notion of the political hinges upon the 

capacity to have be heard, or to have a voice.132 In this sense, Itō’s awareness shows that figures 

like Gaikotsu who publicized the legal process as part of their journalistic practice were 

effectively making their voices heard, but from from Itō’s perspective, produced an excess of 

uncontrolled discourse that threaten to delegitimize his government. In particular, it seems that 

the state was unable to cope with the threat that humor created except with silence. It was not a 

matter of negotiating the meaning of the content, but rather that laughter, literally “gut-busting 

laughter” (抱腹) in Itō’s words, was so destabilizing and disruptive that imprisonment provided 

131 Miyatake and Yoshino, Yo wa kiken jinbutsu nari, 79.

132 Jean-Philippe Deranty, “The Name in History: Rancière’s New Historical Poetics,” in Jacques Ranciere and the 
Contemporary Scene: The Philosophy of Radical Equality, ed. Alison Ross (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2012), 67.
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the only viable action despite its repercussions to public discourse. Yet, it was precisely such 

unilateral action that the state radicalized some people. Gaikotsu later wrote of the incident:

My anti-authoritarian, anti-statist disposition bears some similarities to democratic values, which may after 
all be something from my true personality, but if this incident had never happened I may have gone 
naturally about my ways, impulsive and straightforward, possibly concluding my life as merely a temperate 
satirical journalist. But after this event, my feeling was that the arbitrary selfishness of Meiji oligarchy’s  
bureaucratic politics could not be allowed, so I attacked with full force via newspapers and magazines, 
unsparingly denouncing the corruption of a range of capitalists, oligarchs, and bureaucrats.133

The state’s overwhelming response to the threat of laughter with lèse majesté and imprisonment 

fomented in Gaikotsu an acute political opposition that did not exist prior. While Gaikotsu likens 

his political stance akin to democracy in his anti-authoritarian beliefs, it was the “arbitrary 

selfishness” of the law’s application that fortified his resolve to attack the oligarchs and 

capitalists.

In my interpretation, rather than thinking of Gaikotsu fundamentally as a humorist invested 

in comedy for comedy’s sake, it is more accurate to see him as a unique type of journalist for 

whom the contradictions or incongruities of the social and political world should be targeted for 

representation and commentary. While forms of media such as news, drama, the hero movie, or 

the horror film, attempt to represent a rational world disrupted by unanticipated events and 

crises, the Comedic order proposes that normal, uneventful affairs contain within them lingering, 

repetitive conflicts, constraints, irrationalities, and imbalances. Perhaps Gaikotsu’s style of 

critique could have been written in a more serious, austere, and academic mode. Yet, even when 

he did attempt this in the Curios Magazine and Curios Association Magazine (「骨董雑誌」and 

「骨董協会雑誌」published consecutively 1896-1899), not only was there still a subtle but 

present comedic style to the essays and articles, but the magazine attracted an elite readership 

133 Ibid., 80.
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that lacked broad readerly appeal that Gaikotsu sought in his audience and interlocutors, as 

evidenced by the majority of his publications. Essays in those his Curios magazines were 

criticized for intellectual elitism, which will be covered later in this chapter, despite appealing to 

the need for heterodox aesthetic appreciation of Japan’s cultural inheritance by the uneducated, 

impoverished, and working class in dialogue with educated elites, signified through Gaikotsu’s 

coined term ‘refined vulgarism’ (雅俗主義). 

The ontological rupture of the Meiji Constitution’s pomulgation was a catalyst for 

reflecting on the concept of the social and the state’s attempt to define a particular social order. It 

was the role of literati, scholars, artists, and, in particular, journalists, to critique and comment on 

the changes created. The field of visual representation, so changed by new technologies of print 

and circulation, requires special attention at this point. 

Figure of the Parodic in the Censored Image

The monochromatic illustration of a skeleton bequeathing the Great Japanese Imperial 

Constitution to a bowing man is perhaps the most well-known image associated with Miyatake 

Gaikotsu. 
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Figure 21. Adachi Ginkō, “Presenting the Wittiness Constitution,” Tonchi kyōkai zasshi, ed. 28. February 28 1889 

The image was not drawn by Gaikotsu, but rather created by an ukiyo-e artist and publisher of 

illustrated works for books and newspapers, Adachi Ginkō (足立吟光、1853-1902). Little is 

known of Adachi’s background other than that his career as an ukiyo-e artist can be traced back 

to 1870 and his work in woodblock print was more technically sophisticated than the image 

above.134 While many works from his creative output remain in both museum collections and 

with private parties, little is known of his life. I would like to focus on works of the year 1889 to 

134 Adachi’s works appear in various museum collections, such as the Museum of Fine Arts Boston and the Honolulu Museum of 
Art. However no written introduction to his life and work were found during this research. 

He is listed as a ukiyo-e artist in this book: Genshoku ukiyoe daihyakka jiten henshū i’inkai 原色浮世絵大百科事典編集委員
会, ed., Genshoku ukiyoe daihyakka jiten 原色浮世絵大百科事典, vol. 2 (Tōkyō: Taishūkan Shoten, 1980).
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compare the visual politics of the image of the emperor. Prior to publishing the notorious comic 

above depicting a skeleton as head of state, Adachi had published a colorful commemorative 

image documenting the scene of the promulgation of the Meiji constitution (below).

Figure 22. Adachi Ginkō, “Issuance of the State Constitution,” 1889

Since the event was closed to illustrators and photographers, Adachi himself could not have 

witnessed the scene. As Carol Gluck points out, people came to know of the constitution “by 

hearsay and celebration, and to some extent from the popular woodblock prints depicting the 

promulgation ceremony.”135 How popular Adachi’s particular image was is unclear, but I did find 

that this image was repurposed with a different title, “The Royal Wedding Ceremony,”136 in 

1894, and thus that Adachi sought to capitalize on its production. Gaikotsu mentions in his 

autobiography that “depictions of that grand ceremony were made into nishiki-e by woodblock 

135 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 48.

136 This print is held in numerous museum collections such as a the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria and the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in New York.
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artists of the time and they flooded the marketplace,”137 Ready availability and circulation of 

visual representations of the ceremony by a range of artists would have made the comic above an 

easy inference for readers of the time.138  

Examining Adachi’s two images, the colorful orthodox woodblock print and the 

monochromatic illustration, the initial difference is the closer framing and overall simplicity of 

the censored image, which creates more direct attention toward the figure of the emperor. While 

the emperor is central to all prints that I have encountered, he is also quite diminutive relative to 

the overall content of the commemorative image. Tagi Kōji and Takashi Fujitani have pointed 

out that in visual representations of his life, the figure of the emperor himself was often nearly 

invisible and diminutive, a small golden carriage in a field of military review,139 or in this image, 

one figure among many, seen from a distance, foregrounded by color, without a perceptible 

visage. Adachi’s Tonchi comic is more intimate and draws attention to the physical figure of the 

emperor through closer framing, or rather, that site where we alternately see either the emperor-

as-skeleton or Gaikotsu-as-skeleton-as emperor.

The emperor-as-skeleton against a white background gives a sense of transparency to the 

emperor’s presence. Furthermore, the skeletal whiteness shares visual affinity with the female 

figure of the white-clad empress and is contrasted to the black figure of the subordinate (who is 

understood as Kuroda Kiyotaka, the prime minister at the time who conferred the document to 

the emperor) bowing and handing over the document. In contrast, the colored commemorative 

137 Miyatake and Yoshino, Yo wa kiken jinbutsu nari, 79.

138 Tagi Kōji 多木浩二, Tennō no shōzō 天皇の肖像 (Iwanami Shoten, 2002), 90-100. 

139 Tagi, Tennō no shōzō, 189. 

Fujitani, Splendid Monarchy, Chapter 3 ‘Fabricating Imperial Ceremonies.’
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woodblock image by Adachi substantiates the figure of the emperor in black uniform as head of 

state standing above and akin to the decorated military men representing the bureaucratic heads 

of government, while the red carpet and drapery serve to lead the eye to the emperor and make 

his particular figure stand out as central to the image. 

Roland Barthes notably called the Imperial Palace in Tokyo “the visible form of 

invisibility,” located in the center of the city but impenetrable to outside eyes.140 In essence, the 

emperor, in his visible invisibility can be called an empty signifier. Since no illustrators or 

cameras were allowed access to the promulgation ceremony, all depictions were composed 

speculatively, and most sought to elicit an affective response rather than an intellectual process. 

To build on Henri Bergson's classic statement that getting the full effect of a joke requires a 

momentary "anesthesia of the heart,” an absence of the emotional ties that bind us to society,141 

this is what the skeleton represents—an absence of flesh and feeling. True laughter does not 

appeal to emotion according to Bergson; rather “its appeal is to intelligence, pure and simple. 

This intelligence…must always remain in touch with other intelligences.”142 Adachi’s pair of 

prints illuminates both logics: the comedic and the anti-comedic logic. Locating the emperor 

diminutively against a bold background of red in the orthodox print imparts an excessive sense 

of grandeur through color and form and is thus anti-comedic, while the emperor-as-skeleton 

comic acknowledges an idea of the emperor as mere ghostly signifier, connecting intelligences 

that were previously isolated or silenced. In this sense, if the Tonchi comic operates upon an 

anesthesia of the heart as comedy, the orthodox print presents a new imperial aesthetic that the 

140 Roland Barthes, Empire of Signs (Macmillan, 1982), 30.

141 Bergson, Laughter, 5.

142 Ibid., 5.
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constitution brings about, showing the emperor to be a proper Western monarch, standing not 

sitting, in a modern room with two clocks keeping empty, homogenous time, and thus operates 

upon an anesthesia of the intellect. This anesthesia of the intellect urges forgetting of old and 

now dead notions of the imperial line and adopting the new; it urges forgetting the debate and the 

demands of the previous decade’s vibrant satire and vitriol and becoming subsumed into the rich, 

blood-red vitality of this powerful monarch of a glorious nation-state.

Perhaps that is why invoking the emperor as skeleton was censored, because to cast him as 

an empty body is to call him an empty signifier, or a mere nothing, when stripped of his 

symbolic meanings. To state that his particularity was not unique forced the anesthetized mind to 

awaken or remember the contradiction between a putative living god who is divined to rule the 

empire, and some man named emperor who was a human like everyone else. In executing this 

critique, the young Miyatake Gaikotsu and Adachi Ginkō, showed the incongruity not simply 

through the emperor’s own corporeality, but perhaps most powerfully, in his interchangeability. 

In this image Gaikotsu, whose name is a homophone for ‘skeleton’ in Japanese, substitutes 

himself in the empty signifier, replacing the emperor with his own, already dead, common man’s 

subjectivity. 

Prison and Radicalization

From the time of his arrest through the entire appeals process, Gaikotsu was held in solitary 

confinement at the Prison Office in Eirakuchō, Kojimachi, Tokyo. The modern prison system in 

Japan began in 1870 in the Chiyoda area of central Tokyo as the Kajibashi Office of Detentions 

and Prisons (鍛冶橋内檻倉事務取扱所). Rebuilt in 1874 in a multi-storied wood structure 
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adjacent the site of the residence previously occupied by the Tsurumaki daimyō’s residence.143 

The Kajibashi Office of Detention and Prisons was renamed on May 19 1881 as the Kajibashi 

Police Detention Center and used to jail pretrial defendants. In March 1886 the center dropped 

“Kajibashi” to become simply the Main Prison Office (監獄本署).144 Wittiness Association 

member Horiuchi Noboru described the conditions of Gaikotsu’s experience in volume 24 of 

Meiji no yoron (『明治之與論』1890) of being assigned a number, bathed, and strip-searched 

before having ones body documented in size and a facial illustration, and finally delivered to a 

four-mat room with three blankets. When they were allowed fresh air they were tethered around 

the waist  by rope.145 As someone interested in law, Gaikotsu protested his solitary confinement, 

citing the 141st article of the Code of Criminal Procedure that stipulated that unless 

communication with other prisoners posed a risk that solitary confinement should last no longer 

than ten days.146 However, despite submitting written arguments to no end, Gaikotsu spent over 

four months in solitary confinement without interlocutors or books to read or paper to write on. 

The only record of this time are his letters to his brother Nankai, and the legal briefs 

themselves.147 In a sense, the authorities attempted to strip his of one and only weapon, discourse 

itself.

During the first year of his imprisonment, one of the few things Gaikotsu was allowed to 

write was his appeal to the Supreme Court. As the primary reason for the lèse majesté charge was 

143 Tsuchida Mitsufumi 槌田満文, Tōkyō bungaku chimei jiten 東京文学地名辞典 (東京堂出版, 1978), 86.

144 Shigematsu Kazuyoshi  重松一義, Zukan nihon no kangokushi 図鑑日本の監獄史 (雄山閣, 1985),  58.

145 Quotes in Kimoto, Hyōden, 342. 

146 Kimoto, Hyōden, 127.

147 Ibid.
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the visual representation of the emperor as a skeleton, Gaikotsu’s appeal took the form of 

explanations of all the allegorical images to appear in Wittiness Association Magazine from the 

ninth to the twenty-eighth edition. Since the image was so important to the case, the appeal was 

authored by both the illustrator Adachi and Gaikotsu. The appeal took the form of a dialogue 

where Adachi stated, “If this skeleton were seen as the emperor, what does that mean to the 

criminal code?” To which Gaikotsu replied, “What!? Every previous example (from this 

magazine) would clearly indicate that a skeleton would represent me (his name being a 

homophone for the word, ‘skeleton’).” Adachi continues, “Wouldn’t mimicking the promulgation 

of the constitution equate to disrespect of authority (lèse majesté)?” Gaikotsu replies, “It most 

certainly could not be taken as lèse majesté…which is clear by the fact that I published that 

image without any worries.”148 In other words, Gaikotsu’s appeal argued that the image of the 

skeleton was merely to refer back to himself and not to the emperor. Although the appeal was not 

accepted, Gaikotsu, who had no access to his lawyer during this period, continued to write an 

additional four appeals, even while sensing increasing futility to his actions. His last appeal of 

September 9 1890 was returned marked “unread” (梨の礫), likely due to the unusual content of 

the appeal, which was structured as a freewheeling dialogue between Gaikotsu and the head 

guard of the prison hospital.149 

Although we have a spectacular constitution, the weakness of public opinion means we gain only meager 
benefits from it. At the same, if public opinion is very strong, because our constitution is so shoddy, we 
cannot sufficiently expand the rights of citizens by invoking it. Therefore, although it would be in vain, 
instead of hoping that the state can promulgate a perfect constitution, I would say we should rather devote 
all of our energy to promoting the individual rights of citizens. Since we believe that (citizens deserve) an 
unbudging, clear and intelligent argument (in the constitution), why should I pursue gaining temporary 
pleasure when every criticism of the constitution is punished. It is a fruitless endeavor. Regardless, there are 
those who hold the opinion that our Imperial Constitution is perfect as it is, so for us samurai and farmers 
from Sanuki, criticizing this is less meaningful that a fart’s fart. In the end, my only possible action to 

148 Quoted in Kimoto, Hyōden, 129.

149 Kimoto, Hyōden, 129.
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frantically promote the education of one’s Wit since I am merely a doctor of madness. As such, how could I 
criticize such a perfect constitution?150

This dialogue from Gaikotsu’s final unread appeal illuminates his perspective on the effects of 

humor and the power of the state. The tone is both serious and sarcastic. The first line, “Although 

we have a spectacular constitution,” aggrandizes the notion that the constitution is without flaw, 

drawing attention to the court’s unwillingness to negotiate the constitution’s definition of the 

emperor as inviolable leader. Gaikotsu emphasizes that although comedic critique can “gain 

temporary pleasure” against State power, at this point in prison he feels a degree of underlying 

futility in this “fruitless” endeavor. Constitutional reform would be better pursued through direct 

action; he states that “we should devote all of our energy to promoting the individual rights of 

citizens.” Gaikotsu may discount the potential of comedic critique but he remains an advocate 

for the need for alternate forms of knowledge that wit can foster. In the last line he calls himself a 

“doctor of madness,” using the term tonkyō (頓狂). The word tonkyō connotes something akin to 

Michel Foucault’s notion of madness or folie. In Madness and Civilization, folie embodies a kind 

of wisdom—the ability to see the limits of our world—that marks the bearer of madness of one 

‘Othered’ as a madman.151 The madman possesses an alternate form of knowledge that can 

perceive the difference between how people are and what they pretend to be. In other words, like 

Foucault’s notion that the “mad” of the Renaissance were exalted for their unique wisdom, I 

interpret Gaikotsu as promoting the need to retain the alterity of knowledge that he frames in the 

concepts of ‘Wit’ (頓) and ‘Madness’ (狂), which is a means to empower the individual as they 

are being oppressed by an oligarchical, imperialist state. Gaikotsu calling himself mad (狂) in 

this way has a long tradition in Japan found in visual works from Hokusai and Kawanabe 

150 Quoted in Kimoto, Hyōden, 129-130.

151 Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason (Vintage Books, 1988), 70-80.
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Kyōsai’s ‘mad paintings’ (狂画), to literary works (狂文) and poetry (狂歌).152 Gaikotsu calls for 

belief in the principle of Wit education as his last words. He believes that through this kind of 

autodidactic learning, one can perceive society with increasingly sharp eyes, promote individual 

rights, and manifest change at the highest levels of state. 

One trait that must be kept in mind was Gaikotsu’s skill as a producer of printed materials. 

He was an expert in printing technology, proofreading, and editing. While he was in jail in 

Ishikawajima prison, he was allowed to work as a proofreader. While imprisoned, Gaikotsu 

continued his prolific epistolary life by secretly scratching out hundreds of pages with a 

toothpick sized piece of wood for a quill. Unfortunately, these were confiscated upon 

discovery.153 Nonetheless, he did manage to eventually publish newsletters in prison. 

Despite the six attempts, on October 11 1889 the final appeal submitted on Gaikotsu’s 

behalf by his older brother Miyatake Nankai (宮武南海) and defended by lawyers Hayashi 

Kazuichi (林和一, dates unknown) and Maruyama Namasa (丸山名政, 1857-1922), the judge 

found Gaikotsu’s final appeal to the Supreme Court to be invalid due to the fact that although he 

had had the proof checked by the local censorship authorities, the fact that they said it was 

permissible but may be a risk, yet he printed it anyway, meant that there was premeditated 

knowledge that the parodized text and image could be at risk of  lèse majesté.154  The court 

rejected the supposition Gaikotsu had made in the previous appeals, that the skeleton referred to 

himself, countering that even if the skeleton was an allegory to Miyatake Gaikotsu himself, 

placing himself in the emperor’s place was a presumption that constituted insult to imperial 

152 Mitamura Engyo  三田村鳶魚, Edo zenki rinkō 江戸前期輪講 (Tokyo: Seiabō  靑蛙房, 1960), 37-40.

153 Kimoto, Hyōden, 42.

154 Ibid., 131.
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authority. The degree to which the taboo of insult to imperial authority was punished helps 

illustrate how sensitive the state was to having its own inner mechanisms exposed as 

contradictory, and therefore vulnerable. In this sense, Gaikotsu’s punishment was so severe 

because, like Marumaru chinbun, the comedic was able to address the contradictions internal to 

the symbolic system of state power: the emperor. 

Failing all appeals and imprisoned over eight months, Gaikotsu and the printer Tokuyama 

Hōshū were moved from the Main Prison Office in Kajibashi to the Ishikawajima Prison on 

January 5 1890.155 Ishikawajima Prison was built on the site of a former Edo-period labor camp 

for drifters, a ninsokuyoseba (人足寄場) and was well known for imprisoning political dissenters 

such as labor rights activists and unionists.156 Although by 1890 the prison had fallen into 

disrepair, the new central prison at Sugamo was yet to be constructed, so Gaikotsu’s prison term 

following his January 1890 transfer was served at Ishikawajima.157 It was here in Ishikawajima 

Prison that Gaikotsu’s sense of protest was both most challenged and perhaps most formative of 

his sense of resistance. As part of the prison reform movement by the Meiji state, there was a 

move away from corporal punishment and toward physical, productive labor that was most 

transformative in the 1880s and into the 1890s.158 In Gaikotsu’s case, he tried to refuse work in 

range of possible forms of labor: Ishikawajima included a large amount of oil extraction, as well 

as printing, carpentry, brick making, miso making, and textiles.159 Part of the changes Gaikotsu 

155 Ibid., 134.

156 Huffman, Creating a Public, 227.

Daniel Botsman, Punishment and Power in the Making of Modern Japan (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 181.

157 Botsman, Punishment and Power, 196.

158 Ibid., 190-210.

159 Kimoto, Hyōden, 136.
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went through in prison were linguistic ones. Although prison code dictated that secret languages 

(隠語) were not to be used and monitored their use, the reality was that the use of secretive code 

words granted the prisoners a degree of resistance and play. Kimoto notes that for someone of 

Gaikotsu’s upbringing, to realize that “the experience of living in a world that was controlled by 

a secret language different from orthodox Japanese (タテマエの国語) likely transformed the 

formerly modernist Gaikotsu in substantial ways.”160 In this sense, the power of a subversive 

secret language, using codes to infer and speak to an inside group, illuminates a key tactic of the 

forms of ironic and absurdist comedic critique he pursues in post-prison publications. 

As Gaikotsu himself mentioned above, and corroborated by his foremost researcher and 

archivist Yoshino Takao,161 the experience and people Gaikotsu met in prison crystallized a deep-

seated skepticism towards the application of State power and influence of ruling oligarchs, 

capitalists, and politicians. Counter efforts and attacks toward this power structure came to define 

the overall aesthetic of the works the made up his career.162 

IV. Civilization Magazine and the Signifiers of Enlightenment

Following Gaikotsu’s imprisonment, Civilization Magazine163 (文明雑誌, ed.1 March 1893) was 

his first publication. The title and focus of this one-off periodical, Civilization Magazine, take the 

160 Ibid.

161 Yoshino Takao 吉野孝雄, “The 28th Edition Censorship Incident 二十八号筆禍事件,” in Miyatake Gaikotsu kono naka ni 
ari: Tonchi kyōkai zasshi 宮武外骨此中にあり  : 頓智協会雑誌(下), by Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, [Fukkoku]., vol. 5, 28 
vols. (Tōkyō: Yumani Shobō, 1993), 480–87.

162 Kimoto, Hyōden, 130. Kimoto adds that “the battle he fought in prison served to sharpen the entirety of Gaikotsu’s thinking.” 

163 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Miyatake Gaikotsu kono naka ni ari: zasshi shūsei 宮武外骨此中にあり: 雑誌集成., ed. 
Yoshino Takao 吉野孝雄, vol. 22, 22 vols. (Tokyo: Yumani shobo, 1995). All quotes from the magazine itself in this section are 
taken from this reprint. 
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key signifier of Meiji enlightenment, ‘civilization’ or bunmei, stemming from the ideological 

phrase, ‘Civilization and Enlightenment,’ or bunmeikaika, which had been promoted from early 

Meiji as an analogue for opening markets and development of national policies.164 As his lèse 

majesté incident was of keen interest to journalists across Japan, news of the magazine’s 

publication was covered in over thirty newspapers across Japan.165 Later, in his own annotated 

publications, Gaikotsu notated the magazines stating that “it was a magazine based in 

psychology that examined the three interlocking fields of wit, aesthetics, and morality.”166 It is 

clear in the foreword to the magazine that Civilization and Enlightenment were signifiers for a 

particular field of cultural activity in the 1890s as the fine arts and literature were both becoming 

internationally recognizable categories signifying the nation state. That the symbolic inheritance 

of Japanese literature came to imbue the new national culture with an aesthetic vocabulary can 

be simply illuminated by the point-by-point manual to the Constitution penned by Itō Hirobumi, 

Commentaries on the Constitution of the Empire of Japan (1889) mentioned above. While Itō’s 

manual collapses originary texts of Classical Japanese Literature into new Constitutional 

concepts, modern literati’s self-proclaimed pursuit of a modern novel form or shōsetsu was 

perhaps a more significant indicator of the ways that Civilization and Enlightenment were 

redefining the concepts of Japanese Art and Literature into a form that should or could be held 

commensurate with European examples.167  At the same time, the space of political debate and 

negotiation that periodical media had previously provided in the first decades of Meiji shifted 

164 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 18.

165 Miyatake, Zasshi shūsei, vol. 22. 439.

166 Ibid., 440.

167 Karatani, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature, 175–84.
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following the enactment of the Meiji Constitution in 1889 when many journalists became the 

first generation of elected officials and the new Parliament, the Diet, became where debates took 

place.168 In this sense, direct engagement with the meaning of the state and its signifiers moved 

front the front page to behind semi-closed doors, leaving mass media with the new arena of 

culture itself to politicize. This is the backdrop against which Gaikotsu turned to culture and 

specifically cultural history to engage his public. 

The topic of the magazine was Civilization (文明) and it examined what constituted 

civilization—its contents, culture and a people, arts and society. The edition begins with an ink 

wash painting (水墨画) of a turtle on a river rock and a poem, echoing a traditionally-bound 

Japanese book. The turtle is a reference to Gaikotsu’s birth name, Kameshirō (turtle, fourth son). 

巌上龜 Turtle upon a rock
御製 A Poem by the emperor (emperor’s poem)
動きはこさ秋津しまねもの Small in movement, this creature of Akitsu and Shimane
巌待たふ waits upon a rock
萬代しめて亀ハ at turtle who knows all epochs of time

すすらん continues to plod forward169

The mention in the second line of a poem, a gyōsei—a poem by the emperor—hints that 

Gaikotsu’s trial and punishment did not dissuade engagement with the signifiers of power and 

politics of the imperial line. Rather, this poem marks a shift from parodying power to performing 

it. To perform Imperial elegance abandons the tactics of Marumaru chinbun and the Wittiness 

Association Magazine. Instead, reacting to the new mediascape of Constitutional, Imperial Japan, 

the performance of power in an ironic mode locates humor on an edge, to borrow Linda 

Hutcheon’s term, balancing between the connoted and denoted, and the complex levels of shared 

168 Huffman, Politics of the Meiji Press, 150-151.

169 Miyatake and Yoshino,Miyatake, vol. 22.
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knowledge that bind and structure national being.170 Irony differs here from its classical and most 

simplistic sense of antiphrasis—to say the opposite of what one means—rather, building off of 

Wayne Booth,171 Bakhtin, and Hutcheon’s notions of irony, Gaikotsu’s post-constitution/

imprisonment work situates itself at the intersection or oscillation of two different, non-

coexistent meanings. To think about it another way, Paul De Man discusses irony as creating a 

gap, a space between two meanings that makes both possibilities coexistent yet distinct.172 For 

example, is a gyōsei  a univocal poem of the emperor as divine sovereign or is the emperor also a 

polyvocal common person? The community of readers who followed Gaikotsu through his 

imprisonment and rehabilitation to publishing would have been able to read the cultural context, 

situating Gaikotsu as the “Turtle upon the rock,” and while being a mere turtle, speaking from 

that position of the emperor “Who knows all epochs of time.” In addition alluding to the 

preamble of the Meiji Constitution: “A lineal succession unbroken for ages eternal,” (万世一系) 

to make ironic the claims of Commentaries on the Constitution. To the appropriate audience, the 

poem is a clear declaration of anti-authoritarianism toward State and Imperial power firmly from 

the position of the humorist. The mode of humor has shifted perhaps from jail time and 

experience to a more scholarly tone, casting a sense of propriety and national righteousness to 

show those qualities as always  something embodying disparity and incongruity as a matter of 

course. 

The introduction of the magazine addresses how society is composed of spiritual and 

material aspects that are experiencing great change at the moment:

170 Hutcheon, Irony’s Edge, 89.

171 Wayne C Booth, A Rhetoric of Irony (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974).

172 Paul De Man, The Concept of Irony, 163–84.
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The civilization of a society (社會), regardless if it is the spiritual side or the material side, operates by 
people’s hearts, knowledge, emotions, and ideas (心智情意). In other words, the root elements of 
enlightenment (開化) lie in the true, the good, and the beautiful (眞善美) and the moon, the snow, and the 
flowers (月雪花: from a poem by Bai Juyi, a reference to the poetic tradition). The real form of 
civilizational progress is in the adaptability (變通) of action, judgement, and the will to press forward. 
Adaptability, in other words, is none other than one’s so-called appropriate application of rational wit to the 
given moment.

It is clear that the magazine recognizes the growing importance of fields of specialized 

knowledge that were promoted under the discourse of Civilization and Enlightenment.173 His last 

statement following failed court appeals three years earlier had emphasized the need for 

education in ‘madness,’ which seeks change not through knowledge, but an alternative way of 

knowing symbolized by the concept of wit or tonchi. In this statement, the need for 

“Adaptability” can be thought of as an urging for a dialogic practice that works toward heterodox 

knowledges coexisting through the comedic.

Unlike the open criticism of satire that had been his tactic in Wittiness Association 

Magazine, the tone and approach of Civilization Magazine, and his later Art’s Nation and Curios 

Association cannot immediately be recognized as comedic or playful. To broadly define a 

periodicity of humor, pre-Constitution Meiji humor had largely employed satire and parody to 

criticize by bringing together two elements which should not normally be combined, for 

example, calling press regulations gag orders, or showing the emperor to be a mere skeletal 

stand-in, which was a method that could be surmised as the representation of incongruity. Post-

Constitution humor took the new tactic of irony, which, although still interested in the 

contradictions produced by the epistemologies of modernization and the nation-state, does not 

173 Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment (Verso, 1997), 7.
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emphasize the coexistence of incongruous forces but rather emphasizes the absolute difference 

between two differing readings or connotation embodied in the concept. 

In the case of Civilization Magazine, the appearance of an earnest appeal to specialized 

fields of knowledge in combination with inherited, alternative or Othered forms of knowledge 

such as wit and madness, produced what Linda Hutcheon termed “Irony’s Edge,” that radical 

difference between those who read the denoted meaning versus those who read the connoted 

meaning. Irony, in the post-Constitution sense, can be read as either an earnest attempt at 

enlightenment and education or a performance of those modes to educate its readers in more 

finely attuned powers of observation. As the introductory statement of the magazine states, 

critical thinking is the “appropriate application of rational wit to the given moment,” indicating 

the need for flexible thinking based in the conditions of the present to produce social and 

political change. 

The emphasis placed on ‘wit education’ is perhaps what led to publications such as 

Civilization Magazine that took a serious yet ironic approach. Open parody and satire were 

constrained amidst the rhetoric of imperialism, military service, and the need to sacrifice one's 

life to the nation. The popular discourse of patriotism and militarism dominated the discursive 

sphere through all levels of media, from the popular magazine The Sun (「太陽」 1895), to 

child-oriented magazines like Boys’ World ( 「少年世界」1895), and nationally-framed The 

People’s Friend (「国民之友」 1887).174 This period from the Sino-Japanese War (1894-95) to 

the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5) saw Japanese newspaper and magazine discourse focus on the 

need for and benefits of colonization of the Korean peninsula and imperialist expansion of the 

174 Mariko Inoue, “Kiyokata’s Asasuzu: The Emergence of the Jogakusei Image,” Monumenta Nipponica 51, no. 4 (1996), 437.
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empire in general.175 It was vital that Japanese subjects situate themselves into a lineage of 

cultural inheritance through a particular view of Japanese history, that elevated the emperor as a 

divine leader of the nation.176 For citizens this meant the embrace of a univocal narrative that 

men should serve as warrior-soldiers eager to attain honor through sacrifice to the throne 

embodied in the phrases, "Rich Country, Strong Army" (富国強兵), and for women to figure 

themselves as 'Good Wives, (and) Wise Mothers’ (良妻賢母).177 Newspapers themselves had 

come to capitalize on the popularity of war news.178  Modernization invoked the seemingly 

contradictory growth of a universalized system of capital and industry at the same time that the 

nation-state’s requirement for a particular Japanese identity was imbued with an archaic, 

mythical sense of being and purpose. At the same time, this new subjectivity aspired to 

productivity, practicality, and knowledge legitimated by the state and new institutions of 

learning. Perhaps this is why Gaikotsu built off the sentiments expressed in Civilization 

Magazine to publish two companion publications over the next five years that focused on the 

field of material history, curios, and their significance to the common man. 

V. New Stakes of Material History—Curios Magazine

In 1892, Miyatake Gaikotsu was released from prison after serving over three years for 

publishing a parody of the Meiji Constitution. Gaikotsu first published a stand-alone magazine 

175 Huffman, Creating a Public, 203.

176 Huffman, Modern Japan, 47.

177 Louise Young, Japan’s Total Empire: Manchuria and the Culture of Wartime Imperialism (University of California Press, 
1999), 107.

178 Ibid., 272-78.
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called Civilization Magazine (文明雑誌), and in 1895 published seven issues of Wit and Humor 

(頓知と滑稽), within which was serialized Hiraga Gennai, a biographical examination and 

rehabilitation of the Edo-period polymath’s creativity and uniqueness. The encounter with Hiraga 

Gennai in this publication marks Gaikotsu’s turn toward things of the past and, I would argue, is 

connected to the publication from November 1896 to October 1899 of Curios Magazine (骨董雑

誌, kottō zasshi) and Curios Association Magazine (骨董協会雑誌, kottō kyōkai zasshi).

In Japanese literature beginning in the Meiji twenties (roughly the 1890s) there was the 

reaction against the use of vernacular prose in literature known as genbun itchi, with authors 

such as Izumi Kyoka (1873-1939), Kōda Roan (1867-1947), Ozaki Kōyō (1868-1903), and 

Higuchi Ichiyo (1872-1896), all publishing works that used a pseudo-classical style (gikobun 擬

古文) or a classical style (gabun 雅文).179 Along with the reassessment of Ihara Saikaku’s works 

during the same time, there was a rise in people turning to the tastes of Edo, which Gaikotsu too 

pursued.180 Gaikotsu felt he could sustain the sentiment of anti-authoritarianism by examining 

and expounding upon the rebellious author Hiraga Gennai from the milieu of Edo’s figures. 

Gaikotsu explains in “Humble Announcement to All Those Who Loving Read this 

Magazine” (placed at the beginning of the second edition of Curios Magazine, April 1897), that 

the impetus for starting the magazine came from visiting the Sanriku area of Tohoku in Northeast 

Honshū, Japan following  a massive earthquake and tsunami destroyed much of the area on June 

15 1896. Akin to the 2011 Great Tohoku earthquake and tsunami disaster, the destruction of 1896 

179 Tomi Suzuki, “The Tale of Genji, National Literature, Language, and Modernism,” in Envisioning the Tale of Genji: Media, 
Gender, and Cultural Production, ed. Haruo Shirane (Columbia University Press, 2008), 261.

180 Kamiya Tadataka, “Kansho.” Sakaguchi Ango, vol. 22, Kansō Nihon Gendai Bungaku (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1981), 
530.
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affected the area known as Sanriku where curio collector Kimura ‘So-and-so’ (木村某氏) lived. 

It was while visiting Kimura that Gaikotsu was touched by seeing the wealthy neighboring 

family of Mr. Kogarumai (小軽米), who had also been an antiques collector and died in the 

disaster, living like beggars in the ruins. Kogarumai, a respected town leader had recently built a 

new home in Nakagarumai that had entirely vanished in the tsunami. Yet, despite the destruction, 

Kogarumai’s family still attempted to retain relics and curios that their ancestors had bequeathed 

them with the hope of passing them on to their grandchildren. The wave of physical destruction 

that Gaikotsu witnessed on his visit after the initial quake, coupled with the plight of this 

cultured and established family in ruins, became a metaphor for the violence of the acceleration 

of time experienced within modernization.  

Much in the same way that the Sanriku tsunami washed away all human life leaving only 

material objects, Gaikotsu’s tale of encounter with disaster can be read as an allegory for the 

wave of violent social mobility of Meiji modernization. I interpret that this experience created 

significance for curios as material evidence transcending the rapid social change of 

industrialization. Gaikotsu grasped the curio as a remnant that achieves posterity for human 

existence, extendsing beyond the bodily form. It was not just the objects, but the recording of 

things, the writing of historical research, that Gaikotsu saw as an option for confronting the 

univocal attempts of the state to delimit the narrative of Japanese history. 

As such, he created a magazine to connect a nationwide network of “lovers of the past” (古

好心), inviting both experienced collectors and curious novices to discover, or literally dig out of 

the earth, rare or exquisite pieces of the past. In the 1899 edition a statement in this first journal 

of Japanese Curios declared:
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The antiquarians of the world love to play with their old objects, books, and paintings, collecting them. By 
their nature, they desire to satisfy their preoccupation, searching for beauty, and loving the old. In their 
enjoyment there is no difference between the priceless treasure of the millionaire and the poor man’s love 
for his small shard. Even if these things are not necessarily useful for the state, they cannot change the fact 
that it is a refined pleasure, nor the fact that relics can establish communication between people’s hearts and 
the ways of the world. Is there anything more important as this?181 

The 1890s was a period when the social practices of early modern Japan collided with the 

‘speed’ of historical change as industrialization, war, and natural disasters shattered previous 

modes of life. People saw this tide rise to wash away historical unevenness, expunging 

superstition and so-called irrationality, while labor under a capitalist mode of production 

flattened divergent value systems against the slate of the nationalist present. As the founder and 

editor of the Curios Magazine, Japan’s first periodical of its kind, Gaikotsu articulated the stakes 

that curios or relics bore against the present. The spaces and language of feudal life were being 

appropriated by the social relationships of industrial capitalism and nationalism. In an age when 

curios could endure the tide of change better than their human owners, Gaikotsu argued that 

providing symbolic and physical transcendence of historical change.182 Their value lay in their 

ambivalence toward the value system of the Imperial Japanese symbolic regime by providing the 

enjoyment of a beautiful past was equally accessible to all those who were cultural elite invested 

in collecting and those who were simply tied to their heritage and place in the world. The line, 

“in their enjoyment there is no difference between the priceless treasure of the millionaire and 

the poor man’s love for his small shard" indicates that history resides in the layman’s world, 

outside the purview of the National Museum’s canonization of history. Curios could illuminate 

people’s relationship to the material world and to historical consciousness at that moment.

181 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Kottō kyōkai zasshi 骨董協會雜誌 (Nihon Kottō Kyōkai [Japan Curios Association], 1899).

182 In fact, following the 2013 earthquake and tsunami in the Sanriku area, markers stating “do not build below here” left from the 
1895 disaster unfortunately demarkated the line of destruction and salvation. History is easily overlooked it seems. 
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At the same time that this publication was an earnest attempt at public pedagogy, it was not 

without its irony. It regularly invoked the concept of patriotism (愛国心, aikokushin) and used 

Curios and examination of material culture to draw imperial state symbols into question. The 

publication emphasized the perspective of an anti-authoritarians with the appearance and 

discussion of figures such as Shokusanjin (蜀山人, alias of Ōta Nanpo 1749-1823), Hiraga 

Gennai, as well as Narushima Ryūhoku (成島柳北, 1837-1884), all of whom were anti-

authoritarian iconoclasts of their era, attesting to a cultural history critical of the state power from 

both the Edo and Meiji periods. In the second volume are installments of ‘Curios Denomination 

#1’ (骨董名数) that covers the sacred ‘Three Imperial Regalia’—deeming the jewel as Yasaka 

Keimagatama (八坂瓊曲玉), the mirror as Yashikyō (八咫鏡),183 and the sword as sōteiken (草

薙劒), writing, “scholars of old have written no small mountain with regards to these three types 

of holy regalia, so here we will omit a long explanation,” neatly dealing with them in one small 

line. Although it looks like he is evading the issue, it can also be seen as avoiding that which you 

should not dare to discuss at length and thus serve as a method for diverting attention from his 

true concerns. The only other mention of the emperor is a dryly-reported article about the 

emperor’s kettle, or yugama (純金御湯釡), being made out of solid gold. Although it seems like 

an absurd joke, the details of the Asakusa artisan who made it (浅草福井町鈴木長翁, 

1824-1899), as well as of its weight (450 grams of pure gold), and dimensions (approx. 22cm in 

diameter) of the kettle, allow one to see the reality of imperial extravagance as the irony of 

contemporary life—the realization that the emperor really drinks his tea from a kettle that uses 

almost four pounds of solid gold. 

183 A measurement unit around 18cm in length, so 144cm or almost 1.5m long. 
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As a whole, the project of Curios Magazine and Curios Association Magazine expresses 

some undercurrents Gaikotsu felt strongly about—to delegitimate the imperial state’s univocal 

narrative of Japanese history, cultural identity, and future purpose—but was foremost concerned 

with creating a community “lovers of the past” that was not tied to cultural elitism. It did so by 

showing material historical evidence in the form of Curios that undermined narratives of racial 

homogeneity, god-divined purpose, and social hierarchy that elevated oligarch and ex-samurai to 

positions of superiority. One closing example regarding Curios and their historical role should 

clarify these claims.  

There is the book called Research on Japanese National Character (『日本國民性の研究』

1921 大鐙閣) edited by Sano Manabu.184 Written by sixty-seven different specialists in their 

fields, this book includes a section by Miyatake Gaikotsu entitled, “Thoughts on the Prostitution 

System.” There is also “Curios as Seen By Japanese National Character,” by academic and 

archeologist Hamada Kōsaku (濱田耕作) writing under the alias Seitaka (青陵) in which he 

touches upon clothes and objects unearthed from burial mounds and primitive religions and other 

strains of art. With regards to swords or mirrors, he states: “These were largely things made by 

the hands of naturalized Chinese and Koreans and since they are enveloped in their influence, the 

techniques for production or the methods are difficult to think of as unique characteristics of the 

Japanese people.”185 Limiting judgment to relics of antiquity, he writes critically that, “Those 

184 佐野学 (1892-1953) Social Activist, historian, graduates Tokyo Imperial University in 1919 and works for a time at Mantetsu, 
later becoming a professor at Waseda University. During that time in 1922 he participates in the founding of the Japanese 
Communist Party becoming a central committee member. In 1925 he becomes president of the executive committee, participating 
as a standing member in Comintern. In 1928 he travels to Moscow to partake in Comintern #6. In 1929 he is arrested in 
Shanghai. In 1933 while in jail, along with Nabeyama Sadakichi (鍋山貞親 1901-1979) declares tenkō. After the war he 
established the Japanese Political Economy Research Center in 1947 and returns to Waseda University as a professor. He wrote 
‘Prison Diary-15 Years of Tenko’ in 1949.

185 Sano Manabu 佐野學, Nihon kokuminsei no kenkyū 日本國民性の研究, vol. 3 no. 4 (Tokyo: 解放社, 1921).
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things which we can say have Japanese National Character are rather what we could call the 

superficial, ephemeral, the fictitious,186 which is to say things that are seen as an collection of 

bad characteristics.” This entry takes the West as its standard for beauty. If applied to Curios as 

those things that are called relics of antiquity, it was exactly the characteristics of the 

“superficial, the ephemeral, and the fictitious” that were pointed out and valued by Curios 

Magazine as the appropriate historical supplement to the univocal notions of strength, discipline, 

and empiricism taught through the education system and statist discourse. Therefore, we can read 

Curios Magazine and Curios Association Magazine as unique publications made in order to 

privilege the superficial, ephemeral, and fictitious aspects of cultural aesthetics to delegitimate a 

univocal definition of the Japanese people by using ones understanding of cultural history to 

offer a more heterodox understanding.

VI. Arts Nation, 1899

The final commentary from the project of Curio Magazine came in the form of a one-off 

publication simply entitled, Arts Nation (「美術國」187 Bijutsukoku,  April 5 1899), at the end 

of the run of Curios Association Magazine. This small magazine by Gaikotsu coincided with the 

dissolution of Curios Association Magazine, prior to his fleeing to colonial Taiwan in order to 

avoid debts that he owed to Tokyo printing houses. Although it is basically a cheaper newsstand 

version of Curio Association Magazine, compiling reprints of previously-published content, its 

significance lies in its commentary on the establishment of national museums, a trend that had 

begot eight different natural history museums at the time of its writing. In this sense, the title of 

186 浅薄(せんぱく)、軽浮(けいふ)、虚偽(きょぎ) [superficial, ephemeral, fictitious] [superficial, insubstantial, fictitious].

187 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, “Bijutsu koku 美術國.,” 1899.
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the magazine assumes to speak for the ideals of the museum-building boom in an ironic tone, 

suggesting that the Meiji state would like to position itself as a storehouse of exquisite cultural 

artifacts. The group of Curios-focused publications Gaikotsu worked on from 1895-99 mark the 

attempt to bring historically elite cultural practices in dialogue with questions of national identity 

that were evident in the national museums endeavor. His underlying tone was critique hierarchies 

of taste and the relationship of high-culture to economic class. 

The opening declaration of Arts Nation states,

-The Aim of this Magazine-
Although this magazine appears with the grandiose title of “Nation of Beauty” or “Arts Nation,” who dares 
to aspire or not aspire to such a claim? Rather to say it in brief, (this magazine) gives the gist of the new 
dawning of the prosperous rays of light cast by art new and old in recent times by selectively republishing 
an extensive selection of fresh and interesting articles that have left no stone unturned from the Curios 
Association Magazine, the accolades of which newspapers nationwide have reported. At the same time this 
fulfills the requests of our membership to expand the advertising of our association, the objectives of which 
can be found below.188

The notion that a “Nation of Beauty” or an “Arts Nation” could exist is ironically exaggerated in 

the claim addressed in the tone of the first line—“who dares to aspire to such a claim”—

indicating that the arts alone cannot build a country. The tone overall is self-deprecating, with 

Gaikotsu mocking his own failure to attract a wide and engaged readership to his Curios project. 

At the same time, Arts Nation acknowledges the contemporaneous boom in “art new and old in 

recent times,” noting how significant the realm of art and aesthetics was becoming to discourses 

of history, society, and culture in Meiji Japan. The project was an advertisement, possibly 

attempting to increase sales of back issues of his other publications. The fact that Gaikotsu 

travelled to Taiwan to escape determined creditors in Tokyo lends some sway to my 

188 美術國　第壹號　明治三十二年　四月十五日發行 ◉本誌發行の趣旨 茲に本誌は「美術國」なる尊大の題號を以て
現はるヽも其趣旨たるや敢て大なる抱負あるにあらず之を要言すれば、近時新古美術の隆盛旭光の勢あるに随ひ全國
諸新聞紙は擧つて其状況を報するも「骨董協會雑誌」はその新奇なる記事を抜載するの餘白なきを以て、今特に本誌
を發行して之を會員諸君に示さんと欲し併せて本會擴張の廣告機關となすものなり、而して本會の主旨をする所は左
の如し.
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interpretation that the magazine, while making some commentary on the state of public interest 

in fine arts, was foremost motivated by the belief that profit from contents previously 

unsuccessful in a high-brow format might recoup some financial losses if made available in a 

more commercial, truncated format. 

Conclusion: Expanding Empire, Expanding Mediasphere

This chapter began by examining the increased control of speech and publishing from the 

period of the Meiji Constitution’s promulgation. I argued that the effect of the Constitution led to 

a decline in satire and parody as a means of criticism with particular sensitivity surrounding the 

figure of the emperor. It was not the censorship/sensitivity itself which is so surprising; rather, 

the ways in which alternate interpretations of the sovereign were defined and how punishment 

was meted out reveals the specific stakes of mass media as an increasingly powerful tool in a 

developing national textual community. At the same time, the cultural fields of the arts, history, 

and customs/culture—the set of aesthetic practices structuring allegiance to the Imperial House 

and the nation-state—was presented as an educational means for the citizenry to adopt a 

subjectivity proper to the modernizing state’s needs. Having been jailed for directly satirizing the 

Meiji constitution and the emperor, Miyatake Gaikotsu’s shift to publish magazines that were at 

first glance not comedic, but which actually took the sites of arts, history, and customs to be 

deeply ambiguous and easily misinterpreted, reveal a subtle urging to understand history and the 

present through observation, skepticism, and study. Examination of the publications Wittiness 

Association Magazine, Art’s Nation, Civilization Magazine, and Curios Association Magazine, 

reveal that these putatively comedic and cultural publications were in fact asking readers to 
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negotiate their position as Japanese subjects by seeing the culturalist agenda itself as deeply 

incongruous to the State’s proposed notions of history.

As a whole, this chapter argues that the term Wit (頓智), as defined by Miyatake Gaikotsu 

in the 1890s, was a critical conceptual framework that engaged with the self-edification ideals of 

Civilization and Enlightenment to flesh out a larger notion of equality promised but never 

delivered by the Meiji Restoration. Wit allowed alternate readings of Japanese statehood and its 

sovereign. Wit framed an egalitarian pursuit toward history and the arts in Curios Association 

Magazine. It provided a means to observe society and refract it through one’s own intellect in 

Wittiness Association Magazine, and it showed how the state’s notion of Civilization and 

Enlightenment only partially fulfilled its liberalistic promises in Civilization Magazine. The 

underlying goal of these publications was for the recognition of a common people’s space for 

identifying and reflecting upon social life through images, texts, and historical objects that were 

embedded in the everyday and discussed in dialogic periodical media. 

Social order was undergoing transformation and Wit showed heterodox versions of what 

society could be. One thing that should be made is clear is that humor is not always or 

necessarily a critical tool. It can never be solely critical because it resides in a liminal space 

between seriousness and play, getting the joke, aligning with the group, or not. Recent 

scholarship on journalistic humor has raised the important point that “satire can serve either 

rulers or the ruled,” so analysis must be cautious to not “neglect the role of satirical cartoons as 

instruments of propaganda.”189  The ability to laugh at incongruity or injustice does not mean 

that a critical perspective is gained, merely that different possible ways of reading a figure are 

189 Hotwagner, Russo Japanese War Comics, 338.
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seen. Perspective always resides with the affinities of the reader/viewer and their own 

knowledge. In this sense, Gaikotsu’s humor attempted to cultivate heterodox in its readers’ own 

terms, as framed under the concept of Wit. 

By the late-1880s and early 1890s a readership was developing which was adept not only 

at ‘reading between the lines’ of satire, but for whom the formal space of mass media itself came 

to be seen as a site for opening gaps in the linguistic, visual, and logical control of given state 

structures of the readable and sensible. By providing a detailed examination of the lèse majesté 

incident and the restarting of publishing activities by Miyatake Gaikotsu, this chapter showed 

that humor in a satirical was no longer as effective as irony in addressing the sharp illegalities, 

injustices, and incongruity of Meiji life. As a result, post-Constitution publications by Gaikotsu 

chose to continue anti-authoritarianism through a mode of irony—taking the most prominent of 

cultural signifiers from history and the arts and detailing them in a way that promoted anti-

hierarchical, anti-imperial ownership over cultural history. The attempt to ground Japan’s nation-

state subjectivity in inherited myths meant that the field of inherited literary and comedic modes 

were open to new interpretation vis-à-vis the present. Gaikotsu’s publications problematized the 

state’s historical narrative, not to displace the stakes of the present but precisely to show how the 

present depended upon understanding or interpretation of its cultural inheritance and cultural 

uniqueness in the face of universal frameworks to which the state also subscribed. The comedy 

of the 1890s used these historical tropes to foreground the inconsistency and at times full 

irrationality of the state’s needs to produce subjectivity, not from materials, but from myth. 

In the coming chapter 4, the rise of popular imperialism fueled by success in two 

international wars, coupled with the increasing ubiquity of print media, created a truly literate 

and sophisticated readership. As readership diversified, with publications tailored to specific 
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tastes, comedic magazines and images also evolved, witnessing the birth of serial-cel comics or 

manga, and new forms of meta humor that operated at the level of the representational apparatus 

of print media itself. This is to say that humor no longer reached out to society to show the 

incongruities between declaration and action of politicians or public figures, but also came to 

reflect on the position the readers themselves took by making different consumer choices in their 

media. Miyatake Gaikotsu’s most successful publication, Kokkei shinbun or ‘Comedic Times’ 

provides the leading example to show how media consciousness and the inherent trust that news 

as a concept carries, themselves become the object of critique, examination, and 

deterritorialization through the aesthetic tools of humor. 
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Chapter 4: 

Transforming Journalistic Space: 

Miyatake Gaikotsu, Absurdist Realism, and Kokkei shinbun
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I. Transition to an Imperialist Mediascape

The late-Meiji media landscape in Japan grew substantially with the rise of print capitalism 

generated through popular interest in the Sino-Japanese War. As people came to rely upon a more 

immediate and frequent mode of communication in periodicals, with advanced battlefront 

reporting, photography, and increased visual content, comedic publications by Miyatake 

Gaikotsu complicated the critical ironic approach of 1890s comedic media by developing 

absurdist realism. Absurdist realism as I use it in this context is to exaggerate and perform the 

inherent claim of news media to convey factual, broadly-sourced information, and by extension, 

to make a performative gesture of reverence and obedience to the needs of the imperialist agenda 

of the Meiji nation state. At the same time, the development of nascent sequential-cel cartoons 

structured new temporalities that closely align it with early cinema and animation editing. The 

splitting of time with sequential cels produced a graphic narrative structure that had previous not 

existed in Japanese media. While prior to this moment many literary works were published in 

incremental installments known as serialized fiction, seriality differs from sequentially. As I 

understand it, seriality implies the adding of additional units of similar length and scope. 

Sequentiality is foremost about ordering of narrative units of any length or scale. Specifically, 

sequential cels use the boundary lines of the cel to relate or order at times fragmented scenes, 

placing disparate spaces (of home, work, and urban, for example) into a particular structure. The 

mode of reading those experiences by linking disparate slivers or scenes of time into a coherent 

whole. This is the aspect of sequentiality that links it to nascent moving image editing. I should 

be clear that sequential cels do not become the de facto narrative structure for visual storytelling, 

but rather are one new element in the palette of creative techniques. Yet, as an overall assessment 
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of the first decade of the 20th century, or the last decade of Meiji, the most pronounced change 

comes new ways of structuring page space into cels, sequential or otherwise. I argue that 

sequential-cels aligns with the division of labor of the capitalist mode of production.

Public discourse became increasingly controlled by state censors following the 

Constitution's Article 29, which as Jay Rubin reminds us, stated that, "Japanese subjects shall, 

within the limits of the law, enjoy liberty of speech, writing, publication, public meetings and 

association.”1 The most innovative comedic periodical of the day, Kokkei shinbun (滑稽新聞, 

1901-1907. 173 editions), came to criticize what could be called the ‘unreliability’ of mass print 

media in Japan by exercising excessive obedience to nationalist, imperialist, and emperor-

worshipping discourses. By unreliability, I mean the notion that news media as a communication 

apparatus was generally accepted to convey the faithful accounting of local, regional, and 

international events, politics, and social affairs,2 and as such, produced a reliance or belief in the 

completeness of that given reality, which may intentionally or systematically exclude or silence 

particular voices, experiences, or aspects of society.  Huffman explains, “the Meiji papers 

actually had become: the conveyor of information from regions both foreign and familiar, a 

packager of reality-at-a-glance, an educational tool, a publicist for the good and the interesting, a 

spotlight on the murky backrooms of corruption.”3 Comedic writers were perhaps the most 

skeptical of this inherent trust that Meiji news media is not actively creating disinformation. I see 

comedy’s skepticism toward the way news media had created a reliance or dependency without 

addressing the exclusions and invisibilities in the total social picture. Much in the same way 

1 Jay Rubin, Injurious to Public Morals: Writers and the Meiji State (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1984), 6.

2 Yoshimi, Nyūsu, 9.

3 Huffman, Creating a Public, 371.
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questions on the level of language and narration that the genbun itchi movement in modern 

Japanese literature were intertwined with debates on the authenticity of different forms of literary 

production,4 I would argue that new media creators were increasingly aware of how their 

apparatus could be a tool for accurately conveying a reality or manipulating its image into some 

form of distortion or coercion. One magazine in particular placed itself deep into this 

ambivalence in realism, using play, performance, absurdism, and montage to reflect back onto 

periodical media and make possible a meta-perspective. 

In order to illustrate these shifts, this chapter examines Kokkei shinbun (「滑稽新聞」

1901-1908, bi-monthly, 173 editions), a comedic periodical founded in Osaka with national and 

colonial circulation. The top-selling newspapers of the late-Meiji period, Asahi shinbun and 

Yomiuri shinbun, circulated approximately 20,000-25,000 copies per daily edition, while Kokkei 

shinbun's bi-monthly editions reached a circulation of 80,000,5 giving a sense of its impact on the 

media environment of the time. The founder, publisher, and main writer of the publication, 

Miyatake Gaikotsu (宮武外骨 1868-1955), was able to use money earned from the magazine's 

popularity to combat the frequent burden of fines and jail time for charges of injuring public 

morals, slander, or insult to authority laws. However, by 1907, even sufficient market strength 

was not enough to alleviate the legal restrictions placed on the magazine. After eight years of 

4 Tomi Suzuki, Narrating the Self: Fictions of Japanese Modernity (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1996), Chapter 3.
 
5 Nihon shinbun hanbai kyokai 日本新聞販売協会, Shinbun Hanbai Gaishi 新聞販売概史, 1979.

Yamamoto Taketoshi 山本武利, Kindai nihon no shinbun dokushasō 近代日本の新聞読者層 (Tokyo: Hōsei Daigaku 
Shuppankyoku, 1981).

Yoshino Takao 吉野 孝雄, Kageki ni shite aikyōari  : “Kokkei shinbun” to Miyatake Gaikotsu 過激にして愛嬌あり「滑稽新
聞」と宮武外骨 (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1983).

Abel, Redacted, 80-81.
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publication, the magazine declared its own death with a “Suicide Issue” (自殺号), before 

restarting under a slightly altered title of Osaka kokkei shinbun to remove the restrictions 

associated with the particular name. As Jonathan Abel notes with the demise of publications due 

to censorship, “The metaphor of death is powerful because of its double function that recalls the 

censored as it resists the censor, positing both the death of discourse and the death of censors.”6 

Abel points out that death by censorship was never complete, since texts continue to circulate, 

influence, and can be reprinted at later times. Building on this notion, I argue that Kokkei shinbun 

was the most significant comedic magazine of the age, spawning copy-cat publications in Tokyo, 

Kyoto, Pusan (colonial Korea), and even Osaka. It should be made clear, though, that the 

approach of absurdist realism was unique to the original Kokkei shinbun and Gaikotsu as an 

eccentric, creative, and at times vitriolic individual. Other publications emulated but never 

achieved the same degree of critical depth and popular support. In my assessment, this was 

because other publications such as Tokyo Puck, Kokkei kai, and Jōtō Punch, while developing the 

artists of cel comics, print technology, and graphic culture, lacked what could be called a meta-

media approach that drew attention to the technology of representation itself.

Absurdist realism was a response to a particular media environment in which imperialism 

and nationalism became forces for growth in the print culture market. In 1893, the year before 

the start of the Sino-Japanese War, the annual circulation of Japanese periodicals was 106 

million. Six years later, fueled by wartime readership, annual readership reached 201 million, 

nearly a 100% increase.7 However, growth at this rate is less notable than the shift in the mode of 

journalism from the 1870s and 1880s, when a publication could be driven by a handful of main 

6 Abel, Redacted, 83.

7 Yamamoto, Kindai nihon, 94.
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writers conveying their specific vision, to the realization by editors in the mid-1890s that in order 

to remain competitive they must respond to and cultivate readers' desires.8 The stimulation of 

wartime news—of battle, victory, violence, heroism, and the anticipation of capturing economic 

gain—not only sold more papers than the political theorizing of the past, but also gave rise to the 

‘informationalization’9 (報道中心) of news—which, Katayama Takayasu argues, stripped away 

prosaic language in favor putatively neutral representation of events as 'fact.'10 Much as 

Naturalist writers aspired to a new authenticity and objectivity in literary language, journalism 

sought a new authenticity in the putative plainness of informationalization. The risk of this 

‘authenticity,’ however, was its dependency on informationalization that concomitantly 

cultivated support for imperialist expansion and emperor worship as normative, while harshly 

censoring any contrarian or anti-authoritarian positions. This is the environment in which 

absurdist realism presented an alternate reality, by raising skepticism about the reliability of 

'journalistic objectivity,' itself still a nascent concept.11 In the face of major newspapers’ shift in 

their business model to more closely respond to readers’ desires, absurdist realism spoke to the 

consolidation of power around the state leading up to and following the Russo-Japanese War of 

1894-5. It was precisely because the print market flourished by commodifying state violence 

8 Huffman, Creating a Public, 243.

9 Ga Hatsuhiko 何初彦, “Shinbun no rekishi—seiron shinbun to hōdōshibun 新聞の歴史--政論新聞と報道新聞,” 日本歴史 
14, no. nos. 14-21 (March 1949): 36–39.

Huffman, Creating a Public, 234. Huffman translates the terms as “reporting oriented.”

10 Katayama, Meiji shimbun monogatari, 160.

11 Journalism (新聞学) as a field of study is first noted in this book: Matsumoto Kunpei 松本君平, Shinbungaku: Ōbeishinbun 
jigyō 新聞学: 欧米新聞事業 (Tōkyō: Hakubunkan, 1899).
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under the guise of factual 'transparency' that an intervention to expose periodical media's 

complicity through the conceptual flexibility of comedic tactics.12  

It was within this context that absurdist realism came to be a means of confronting an 

oppressive, nationalist, univocal discursive sphere of the Japanese periodical world with a tactic 

of performing over-compliance with concerns of the state to an absurd degree. Kokkei shinbun 

portrayed its own veracity as doubtful—asking the reader to see the magazine as intentionally 

deceptive—which by extension foregrounded the notion that print news at large was of tenuous 

reliability. This notion defined as 'unreliable media' is what Japanese thinkers have called 

Gaikotsu's method of  “eating up” (喰ってる) the reader,13 meaning to deceive without 

informing the reader of that intention. If one presupposes a reader who recognizes that media can 

be deceptive, this absurdist mode is 'realistic' in the sense that it exposes the operation of power 

while rejecting the 'beautification' of the reality of Japanese industrialization, imperialism, and 

modernization as a process in which exploitation of people was an inherent feature. In this sense, 

the critique within absurdist realism can be thought akin to Walter Benjamin's distinction in Art 

in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction14 that fascism aestheticizes politics (beautification of 

sacrifice to the emperor), while politicizing art and aesthetics (portraying nationalist/imperialist 

concerns absurdly) works in a counter direction—to de-aestheticize politics and lay bare the 

operations of the state. In this sense, by politicizing the medium of print media, comedic can be 

seen to function as a tactic to dismember the power that legitimates authoritarianism. 

12 Okada Yoshirō 岡田芳郎, Nihon no kikakushatachi: kōkoku, media, contents business no ishizue wo kizuita hitobito 日本の企
画者たち ~広告、メディア、コンテンツビジネスの礎を築いた人々~, vol. 846 (東京: 宣伝会議, 2012), 100-103.

13 Akasegawa, Gaikotsu to iu hito, 55.

14 Benjamin, Illuminations, 218; 242.
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Absurdist realism in the context of early-twentieth century Japan differs from the 

philosophical absurdism known to the Western canon, defined by Kierkegaard15 and later 

Camus16 as the futility of philosophy's search for an inherent meaning in life and its inability to 

find any. In other words, absurdism as invoked in this research does not indicate the radical 

arbitrariness Western thought finds in humanity’s attempt to make meaning of the universe. If a 

philosophical understanding is necessary, absurdity in Kokkei shinbun is closer to the notion 

proposed by Bertrand Russell,17 which is not a descent into an existentialist quandary, but rather 

the philosophically-necessary process of dealing with contradictions in a supposedly rational 

world.18  Absurdist humor uses exaggeration of given rational structures to show deliberate 

violations or unexpected internal discrepancies, in essence, proposing what appears to be an 

irrationality to show the flaws in the supposedly rational. 

Kokkei shinbun's absurdism operated on the level of form (visual and material 

components of print media) and content (referential, sociopolitical critique). The image below 

from Kokkei shinbun 1903 is an example of formal absurdism:

15 Søren Kierkegaard, Soren Kierkegaard’s Journals and Papers, ed. Edna Hatlestad Hong (Indiana University Press, 1967), 10.

16 Avi Sagi, Albert Camus and the Philosophy of the Absurd (Rodopi, 2002), 18-19.

17 Bertrand Russell, The Philosophy of Logical Atomism. (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota, Dept. of Philosophy, 1918), 53.

18 Bertrand Russell, “Problems of Philosophy,” in First Philosophy - Second Edition: Fundamental Problems and Readings in 
Philosophy, ed. Andrew Bailey (Broadview Press, 2011), 241.
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Figure 23. “Ten Thousand Monks Participating in a Memorial Service at Tennōji Temple,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 48. 

May 5 1903 

This page visually orients the reader to a central position at the front of the image using linear 

perspective and presents a visual pun. Yet, what is the point of it? Many neatly organized circles 

fill the page increasing in size through seven gradients from the top to bottom of the page. The 

title, “Image of Ten Thousand Monks Participating in a Memorial Service at Tennōji Temple” 

can lead to the interpretation of facing a crowd of monks. Presenting the monks in this manner, 

as bald heads, could simply be joking at the likeness of their shaven heads. Yet, at the same time 

the image shows the power that exists in numbers and makes the reader think of the organization, 
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discipline, and conformity of monastic life. Conformity changes the underlying meaning of the 

circles to provide a visual allegory to fuseji—circle symbols self-censoring ‘unprintable words.' 

Thus the critique of this simple Trompe-l'œil lies beyond seeing all these circles as monks’ 

heads. It presents a visual allegory of neatly organized self-censorship circles as an allegory of 

the legion of compliant, self-censoring media voices populating the entirety of the space the 

reader can see to the horizon. This image provides a visual representation of the media's 

seemingly unending willingness to comply with nationalist, imperialist discourse by overlapping 

the meaning of monastic conformity with self-censored words filling the entirety of printable 

space. It is both absurd and realistic in its message. Formal absurdist realism operates by 

reconfiguring modes of seeing and reading print space, opening new interpretations and 

meanings while casting doubt on the media apparatus itself as tightly controlled, unreliable, and 

incomplete in its social representation.   
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Figure 24 “When People Die,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 12. August 8 1901

The image above from the first year (1901) of  Kokkei shinbun is titled, “When People Die,” 

with the subtext, “some people sometimes do not die when they should, the following are those 

who could save themselves embarrassment by dying.” It provides an example of referential or 

content-driven absurdist realism. Absurdism was not restricted to exaggeration but could also 

function by stating a perspective that was simply not allowed in popular discourse, exceeding its 

boundaries. For example, stating that certain politicians, writers, or businessmen being dead 

would improve the state of the world is hyperbolic. 

The humor here is absurdist in its exaggeration of the seriousness of death, speaking of it 

plainly as a missed opportunity. By framing death as an opportunity rather than an ending this 

article proposes that these figures could have died at a more opportune moment to save face and 

honor, and that their continued existence is an unfortunate embarrassment. The figures 
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mentioned vary from those at the very top of state power, such as Itō Hirobumi and Ōkuma 

Shigenobu (大隈重信 1838-1922), to those associated with the Freedom and Popular Rights 

movement such as Ōi Kentarō (大井憲太郎 1843-1922) and Fukuchi Genichirō (福地源一郎 

1841-1906). What unites the list is that an early death for any of these figures would have 

situated them as heroes, while their respective continued existence has led them to a degree of 

mediocrity, corruption, or uselessness in Gaikotsu’s eyes. For example, Enomoto Takeaki (榎本

武揚 1836-1908) was an anti-Meiji Restoration samurai who fought for the Tokugawa regime 

until the Meiji Restoration, but later in life he pursued a career with the Meiji state he had long 

opposed. This contradiction lands him a place in this article. Gaikotsu writes: “If he had died on 

that day fighting the Satsuma-clan general (during the Bōshin War, 1868) his name would have 

remained in glory throughout the whole world, aah, it’s too bad he didn’t die then.”19 Instead, 

history shows that Enomoto ended up being a vital figure to the Meiji State as a founding figure 

of the Japanese Imperial Navy, betraying his previous beliefs and essentially making him a 

hypocrite. Other figures, such as Itagaki Taisuke (who survived an assassination attempt in 

1882), Itō Hirobumi (who was actually assassinated eight years later while Resident-General of 

Korea 1909), and Ōkuma Shigenobu (who lost a leg in an assassin’s bomb in 1889 but did not 

die), and Yamagata Aritomo (who merely suffered from longevity) are mentioned as missed 

opportunities.20 

The absurdist realism of this page lies in the contrast between the samurai ideals of 

preserving honor by not compromising oneself or one's lord and the actual compromise in 

19 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Akasegawa Genpei 赤瀬川原平, and Yoshino Takao 吉野 孝雄, Kokkei shinbun 滑稽新聞, 
vol. 1, 7 vols. (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1985), 140. 

20 Ibid.
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pursuing the ‘success in life' risshin shusse ideology of the time. By exaggerating the logical 

conclusion of an honorable death that unfortunately has not already happened, it critiques those 

holding power by showing how they do not follow the notion propagated by the state that 

voluntarily sacrifice of the body for the emperor/state was the expression of the highest moral 

integrity for the commoners of Japan. The page uses exaggeration (absurdism) to reference the 

how the state's given reality struggles to contain its own internal contradictions, particularly by 

those in power. 

While other examples below will complicate this notion of absurdist realism, the above 

provides a foundation from which to proceed. In general, absurdist realism attempts to show that 

the human world cannot be contained under the mantle of rationality even while it is constantly 

struggling to erase irrationality not as normal but deviant. It is through print media, the largest 

form of social communication at the time, that mechanisms of containment or diversification can 

occur, and absurdist realism is most interested in the latter. It provided a strategy to deal with 

nationalist fervor propagated by the coalescence of media, state, and market power.

War and the Growth of Print Capital

Politics and print technology advanced rapidly between Japan’s first successful international 

wars: the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5 and the Russo-Japanese War 1904-5, and uneven 

economic and social circumstances of the period provide the context for large transitions in 

communication technology, physical mobility, and modes of visual representation in print 

media.21  Across this decade, the tide of militarism produced an unprecedented readership 

environment, in which daily newspapers and magazines aligned profits with nationalism to cover 

21 Huffman, Creating a Public, 174; 283.
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events of an increasingly wide, international scope from a uniquely imperialist perspective. Of 

key significance to readership, as Japanese newspaper historians have emphasized, is that by 

accelerating print technology and growing urban centers, news from Japan’s international 

military endeavors attracted new readers and formed an increasingly intimate relationship 

between editors and readers’ perceived desires, since competition among publications led editors 

to listen and conform to readers’ tastes out of market necessity.22 This shift could be called the 

birth of Print Capital (出版資本) in Japan, using Tosaka Jun’s (戸坂潤 1900-1945) term,23 which 

will be addressed in more detail below. The upshot in terms of political discourse was that in the 

span of a decade newspapers went from having both pro- and anti-imperialism stances to losing 

the remaining voice critical of war, Yorozu chōhō (萬朝報) in 1904, effectively conforming to a 

pro-imperialist agenda with the firing of key members of the editorial staff that year.24 Yorozu 

chōhō was an innovative paper started in 1892 by Kuroiwa Shūroku (1862-1920) and had 

cultivated some of the smartest and politically critical essayists in the 1890s.25 These were 

figures who were later remembered for playing roles fundamental to the birth of Japanese 

socialism and anti-militarism, such as Uchimura Kanzō (内村鑑三 1861-1930), Kōtoku Shūsui 

(幸徳秋水 1871-1911), and Sakai Toshihiko (堺利彦 1871-1933). Yet, it was precisely this team 

of essayists who were let go after the news marketplace consolidated around a pro-emperor, pro-

22 Huffman, Creating a Public, 221.

23 Fabian Schäfer, Public Opinion – Propaganda – Ideology: Theories on the Press and Its Social Function in Interwar Japan, 
1918-1937 (BRILL, 2012), 113.

24 Yamamoto Taketoshi 山本武利, “Yorozu chōhō” no hatten to suitai: Yorozu chōhō kaidai-kaisetsu「萬朝報」の発展と衰
退 : 「萬朝報」解題・解説, version 復刻版 / 萬朝報刊行会編 (日本図書センター, 1983).

25 Huffman, Creating a Public, 244. 
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Imperialist stance leading up to the Russo-Japanese war.26 The sentiment of pro-war could be 

summarized in Kōtoku, Uchimura, and Sakai’s parting essay in Yorozu in 1903, in which they 

state that they could not accept the change in Kuroiwa’s stance to, “the inevitability of war,”27 

rather than a continued criticism of its legality, ethics, and necessity that had been pursued up 

until that point. Thus, from October 1903 to early 1904, all major daily newspapers were void of 

any anti-war or anti-imperialist voices. Despite steady growth of the print marketplace at this 

time, with the exception of actively anti-imperialist magazines, like Heimin shinbun (平民新聞, 

1903-1905), which was started when Kōtoku and Sakai departed from Yorozu, and Kokkei 

shinbun’s comedic critique. The period leading up to and during the Russo-Japanese War was a 

high-water mark for nationalist sentiment in media, when debate or criticism of war or 

imperialism as a practice was marginalized under the overwhelming wave of so-called patriotism 

valorizing honorable sacrifice to the emperor.28 

Japan’s military and economic success in the Sino-Japanese War resulted in reparations 

from the Qing State and created a period of economic prosperity that equated war with social and 

financial benefit. The aura of profound patriotism that the war engendered was directly due to the 

emperor’s involvement as a perceived soldier, defeating the Qing in 1895, which held perhaps as 

much ‘encouragement’ toward empire building as the economics of international conquest.29 For 

more than a millennium Chinese culture had occupied a source of intellectual tradition in pre- 

26 Oka Mitsuo 岡 満另, Kindai Nihon shinbun shōshi; sono tanjō kara kigyōka made 近代日本新聞小史; その誕生から企業化
まで, Shakai kagaku sensho (Kyoto: Mineruva Shobō, 1969), 60.

27 Nihon kikanshi kyōkai Ōsaka-fu honbu  日本機関紙協会大阪府本部, Kikanshi no rekishi senzen senchū-hen 機関紙の歴史
戦前・戦中編 (日本機関紙出版センター, 1999), 101.

28 Aoki Haruo 青木春雄, Gendai no shuppangyō 現代の出版業 (日本エディタースクール出版部, 1975), 69.

29 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 89.
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and early-modern Japan, with Chinese literature and culture transmitting the threads of Neo-

Confucianism, cosmology, governance, and aesthetics that provided the frameworks upon which 

Japanese culture developed.30 Although the Qing were perceived to be in decline in the 

nineteenth century, the international community had predicted an easy Qing victory over Japan’s 

incursion into the Korean peninsula.31 Thus, to defeat Qing China in war effected a conceptual 

shift of Asia’s cultural center from China to Japan, which held particular relevance for national 

identity in Japan, bolstering trust in military service and the notion of valiant sacrifice to the 

emperor and state. 

To grasp this period with any degree of historical rigor is to understand that much of the 

newspaper reading populace held war and imperialism as a positive model of national and 

economic growth. Huffman writes, “Japan’s citizens, whether they lived in the shadow of Mt. 

Aso, in an Osaka slum, or in one of the capital’s elite professional districts, thirsted like rice 

planters under a midday sun for information from the continental struggle (the Russo-Japanese 

war).”32 This perspective did not come about passively but was rather cultivated through 

sophisticated if not hastily assembled organs: education, conscription, taxation, land ownership, 

and promotion of the press as a means to literacy and citizen’s consciousness. As Hirano Katsuya 

notes in his chapter on Meiji political ideology in The Politics of Dialogic Imagination, it was 

through these organs of state assigning agency to the mind over the body, and rendering the body 

merely a tool without knowledge, that the Meiji State could create moral and ontological 

30 Matsunosuke Nishiyama, Edo Culture: Daily Life and Diversions in Urban Japan, 1600-1868 (Honolulu, HI: University of 
Hawaiʻi Press, 1997), 14.

31 S. C. M. Paine, The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895: Perceptions, Power, and Primacy (Cambridge University Press, 2005), 
23-35.

32 Huffman, Creating a Public, 278.
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imperatives to voluntarily sacrifice the body as the expression of the highest moral integrity. 

Hirano emphasizes how drastic the changes of Meiji were by the notion that at no previous time 

in history had the “common people” been called upon to die and kill for the emperor, state, or 

domain, yet these became the needs of the state with the rise of interiority and subject formation 

under Meiji cultural  currents.33 

Beginning with the experience of reparations paid from the 1882 Imo Incident (or Imo 

Mutiny) in Chōson Korea, the notion that war and imperial expansion could bring domestic 

economic benefit to the Japanese populace tied Japan’s success in international relations to an 

eagerness for further conquest.34 Tensions were building following the Gapsin Coup (also known 

as the Kapsin Coup) of 1885, and newspapers fueled common interest in Japan’s expansion as a 

regional power. In the years leading up to the Sino-Japanese war, agents from both governments 

attempted to manipulate the Korean court.35 For the press, already robust growth between 1887 

and 1893 saw daily newspaper circulation numbers leap from 42 million to 106 million, more 

than doubling daily circulation numbers.36 Yet, wartime sales were even more enticing with 

positive financial effects of war reporting beginning in 1894, when a pro-Japanese activist Kim 

Ok-gyun was assassinated in Shanghai, sparking increased diplomatic tension. At the same time, 

the populations of Japan’s urban centers of Tokyo and Osaka likewise experienced a near 

doubling, with Tokyo rising from 672,000 in 1880 to 1.15 million in 1890.37 By the end of the 

33 Hirano, The Politics, 235.

34 Peter Duus, The Abacus and the Sword: The Japanese Penetration of Korea, 1895-1910 (University of California Press, 1998), 
54-65.

35 Takii, Itō Hirobumi, 239.

36 Yamamoto, Kindai nihon, 94.

37 Japan National Census Bureau: “日本帝国人口統計｜明治150年特設サイト｜統計局ホームページ,” accessed August 21, 
2020, https://www.stat.go.jp/library/meiji150/shiryo/shiryo29.html.

https://www.stat.go.jp/library/meiji150/shiryo/shiryo29.html
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Sino-Japanese War, the previous distinction between ‘Large-’ and ‘Small-’ newspapers, which 

had structured readership in the first decades of Meiji between educated, political discourse in 

Large newspapers and social gossip, vernacular fiction, and urban news in Small newspapers, 

had collapsed38 in the Tokyo media world. In Osaka the division remained functional for another 

decade.39 The new form of popular periodical media had morphed into what 20th century-readers 

would recognized as a “newspaper,” in that sections were divided and specialized into politics, 

Imperial court news, economics and trade, social gossip and scandal, so-called san-men kiji or 

“society pages,” and editorial essays. This transformation in form of the paper would not have 

been possible without the huge increase in news consumption driven by Japan’s first 

international wars that bookended the new century. In the span of 10 years, an incredibly active 

sequence of events and challenges with substantial risk involved made readers demand ever 

more frequent and every more timely information. The 1894-5 Sino-Japanese War itself was a 

series of land and naval battles moving from the Korean peninsula and Manchuria. European 

advisors to the war had predicted an easy Qing victory and the perceived stakes facing the 

Japanese military were quite high.40 This too fueled a dramatic tone to war reporting, 

engendering readers with not only daily editions but ‘extras,’ broadsheets bringing news via 

telegraph of the latest events in the war.41 Even after the war itself concluded with the Treaty of 

Shimonoseki in April 1895, wherein Japan was granted the territory of Taiwan and a monetary 

reparation of 320 million taels of silver, more than six times its GDP, newspapers had the bloody 

38 Huffman, Creating a Public, 221.

39 Ibid., 244. 

40 John King Fairbank and Kwang-Ching Liu, The Cambridge History of China. Vol. 11, Pt. 2 Vol. 11, Pt. 2 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006), 269.

41 Huffman, Creating a Public, 224-5.
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conquest of Taiwan to continue to satisfy readers for two more years as coverage of military 

events remained the popular topic of news media.42 

While daily newspapers had consolidated a pro-imperialism stance by 1904 to suit the 

Meiji state’s needs, Kokkei shinbun provided a unique text within this historical milieu by 

launching a method of criticism through media form that employed the comedic to teach readers 

to expect an ulterior meaning behind or contained within a surface representation. This can be 

thought of as explicating the difference between surface meaning and sub-meaning in mass 

media—a totalizing media scape in which the advantages of war were promoted through heroic 

coverage of soldiers as the surface of war and the sub-reality of interconnectedness of society 

that exposed the true costs of militarism. The emphasis on the ‘interconnectedness’ or 

interdependency of social life contrasted with the larger tendency seen in newspapers in the first 

year of reporting on the Russo-Japanese War, departing from the visual and textual coverage of 

injury and damage to both bodies and military equipment in 1903 that characterized this early 

period. Instead, by 1904, newspapers expunged such negative representations of the violence of 

war, replacing it with profiles of valiant sacrifices made by Japanese soldiers.43 In effect, by 

isolating the deeds of war to the heroic soldier in battle meant the negation of this individual 

from a network of interdependence in his own regional and familial context. In my examination 

of Yorozu chōhō, Asahi shinbun, and Yomiuri shinbun from the Russo-Japanese War years, while 

injury or death might be reported, it was done to valorize that sacrifice of the body as a morally 

righteous action for the state rather than situating it as personal victimhood. This is the ‘surface’ 

42 Ibid., 215.

43 This research examined the three major newspapers Tokyo Asahi shibun, Yokohama Mainichi shinbun and Yorozu Chōhō during 
the period of 1903-4 to substantiate this trend.
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of the media environment in 1904 that concealed rising socialist and collectivist notions and the 

overall more heterogenous social reality from gaining widespread representation in print media.

The remainder of this chapter will transition from the historical context described above 

to make two key arguments. First, the publication Kokkei shinbun, whose title can be translated 

as ‘Comedic Newspaper,’ employed a meta-critique of the news-media by presenting state power 

in an absurdist mode that drew attention to the inadequacies of the authoritarian power of the 

time. Second, emphasizing social interdependency, this publication’s creator and publisher, 

Miyatake Gaikotsu, provided alternate ways of knowing national culture and being that did not 

align itself to imperialist aggression but rather to the notion of individual mind, will, and wit, 

which fostered readers to think critically about the power of media and the trust engendered by 

daily consumption of periodicals to reflect on the nature of urban, national subjectivity of the 

time. 

Understanding the context of media and publishing more than 100 years ago is a difficult 

if not dubious task. As a means to provide a more nuanced understanding of Gaikotsu’s work and 

how it was read, the following section tracks the rediscovery of Gaikotsu’s work in the post-

WWII era, specifically examining how his work was adopted by avant-garde artist Akasegawa 

Genpei (赤瀬川原平 1937-2014) from the 1960s. Contributing to a revival of interest in 

Gaikotsu’s work that was led by his Gaikotsu’s nephew and scholar Yoshino Takao (吉野孝

雄,1945~), Akasegawa, Yoshino and others founded a dōjinshi (like-minded publication) of 

semi-scholarly research focused on Gaikotsu in 1977 entitled Gaikotsu kaibō (『外骨解剖』) or 

‘dissecting Gaikotsu.’ In the 1980s and 1990s, there was significant coverage of Gaikotsu’s life 
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and work in cultural consumer magazines like Kōkoku hihyō (Advertising Criticism) and Yuriika 

before waning in the 2000s.

Situating Miyatake Gaikotsu as a Comedic Artist

In the late 1970s, avant-garde artist Akasegawa Genpei was approached by a number of 

publications to write articles about the then relatively unknown Meiji journalist named Miyatake 

Gaikotsu. Images from Gaikotsu’s magazines and newspapers from the early-20th century found 

their way into publications and university art classes by Akasegawa such as his manga, Sakura 

Gahō (『櫻画報』1970-71). As Akasegawa recounts in his 1985 book, “There Was a Guy 

Called Gaikotsu!” (「外骨という人がいた！」).44 Gaikotsu's publications are populated with 

visually striking photomontage, mixed media two-dimensional images from picture-postcards, 

magazine cover art, pseudo advertisements, detailed diagrams and graphs, and densely-layered 

satirical articles. Enjoying a "List of Self-Corrupting Things” (自堕落者一覧表) from 

Gaikotsu’s Taishō-era periodical Sukoburu (スコブル 1916-1919), Akasegawa exclaims that 

Gaikotsu is “biting” (かじりつき) or “eating” (喰う) his readers, meaning he addresses them 

with a degree of impudence, challenging readers to reflect on themselves, asking, “am I being 

deceived?” The “List of Self-Corrupting Things" includes 20-30 one-sentence entries like: 

“People who will wear anyone's shoes; People who write graffiti in books from the library; 

People who pee with the bathroom door open; People who reposition sitting cushions with their 

feet; People who get in the bath without washing themselves first; People who roll up train 

tickets and chew on them; People who spit inside the train and stomp it out with their geta; 

44 Akasegawa, Gaikotsu to iu hito, 49-50.
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People who lick dirty fingers and dry them with paper; People who spit in their ink stone to grind 

ink.” In Gaikotsu’s eyes, each one of these acts is a form of personal degradation, which, when 

listed one by one, harken to a comedy of manners. Akasegawa emphasizes that this list of 

judgments or evaluations paints an exacting picture that reproaches the reader at the same time 

that it makes connections with their reality. This list both documents urban social life and takes 

its empirical rigor to an absurd degree. That these phenomena are socially provable is obvious, 

but to notice them as part of a set of behaviors that are “self-corrupting” moves below the 

putative surface of social life in which ‘we are all modern citizens,’ using print to show a sub-

reality of distinction and culpability, asking—if we can all see this, what can be done about it? 

In his reading of the “List of Self-Corrupting Things,” Akasegawa reflects on the list's 

sincere tone yet derisive arbitration of taste. "He's eating them up. People that is." Meaning, 

Gaikotsu was trying to see if his readership could be misled. The list's humor plays off the 

recognition of everyday actions through the stern frankness of the delivery. Akasegawa added, 

“But his ability to keep listing, in its persistence, is a kind of realism."45 The persistence to keep 

writing, to keep noticing differences produced within the social norm is Gaikotsu's brand of 

humor. It seeks a particular kind of alternate reality, or sub-reality, to Imperial Japanese society, 

negotiating the liminal space between the deceptive and the real. By "eating them up”—by 

throwing out a playful situation where his readers must negotiate truth and deception—he is not 

just providing an entertaining facade to consume, but also gives readers a moment to see the 

surface of media itself as superficial—as a possible deception. This is a space of meta-reading 

where the reader becomes aware of participation in his own manipulation or negotiation of where 

the real exists. 

45 Ibid., 55.
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This issue of a surface and sub-reality, or the question of where the ‘real’ exists in media 

representation, becomes an issue in Japan with the turn of what Tosaka Jun called Print Capital, a 

concept that defines the soft-power collaboration between readers, publishers/editors, and state 

power.46 The shift from a nascent print market to full-fledged Print Capital occurs for Tosaka by 

measuring the expansion of Japanese Culture dealt with in print as well as the speed at which 

publications were circulating. This leads to a realization that publishing could not be driven by 

publisher interest alone as it had in early-Meiji, but rather by reader desires and consumption 

habits. Mass media is the era of print capital. As I see it, the consumption of cultural 

commodities under Print Capital can be defined by: 1) Marketization of public discourse: voices 

that sell define diversity of voices, 2) The birth of mass media: communication with large 

audiences via machine-reproducible print commodities, 3) The demand to attract readership and 

compete within a nation-state structured environment. 

The post-Sino-Japanese War consolidation of readership from a previous divide between 

high- and low-brow publications to a new integrated news format putatively covered all relevant 

events for a national readership of Japanese citizens. Specifically, this divide was sutured 

together by embellishing a narrative of events that had previously been held as objective or 

sterile occurrences, imbuing them with the prose qualities of fiction writing while retaining their 

value as true events.47 This meant that the available publications provided a seemingly 

46 Jun Tosaka, “The Actuality of Journalism and the Possibility of Everyday Critique,” in Tosaka Jun: A Critical Reader, ed. Ken 
C Kawashima, trans. Fabian Schäfer (Cornell University Press, 2013).

47 Okada, Nihon no kikakushatachi, 121.

Okada writes: “Kuroiwa (Reiko) broke down this barrier (between Big and Small Papers) in an interesting way. He neither 
conformed to the political essay-centric style of the ‘Big’ papers, which were above the head of a majority of readers, nor 
remaining exclusive to gossip and pedantry of the ‘Small.’ As was staple for newspapers of the time, serialized novels were an 
essential part of maintaining steady readership. Kuroiwa wrote serialized detective fiction (tantei shōsetsu), but according to him, 
“not as literature but as news (bungaku de wa naku hōdō da)” (100) asking his readers to read social relevance—information 
relevant to their daily lives—from the serialized narrative column. 
This was reinforced by the newspaper’s speciality in providing coverage of incidents, scandals, and events in far more detail than 
competitors. This new style of journalism narrativized events while emphasizing their facticity and truthfulness to reality. Events 
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‘complete’ range of consumer choices for information. However, this ‘completeness’ is the 

surface, while publications that forwarded a socialist, anti-colonialist, or anti-war perspective 

constituted a threat and were censored, in effect supporting the surface reality through its 

exclusion. Huffman describes the situation in newspapers this way: “Only by reading between 

the lines of reports about the ‘fierceness of Russia’s resistance’ or the ‘high cost of war’ could 

readers get a sense that this was anything but a complete and smashing Japanese victory. And 

few readers were equipped, by either training or inclination, to do that kind of reading.”48 In fact, 

it is no coincidence that it was through humor and comedy that an alternate perspective could be 

voiced.

II. The Reading Context of Kokkei shinbun

Gaikotsu's approach can be grasped as a consistent skepticism toward a social order 

propagated to meet the state’s needs through mass media. The discourse of militarist nationalism 

sustained via mass media, attempted to make natural and adopted by the Japanese people what 

Takashi Fujitani calls the “Nation-centered order of meaning,"49 a semiotic framework 

entrenched during the mid- to late-Meiji period via legal, educational, and communication 

systems. Through visual spectacle (printed images, public ceremony, photojournalism, 

advertising, and entertainment) and growing networks of human mobility and communication 

(transportation, conscription, postal systems, and print media), these systems enable a conceptual 

told in such number, imbued with texture and approachability of fiction and the persuasiveness of editorials, helped locate new 
lower-class readers as undeniable members of society subject to the risks and successes of modern life.” 

48 Huffman, Creating a Public, 290. 

49 Fujitani, Splendid Monarchy, 101.
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framing of a national social space, which located the reader-citizen as a productive body for 

national enrichment in the mode of imperialism.50 

For Gaikotsu, the change through his publications, writes Kimoto Itaru, “came from a 

loss of faith in the rational form of wit, and sinking into pure exposure of that grotesque form 

known as the comedic (kokkei).”51 Wit, as examined in the second chapter, encouraged readers to 

use their intellect and readerly acumen to transcend superficial meaning for a secondary or 

tertiary meaning. Kokkei, the comedic, on the other hand, was more about the performance of 

absurdity, or as Kimoto says, a kind of grotesqueing of humor.

Although Gaikotsu grew up in the Sanuki area of the southern Japanese island of 

Shikoku, his experience as a publisher and writer had been predominantly centered in Tokyo 

from his teens until the failure of his Antiques Magazine project in 1899. Due to insufficient 

subscription income and increasing debt for publishing costs of the Antiques Magazine, in 1899 

Gaikotsu fled his debts in Tokyo to spend almost a year in colonial Taiwan, during which time 

his publishing activity was minimal, aside from two single-page broadsheets briefly commenting 

on his life there.52 Returning to Japan in early 1900, he settled in Osaka and worked as a 

typesetter and copy editor for a small publishing house called Fukuda-dō, which handled more 

than 20 small monthly newsletters that notably included the Osaka Prison Office’s ‘Prison 

Monthly’ (『監獄月報』) and other state-internal publications.53 It was the support of Fukuda-

dō’s owner, Fukuda Yūkichi (福田友吉1864-dates unknown), in the form of money and printing 

50 Tanaka, New Times, 149-151.

51 Kimoto, Hyōden, 201.

52 Ibid., 194-197.

53 Ibid., 201.
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presses, that allowed Gaikotsu (under the name Ono Murao 小野村夫) to begin Kokkei 

shinbun.54 

As a mode of comedy that blossomed in the late-Edo period, kokkei experienced continued 

popularity into the Meiji period. Notable works that influenced Gaikotsu and provided a 

backdrop to the Osaka context include the focus of Chapter 1, Marumaru chinbun, as well as the 

book-format Comedic Oratories (『滑稽演説会』 1878~, continued for 50 volumes) by the 

gesaku writer Fusō Kan (総生寛 1841-1894) and works by the occasional editor of Marumaru 

chinbun, Sōsōtei Koppi (痩々亭骨皮 1861-1913), such as the more than twenty-volume series 

that began with Applause and Cheer: Comedic Solo Oration (『拍手喝采滑稽獨演會』1887).55 

Through the late-1870s and 1880s, kokkei as a concept experienced its most widespread post-Edo 

period boom through the auspices of Marumaru chinbun and its sister publication Kibidango. At 

the same time, there remains a question as to whether there was ever a decline in the popularity 

of comical books, from which Marumaru company’s popularity could be called a new boom, 

given that figures such as Kanagaki Robun considered himself as much a comedic writer as his 

Edo-period predecessors.56 Kokkei as a term is translated as ‘comical’ but it also indicates humor 

of a certain period, namely the late-Edo period (early-19th century), when the 

‘kokkeibon’ (comical book) defined a genre of comedic literature grounded in the aesthetics of 

commoner culture and exemplified by Jippensha Ikku’s Travels on the Eastern Seaboard (『東

54 Ibid.

55 Ura, A Bibliography of Books, 167.

56 Haruo Shirane, Early Modern Japanese Literature: An Anthology, 1600-1900 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 
360.
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海道中膝栗毛).57 Commoners, as depicted in kokkeibon, were economically powerful but 

socially subjugated and less concerned with the demands of duty and loyalty of the warrior class 

than in the pleasure to be had in the experiential world. While kokkeibon were a space of satire 

and play, kokkei was a more free-floating comedic concept that was defined in mid-Meiji as 

follows: “Comic (kokkei) things are those which are not square but irregular. People don’t find 

things funny by means of drawing attention to what is pleasing, but rather by telling of it in an 

unfamiliar or unusual method is what makes people happy.”58 By late-Meiji, Kokkei shinbun 

continually pushed topics unaccounted for in other papers to the foreground with deadpan 

cynicism, wordplay, satire, and visual play, in what can be considered an attempt to expose 

ruptures in the superficial normality of Meiji Japan. Limiting the scope of comedic antecedents 

to Osaka only, there were at least four publications that copied Marumaru’s visual style.59 

Furthermore, Osaka Asahi shinbun had serialized a theory of humor (笑わらひの説) on April, 

14, 15, and 17 of 1887, which stated: “It is the intellectual production that laughter gives rise to 

that is necessary for the benefit of the world,”60 foregrounding the linkage between social change 

and intelligence as part of a critical humor practice.

Perhaps the most significant aspect to the particular way kokkei as a concept function in 

the space of 1901 Osaka was its overlap with nascent socialist groups that evidenced a vivid 

scene of politic oratory and activism in which comedic writers played a role.61 In 1889, self-

57 Ibid.

58 Kuroiwa Shūroku, quoted in Ura, Acceptance and Development, 91.

59 Some examples are: 『文明戯化鯰猫珍報』1879 開進社; 『滑稽大演説會』1889 玉の家潮秀; 『日清事件滑稽演説』
1895 春廼家;  『滑稽世界』1892  酔居居士.

60 Quoted in Ura, Acceptance and Development, 96.

61 Kimoto, Hyōden, 201.
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defined kokkei writers that included Fusō Kan and Shikai Namindo (四海浪人 ?-1908) formed 

the Kokkei shakai-tō (滑稽洒快燈), punning on the words for ‘socialist party’ by using the 

homophonic characters for ‘socialist party’ to mean ‘lantern of joyful comedic jokes.’62 This 

stemmed from a volume of comedic lectures from the previous year entitled Collected Works of 

Masters of Comedy (『滑稽大家論集』1888 Kanhata Bunkan/綺文館) published in Osaka’s 

Kyōmachibori area, wherein numerous comedic writers commented on the current state of 

affairs, stating, “An organization known as the Great Japan Comedy Party will form to elect a 

representative to the National Diet.”63 In terms of actual activism, Western Japan’s first labor 

union, The Great Japan Labor Collective (大日本労働協会) formed in Osaka in June 1899 by 

Ōi Kentarō (大井憲太郎 1843-1922), coexisting with Katayama Sen’s (片山潜 1859-1933) 

Tokyo-based Association for the Realization of Labor Unions (労働組合期成会) which formed 

in 1897.64 Osaka-based activism was a real political force, as indicated by a public assembly led 

by Christian activist Kinoshita Naoe (木下尚江 1869-1937) in October 1900 that drew over 

8000 people debating the elimination of sex work.65 In the following three years (coincidentally, 

the years of Kokkei shinbun’s rise to popular prominence), the number of Political Speeches 

(seiji enzetsu 政治演説) given in Osaka rose from three assemblies with six speakers in 1901 to 

33 assemblies with 138 speakers in 1903.66 Suffice to say the reality of political thought at the 

62 Nakae Chōmin 中江兆民, Nakae Chōmin zenshū 中江兆民全集, ed. Matsumoto Sanosuke 松本三之介, vol. 18 (Iwanami 
Shoten, 1983), 715.

63 Quoted in Kimoto, Hyōden, 202.

64 Ibid., 202.

65 Ibid., 255.

66 Ibid., 202.
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time of Kokkei shinbun’s formation was viscerally felt on both the printed page and in the streets 

of Osaka. The environment of political activism in Osaka provided ripe possibilities for a 

publisher to find readers who could understand the deterritorialization of the journalistic terrain 

of the day, providing an alternative to militarist nationalism grounded in local dealings, politics, 

and figures. 

In terms of local Osaka news, the focus of Kokkei shinbun was on rumors, gossip, 

bribery, blackmail, profiteering, protests, arrests, corruption, as well as Gaikotsu's own legal 

entanglements for publishing such content. On the macro scale, the focus was on how power 

structures engender numerous hidden exploitations vis-à-vis ‘the good citizenry’: military 

profiteering, death at war, exploitation of women, and class antagonism provided contrasting 

images to national citizenship and abstract social priorities of national prosperity and regional 

supremacy. Although under stringent censorship,67 Kokkei shinbun's content made no attempt to 

foreclose topics deemed of public concerns from publication. 

Akasegawa is largely responsible for the revival of interest in Gaikotsu's work in the 

postwar period. Although Gaikotsu himself survived into the postwar era, his oeuvre, existing 

within neither the boundaries of literature nor art, often suffered from an oversimplified 

definition as merely "excess and vulgarity" or "wit and humor," an interpretation that biographers 

Kimoto Itaru (木本至 1937~  ) and Akasegawa argue against.68 Kimoto’s overall approach in his 

excellent monograph Critical Biography: Miyatake Gaikotsu (『評伝宮武外骨』1984) is to 

67 Gaikotsu was jailed four times for a total of four years imprisoned, was fined 15 times, and had his publications seized or 
destroyed 14 times. (Yoshino Takao 吉野 孝雄, Miyatake Gaikotsu: Minken He No Kodawari 宮武外骨 : 民権へのこだわり, 
Rekishi Bunka Raiburarī 95 (Tōkyō: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 2000), 6.)

68 Kimoto, Hyōden, 176. 

Akasegawa, Gaikotsu to iu hito, 248.
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look beyond a pejorative definition of humorous publications as merely playful and frivolous, to 

contextualize their discursive realm and reveal works intricately tied to social and aesthetic 

problems. The remainder of this chapter will analyze specific sites of criticism through examples 

of Gaikotsu’s humor in Kokkei shinbun.

Tactics of Legitimization Through Transparency

A list of the targets of attack on the pages of Kokkei shinbun would fill pages: other newspapers, 

drug makers, ad agencies, authors, police chiefs, publishers, politicians, military leaders, 

bureaucrats, priests, educators, and novelists; literally thousands of individuals received 

illuminating mention in the pages of Kokkei shinbun. However, to understand why these were the 

targets of attack raises a much deeper question, one that requires both an understanding of the 

historical context and the position of Kokkei shinbun in the Osaka newspaper world. 

As mentioned above, following the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95, Tokyo papers lead by 

Yorozu chōhō had largely departed from the political divide between so-called Big Papers and 

Small Papers. However, in Osaka, these tendencies still persisted.69 Big Papers sustained a 

political discourse for educated elite readers, members of the ‘polity,’ grounded in business and 

politics. Small Papers catered to that which was specifically seen as not political. With simple 

language and news about entertainment, theater, rumors, scandal, vulgarity, and humor, Small 

Papers were superficially a form of tabloid. Jay Rubin writes that Small Papers, “…did not 

editorialize, were all but indifferent to taking political positions, and provided only the most 

69 Tsuganesawa Toshihiro, Kindai nihon no shinbun kōkoku to keiei: Asahi shinbun wo chūshin ni 近代日本の新聞広告と経営: 
朝日新聞を中心に (Ōsaka: Asahi Shinbunsha, 1979), 12; 25. 
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perfunctory reports on political developments. They concentrated instead on those vulgar 

happenings deliberately excluded from the Big Papers as degrading to their image.”70 

By designating the terms and spaces of discussion of a political reality to the elitist 

government-centered politics of the Big Papers, the Small Papers reinforced other forms of social 

meaning as apolitical. In terms of defining a public sphere, this could be seen as a journalistic 

division of labor: the two genres of newspaper worked in tandem to articulate a public sphere 

where journalists held no stake in negotiating power in any terms other than those defined by the 

state.

When Kokkei shinbun released its first issue in late January 1901, the world of Osaka 

newspapers could be divided along such lines. The ‘Big Papers’ were Osaka Asahi shinbun, 

headed by Ikebe Sanzan (池辺三山 1864-1912), and Osaka Mainichi shinbun headed by 

Komatsubara Eitarō (小松原英太郎 1852-1919), although previously, Osaka Mainichi was the 

headed by Hara Takashi (原敬 1856-1921), later the Prime Minister of Japan.71 According to 

Yoshino Takao, “(Osaka) Asahi’s discourse was mainly one of pro-sovereignty (国憲主義), 

while (Osaka) Mainichi had long articles about business and industry and was backed by leaders 

of the Osaka business world, Matsumoto Shigetarō and Fujita Denzaburō.”72 Furthermore, there 

were smaller papers such as Asahi Osaka that functioned as organs of specific political 

70 Rubin, Injurious, 37.

71 Tanaka Hiroshi 田中浩, Kindai nihon no jānarisuto 近代日本のジャーナリスト (御茶の水書房, 1987), 451; 472.

72 Yoshino Takao 吉野 孝雄, Kageki Ni Shite Aikyōari  : “Kokkei Shinbun” to Miyatake Gaikotsu 過激にして愛嬌あり「滑稽
新聞」と宮武外骨 (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1983), 34.
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associations. In Asahi Osaka's case, Hara Takashi used the paper as the voice of the politically 

well-connected "Association for Constitutional Government" (立憲政友会).73

For Kokkei shinbun, this division of labor included an inherent deception, as it defined a 

sphere of political discourse without accounting for many everyday social relationships that were 

not included in the State’s ideal social order. Rather than frame the impetus for Gaikotsu's 

critique as an imperative of social morality, it seems more appropriate to grasp his critiques as 

issues of legality and representation in mass media. To paint a picture of what the demographics 

of readership were in the first decade of the twentieth century, an image from the pages of Kokkei 

shinbun may help clarify the stratified nature of periodicals at the time. 

Figure 25. “Readership of Periodicals,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 143. July 20 1907

73 Ibid.
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This image from 1907, entitled “Magazines and Newspapers Readers” (新聞雑誌の愛読

者), diagrams different publications and their readers.74 Although many of these titles may be 

unfamiliar, upon contextualization this comic shows the breadth and complexity of late-Meiji 

readership. Three key points can be taken from the sequence. First, that the targeted 

demographics for publications do not necessarily align to actual readership; second, that the print 

marketplace is diversified and situates individuals according to a social order, even if they 

deviate from that order; third, that Kokkei shinbun allows people who are intended to be kept 

separate to coexist in the heterodox knowledge of the comedic. Regarding the first point, School 

Girl’s World (女学世界) is read by young male students, Success (成功) by poor houseboys, 

while Literary Arts Club (文藝倶楽部) is read by geisha; these indicate that the individual’s 

subjectivities were not driven by the expectations of a target audience but by readers’ interest 

outside of their own social position. Whether publishers anticipated this or not, the wealth of 

options available in the print marketplace meant that target audience was merely a general 

assumption. The illustration structures the schisms that exist between superficial social 

categories and cultural tastes of a diverse, and by this time of late Meiji, sophisticated reading 

public. At the same time, that “housewives” are said to read Style (時好), Mitsukoshi Department 

Store’s taste and fashion magazine, or that a poetry master is shown to read The Cuckoo (ホトト

ギス), a high-literary journal, are both cases of publications reaching their targeted audience. 

74 From the top left it read, “Government Gazette…Village Mayor,” “Miyako shinbun (都新聞)…Licensed Prostitutes,” “Osaka 
Asahi shinbun…the Elderly,” “Pakku (パック)…Kids,” “Travel Guides…Country Bumpkins,” “Hototogisu (ホトトギス)…
Poetry Masters,” “Kokumin shinbun…Petty Officials,” “Jiji Shinpō…the Unemployed,” “Yorozu Chōhō…Hoodlums,” “Bungei 
Kurabu…Geisha,” “Jōgaku Sekai (school girl’s world)…Male Students,” “Jikō (時好 Mitsukoshi’s Culture Magazine)…
Housewives,” “Yomiuri shinbun…Paltry Men of Letters,” “Niroku shinbun(Akiyama Teisuke’s populous paper)…Rickshaw 
Men,” “Osaka Nippō…debotczhers,” “Katei no Tomo…Female Students,” “Dōraku Sekai…Monks,” “Seikō(Success)…Poor 
Houseboys,” “Jizen Shinpō (Philanthropy News)…Beggars,” “Heimin shinbun…Laborers,” “Kabushiki Nippō (Stocks Daily)…
Gentleman Activists,” “Kokkei shinbun…Everyone!” 
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Kokkei shinbun is read by all and read in the context of a train car, itself a telling metaphor for a 

national space—everyone inhabiting a different social role but moving through space and time 

together. Kokkei proclaims itself readable to all groups, including bureaucrats, the elderly, 

beggars, geisha, school girls, etc., effectively proclaiming the ideas that comedy holds interest 

for anyone. Kokkei’s self-defined appeal was that it could supersede the imagined national 

community that is structured upon fixity by appealing to people’s comedic knowledge which is 

clearly shown to fluid, heterodox and capable of reaction the broadest community. In other 

words, Kokkei provided readers with the ability to form their own alliances and subjectivities 

beyond the scope of what the state defined for them.

III. Kokkei shinbun Begins

In the founding issue of January 25 1901, publishing and writing under the pseudonym, 

Ono Muraō (小野村夫),75 Gaikotsu established the founding beliefs of Kokkei shinbun:

75 Gaikotsu is from Ono-mura (小野村), Sanuki, Shikoku.
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Figure 26. Principles of this Magazine. Kokkei shinbun, ed. 1. January 25 1901

1. Philosophically Idealist (哲学上理想主義)

2. Politically Progressive (政治上進歩主義)

3. Economically Utilitarian (経済上実利主義)

4. Religiously Optimistic (宗教上楽天主義)

5. Editorially Playful (編輯上遊び主義)

6. Publishing for Profit (発行上金儲主義) 

These six guiding principles are presented under the title, zeiroku bungaku (贅六文学), a phrase 

that translates colloquially as, “Kansai People’s Literature.” Edo-ites used the term zeiroku (贅

六) as a derogatory reference to Kansai people.76 Inokuchi Shōji notes that in the early 19th 

century, “Kansai had the longer traditional culture while Edo was the newly rising city, so it 

76 Inokuchi Shōji 井之口章次, Zeiroku “贅六 (ぜえろく),” in 日本大百科全書(ニッポニカ) (Shogakukan Inc., 1994 1984).
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shows Edo’s own self-reflexive inferiority complex. Zei (贅) indicates something superfluous 

and roku (六) references something equally useless like a married man (宿六) or a dunce (甚六). 

Thus, as a whole zeiroku is a word to express a feeling of disdain (卑しむ気持ち).”77 Given 

Gaikotsu’s recent relocation to Kansai as well as his origins in Shikoku, the use of the term is a 

playful one, inverting the notion of disdain to privilege the idea of unworthiness, empowering the 

role of the Outsider. Deleuze and Guattari note in A Thousand Plateaus that the Outsider 

demarcates the borders of a community, be it a familial one or a multitude such as the State. The 

Outsider is that Thing which is anomalous, both stabilizing and destabilizing, forming and 

destroying alliances, and existing as a necessary precondition for transformation.78 By attributing 

meaning to the number six in the word zeiroku, Gaikotsu transcends the original meaning of 

“Kansai People’s Literature” to become something akin to “Six Derided Fields of Knowledge,” 

or “The Six Outsider Principles.” The six fields refer to alternate notions of philosophy, politics, 

economics, religion, journalism, and publishing, all of which exist as types of  “Comedic 

Literature” (滑稽文学). 

The first edition states: “Comedic literature (滑稽文学), when taken with the above six 

principles, becomes The Six Outsider Principles (贅六主義) from which stems Outsider 

Knowledge (贅六文学).” Although I was initially hesitant to translate zeiroku bungaku as 

Outsider Knowledge because of the association it makes with Deleuze and Guattari’s reading of 

Kafka’s “minor literature,”79 (since Gaikotsu was not marginalized from the dominant linguistic 

77 Ibid.

78 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2003), 245-249.

79 Gilles Deleuze and Guattari, Félix, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature (U of Minnesota Press, 1986).
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or ethnic territory), when applied to the idea of comedy, a deterritorialized or deterritorializing 

mode of expression in Meiji Japan, it seems to be a workable concept. To translate bungaku as 

Knowledge rather than Literature opens up the ability to think of the Comedic as something that 

was marked as archaic in Meiji and thus exists outside the contemporaneous field of Modern 

Literature (文学・小説). In other words, Comedic Knowledge (滑稽文学) is Outsider 

Knowledge (贅六文学), which is useless to the nation community, and therefore alienated, 

marginal, and minoritarian, to modernization. In other words, comedic knowledge produced in 

this magazine is implicitly useless to the State. This argument becomes clearer with the 

noticeable absence of a stand-alone field of bungaku or Literature (文学) itself in the six 

principles. 

Bungaku, as a concept, changed significantly across the Meiji period. As Karatani Kōjin 

argues powerfully in “Extinction of Genre,” modern literature as an institution eradicated a more 

heterogenous literary practice existing from the Edo period which included humor and comedy.80 

Seiji Lippit builds on this notion by showing how works by Natsume Sōseki and Akutagawa 

Ryūnoske written in a satirical vein in the early 20th century predominately had their comedic 

aspects overlooked, even while that heterogeneity of genre was being deployed to oppose a 

dominant notion of pure literature grounded in the I-novel.81 In this sense, I believe that reading 

Gaikotsu’s bungaku as Knowledge follows his gesture toward a more heterogeneous notion of 

creative literary activity that encompassed comedy, scholarly production, reportage, history, 

philosophy, and politics in a way that Akutagaawa and Sōseki did according to Lippit and 

Karatani. In other words, Gaikotsu’s bungaku could not be codified as the long-format novel 

80 Karatani, Origins, 175–84.

81 Seiji M. Lippit, Topographies of Japanese Modernism (Columbia University Press, 2002), 49-50.
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emulating European literature.82 Alas, Gaikotsu’s deliberate attempt at redefining the scope of 

epistolary activity to include the heterogeneity of comedic writing as a mode of intellectual 

production commensurable with so-called pure literature indicates awareness of the privileging, 

in the context of the modern culture, of prose fiction as the highest form of literary practice, one 

that is most reflective of national subjectivity.

The broad range of intellectual currents addressed—philosophy, politics, economics, 

religion, journalism, and capitalism—are defined reflexively against the Meiji state’s agenda 

which might be articulated as: Philosophically Confucian, Politically Conservative, 

Economically Protectionist, Religiously State-Shintō, Editorially Censored, and War-Making for 

Profit. Kokkei shinbun’s formulations thus provided openness and transparency, neither denying 

the reality of capitalism buffeting the publishing world, nor prescribing limitations on the range 

of possibilities available. As typical of absurdist realism, Gaikotsu elevated the dominant terms 

of discussion, but skewed their logical underpinnings through the epistemology of comedic 

knowledge. Nephew, biographer, and curator of Gaikotsu’s work, Yoshino Takao defines this 

journalistic approach as "realism" (リアリズム), while Akasegawa locates Gaikotsu's method as 

"over-correctness"83 (正しすぎる). Gaikotsu’s realism was to pay deference to national concerns 

using his well-versed knowledge of law and journalistic language. It was a means to both critique 

and preempt rebuttal. For example, in the second issue, there is a brief section simply entitled, 

Corruption of the Police:

There have been some very surprising occurrences these days. Although I would like to address corruption 
in the police department, because they will use the law as shield, it would be inconvenient to deal with the 
accusation of 'insult to government officials.' So I compromised: If you, dear readers, feel you have 

82 John Whittier Treat, The Rise and Fall of Modern Japanese Literature (University of Chicago Press, 2018), 12.

83 Akasegawa, Gaikotsu to iu hito (1991), 64-72.
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something to say, I have left the space below blank for you to fill in. Don't worry; there is no punishment 
for writing something down.

Note random thoughts here:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

No writing will be revealed if you hold this up to a flame. 

Figure 27. “Corruption of the Police,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 2. February 25 1901

By beginning with the possible punishment, the commentary proffers criticism of police 

corruption while also emphasizing its sensitivity. Gaikotsu inverts the order of argument through 

preempting any specific claim of defamation by the police. Furthermore, the blank space 

trivializes the authority of censors to determine what is publishable and what is not. By placing 

the reader’s own actions as the final step to complete the critique, the article delegitimizes the 

ability to cite the piece as inflammatory, dispersing its critical power through individual action of 
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readers. This tactic shifts the responsibility from the publication to the readers themselves, in 

effect concretizing the position of readers as agents in creating social meaning. This technique of 

leaving place space for reader intervention exemplifies a general characteristic—transparently 

representing the extent of state power as an internalized form of constraint while superficially 

performing deference by acknowledging how one must be careful with language directed toward 

authority in print. It provided a key element for the creation of an inclusive public space via the 

power of print media and the written word.  

Looking at the body of work produced by Gaikotsu in Kokkei shinbun, it is helpful to 

retain the category of realism, not so much as indicative of journalistic objectivity, but rather in a 

more artistic sense. Following both Akasegawa and Yoshino’s use of the term, it can be 

understood as the realism of alternate political reality voiced through everyday experience that 

combines topics normally excluded in mainstream discourse: corruption of the political elite, 

violence of militarism, oppression of certain discourses. Gaikotsu’s realism contrasts a nation-

centered Reality bounded by Constitutional law and subservience to the emperor, to a reality in 

which public discourse is open to allow the free exchange of ideas and opinions. Gaikotsu’s 

reality is mobilized via new media perspectives and portrayal of the relationships of human 

connection and interdependency normally denied representation.
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Figure 28. “Bribe-taking Officials Ranking Sheet,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 42. January 20 1903

This example of the “Bribe-Taking Officials and Citizens Ranking List” in the 42nd issue 

was published roughly a year before the previous example in 1903. It is one of many ‘ranking’ 

sheets that visually mimic Sumo rankings or banzuke. The top-ranked (Ōzeki) bribe-taking 

bureaucrats are “Officials in the Ministry  of Army Accounting Bureau” on the right. On the left, 

for citizens, the rank starts with the management of all regional newspapers followed by the 

representatives of local government, bankers, communication company presidents, and museum 

curators. While this may seem farcical in form, this page brings the elites controlling media and 

government into a space of reading where they coexist with ‘bribery.’ This is one of many ways 

that Kokkei shinbun manifested highlighted contradictions within the political reality. Also, in 
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terms of media visual space of the magazine itself, mimicry, ellipsis, inverting type, hiding 

messages, and using the front and backs of pages supplied a form of engagement with two-

dimensional space. The visual play of the blank space left for reader’s own participation in 

“Corruption of the Police” is an example of this. From looking at the countless pages of names, 

products, politicians, and businesses publicized as simply ‘Yusuri’ (blackmailing, exploitation), it 

is clear that profiteering and exploitation taking place under the guise of national economic 

development warranted direct attack to Gaikotsu and deserving of punishment. 

In this sense, by exposing the language of the legal bureaucratic sector as contradictory, 

cowardly, and embodying exploitation, power held by the law and government is undermined. 

The discourse not available in either the Big or Small papers is the discourse that can address 

power from the outside, creating an inclusive new public realm, mediated through a space of 

reading in the process. Kokkei shinbun offered all readers an active position to feel, be amused, 

become educated about legal practices, and to question the concept of legality. 

One illustrative example is with regard to fuseji: censored content marked with 〇〇 

circles. The publication code under which Gaikotsu operated was oriented to inflict maximum 

financial loss to the publisher through seizure or destruction of already-printed materials.84 For 

their own financial wellbeing publishers had an incentive to self-censorship by concealing words 

perceived to be sensitive such as ‘emperor,’ ‘socialism,’ or ‘uprising,’ using fuseji in their pre-

publication drafts for censors prior to sending it to the press. There was a degree of intimacy 

between writers and readers in anticipating how much to conceal while still giving readers 

enough context to intuit the gist. Yet, with more than a dozen “prohibition of distribution” legal 

84 Kokkei Shibun began with the classification of a newspaper and thus fell under the press code. However, following their first 
violation in the second issue, they were reclassified under the publication code which required a constant deposit of roughly 500¥ 
to be maintained at all times in order to publish, another financial constraint.
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indictments in the first two years of publishing, in the 69th issue Kokkei shinbun employed fuseji 

not to conceal but to absurdly comply and thus draw attention to the gag order placed on all 

military information in the press. Below is the page, “Secrets beyond 〇〇”:

Figure 29. “Secrets Beyond 〇〇,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 69. March 23 1904

Although it may appear that a wealth of valuable secrets are concealed on this page, in 

fact the fuseji are simply space-fillers that conceal no hidden meaning, instead emphasizing the 
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degree of concern the state wants publishers to take in self-censorship. By treating the fuseji as 

blank spaces instead of concealing content, the text above reads:

Today’s military authorities say that even boring items are secret and do not allow newspapers to write 
about them, so newspapers are unable to publish news that they have hear and end up with articles filed 
with  circles (fuseji). This is an issue of the (military) authorities simply being stingy and nothing more than 
a lack of boldness. I think that since the military is originally savage [yaban], keeping military preparations 
secret in order to take the enemy by surprise is not necessarily something for which they can be faulted. 
However, it would be more manly for them to have an open-door frankness and boldly announce, I am 
going to attack and crush you in such a way, so bring it on! 

Keeping military preparations secret to take the enemy by surprise, isn’t this just petty and cowardly? I 
published this article full of circles to drive the minor bureaucrats of the press censorship office’s eyes to 
rot and their heads to spin trying to figure out how to read what was eliminated. However, these circles 
were what I originally inscribed, they indicate no hidden letters. If you simply pick out the real characters 
and read, anyone can understand my reasoning in seconds, ha, ha, ha.

By making so-called unspeakable topics the object of conversation, Kokkei shinbun used the 

same tactic of openness recommended to the army in the page above to draw attention not to the 

specifics of military events, but to the process by which power is consolidated through 

censorship. The state censors operated as an office within the police department and used fines, 

imprisonment, and financial loss more as a means to delimit the scope of discourse—to define 

those parts of culture that could or could not be perceived—than to convey a direct message of 

their own. Rather than attempt to expose secrets, the tactic Gaikotsu employs is the mode of 

absurdism. Absurdism employed in Kokkei shinbun does not extend to Camus’ existentialist 

quandary of the absurdity of human’s search for meaning, but rather sees meaning as something 

which must be ‘discovered’ and revealed, exaggerating the incongruities to an extreme degree as 

a means to show existent flaws in rationale. It was a performance of authority’s own logic of 

oppression in such a way as to undermine the perceived power behind that authority. 
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Power, in the Foucaldian sense, resides not in that which controls or represses but in that 

which is productive.85 The power shapes social boundaries and discipline in which people 

willing partake can illuminate how representational media can become a site to destabilize social 

politics. In terms of a visual regime, late Meiji periodicals were standardized to the extent that 

they could be thought of as a kind of administrative system for conveying information. They 

were not run by the state per se, but in their alignment to state needs, they ended up supporting 

the state’s notions of a victorious and righteous imperialism to the populous. One aspect of the 

comedic visual culture that appeared in Kokkei shinbun was to destabilize the visual regime of 

the Meiji press was the rise in picture postcards as a mass-produced form of (at times) avant-

garde visual art. In particular, the postcards distributed with Kokkei shinbun deserve attention in 

their radical combinations of mixed medias in a cheap and easily-circulated format. 

Printing the Concrete

Below is the sixth edition of Kokkei shinbun, dated May 20, 1901, in whick the legal 

verdict appeared against Okada Tatsujirō (岡田辰二郎), the name that Gaikotsu used to obtain 

permission to begin publishing Kokkei shinbun.86 The judgment printed on the page explains that 

a story (小説文) and illustration from the fourth edition, detailing a monk asking for a young 

girl’s consent in a romantic relationship, constituted insult to public morals (風俗ノ壊亂) due to 

“the fact that it was promulgated to the world” (世間ニ發布シタル事實). Rather than conceal 

85 ‘We must cease once and for all to describe the effects of power in negative terms: it ‘excludes’, it ‘represses’, it ‘censors’, it 
‘abstracts’, it ‘masks’, it ‘conceals’.  In fact power produces; it produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of 
truth.  The individual and the knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this production.’ 

Michel Foucault and Paul Rabinow, The Foucault reader (London: Penguin Books, 1991),194.

86 Kimoto, Hyōden, 202.
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these legal entanglements afflicting the publication, Kokkei shinbun printed the judgment as a 

tactic of transparency and as a means for readers to understand the stakes of what they read on 

the printed page.

Figure 30. “Surprising the Surprising,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 6. May 20 1901

The title and subtext frame a legal document and the text presents the court’s verdict. The title, 

“Surprising, so Surprising” (案外又案外), both indicates a litany of unexpectedness—‘again and 

again’—while also reflecting one subject position back on to another. The series of a litany 

occurs as the originally-censored content is republished, and the position of the court or judge as 

the disseminator of judgment residing in a position of authority is reflected back through the 

media apparatus. Since the judgment on the April 18 edition of the magazine contains specific 

description of the very content cited as violating the press regulation law from the fourth edition, 
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in effect, merely presenting the court’s own words allows that content to be expressed and 

reevaluated by the public reading audience. In other words, the court’s own voice is made to 

speak that which it prohibited. A simple act of transcribing the judgment onto the printed page 

effectively instrumentalized the state’s judgment itself, making its attempt to define speech and 

delineate social good a tool to deconstruct that very order. 

It was a common tactic. When Kokkei shinbun was cited for a violation either for being 

"Injurious to Public Morals" (風俗壊乱 or 風俗の破壊), “Insulting to Bureaucratic 

Authority” (官司侮辱), or “Injurious to Order” (秩序破壊), the charge or judgment was printed 

for all to see. In this way, readers were familiarized with the means of legal control over 

discourse at the same time that the censored material was revisited, revealed, and Othered from 

its original context.  

The significance Kokkei shinbun held to the world of politics, criticism and humor in Japan 

is not limited to their attacks on state power but also to the sociopolitical order as well. In 

particular, gender politics, sex work, and the role of women in social labor augment the 

understanding of what the “new form of the comedic” actually constituted. The image below 

from 1902 elevates features of everyday life to a very high degree to spotlight their abject 

incongruity. The page below is titled, “Type of Usury,” the word “usury” being translated in 

Japanese as yusuri (ユスリ) and bearing a slightly broader meaning than the biblical notion of 

high-interest lending. ‘Blackmail’ may be a closer translation in its usage in Meiji. In this 

example by Miyatake Gaikotsu, yusuri indicates the use of manipulation through coercion to 

obtain something. 
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Figure 31. “Types of Usury,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 33. August 1 1902

This page provides a taxonomy of yusuri/exploitation in two main categories: criminal 

exploitation (犯罪的ユスリ) and exploitation of human nature (人情的ユスリ). Criminal yusuri 

includes blackmail by newspapers, public workers such as the police, and individual 

blackmailing of others. Human yusuri is when people within a family or friendship attempt to get 

something, material or immaterial, from someone by threatening to withhold or expose 

something. All of these forms are legitimate examples of exploitative behavior within the given 

social order. As a whole page explicating this list of detailed accounts, the social reality is 

focused almost to a ridiculously exhaustive, one could say absurdist, point. 
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Gendered exploitation of women’s labor was encouraged by Meiji modernizers as 

beneficial to the national effort.87 At the same time, objectification of women in printed and 

photographic images was a financially lucrative part of the expansion of a print marketplace in 

Imperial Japan.88 The visuality of women in Meiji print culture appears to have been a concern 

for Kokkei shinbun, negotiated in both the print magazine and supplemental postcards, which the 

next two sections address. 

Visuality of Gender in Kokkei shinbun

The history of feminism in Japan can be found at least as early as the Freedom and 

Popular Rights Movement of the 1870s and 1880s, when the terms joken (woman’s rights) and 

danjo byōdō (male-female equality) began to be used as part of the discourse.89 Activists drew 

upon a very early translation of John Stuart Mills On Liberty in 1868, with Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau’s Social Contract translated in 1882 also being a key text for notions of human and 

gender equality.90 Although formation of groups fighting specifically for women’s suffrage or 

combinations of woman’s rights and socialism did not occur until the second and third decades 

of the 20th century (Shin Fujin Kyōkai [新婦人協会, 1919]; Sekirankai [赤欄会, 1921]), literary 

groups such as the Blue Stockings (seitō [青鞜 1911]) were already developing threads of 

feminist discourse in the first decade of the century.91 While Gaikotsu is not commonly known as 

87 Marnie S. Anderson, A Place in Public: Women’s Rights in Meiji Japan (Harvard University Press, 2010), 44-48.

88 Anne Tucker et al., The History of Japanese Photography (Yale University Press, 2003), 24.

89 Anderson, A Place in Public, 97.

90 Barbara Molony, “Women’s Rights, Feminism, and Suffragism in Japan, 1870-1925,” Pacific Historical Review 69, no. 4 
(2000), 641.

91 Yoneda Chiyoko 米田佐代子, “Seito” wo manabu hito no tame ni『青鞜』を学ぶ人のために (世界思想社, 1999), 247.
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a gender activist, his underlying commitment to human equality produced his advocacy for 

women.92 His first initial break with his family was over his friendship and first love with a girl 

in his native Shikoku who was part of the ‘untouchable’ burakumin class.93 

In the magazine’s discussion of gentlemen, lecherous monks, and Itō Hirobumi in 

particular, a trend toward criticism of the objectification of women can be seen in the pages of 

Kokkei shinbun. Yet, a patron of the pleasure quarters himself, Gaikotsu’s personal position vis-

à-vis sex work may raise questions.94 The time Gaikotsu spent swimming in the waters of the 

licensed quarter cannot be discounted simply as youthful folly; however, it is clear that he 

viewed selling of young women into sex work and the lack of availability of medical treatment 

and other support for poor young women as serious issues threatening the moral fabric society. 

For example, the image below is titled “Things eaten other than food,” and the subtext for an old 

lady eating a young geisha reads, “old lady who makes food out of young women,” referencing 

the practice of selling women into sex-work for profit. 

Figure 32 “Things Eaten Other than Food,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 171. September 20 1908

92 Miyatake and Yoshino, Yo wa kiken jinbutsu, 49-50.

93 Okadome Yasunori 岡留 安則, “Miyatake Gaikotsu to ‘Uso no Shinsō’ 宮武外骨と「噂の真相」,” Yurīka ユリイカ 25, no. 
9 (September 1993).

94 Kimoto, Hyōden, 98-101.
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The criticism of selling young woman into sex work appears alongside two other forms 

of “eating people,” on the right, con artists are depicted eating country folk, and on the left evil 

judges are depicted eating defendants. Both point to abuses of power and practices of unfairly 

exploiting fellow people, literally consuming another human being for their own benefit. In this 

sense, if Kokkei shinbun’s attention to women can be called critical, it was on the level of giving 

representation to the exploitation of women rather than clearly advocating for them to have a 

voice. The covers of Kokkei shinbun usually featured women in posed, non-erotic situations.  

Other examples reveal how the female body’s objectification was represented in Kokkei shinbun:

Figure 37. “Body of -isms,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 158. March 5 1908
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This image is titled “Body of -isms” (全身悉く主義の人), which identifies different parts of a 

nude woman’s body with different beliefs or “isms” (主義). Hair tied in a casual manner is 

“civilization-ism,” the upturned nose is “advancement-ism,” the glancing eye is 

“philanthropism,” the right hand making a circle is “money worship-ism,” the downturned 

beckoning left hand is “invitation-ism,” the crotch is “liberation-ism,” the arrow toward the 

buttock can be read as either “light pooping-ism” or “convenience-ism,” and the feet are 

“supported by one’s own feet-ism.” This collection of principles affixed to different parts of the 

body may be interpreted as objectifying the woman’s body with disparate labels, preventing a 

coherent whole. By addressing the visual configuration of the woman’s body broken down into 

different zones with different beliefs, or even a woman obligated to supply mere place-holders 

for beliefs with her body, this image is highly ambiguous. As an ironic figure, the division of the 

body into different beliefs proposes the notion that women were objectified by men’s labels. At 

the same time, it could point to the heterogeneity and internal complexity within one woman 

living life, “supported by one’s own feet,” who is at the same time concerned with advancing 

civilization, sexual liberation, and capitalism. If nothing else, this image attempts to complicate 

the demands placed on women beyond Meiji’s dominant ‘good wife, wise mother’ (良妻賢母) 

neologism for a modern woman.95 

A more complex reading of this image takes it as a body representing the different 

demands placed on the Japanese populace to supply the needs of the ‘national body’ or kokutai. 

In this reading, the image provides a provocative counter-figure to the notion forwarded by the 

Japanese government that structured the ‘national body’ as led by a ‘head/brains’ of the emperor 

95 Shizuko Koyama, Ryōsai Kenbo: The Educational Ideal of “Good Wife, Wise Mother” in Modern Japan (BRILL, 2012), vii. 
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and his key advisors, the Genrō or elder statesmen, with the limbs and feet being the common 

citizenry who are the trunk or even mere appendages; anatomy/people more expendable the 

further from the head they are.96 This ‘national body’ conceptualization of the Japanese populace 

is foremost male and concerned with its position in relation to the emperor system (天皇制).97 In 

contrast, the “Whole Body of Principles” is firstly an adult woman whose head is adorned in a 

practical, “civilized” hairstyle, whose “philanthropy principled” eyes bear the character hakuai 

(博愛) which was used to translate the notion of fraternité (of liberté/自由, égalité/平等, 

fraternité/博愛), and thus can be seen as searching for a universal love, seeking neither hierarchy 

nor elitism.98 The “liberation” of sex and in particular woman’s right to be free to love works in 

tandem with the idea of “inviting,” possibly in the sense of sex work but also perhaps in the 

sense of openness and ‘welcoming’ in a fraternal sense. The feet choose to walk on their own 

rather than be carried, as the character toho (徒歩) indicates, implying that this alternate body of 

beliefs does not need guidance from the emperor or a male leader at all but will move of its own 

will. 

96 Ward, Thought Crimes, 7; 62. 

97 Ibid., 7. 

98 Robert Thomas Tierney, Monster of the Twentieth Century: Kotoku Shusui and Japan’s First Anti-Imperialist Movement 
(University of California Press, 2015), 101. 
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Figure 38. “Occupations of a Young Woman,” Kokkei shinbun, ed. 171. September 20 1908

The image above is titled “Professions of a Young Woman” (女子の職業) and caption lists the 

range of jobs a young woman might hold. Painting directly on the outline of a nude female figure 

are symbols for the professions localized to different parts of the body in the following order: 

Flower seller (head, hair), telephone operator (ear), tobacco store clerk (face), picture postcard vendor 
(face), babysitter (breast), gidaiyū chanter (songbook, throat), wet nurse (breast), hooligan (tattoo, upper 
arm), licensed prostitute (pillow, crotch), geisha (shamisen pick, hand), seamstress (scissors/thread, hand), 
masseuse (cane-holding woman [blind?], forearm), laundress worker, office worker (chair, hip), nurse, 
mistress (inn entrance, abdomen), and an acrobat (thigh).

The list on the one hand identifies the growth of women in the national workforce, while it also 

ties labor to an objectified female body and emphasizes the body’s role in performing labor. 

There are a mix of forms of employment women had held in Japan for centuries such as 

babysitter, geisha, seamstress, or laundress, and newer forms of more public employment such as 
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telephone operator, tobacco store clerk, office worker, or nurse. It shows the increased diversity 

of gendered labor that is still tied to bodily concerns and bodily forms of knowledge: the hand 

for the seamstress, the reproductive organs for the sex worker, and the buttock for the office 

worker. By mapping labor onto the body, this image can be interpreted as emphasizing a similar 

stratification of gendered labor facing a woman in late-Meiji as the “Body of -isms” image at the 

beginning of this section. I should also include a caveat not to overstate the critical potential of 

representation of woman as mere bodies rather than speaking subjects. A clearer sense of the 

objectives of these images may come into focus by addressing the other prominent site of 

visuality in Kokkei shinbun, picture postcards.  

Kokkei shinbun’s Picture Postcards

The rich visual aspect of Kokkei shinbun, namely that of illustration, was augmented by the 

distribution of picture postcards (絵葉書), whose vivid, mixed-media compositions provide 

important antecedents to the surrealist movement of the 1920s. From 1899, the Japan Postal 

Service began to handle privately made picture postcards.99 This form of small, mobile, visual 

media was embraced as a form of “art of the people.”100 Furthermore, with the end of the Russo-

Japanese War in 1905, the so-called “Postcard Boom” erupted with popular artists, government 

promotions, and company leaflets being distributed via post.101 Since a majority of the copies 

sold of Kokkei shinbun were distributed by mail, affixing postcards along with issues allowed 

99 Yokohama kaikō shiryōkan 横浜開港資料館, Zōho saishiki arubamu meiji no nihon: “Yokohama shashin” no sekai 増補彩色
アルバム明治の日本: 「横浜写真」の世界 (有隣堂, 2003), 248.

100 Ikuta Makoto 生田誠, Nihon no bijutsu e-hagaki 1900-1935: Meiji umare no retoro modan 日本の美術絵はがき 
1900-1935  : 明治生まれのレトロモダン, Shohan (Kyōto-shi: Tankōsha, 2006), 131.

101 Tomita Shōji 富田昭次, Ehagaki de miru nihon kindai 絵はがきで見る日本近代 (青弓社, 2005), 14.
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redistribution by the readers to other venues.102 Often the postcards referenced other commercial 

postcards or provided subtle visual play. For example, this postcard distributed with Kokkei 

shinbun is worth mentioning in terms of art history and media studies. 

Figure 39. “Ikkoku rokuto,” Kokkei shinbun e-hagaki sekai, vol. 1. 1903

The image bears the phrase, ikkoku rokuto (一石六斗). Yoshino Takao notes that this is a pun 

from the Tokugawa period that built off of the phrase hatto, expressing surprise or being startled. 

Hatto could be written with characters ‘eight to (斗,a unit of measurement) to express its 

phonetic sound.103 Thus, the phrase ikkoku rokuto indicated two hatto thus meaning sixteen to, 

which would be compiled in early-modern measurements as ikkoku rokuto (一石六斗). The 

meaning of the phrase is to be surprised twice; in particular it was used to describe a woman who 

102 Kimoto, Hyōden, 219. At its peak Kokkei shinbun had circulation of 80,000 copies.

103 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Akasegawa Genpei 赤瀬川原平, and Yoshino Takao 吉野 孝雄, Kokkei shinbun 滑稽新聞, 7 
vols. (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1985), 24.
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was beautiful from behind but surprisingly unattractive from the front. In this particular image, 

the textual pun is represented using three layers of depth, the rectangular framing of the card 

itself with the flower petal insert, the backside of the female figure, and the frontside reflected in 

the mirror.104 By juxtaposing the carefully composed posterior of the figure with the modified 

anterior visage of her face missing its nose, the image fulfills the connotation of ikkoku rokuto in 

that the woman’s beauty from behind does not match that of her front. But it then pushes further 

to a grotesque degree with the raw cavity of her missing nose, subverting the ability to objectify 

beauty in any way. 

André Breton’s famous Surrealist Manifesto (1924) inspired a number of photographers 

to pursue new avenues of creativity. Yet, two decades before Kokkei shinbun issued postcards 

already combining photo collage in an abstract, surreal manner. There are two images below; the 

one on the left by Miyatake Gaikotsu entitled ‘Broken Gourd’ (破瓜) is from 1904, and the one 

on the right is untitled by photographer and muse of Pablo Picasso, Dora Maar from 1934. 

Although Gaikotsu’s image is not strictly photography, rather incorporating lithographic print 

and a photo reproduction, the anatomical containment of a natural object and a human body part 

in the two images remains strikingly similar. 

104 Seisenban Nihon kokugo daijiten 精選版日本国語大辞典, 3 vols. (Shogakukan, 2005). 一石六斗: はじめ見て、はっと
（八斗）驚き、二度見てまた、はっと（八斗）驚く意から) 二度びっくりすること。ことに、後ろ姿の美しいのに反
して、顔の醜い女性の形容にいう.
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(left) Figure 40. “Broken Gourd,”  Kokkei shinbun e-hagaki sekai, vol. 1. 1903
(right) Figure 41. “untitled,” Dora Maar. 1934

By combining the new technology of picture postcards with clashing media formats and textual 

puns, the postcards of Kokkei shinbun disseminated radical new forms of art, which showed new 

and possibly shocking modes of representation. At the same time, they could also be mere 

novelty. But as the works of 1920s Japanese publishers and creators interested in the so-called 

Ero/Guro/Nansensu (Erotic Grotesque Nonsense) such as Umehara Hokumei and others show, it 

was encounters with Gaikotsu’s brand of humor and historical evidence (as in the Antiques 

Magazine) as a kind of truthfulness or transparency that provided a key source of inspiration.105 

To understand what ‘transparency’ indicates in the case of publishing, it can be summarized as 

105 Kimoto, Hyōden, 559. 
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making available to readers the elements of producing a publication that are normally concealed: 

costs, profit objectives, censorship claims, and legal judgments. 

Up to this point, this chapter has addressed the comedic methods of absurdist realism in 

performing deference to state power to subvert attempts to control discourse by the state, and 

through strategies of transparency and incongruity, deterritorialized the visual through mixed-

media photo-collage. In the following, the focus turns to the general theory of the comedic 

expressed by Miyatake Gaikotsu and Kokkei shinbun. The key piece from Kokkei shinbun 

dealing with the theory of humor was entitled “The Principle of Making People Laugh” from 

1905. It provides the most concrete understanding of how Gaikotsu’s kokkei differed from that of 

Tokugawa Japan. 

IV. The Principle of Making People Laugh

Published in two parts in issues 101-102 in August 1905, “The Principle of Making People 

Laugh” (人を笑す法 *Full translation of this text is included in the Appendix V of this 

dissertation). It provides a detailed understanding of Gaikotsu’s “New form of the comedic,” 

while defining the role of laughter in the human world as well as the harmonizing, enlightening 

qualities that laughter and comedy hold. The article provides not only a notion of what humor is, 

but why it matters to the world. In short, it defines human life as being in the pursuit of 

happiness both mentally and physically. Yet, the subtext to the argument is that the modern world 

is depleting itself of those innovative people who bring new forms of laughter and happiness to 

the world. 

The key term that requires prefacing is kisōka (奇想家), which this research translates as 

‘creative-thinking person,’ but which should also include the meaning of the original Japanese 
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connoting eccentricity in the character ki (奇). The character ki means both ‘creative’ and 

‘unusual,’ and is most often found in the word kijin (奇人), meaning ‘eccentric.’ Therefore, 

kisōka as a ‘creative-thinking person’ is quite different from “uniqueness,” which is today 

associated with the concept pursuant to individualism in modern, consumer society. To be a 

kisōka is not about how one appears to society but rather about what one contributes to society 

through one’s unique endowment. The thesis states “that the original ideas (奇想) of eccentric 

people (奇人) are those that that bestow good taste (趣味) and utility (実益) to society.” In other 

words, the aesthetics (趣味) and real growth (実益) of society come not from the broad appeal of 

consumer culture and the mechanically reproducible commodity, but from oddballs (奇人) and 

their strange ideas (奇想). Although not explicitly stated in the article, but the discussion of 

‘creative-thinking people’ is likely the closest readers came to a direct explication of how 

Gaikotsu thought about his mission of aesthetic instruction. In other words, while he considered 

himself a kisōka, he also saw innovative, odd ideas as a dying phenomenon in Japan’s turn 

toward imperialism and militarism.

 The article begins by pointing out three forms of human knowledge that drive life: 

emotion (jō, 情), intellect (chi, 智), and will (i, 意). A majority of people live according to an 

emotional knowledge, the article continues, while those who operate on intellect or will are a 

smaller portion of society. Since it is his priority to speak to the broadest audience possible, the 

title “The Principle of Making People Laugh” was chosen because it defines the topic in terms of 

emotional knowledge, but from the knowledge of intellect it could have been titled 

“Fundamental Theory of the Comedic,” or from will, “The Technique of Becoming a Creative-

Thinking Person.” The article provides a variety of definitions of people: 
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If humans are defined by a moral philosopher, they are conscientious animals. If you ask a political 
scientist, they will tell you humans are associative social animals. If you ask a sociologist they will tell you 
humans are rational animals. If you ask a religious person they will tell you humans are guilty animals. And 
if you ask an educator they will tell you humans are animals with a goal. These are all definitions 
dependent on their various specialties, and although it might be slightly biased, it is without any ill will that 
I offer a definition from psychology: Humans are laughing animals

Gaikotsu sees the underlying locus of human society residing in humor as a means of creating 

meaning or significance in life through mental happiness. He writes: 

It’s because people have this characteristic of laughter that we can enjoy moving through this life. It also 
contributes to the harmony of one’s home, as we know by the saying, “Fortune comes to through the 
laughing doorway.” That the human world has enjoyment is only due to this characteristic of having 
laughter. 

Thus, to move toward a world where laughter and thus basic human happiness are marginalized 

or thought of as secondary to life indicates the end of a core characteristic of life and the death of 

human nature that sounds absurd. The tendency toward seriousness and suppression of natural 

laughter can be salvaged by the productive actions of creative-thinking individuals who are 

lacking in Japan, Gaikotsu argues. Human existence is fundamentally about living a happy and 

amiable life on both a physical and mental level. While everyone seeks pleasure, the greatest 

work for creative-thinking people is to produce new ideas to elicit this pleasure. Without 

eccentric stimulation the mental world will die. Or rather, without humor the brain-dead will 

continue to go through life but will lack a true significance fundamental to being human beings.

The definition of life includes the distinction that laughter is a trait solely of humans, 

echoing Henri Bergson’s reasoning that only humans laugh, from his famous essay Laughter: An 

Essay on the Meaning of the Comedic,106 which had been published in 1900, but was not 

translated into English until 1911 and not into Japanese until the 1930s. Therefore, this 

distinction is more likely drawn from Gaikotsu’s own study of Chinese and Greek classics. The 

106 Bergson, Laughter, 5.
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significance of the distinction is that without laughter, it is possible that the human world would 

be without enjoyment.

Although acknowledging the diversity of human existence, Gaikotsu reduces human beings 

to two types, “plain people” (平凡人) and “creative-thinking people” (奇想家). These types are 

not fixed, as the perspective of will offers the alternate title “the technique of becoming a creative 

thinking person,” which implies that through purposefulness anyone can become a kisōka. This 

is an inclusive, productive, and participatory social model built upon human interaction and love 

for humankind. The ultimate goal for a kisōka is love for humanity (博愛). This philanthropy 

manifests through engagement with society rather than any inherent quality in an individual’s 

particular traits. In this sense, the continuous attacks on those who exploit, scam, and manipulate, 

are fundamentally criticism of the lack of creativity and philanthropy in Japanese society. 

Pointing to Meiji society’s opposite tendency toward conformity and greed, even those who are 

leading the country would be considered “plain people” in this framework. At the same time, it 

particularly indicts those who have intellect and will yet will lack love for humankind. 

Gaikotsu recognizes that “Logic and intellect” are the skills of some, and the, “will to exert 

oneself” drives others. The majority of people in Japanese society, are people moved by emotion 

(情) for whom the basic desire is to live an amiable life, are moved by emotion (情). Yet, without 

creative-thinkers, new mental happiness will never come and society will be bound to the logic 

of intellect and will. In the context of Meiji society, intellect and will indicate the emphasis 

placed on practical knowledge in the form of specialized disciplines, as well as the notion that 

individual determination drives social success in the concept of shussei (出世) or ‘working one’s 

way up in the world.’ In essence, intellect is the pursuit of specialized disciplines criticized by 
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the Frankfurt School for detaching their knowledge from the overall conditions of the world. 

Specifically, Theodor Adorno associated the uncritical development of specialized sub-

disciplines with the rise of fascism in Europe that bears striking similarities to the trajectory of 

Imperial Japan.107 Thus, Gaikotsu’s emphasis on the value of a complex and powerful 

understanding of human emotion versus the privileging of will and intellect in Meiji Japan was a 

precocious distinction to critique the cultural tendencies of Japan’s modernization.  

That a majority of society operates according to their emotion harkens to one of the key 

concepts of Tokugawa Japan, ninjō (人情), ‘human emotion,’ a keyword that was prominent in 

early-modern Japan existing in contrast to giri (義理), ‘duty and obligation.’ The lack of 

creative-thinking people in Japan could be thought of as the devaluation of emotion in the face of 

a new kind of duty and obligation, not to social class position as in Tokugawa, but to Confucian 

relationships of social obligation and, most significantly, duty to the nation and emperor. In this 

sense, creative-thinking people are those who not only push the world forward in more diverse 

and stimulating ways, but also through the notion of ki (奇) implying a degree of archaism, 

appeal to people who retain a connection with the social values of the past, perhaps in the face of 

modernization’s tide of change. 

Gaikotsu gives agency back to individuals to manifest creative thinking for themselves 

“through habits and objectives.” If applied to the tactics of transparency in printing concrete 

legal reality in Kokkei shinbun, it becomes clear that Gaikotsu viewed the project of humor in 

Kokkei shinbun as a means to enlighten readers in an interpretive mode of knowledge beyond 

just the practicality and dedication taught by the Meiji state. It is significant that Gaikotsu 

107 Theodor W. Adorno, Critical Models: Interventions and Catchwords, trans. Henry W. Pickford Introduction by Lydia Goehr 
(Columbia University Press, 2005), 20.
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assumes all of his readers to be capable of understanding this approach and manifesting it in their 

lives. Presumably because they have been engaging with the discourse present on the pages of 

Kokkei shinbun as a practice, the act of reading itself is productive because it is participatory in 

collective human consciousness. Gaikotsu concludes his article stating: “Creative thinkers are 

those who should be called the saviors of the mental world.” 

Human eccentricity excels at understanding human life in interesting and unusual ways. It 

is those thinkers who make new connections where others simply repeat more of the same. 

Kisōka bring together unusual, incongruous, insightful relationships as a basis for a new creative 

expression of love and understanding for humankind.
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Conclusion: 

The Risks of Reading Humor

I have tried to be aware of the risk in analyzing Miyatake Gaikotsu’s work by merely approving 

of his critical attacks, and affirming his works as representations of difference and variation 

against the nation-state and emperor system, which could appear monochromatic and read in 

simplified ways. Yet, noticeably absent from the critiques of politicians, bureaucrats, capitalists, 

industrialists, and human trafficking that appear in the magazine is the figure of the Meiji 

emperor. I would argue that his absence demarcates the limits of public discourse and the 

extension of the state power even to those most fiercely opposing authoritarianism. Therefore, 

although Gaikotsu’s work provided invaluable interpretations and commentary on the media 

context of late Meiji, there are boundaries he set for himself that could have been pushed beyond. 

Despite providing the analysis of context and interpretation of the humor and art of 

Kokkei shinbun, it is important to emphasize that Gaikotsu’s works continually undermined their 

own authoritative voice with rhetorical techniques of reversal, repetition, and inversion, thus 

encouraging an open, reflexive space of reading.1 Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that these 

works were periodicals, a format that can succumb to a kind of compression or reduction when 

dealt with in a brief summary format. It is nearly impossible to summarize many years of a 

periodical as a whole. To merely enumerate development according to the incremental new 

installments of the magazine overlooks how comedy shifted and changed with time. In other 

words, humor is alive, and periodicals are of their particular historical moment. Therefore, 

1 For example, Gaikotsu (under the pseudonym of publisher 'Ono Muraō'), both exposed his father-in-law's attempt to bribe 
reporters to hide news of his severance from an Imperial stipend (as a member of the Hosokawa clan) through a pay-off, 
juxtaposed with Gaikotsu’s fictitious claim of being of 'untouchable' parentage, shunning elitism while problematizing class 
prejudice. (Kimoto 1985 160).
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summary risks losing the immediacy of information in flux. As Akasegawa points out in his 

discussion of Kokkei shinbun, “Magazines are always filled with the raw information; the 

thoughts and expressions released at the time. Once some time has passed however, that 

information is logically organized into a preservation form, something that can be thought of as a 

book.”2 In this sense, it is important to look at Kokkei shinbun not as something merely of value 

to the historical bookshelf, but rather as an exercise in the unmanageable and uncontainable. 

Kokkei provided a means for mass media to confront dominant discourses through the particular 

social relationships structured through humor and comedic. It uses humor to cultivate creative-

thinking people.

Gaikotsu stated in a piece entitled “Magazines that Imitate Kokkei shinbun,” in the 155th 

edition of January 10 1908, that “my Kokkei shinbun does not pursue old-style comedy (旧式滑

稽). The new form of comedy (新式滑稽) uniquely established by my company has shown 

results by the surprisingly excellent standing in public opinion…and the large number of 

imitation magazines that have come out.” By “old-style humor,” he indicates the notion of kokkei 

prevalent in Tokugawa Japan, which raises the question: what is this new form of kokkei for the 

late-Meiji period? Drawing from Katsuya Hirano’s interpretation of Tokugawa humor as 

‘comedic realism,’ which locates a critical quality in literature where the devices of inversion and 

negation are “deployed to make visible heterogeneity and contradictions that were usually 

repressed under, but were irrefutably immanent in the normative sense of reality under the 

Tokugawa regime."3 Following Hirano’s ideas, this chapter has developed a reading of Kokkei 

shinbun to show it functions as a text deterritorializing normal journalistic hierarchies through 

2 Akasegawa, Gaikotsu to iu hito (1991), 132.

3 Hirano, The Politics, 103.
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absurdism to ‘make visible’ the perspectives, positions, and voices excluded from nationalist 

discourse and engage readers in a wider, social ‘realism.’

Reality, however, is harsh at times. A comedic approach did not fully insulate Kokkei 

shinbun or Miyatake Gaikotsu from legal ramifications of his criticisms. However, the tactic of 

transparency, reprinting judgments, and actively exposing the inconsistencies of censorship 

created difficulties for censors and the state in terms of how to actually punish. For the first five 

years of its life, Kokkei shinbun was repeatedly mired in legal cases, with Gaikotsu spending 

time in jail twice.4 Yet, by 1905 Kokkei shinbun’s legal rebuttals to charges of Contempt for 

Public Officials (官司侮辱) and Subverting Social Order (秩序破壊) begin receiving not guilty 

verdicts or having the charge dismissed at the appeals level. Of the seven cases brought against 

Kokkei shinbun from 1905 until its end in 1908, two charges ended in judgments of not guilty, 

one was dismissed, and one had the prohibition on publishing simply lifted. However, in the last 

three charges during 1908, all for Subverting Social Order, a change was made in legal tactics to 

increase the financial burden of the charge drastically. While previous fines had been in the range 

of 5 to 50-yen, the final year of Kokkei shinbun’s publication saw fines of 200 and 500-yen 

leveled against them, changing the burden from small fines and jail time to devastating financial 

punishment. 

While all verdicts were met with stubborn protest in the form of publicity and investigation 

into the affairs of the courts, judges, and prosecutors involved, the financial punishments were a 

tactic of the legal system to disarm Gaikotsu’s own attacks on the court’s legitimacy.5 The threat 

4 Both incidents were charges of “Contempt to Public Officials.” The first was one and half months imprisonment with hard labor 
for editions 65 and 66 in 1904, and the second was six months hard labor for the 69th edition of the same year. On appeal the 
sentence was reduced to three months hard labor served from June 1904.  

5 For further discussion see Akasegawa’s commentary in Miyatake, Akasegawa, Kokkei shinbun, vol. 6, 16.
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posed by Kokkei shinbun to redefine the legality of censorship laws’ application through 

publicizing the court’s own arguments as irrational or contradictory was a sufficient threat that 

the court sought to bankrupt the paper rather than imprison its writers. By shifting the 

punishment to monetary means, Kokkei shinbun spent its final year reeling from costly fines and 

replacing editors as quickly as they were cited. In the end, the countless restrictions on 

individuals and issues surrounding Kokkei shinbun led to a tactic of ‘killing’ the magazine and 

starting over. The final “Suicide Issue”6 (自殺号) of Kokkei shinbun repeats the same line from 

the “The Time When People Should Die” mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, to apply to 

the magazine itself, stating that one must not be afraid to let oneself (one’s magazine) be 

destroyed when the time is right. It is apparent that Gaikotsu sensed a financial breaking point 

and rather than allowing legal authority to stop Kokkei shinbun, literally put the knife to the 

publication before the authorities legally brought his activities to a standstill. In the final edition 

the statement, “The Suicide of this Magazine” makes the statement: 

The special characteristic of Kokkei shinbun it to crush the strong and help the weak, to resist the wicked to 
the point of changing them into allies who do good. Because of this ability we have been marred by the 
claws and fangs of evil government, being sentenced to death, in other words the judgment ‘prohibition of 
publishing’ has been rendered against us. And as I am someone whose actions operate according to LAW, 
although I lodge my discontent of that judgment through the law, I have come to see this moment as a good 
time for Kokkei shinbun to die gracefully by suicide. If asked why now is a good time for suicide, in other 
words, discontinuing publication, in the world of newspapers and magazines the reason to cease publication 
is by and large due to unsuccessful business. Yet, despite the ups and downs of the world, my Kokkei 
shinbun has had no time when it could be said to lack success in business, moreover, since the spring of 
1906 growth has continued day by day, month by month, reaching financial prosperity to the point where 
even an increase of 2000 copies per edition could not keep up with demand. If this magazine were a flower, 
now would be its moment of full bloom. To commit suicide in this moment full of prosperity and luck is to 
seize this moment for what it is.

6 In fact, Kokkei shinbun was the second comedic magazine from Meiji to ‘commit suicide’ under pressure from the state. Kibi 
Dangō, the sister publication to Marumaru chinbun covered in Chapter 2, itself issued a “Suicide Issue” (jisatsugō) in 1883 under 
repeated censorship by the state. 
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The end of the title Kokkei shinbun was in no way the end of its thread of new comedic critique. 

Not only did Gaikotsu himself continue to publish in both Osaka Heimin shinbun and in the 

continuation of Kokkei, simply retitled Osaka Kokkei shinbun, but numerous imitation 

publications were inspired by the magazine that either directly lifted content from Gaikotsu’s 

original or partially used reworked content.

In Pusan in colonial Korea, the Busan Kokkei shinbun (「釡山滑稽新聞」) was released 

in June 1907, containing comedic illustrations and problematizing social issues of the time. 

Osaka Iroha shinbun (「いろは新聞」1907) reworked and copied articles and images from 

Kokkei shinbun, but differed in its cover art. Instead of Gaikotsu’s odd but intriguing 

photomontage work, Iroha shinbun displayed a popular licensed prostitute on the cover and one 

time even gave prizes to the readers who could name her. In Kyoto, Kokkei Zasshi (「滑稽雑

誌」1907) was released at least for two editions, and in Tokyo no less than five publications 

mimicked the original Kokkei shinbun’s style visually and comedically.7 Also in Kyoto was a 

magazine that took from both Kokkei shinbun and Tokyo’s Pakku (Puck) magazine entitled Poten 

(「ポテン」September 1907).

In conclusion, the ‘Suicide Edition’ of Kokkei shinbun tellingly left readers with a poem:

If one berry of barley did not die it would exist only as one grain, 
But in death it results in countless new seeds.

7 Tokyo imitations:
Tokyo Kokkei shinbun (「東京滑稽新聞June 1907) reworked images and articles from the original. 
Kokkei Kai (「滑稽界」August 1907) Direct imitation of Kokkei shinbun. 
Tokyo Kokkei (「東京滑稽」September 1907) Different covers than the original but the articles and images were copied. 
Maruchin (「団珍」November 1907) Following the demise of the original Marumaru chinbun, this publication sought to build 
on its name but the content was taken from the original Kokkei shinbun. 
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Indeed, Japan was left with a comedic method of critique at exactly the time when militarism and 

imperialism were sowing the seeds of empire. Those who followed and were inspired by Kokkei 

shinbun were many. Gaikotsu’s influence was felt widely, from the 1920s Ero/Guro/Nansensu, to 

Akasegawa Genpei’s 1960s art, to 1980s Advertising Critique (『広告批評』), and on to today. 

Critique of tendencies toward the specialization of knowledge, toward a life lived based on 

intellect and will at the expense of human emotion, threatens the world today even more so than 

it did 100 years ago. The difficulty is that the world today has been inundated with such material 

wealth that the lack of eccentric ideas and inspiring thoughts that stem from allowing a dialogue 

between two ends of the spectrum of human experience, what Gaikotsu called “refined 

vulgarism” (雅俗主義), that perhaps we are locked into a trajectory rapidly pursuing the 

bourgeois notion of refinement while losing the pleasure of raw, plain interconnectedness that 

comedy imparts. 
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Epilogue: 

Afterlives of Meiji Comedic Periodicals 

In 1946, the year after Japan’s loss in WWII ended the Japanese empire, Miyatake Gaikotsu 

published the first public commentary on the Great Treason Incident to be allowed since its 

occurrence, thirty-five years prior in 1910-11. Entitled The Kōtoku School—Circumstances of the 

Great Treason Incident, the text reflected on the end of the imperialist era and the role of the 

emperor vis-à-vis that period of modernization, war, and capitalization.1 The end of the Meiji 

period was a time punctuated not only by the death of the emperor but two events that articulated 

contrasting notions of the sovereign: the Great Treason Incident of 1911—arresting and 

executing socialists and anarchists accused of planning to assassinate the emperor—and, the 

ritual suicide of Nogi Maresuke (乃木希典, 1849-1912) ‘following his lord (the Meiji emperor) 

into death’ (junshi, 殉死) in 1912. Nogi’s death is cited for re-articulating the samurai ideal of 

virtuous sacrifice to one’s lord as a loyal citizen to his emperor.2 

The incongruity between the concept of a human emperor and a monarch who is a 

descendant of the gods provided the kernel of political criticism for Gaikotsu, a position which 

was punished severely in 1889, when satirizing the conceptual contradiction between human 

equality clashed with the emperor’s enshrinement in Article 1 of the Meiji constitution. His 

punishment, covered in chapter 3 of this dissertation, led to three years’ imprisonment. 

Gaikotsu’s political sentiments later departed from attacking bureaucratic authority, however, 

1 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武 外骨, Kōtoku ippa taigyakujiken tenmatsu 幸徳一派大逆事件顛末, 明治社会主義文献叢書, 第4巻 
(Tokyo: Ryūginsha, 1946).

2 Oleg Benesch, Inventing the Way of the Samurai: Nationalism, Internationalism, and Bushido in Modern Japan (Oxford 
University Press, 2014), 151-165.
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following the more acute censorship and punishment that followed in the wake of the Meiji 

constitution in 1889, the contradiction embodied in the emperor unambiguously made to signify 

a living god, was not resolved until the New Year’s Day 1946 Declaration of Humanity Rescript, 

wherein the Showa emperor declared his human corporeality.3 For the prior five decades since 

the Meiji constitution was enacted, the meaning of the emperor was not to be negotiated or 

debated, and in effect, the emperor(s) became blank space, barred from discourse and 

“inviolable” as per his constitutional description. Yet, in 1946, following the Showa emperor’s 

admission that he was merely a human, Gaikotsu wrote this:

From the start, the cause of Great Treason Incident was the text that the bureaucracy had themselves 
created in the Constitution, “(t)he emperor is sacred and inviolable.” Based on this, the citizenry was 
oppressed into a system that worshiped the emperor under the reasoning that he was a living god, and it 
was the goal (of those involved in the incident) to destroy that system. Since the rebels did nothing more 
than prepare for the crime of murder, to which the bureaucracy assigned the death penalty, they ignored the 
fact that the death penalty is assigned to those who have killed another human being while the 
premeditation of the act should carry a charge of no more than two years imprisonment. By sentencing the 
preparatory act of murdering the emperor with execution situated the emperor as god. However, because 
that god has now returned to being a human, the rebels have become those unfortunate people sentenced 
with severe punishment for a crime against someone who is not a god but who was treated as one.4

That kernel of Gaikotsu’s critical agenda—that the emperor was merely a human like everyone 

else—had not left him in 1889, but rather stayed with him throughout his career even if his 

public voice became quieter. Being a friend and acquaintance of Kōtoku Shūsui (幸徳秋水, 

3 Takeshi Suzuki, The Rhetoric of Emperor Hirohito: Continuity and Rupture in Japan’s Dramas of Modernity (Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, 2017), 106-129. 

4 「抑も大逆事件の起りは、官僚が自作の憲法で「天皇は神聖にして侵すべからず」とした条文に基づいて、民衆を
圧迫し、天皇を現人神として故らに崇め奉って居た制度を打破せんとしたのが目的だったが、其の逆徒は殺人犯の予
備行為に過ぎないのであるのに、官僚は逆徒を死刑に処した、人が人を殺せば死刑であるけれども、その予備行為は
二年以下の懲役である、然るに天皇を殺さんとした予備行為に対して死刑に処したのは天皇を神と見たのであるが、
今はその神が人に帰したのであるから逆徒は神でない人を神として重刑に処せられた不幸者であった」From: 
Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Minponshugi - Kōtoku ippa taigyakujiken tenmatsu hoka  民本主義・幸德一派大逆事件顚末他 
(ゆまに書房, 1995), 432.
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1871-1911) and a member of Kōtoku’s Osaka-based socialist group,5 Gaikotsu was active in 

anti-authoritarian ideas from early in life. Yet, in the 1920s his activities moved from publishing 

to archiving before finally resurfacing publicly following the fall of the Japanese imperial regime 

in 1945. In a sense, Gaikotsu held a fairly simple but transgressive belief in humanism, in 

equality of knowledge (頓智), and against the exploitation of one person by another (ユスリ). 

This was a kind of radical egalitarianism that was evident in his attempts to level the playing 

field of knowledge, making prose, politics, and history accessible to all readers through humor 

and understandable ideas and language. As an epilogue to this project, this section examines how 

the rising oppressive environment of the 1920s found Gaikotsu creating two institutions focused 

on preserving a heterogeneous culture history of the Meiji period through periodicals. 

The legacy of comedic periodical was partially forgotten in the decades of the 1910s until it 

was subsumed into a larger archive of Meiji print history that was created in the 1920s. In the 

1920s Miyatake Gaikotsu, with the assistance of Tokyo University School of Law, Professor 

Yoshino Sakuzō (吉野作造 1878-1933), and Judge Osatake Takeki (尾佐竹猛 1880-1946), 

founded the Meiji Periodicals Archive (明治新聞雑誌文庫), an institution that still exists today 

in Tokyo. Aligning himself so closely with an institution of state power might seem incongruous 

for a figure like Gaikotsu but decades of continuous publishing had perhaps made him more 

amenable to the general recognition found in institutional contexts. At the same time, the degree 

of change that occurred in the 1910s and early-1920s with the Hibiya Rice Riots of 1917, Japan’s 

participation in World War I, and the destruction of the Great Kantō Earthquake of 1923, all 

created reminders that the periodical print culture in which Gaikotsu had so invested his life 

5 Miyatake Gaikotsu 宮武外骨, Miyatake Gaikotsu kenkyū 宮武外骨研究. (Tokyo: Yumani shobo, 1995), 391.
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energy was itself vulnerable to being destroyed by the tides of epochal change. As a epilogue to 

the study of Meiji comedy and print culture, this conclusion will discuss the ‘archival impulse’ 

that struck Japan in the 1920s with the creation of the Meiji Culture Research Group (明治文化

研究会)  and the Meiji Periodicals Archive, both projects in which Gaikotsu was involved in. 

The earthquake that struck on September 1st 1923 caused over 130 simultaneous 

conflagrations across the Tokyo metropolitan area. The obliteration of large parts of the city of 

Tokyo to ash foregrounded the fragility of material society: human life, infrastructure, and 

historical record. Parts of what was lost were sites for the production, consumption, and use of 

books, print media—books, journals, and newspapers—for which Tokyo was the central 

productive hub of Japan and the Japanese empire. In flame the geographic landscape of the 

former city was also erased. It was not only the loss of the means of production but the loss of 

what could be called the textual reservoir of Tokyo: the old book centers, libraries, and homes 

that were the storehouses not only for the city but for many ephemeral aspects of the modern 

Japanese nationstate. These collections and libraries had held a living material continuity with 

the past, and the rupture of the earthquake introduced some ambiguity into what kind of narrative 

of national history and cultural identity might remain. In a way, the loss of the Meiji urban 

landscape from the earthquake and fire disaster was the loss of a particular historical aura of the 

city of Tokyo, taking part of its identity. This was not unlike how Walter Benjamin described a 

deserted Paris as shot by photographer Eugène Atget as a crime scene, removing the former aura 

of the city—the human residue that was a living cultural history to Tokyo were literally burned 

away. 

In the years following the quake, the expansion of the Japanese empire reached toward 

Manchuria and the domestic climate rose toward nationalist fervor in tandem with increasingly 
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violent oppression of dissenting voices when the Peace Preservation Act of 1926 was enacted. At 

the same time, popular culture was booming with a rise in publishing, in national libraries, 

private collections, and archives, all of which can be read to indicate a changing historical 

epistemology: Japanese culture, particularly the most recent half-century or so, was in need of 

better practices of safeguarding and preservation. Embedded here is the question of who keeps 

what materials to provide what kind of story for that history? In essence, the destruction of 

Tokyo opened up for negotiation how the past informed the present and under what power this 

meaning was inscribed, interpreted, and mobilized. The establishment of the Meiji Cultural 

Research Institute and the Meiji Periodicals Archive were the first institutions of their kind to 

define the Meiji period as an object of historical inquiry needing preservation. Furthermore, the 

objective of the Meiji Periodicals Archive to collect and preserve newspapers and magazines 

marked a shift to integrate the diverse and critical voices that had existed in media that were 

previously thought of as merely ephemeral, disposable objects: periodicals. In this way, although 

the archive was an institutional appendage of Tokyo University, itself closely tied to state power, 

its curation by Gaikotsu can be seen as presenting a challenge to state power from within—by 

preserving perhaps that which the authorities would prefer excluded—a heterogeneous history 

marked by frequent censorship.

Gaikotsu had encountered censorship many times, and in particular he had had works on 

history, his Curios Magazine to his later project on Ukiyo-e, Kono Hana (此花, 1910-1912), 

also encounter censorship for the kinds of history they told.6 In this interstice between material 

evidence and censorship, the writing of history could create a critical textual tool to pry apart the 

6 Kimoto, Hyōden, 303. 
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legitimacy of legal structures and undermine the dominant control by the home ministry on 

historical voice. By bringing into question what materials could or should be part of a public 

narrative of history, the collector-authors complicated key elements of the orthodox national 

history of Japan by criticizing entrenched ruling class power in nation-centered histories. They 

problematized the stakes of transmitting the past to the present, an activity that at a fundamental 

level occurs in archiving books. 

Walter Benjamin wrote that “the acquisition of an old book is its rebirth,”7 and in this 

sense, archiving elevates certain voices from historical silence. Libraries delimit a specific 

archive. In terms of knowledge, collections are porous bodies of meaning and history constructed 

by core texts in the center and at the periphery, ephemeral and unusual materials. For Benjamin, 

a collection could be “alive” in the dialectic between its center and the periphery, populated by 

what he called “booklike creations.” The booklike creations could be pamphlets, sketchbooks, 

maps, magazines, and other periodicals, the inclusion of which “form the prismatic fringes of a 

library.”8 This prismatic function provides one important way to think about the post-1923 

environment. A prism transforms seemingly uniform light into differentiated parts to show 

elements of blue, green, and red, and gives a glimpse into forms of light that can barely be seen 

in its unadulterated form. The prismatic vis-à-vis an archive transforms the seemingly uniform 

ordering of knowledge into new and possibly unseen perspectives, making visible the ‘color’ 

beyond the general categories of politics, literature, and history, to refract these fields in diverse 

new ways, reflecting all parts. After the Great Kantō Earthquake, there were the first efforts to 

constitute the core of the textual reservoir in major libraries like Ueno or Tokyo University. 

7 Benjamin, Illuminations, 61.

8 Benjamin, Illuminations,  66. My emphasis.
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Perhaps that is why Gaikotsu dedicated his archive, affixed as it was to Tokyo University Law 

School, to accumulating those fringe materials precisely to make visible a new spectrum of light

—casting the methods of research and political dialogue in a new light—through history and 

comedy as a means to show structures of oppression as historically contingent yet contestable. 

In the modern period a few unique individuals like Gaikotsu have built their archive 

precisely out of marginalized or peripheral resources. From post-WWII Japan, figures such as 

Ōya Sōichi (大宅壮一, 1900-1970) built an archive in 1951 with the aim of preserving what 

national-level archives deemed disposable and excluded: mass media comics and magazines. In 

interwar Japan, Miyatake Gaikotsu founded the Meiji Periodical Archive at Tokyo University in 

1927. To archive that which authority seeks to forget is a political intervention. 

There are two examples of books that were written for this objective: Miyatake Gaikotsu's 

History of Controversial Writings (筆禍史, 1911, revised 1926) and Umehara Hokumei's (梅原

北明, 1900-1946) Complete History of Social Conditions of the Modern Period (近代世相全史

1931). I argue that these books are emblematic of critical histories and draw their power from 

prismatic materials. These works, by figures known foremost as writers and publishers of mass 

media, forwarded critique, satire, and direct political attack to mass audiences in the guise of 

curiosity or comedic journals, often facing censorship or prohibition along the way. However in 

the 1920s, both of these writers turned to writing history. 

The modern method of historiography rests on the concept of material facility or shijitsu 史

実: the claim of historical authenticity developed at Tokyo Imperial University based on the 

theories of Leopold van Ranke (1795-1886) and Jules Michelet (1798-1874). However, for the 

general populace, this new way of substantiating the past in a positivist historiographic mode 
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was transmitted through the act of imprinting itself—the move from private to public knowledge

— by the pages of mass media and books. For the critical writer or publisher, publishing forced 

their knowledge into censorship’s arena, and in this way, forced negotiation with the very 

distinctions that authorize authority. 

In the modern era, history narrates the grounding of culture and social knowledge: they 

teach and concretize ‘tradition,’ and for Gaikotsu and Hokumei, their tactic was to embrace the 

same relied-upon methodologies—to claim historical authenticity from historical facts—yet, to 

do so by drawing upon materials that disrupt the narrative of national history. They are not 

proposing an alternative but rather launching an eminent critique. In this sense, while shi (史) or 

history could narrate an unbroken god-divined lineage for the Meiji emperor, it could also 

elucidate a history of systematic oppression from the Tokugawa authority to the modern state, 

effectively reconnecting a living past to the political present, or in Benjamin’s terms ‘the flash of 

history’ that worked against what he deemed “the strongest narcotic of the [19th] century” in Van 

Ranke’s empiricist historiography.9 

Research by Shinada Yoshikazu has shown how academism at Tokyo Imperial University 

from the 1880s onward intended to create a compliant national narrative for the emperor-

centered state.10 At the same time, the demand on the university to produce the legal, scientific, 

linguistic, and administrative labor force to power the modern Japanese state necessitated a 

paradox: that this scholarly rigor built upon facticity and material evidence could be censored if 

9 For example, work by Itō Jintarō [伊藤仁太郎] for the Heibonsha publishing house; Isshin Hiwa (Secret History of the 
Restoration) 1929, or Kokkai Kaisetsu Seitō Hiwa (Secret History of the Founding of Parliamentary Government) 1930 are some 
examples. Benjamin’s quote is from his “Theses on History.”

10 Shinada Yoshikazu, “Planning for Nationalistic Human Resources Engenderment on the Eve of the Imperial Constitution: 国
体を闡明する人々    ――帝国憲法体制前夜における国家的人材養成計画 The Clarifiers of National Polity,” trans. 
Kenneth Masaki Shima (Unpublished conference paper for Rethinking The Space And Place Of Japan: Literature, Art And 
Thought UCLA 2012).
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deemed to destabilize social norms. For those working against oppression in mass media, 

publications banned under "injurious to public morals," "insult to authority," or "illicit," provided 

a lens to define boundary points for what was beyond the state's sense of control. The search for 

the borderlands of intellectual, artistic, and historical content that was the lifeblood of critical 

history publications also inherently made them a political threat.

The introduction to Umehara’s Complete History addresses the act of writing history itself 

as negotiating existing social power structures and mediating people's understanding of the past. 

Umehara writes, 

Since, in the past, a majority of books called 'History' were to accommodate governmental opportunism by 
so-called official scholars, or embellished to protect the profits of the ruling class, it makes one feel that 
even aspirations toward a plain and unostentatious national history (kokuminteki-rekishi) is itself already in 
vain.

The aim here is two-sided, 1) to critique a history that reproduces or regenerates ruling 

class control while concealing ruptures in that power, and 2) to do so from within the existing 

methodology: national history. National history is formed from the national archive. 

Emphasizing how the archive is both the localization and guardianship of that knowledge, 

Derrida defines the archive as the site for ‘speaking' the laws that manage how knowledge can 

exist and the hermeneutic codes governing their interpretation.11 He writes,

The archive has always been a pledge, and like every pledge, a token of the future. To put it more trivially: 
what is no longer archived in the same way is no longer lived in the same way. Archivable meaning is also 
and in advance codetermined by the structure that archives. It begins with the printer.12

11 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever  : A Freudian Impression (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996),18.

12 Ibid.
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The archive is therefore not just the site of storage but also an act—to archive—that legitimates 

how events, accounts, and representations inform the present. In a Foucauldian sense, archive 

practice changes the sphere of possible knowledge and the conditions of knowing. 

A History of Controversial Writings is organized chronologically by Imperial reigns, with 

a brief 10-page section on pre-Tokugawa Japan before the main body of the text that examines 

mostly Tokugawa period works. With an absence of overt narration, the examination of hundreds 

of censored works functions as an archive in the form of an annotated bibliography of dissent. 

This text is methodologically similar to other contemporaneous history books, however its object 

is precisely what is missing from the dominant body of output at the time. A quote from the 

introduction will help situate what I mean. Gaikotsu writes:

The advance of cultural progress is Specialization, recognized as the increased appearance of every kind of 
professional researcher. If then, due to this specialization, the writings (works) of every profession become 
numerous, it is all the more reason to champion this as the advance of cultural progress. In recent times in 
our country, the appearance of these professional researchers has doubled and doubled again. However 
despite an increase in their writings I have yet to hear of a work on the history of controversial writings 
faithful to historical evidence. 

Although not to the same degree of theoretical depth as contemporaneous critiques by 

theorists of the Frankfurt school, George Lukács and Max Horkheimer in particular, the 

specialization and isolation of knowledge as concomitant to the logic of capital seems to be one 

object of critique in Gaikotsu's problematization of cultural progress. He is critiquing how the 

growth of academism and specialized knowledge functions only to regenerate the status quo by 

rationalizing the venue and methods of knowledge production. Therefore, by employing a 

chronologically organized, dynastic framework to present materials that articulate hierarchies of 

power as maintained through oppression of voice by the state, this text functions to bring two 

opposing spheres of knowledge together under one scholarly framework. 
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Clearly situating Tokugawa oppression as historical fact, Gaikotsu's book provides 

criticisms that function dialectically within what Carol Gluck calls “Edo-as-tradition,”13 the 

resuscitation of certain cultural signifiers to read Edo as socially harmonious in order to suture 

ruptures in modernity—by showing the regenerating structure of exploitation and oppression of 

those without power by those with power. In this way Gaikotsu’s work questions what ‘modern’ 

modernization has arrived at and opens a new dialectic where Edo's heterogeneity functions to 

expand rather than compartmentalize modern state oppression. 

One perspective not handled in Gluck’s essay "The Invention of Edo," is what aspects of 

Edo were excluded, or through censorship, removed from Edo-as-traditional history. These 

works focused on those voices that critiques and were punished and should not be overlooked, 

for if Tokugawa feudalism is brought to bear as the ideological Other of modern imperialism, 

then the overall linear development from one era to the next remains intact. However, as these 

books showed by simply presenting case studies, if authoritarianism and class oppression are 

seen as historically as merely a transformation of Tokugawa ruling class oppressing the masses 

and causing their political disenfranchisement, into a new form of oppression legitimized by the 

Meiji state for capitalist development, then the lived repetition of oppression draws into question 

how a perceived difference of the modern from the past is falsely mobilized to facilitate support 

of imperialism as something new. 

Umehara Hokumei comes from a later generation than Gaikotsu, yet his use of mass 

media as a vehicle to establish a new politics of popular voice is tactically within the same 

lineage. Where Gaikotsu is best known for his anti-authoritarian attitude [hankotsu seishin], 

13 Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths, 227.
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Umehara complicates this approach, using research into the extremes of human life: the erotic 

and grotesque, to attack authority’s ability to delineate social discourse.

In Absolute Erotic, Absolute Grotesque, Mark Driscoll discusses Umehara's early novel 

and mass media publications focusing on how the erotic grotesque was a refusal of conservative 

notions of art that is disgraced by "the vulgarity of market exchange and massification," arguing 

that Umehara sought to entice readers’ desire and thus reconfigure desire from liberatory 

principle for human life, into alignment with the methods of surplus extraction concomitant to 

imperial capitalism itself.14 Driscoll urges that the erotic-grotesque was itself a commercial 

endeavor to stimulate consumer activity through titillation while at the same time seeking to 

occupy and profit as exclusive purveyors of content. 

Viewed in Driscoll’s paradigm, erotic grotesque media is seen to function in only two 

possible ways, as "the continuation and intensification of liberal cosmopolitanism" or as a figure 

for the "cynicism and hedonism linked to the fascism of the late 1930s."15 Yet, Driscoll, in 

seeking to conform the erotic-grotesque as neuropolitical artifact in the rise toward 

cosmopolitanism and fascism of the late 1920s, misses the discursive function the erotic, 

grotesque played against the legitimacy censorship’s control over the public sphere. Erotic 

grotesque contents were predominantly historical research looking into hidden records of human 

behavior and society that forced two sides of state control into an antagonistic relationship: 

immutability of historical facticity and the state’s need to suture social rupture for the imperial 

project. In this way, Umehara’s erotic grotesque works used historical fact to destabilize the 

authority of law with the authenticity of dissentient history.

14 Mark Driscoll, Absolute Erotic, Absolute Grotesque  : The Living, Dead, and Undead in Japan’s Imperialism, 1895-1945 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010), 162.

15 Ibid., 170.
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Allow me to describe the contents Umehara’s book, Complete History, in terms of aims 

and format. History writing often takes the form of narrative, however, Complete History has 

limited, almost absent, historical narration. Organized chronologically, the content is essentially 

excerpted news articles from Umehara's decades of collecting all levels of Meiji-era newspapers. 

Drawing from his "ridiculous collection of hundreds of tons of newspapers," Complete History 

was a project quite different from research into human sexuality, perversion, and transgression 

undertaken in Umehara’s other publications: Literary Marketplace (文芸市場),  Karma Sutra 

(カルマシャストラ), and Grotesque (グロテスク). To furnish Complete History with political 

power, in 1925 Umehara petitioned for access to the closed archives of banned materials held at 

the Ueno library. It was Umehara's belief that newspapers were the document closest to the 

voices of the people. While “voice of the people” may present a problematic notion of agency, 

the form of the book in omitting overt explanatory interpretation of the events allows the reader 

to wander through a citizen’s history of precarious control and oppression. Although structurally 

different from Walter Benjamin’s unfinished Arcades Project due to its chronological ordering, 

Complete History’s almost exclusive use of source material and broad assortment of topics, bears 

discursive resemblance to Benjamin’s method of a text in dialogue with text, rather than 

narration as a method to flash the historical image onto the present.  

When the revised and expanded edition of History of Controversial Writings was 

published in 1926, the earthquake had unsettled daily life to a degree whereby ethnographer 

Gonda Yasunosuke saw the possibility of a social opening, of a new society in the making, that 

broke away from the materialistic drives of pre-earthquake years.16 However, as state and self-

16 Tanaka, New Times, 196.
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censorship in mass media of the massacre of resident Koreans and leftists in the post-quake 

chaos indicate, as does the later institution of the Peace Preservation Law in 1926, the social 

space ruptured by the earthquake was sutured by a fundamental shift in the negotiation of voice. 

Events writers had witnessed firsthand—accounts of the disaster and massacre itself; round-up 

squads, killings, and abuses of authority—became the target of internal and external censorship.  

Kono Kensuke writes, “(w)hat is special (following the quake) is that within recorded personal 

experiences, things that the authors had seen and heard themselves were now entering into the 

censorship's power.”17 This shift marks sublimation of subject position itself to the state; it severs 

authors’ experiences, their memory and history, from the representational space of the page and 

public forum. This shift is toward a very narrowly defined discursive space for the creation of a 

particular historiography. In this light, Umehara and Gaikotsu’s work takes on special discursive 

significance. Following the Kantō Earthquake, Gaikotsu, Umehara, and their cohort of 

researchers and writers of the 1920s fought against oppression and control of knowledge with the 

irrefutability of materiality, precisely when the materiality of the past was in danger of being 

lost. 

If critical archives provided an illuminating prism giving insight into a fuller and more 

complex history of publications and in particular the role of periodicals in that history, there 

remain the questions of illustrations and comics fitting into a particular national cultural 

narrative. 

Determining Manga’s Relationship to Itchi-ga

17 Kōno Kensuke 紅野謙介, Ken’etsu to bungaku: 1920 nendai no kōbō 検閱と文学: 1920年代の攻防 (Tokyo: Kawade Shobo, 
2009), 76.
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Printed on cheap paper, published in a disposable medium, comics and illustrations were 

meant to be seen and reacted to by as many people as possible. In this sense, the comic or 

illustration in periodical media provides a much larger clue to changes in the visual landscape 

than fine art. The works produced by the Marumaru Company provide an invaluable linkage to 

the activist comedic enterprise that was so robust at the end of the Edo period and yet was 

perceived as withering away during the late-nineteenth century.

Images in periodical media can fall into a number of different categories: graphics, comics, 

illustrations, cover art, and layout elements are just a few. What is being addressed in this chapter 

are comics, and often comics from Japan are grouped under the term manga. My approach 

originated from cinema and media studies, yet since some of the material overlaps with manga 

studies, some distinctions may be helpful.

As a methodological distinction, the boundaries of visual studies, manga studies, and 

media studies can be blurry. Some readers of this work will question if visual media, comics, and 

illustrations from Meiji Japan should best be defined as “manga” (漫画). One predominant view 

can be associated with the work of Shimizu Isao, who compiled numerous volumes reprinting 

illustrations from pre-Meiji, Meiji, and pre-WWII era all under the keyword “manga.” However, 

Shimizu’s definition of manga as “illustrations with comedic content from Japan”18 is perhaps 

too broad, and even when he makes a distinction between Edo and Meiji-era manga, the 

difference lies not in the illustration’s formal characteristics, but rather in its ability to comment 

on current affairs.19 Shimizu’s terms and influence are too ahistorical in my belief. Rather, I 

18 Shimizu Isao 清水 勲, シミズイサオ, and isao shimizu, eds., Yon koma manga: Hokusai kara “moe” made 四コマ漫画: 北
斎から「萌え」まで, Iwanami Shinshō, 新赤版 1203 (東京: 岩波書店, 2009), 24.

19 Shaughnessy, Orna, “Early Meiji Manga: The Political Cartoons of Kanagaki Robun and Kawanabe Kyōsai,” in Rewriting 
History in Manga: Stories for the Nation, ed. Nissim Otmazgin and Rebecca Suter (Springer, 2016), 57.
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agree with manga scholars such as Miyamoto Hirohito,20 Ronald Stewart,21 and others who offer 

the distinction that “manga” is a historically specific term indicating sequential-cel illustrations 

that came into existence from roughly the late 1890s to the early 1900s and developed into the 

genre of visual narrative in the 1910s and 1920s. 

That being said, I cannot deny that this research is indebted to the volumes of reprints for 

which Shimizu is responsible, even if I diverge from his interpretive methodology. He has done 

much of the laborious archival work, compiling and reprinting publications that make something 

which could be called a “manga history” of Japan even possible. Yet, from Shimizu’s 

perspective, manga is a transhistorical term. He defines manga primarily as images that have 

playful, satirical, or humorous intentions. For example, according to Shimizu the twelfth century 

illustration-only text, the Chōjū-giga, is as much a “manga” as the Edo-period works by 

Katsushika Hokusai’s titled manga, which extend in a lineage through to Shonen Kurabu (1930s 

boys’ comics magazine), Tezuka Osamu (1950s~1980s), Doraemon (1970s~), and Sailor Moon 

(1980s~).22 In contrast, other scholars are more temporally specific and build their distinctions 

on formal elements such as print technology, the organization of cels, or readership, as would be 

associated with Jacqueline Berndt, Natsume Fusanosuke (夏目房之介), and Takemura Kentarō 

(竹村憲太郎). They emphasize manga studies as something to be accepted by the fields of art 

studies or art history, built upon media-specific contexts.23 A Shimizu publication usually bears a 

title like Meiji Manga-kan (‘Meiji Manga Archive’ 1979), or Manga-zasshi Hakubutsukan 

20 Miyamoto and Prough, The Formation of an Impure Genre, 39–48.

21 Stewart and Ibaragi, Media no naka no manga, 173–76.

22 Shimizu, Yon koma manga, i.

23 Jaqueline Berndt, “Manga Studies #1: Introduction by Jaqueline,” Comics Forum (blog), May 11, 2014, https://
comicsforum.org/2014/05/11/manga-studies-1-introduction-by-jaqueline-berndt/.

https://comicsforum.org/2014/05/11/manga-studies-1-introduction-by-jaqueline-berndt/
https://comicsforum.org/2014/05/11/manga-studies-1-introduction-by-jaqueline-berndt/
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(‘Magazine Comics History Museum’ 1985), evoking a sense of smoothly populating time, 

browsable like a natural history museum or archival vessel of Japanese history to hold all 

cultural artifacts in a clean linear development toward the present. Shimizu’s continuity 

approach, while useful to show a history of images, does not necessarily help to read works as 

undergoing dialectical change with time. 

My perspective that relies on a clear temporal and formal distinction between itchi-ga and 

manga was first informed by Ronald Stewart’s work on Kitazawa Rakuten, an illustrator/writer 

for Jiji Shinpō from the turn of the twentieth century. Rakuten is widely held in manga studies 

literature to be the godfather of modern manga, and his development of sequential-cel comics 

helps distinguish between Shimizu’s ‘comedic-as-continuity’ approach and more recent 

scholarship that contests this claim from Miyamoto Hirohito (宮本大人). Stewart summarizes 

the differing assessment of Kitazawa Rakuten by Shimizu and Miyamoto, writing, “Shimizu 

considers Kitazawa as an important link in a manga history that connects manga’s present to 

ancient Japanese past, whereas Miyamoto views him as part of a radical separation from the past 

that established and popularized a new genre recognizable as manga today.”24

Miyamoto problematized Shimizu’s broad definition of ‘satirical illustration’ as 

discontinuous between the ponchi-e style of the 1860-90s and the manga style to which 

illustrations are transitioning between 1890~1910.  Stewart notes, 

For Miyamoto ponchi (sic) had changed little in form from the 1870s through into the 1890s, even though 
many had been given a facelift with newer printing techniques (etching and lithography) and some with the 
addition of caricature. Produced mainly by the same print houses, writers and artists as earlier woodblock 
prints, ponchi were text-centric: all spaces around their pictures were filled with script, and this script 
overflowed with allusions to popular literature, puns, puzzles, and wordplay. Their text was mostly written 
with a poetic style and meant to be read aloud in groups. In contrast, manga were much more visually 

24 Ronald Stewart, “Manga Studies #2: Manga History: Shimizu Isao and Miyamoto Hirohito on Japan’s First Modern ‘Manga’ 
Artist Kitazawa Rakuten,” Comics Forum (blog), June 14, 2014, https://comicsforum.org/2014/06/14/manga-studies-2-manga-
history-shimizu-isao-and-miyamoto-hirohito-on-japans-first-modern-manga-artist-kitazawa-rakuten-by-ronald-stewart/.

https://comicsforum.org/2014/06/14/manga-studies-2-manga-history-shimizu-isao-and-miyamoto-hirohito-on-japans-first-modern-manga-artist-kitazawa-rakuten-by-ronald-stewart/
https://comicsforum.org/2014/06/14/manga-studies-2-manga-history-shimizu-isao-and-miyamoto-hirohito-on-japans-first-modern-manga-artist-kitazawa-rakuten-by-ronald-stewart/
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orientated; they depicted things more directly, representing moments in time. Unlike ponchi, they were 
designed to be silently and quickly grasped. Miyamoto has forwarded three main reasons for this change: 1) 
the new modern education system and new public reading spaces (trains, libraries, etc.); 2) the huge growth 
in daily newspapers which required information that could be digested quickly by a broader audience; and 
3) the growing division of text and image into specialist areas. According to Miyamoto, along with this 
change, there arose a consciousness that a new genre had developed, leading to the need for a new label. 
The label adopted was “manga, a then little used word, opened to fill with new meaning.25

While Stewart may seem bit dismissive of ponchi-e, he does provide an interesting distinction 

that manga foregrounded visual reading and removed textual content, in a sense continuing the 

trend of streamlining visuality for quicker and more fluid consumption. This was in fact an 

objective of Kitazawa himself. Kitazawa’s later writings from the 1920s and 1930s elaborated his 

definition of manga, particularly in opposition to ponchi-e, which he “considered (them also) old 

fashioned, overly wordy, and incapable of direct expression.” Kitazawa indeed asserts that 

manga should ideally have a minimal amount of words, and cartoonists “should endeavor to 

make the pictures speak.” (Both quoted in Stewart web article. Underline is the author’s.) That 

manga was a development of illustration that sought directness of expression does allow us to 

understand the transition move toward increased realism in ponchi-e and its alignment with the 

facticity upon which news media was founded. What manga scholars may be overlooking is how 

illustrators work, bringing new levels of indexicality with the real world to the illustration image 

as part of the overall ethos of modernization toward efficiency and directness that periodical 

media was undergoing en masse throughout Meiji. In this sense, the aesthetic of Meiji periodical 

illustrations and comics can be said to be, generally, a larger move toward directness, which 

around 1900 via industrialization and segmentation of labor time, found the sequential cel to be 

the most appropriate compartmentalization of time and space for the representational media. 

Since the comedic images addressed in this dissertation from the 1860s to the 1900s do not 

25 Ibid.
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employ sequential cels in their narrative structure, I call these images itchi-ga (一画, single cel 

images) in general, and within the context of the political cartoon, ponchi-e. 

To be clear, the term manga should not be a transhistorical keyword to subsume all 

illustrated or comedic images from Japan. To do so risks usurping the work of individual artists 

and illustrators and casting it as another easily included or subsumed aspect of the Japanese 

nation state’s soft power arsenal. Manga were the product of a particular historical moment, 

when nascent cinema collided with existing visual print cultural practices. In my understanding, 

the important difference lies between sequentiality—ordering possibly disjunctive scenes into a 

particular sequence—and, seriality—allowing a linear ordering of connected events. The former 

produces a visual narrative that can collapse time and space, producing gaps and jumps, that the 

reader apprehends as a cohesive whole thus replicated the alienation and division of labor and 

life in modern industrialization. The latter orders scenes into a series of events which is the 

fundamental aspect of storytelling and does no rely upon aligning disparate spatial and temporal 

experiences into a total whole. 

In conclusion, it is vital to remain aware of how changes to visual print technologies, such 

as the development of itchi-ga, manga, and the animated film present new demands on the 

viewer’s reading ability and method. As a form of entertainment this change can be quite 

stimulating and enjoyable, while at the same time shifting the epistemology of how an individual 

knows their material world informed by emerging visual cultures. In this sense, the next step for 

my research is to better understand the relationship between sequentiality in comics and the 

mechanization of sequence in early animation. 
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Appendix I.

Translation by the author of selections from Ura-Miyasko Kazuo’s 2011 article: “Acceptance 

and Development of Laughter and Humor Studies in the Early Meiji Period.” Bunkyo University 

Bulletin of the Faculty of Language and Literature 25 (1): 85–118, and 2014 article,  “Dawn of 

Humor Studies in Japan: Meiji Period Theories of Laughter” RIDEO, no. 21: 60–73.

—————

Early Meiji Theories of Humor (1867-1880)

Humor and Medicine

Much like the newspaper, early Meiji theories of the comedic began as a task of translation, 

specifically, from the medical perspective of biology. In 1874 an Osaka doctor named 

Matsumura Noriaki1 (松村矩明, 1842-1881) published a translation entitled “New Theories of 

Biology” (生理新論) that consisted of  lectures by the first foreign medical professor in Japan, a 

Dutch doctor named Christian Jacob Ermerins. The four volume set included a section on the 

“variation in respiratory movement” with an entry on laughter: 

Laughter is experienced by someone as a sudden short breath repeating one after another, each time air 

comes in contact with the vocal chords causing them to vibrate releasing voice and resonance. Furthermore, 

assisted by the diaphragm’s movement of expels laughter. When the farce is great, one may cover these 

contractions with their hand to suppress them, and at the same time may experience the check tendons and 

in accordance the nerves of the face those tendons may also contract. Although laughter emits involuntarily 

with practice it should be able to be done voluntarily as well.2

Ermerins had come to Japan in 1874 but it is unclear if Matsumura transcribed the original Dutch 

himself, rather he functioned more as an publisher of the books with the assistance in the 

translation of the lectures undertaken by Ōkubo Tsunenari (大久保常成, dates unknown). 

1 Matsumura was born in 1842 and studied Dutch Learning at the Yōgakusho in Echizen before going to Edo to study medicine 
and English. During the Boshin War he served as battlefield surgeon before taking a position at Osaka Medical School.

2 「笑ハ急卒ナル短呼気ノ続々頻発スル者ニシテ,毎次空気声帯ニ触レ之ヲシテ,震動セシメ声韻ヲ発スルナリ,横隔筋
モ亦タ其作用ヲ幇助スルニ由リ発笑劇甚ナルトキハ其収縮亦甚シク手ヲ以テ之ヲ抑制セサルヲ得ス顴骨筋及其他顔面
神経ノ循行スル諸筋モ亦タ同時ニ収縮ス是レ亦タ不随意ニ出ツト雖モ練習スレハ随意ニ為ス得ヘシ」 7.
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Despite Matsumura’s death in 1881, an expanded eleven volume set entitled ‘Detailed 

Exposition of Biology’ continued to be published throughout the Meiji period under the auspices 

of Ōkubo and annotator Murakami Shunpei (村上俊平, dates unknown). The biological 

perspective on humor was not just for medical practitioners but is significant because biological 

knowledge came to inform books aimed at broad readership, notably including children’s books. 

Published in December 1880, ‘Biology Elementary School’ (生理小学) was a text book for 

children in rural areas. They noted: 

How does breathing occur? Breathing is from the pushing and pulling of the diaphragm in the middle of 

your chest, and is something that happens from applying pressure to your lungs. Happiness, anger, laughter, 

crying, and sneezing all occur from the contractions of this membrane.3

This sentiment illuminates the connection between health, body, and soul that emphasized  

a biopolitical concern of risshin shussei (立身出世)—self-starting success—and was specifically 

deployed to children through the national education system, of which this text provides evidence. 

The author of this book expresses this sentiment. He was a school principle and author at the age 

of eighteen by the name of Miyoshi Manabu (三好学 1862-1932), later better known as 

prominent Japanese botanist.

In western languages it is said that a healthy body has a soul, thus, studying physiology and hygiene are the 

utmost for humans and a self-evident task. Accordingly, we have jotted down the general ideas to make 

something readable for children’s elementary education.4

No references for the ideas were cited by Miyoshi.5 It can be assumed though that the adoption 

of enlightenment notions of bodily control, hygiene, and happiness were concomitant to the 

3 「呼吸ノ起ル理如何呼吸ハ、胸腹ノ中間ナル横隔膜ノ伸張シテ、肺ヲ上壓スルヨリ起ルモノニシテ、乃彼ノ喜、
怒、笑、泣、噴嚏ノ如キモ、皆此膜ノ痙縮ヨリ生ズルモノナリ」8.

4 「西語ニ曰健康ノ身体ニ精神アリト、然レバ則、生理養生学ノ人間ニ樞要ナル、亦明白ナリ、故ニ今其大概ヲ記シ
テ、小学児童ノ読本ニ供ズルモノナリ」8.

5 All that is known of this period of his life is that he was born in 1862, spending his younger years in Gifu before becoming a 
teacher at a Gifu elementary school. After writing this book he then went to Tokyo Imperial University, Department of Science, 
and studied abroad in Germany. Later in his career he built the foundation of Japanese botany and clearly saw biological 
knowledge as fundamental to Japan’s modernization. 
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discourses of civilization and enlightenment prominent in the educational practices of the Meiji 

state. It is clear that in less than two decades of the era, Meiji education and medical knowledge 

converged in Japan’s nation-building project, recognizing the significance of bodily 

comportment and control as part of the socialization process. In fact, throughout the decade, the 

spread of new knowledge saw humor mobilized as a means to political ends, namely, in speech 

giving.6

Public Oratory and Laughter

Public oratory was a key method of political indoctrination for the freedom and popular rights 

movement in the 1870s. From 1874, and increasingly in the 1880s, a growing demand for books 

on speech giving were published. In October 1881, “Models of Western Speech Making” (西洋

演説軌範)7 crediting to merely “Alden, U.S.A.,” and was translated and published by Mano 

Kanga (真野観我, 1853-1920). The author of the English text could be Joseph Alden 

(1805-1885) but the original work could not be directly verified. Mano’s 1881 work was the first 

book to introduce the oratory method from a western author in Japanese. The book also included 

reference to The Effect of Comic and Wit by Sydney Smith.  Mano’s book states that wit (頓智) 

and the comic (滑稽) “outstrip all others with decisive power and good natured talent. Even 

including just one bit (of humor) can in realty be a very potent thing,” going on to explain that 

the great poets, speakers, and politicians of East and West, new and old, were all talents in wit 

and comedy. 

Speechmaking in Meiji was closely associated with epistolary technique, introduced as 

reference to the rhetoric canon on speech. One book in this vein was published  in March 1882. 

“Methods for Eloquent Speech” (雄弁美言葉法) by George Payn Quackenbos translated by 

Kuroiwa Dai. Quackenbos was the principle of a New York school whose expertise spanned 

many fields, writing books on English, Physics, Math, and History. He was translated early in the 

6 There continues to be advocacy for laughter as a healthy aspect to human life. In the Japanese ‘Humor Studies Group’ 
presentation on 「呼吸法を上手に使った楽息生活」池田由紀（名古屋市立大学) presenting a talk on “Methods for 
Breathing Well for a Relaxed breath lifestyle” by a university professor. 

7 アルデン Alden, Seiyō Enzetsu Kihan 西洋演説軌範, trans. Mano Kanga 真野観我 (Kyōsen shobo, 1881), http://id.ndl.go.jp/
bib/000000494455.

http://id.ndl.go.jp/bib/000000494455
http://id.ndl.go.jp/bib/000000494455
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Meiji period influencing Japan’s modernization in a significant way. All of his books bore the 

inscription, “Advanced course of composition and rhetoric: a series of practical lessons on the 

origin, history and peculiarities of the English language; Adapted to self instruction, and the use 

of schools and colleges.” (1854 first edition) 

The translator, Kuroiwa, is actually Kuroiwa Shūroku (黒岩涙香 1862-1920), best known 

as the founder and editor of Yorozu chōhō, a prominent newspaperman in late Meiji. Kuroiwa 

translated “Methods for Eloquent Speech” when he was nineteen years old. His interest in a book 

of this type is not surprising since by the time of its publication Kuroiwa already had experience 

as a newspaper reporter for the Nihon Taimusu (日本タイムズ), as well as involvement in the 

Freedom and Popular Rights Movement. Within six months of publishing this book on speech 

giving, Kuroiwa was a reporter for the Freedom and Popular Rights-supporting the “Illustrated 

Freedom News” (絵入自由新聞). Other connections to the movement are apparent in the 

introduction, where it mentions that proofreader Horiguchi Noboru studied English with Seki 

Shinpachi (尺振八) at Rikkyō gakusha (later Rikkyō University), and was known as a Freedom 

and Popular Rights reporter for Asano shinbun.8 

Kuroiwa referred to the book’s genre as bijigaku (美辞学), an old word for rhetoric, which 

is to say, an introductory book of rhetoric that circulated domestically in Japan quite early. The 

‘foreword’ speaks to the recent arrival and popularization of speech debate, and although there 

was a need for a reference book on the topic, a lack of books that employ the terminology of 

grammar lead him to do a detailed book in that vein. Kuroiwa’s later noterietay as the editor and 

publisher of the liberal Yorozu chōhō, a newspaper that rose to prominence on Sino-Japanese 

War coverage, could stem from his deep knowledge of foreign educational norms built as a 

translator in his youth. The popularity of Yorozu chōhō grew from Kuroiwa’s approachable prose 

that appealed to urbanizing readers with a mix of wit, class politics, and literary skill. 

Returning to the work from 1882, “Method for Eloquent Speech,” part three, “Rhetoric,” 

includes sections “#45 Wit” and #46 Humor and Ridicule,” while chapter seven denotes 

“Debating the Comic in Language.” Kuroiwa explains the objective of the comic (滑稽) is not 

mere fooling to elicit a laugh, rather:

8 Ura, Acceptance, 90.
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If one knows the task of the comic, that objective or person is easily made to understand, and it helps to 

rely on thine memory. Making the ears of the public hear your lofty discourse, even if it is like so-called 

‘wind in horses ears,’ at the very least should be called a meritorious service. By making use of the comic 

at that time the ears of those comrades be bent to our words. Making use of it only results in a real end, or if 

the end is not obtained still making use of this comic.

In other words, the comic is a technique to elicit laughter which sways listeners. The comic is  

“not making delightful because it makes fun of the main meaning, but rather because of the 

unusual means employed in explaining that main meaning,” that it is comic. Kuroiwa’s notion is 

decidedly rhetorical, valuing the comedic for its persuasive power to make people understand. 

Kuroiwa breaks down the “natural and application of the comic” into four types:

(1) Speak of the great as meager (“were it as if the general of the sun came out that the color of the eastern 

skies is akin to the the color of simmered shrimp, black gradually changing to red”); 

(2) Speak of the trifling person as a great person (“those of a similar instance to what which was the 

opposite of the first, who if they just paid more mind what they know would never be lacking.”); 

(3) Bring together disparate things (“Although the person who always wears soiled clothes can be made 

clean, I can be made to drink a cup of saké”); 

(4) Analogous words can be used interchangeably, (“I heard that it’s likely there is no treasure in this 

treasure chest, I looked and there was not one thing inside, my goodness! This treasure box is nothing but a 

surprise box”).  [The first example is slightly modified from the (English) original. The second is shortened a bit. And 

the third and fourth were provided by the translator.]

In the first and second types are figures familiar to comedic relationships of inversion of scale—

the great and meager; the meager as great. The third introduces the notion of difference to the 

comic relationship defining it as the combination of “disparate things,” a close cognate to the 

notion of incongruity, while the fourth is punning. Kuroiwa expands upon the “humor of 

difference” (異性質の滑稽) with four subcategories:

(1) Comparing two aspects of one thing, (“The famous beauty Cleopatra whose face was thought to be like 

the color of roses, and how her heart was similar to a thorny shrub.”); 

(2) First telling something as a lie only to later reveal it as truth; 
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(3) Using old language that should be changed, (“If there is someone suffering from eye disease, a good 

singer should go to inquire with a doctor, and while the singer recites like talking to ancient peoples, comes 

to know the eye doctor.”); 

(4) Using colloquial speak from plain and popular language, (“a blind person fell down from the second 

floor, their pride aflutter.”) [These four types are not included in the English 1861 original in either interpretation or 

explanation. They were from the translator’s own interpretation.]9

Kuroiwa’s “Translator’s Notes” concluding the book note that some forms of humor 

cannot be translated due to incommensurable cultural specificity. “The comedic (滑稽) 

addressed in this manual are mostly things that come from the customs of a particular country, 

there are many things that cannot be conveyed between East and West, and furthermore, with 

regard to the comic, those conventions should not be created by translation.” Not that Kuroiwa 

did not explain his interpretation, in fact he includes his sentiment expressing that the book was 

“translated into the most appropriate contemporary way representing the language of our 

country.” He achieved this by supplanting obscure jokes from English with annotations and 

producing a text where Kuroiwa develops his own theory of humor. As a book that introduces 

the field of comic from the perspective of rhetoric it is perhaps the first of its kind. Not laughter 

as entertainment but as a political act situated within the currents of Freedom and Popular Rights 

Activism, it was through rhetoric that western conceptions of laughter were first introduced to 

political activism.

Kuroiwa’s book remains popular and in print for the next twenty years, being republished 

three times. Of the numerous readers, the spread and re-application of the rhetoric of humor to 

other fields is apparent. One of those influenced by the book was a Shinshu Buddhist monk from 

Kumamoto named Katō Eshū. In September 1883, his book “Lecturer’s Manual on Buddhist 

9 (Translator’s note) The term “humor of difference” is most strongly associable with the concept of incongruity in the first 
subcategory which predicates difference as contained within one thing. Humor resides in the juxtaposition between two seeming 
opposing aspects within the whole. The second subcategory could be understood as the inversion or reversal of surface and 
interior or between a perceived truth that is later revealed to be a lie or vice versa. The last two illuminate the relationship of the 
comedic to the archaic or the perception of temporal inadequacy. Specifically, (3) locates humor in recognition of the 
unsuitability of archaic, “old language” against the modern linguistic present. Modernity figures itself as constantly moving away 
from the past, embracing the notion of living in ‘new time’ or neuzeit, which presents a problem that Reinhart Koselleck 
articulates as a unsubstantiated oppositionality with the prior epoch as fundamentally severed and different from the present. 
(Reinhart Koselleck, Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1985).) In this sense, the 
recognition of incommensurability between the present and the past provides a firm indicator of changes occurring in Meiji 
modernity that reconfigured language, as indicated in subcategories three and four. Category (4) provides an early indicator of 
language reform that came to called genbun itchi or ‘making spoken and written language one,’ foregrounding the gap between 
spoken, colloquial language and its perceived unsuitability to written prose. 
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Sermons” (弁士必携仏教演説指南)10 includes “Chapter 10 Rules of Use of the Comic.” The 

book was targeted for a limited audience as an instructional book aimed at Shishū Buddhist 

monks with only 1000 editions printed. It is clear that Katō’s text is an adaptation of Kuroiwa’s 

work tailed to the oratory needs of Buddhist sermons. As such, it adds a prominent moral agenda 

that views a danger in the comedic when used by unscrupulous minds. In chapter nine, “Eight 

Kinds of Phrasing,” Katō explains: 

The comic form, by means of popular bullshit (戯言, 洒落) earns the laughter of others, amusing them and 

making them feel your personal ideas (私論意); when using this form requires having a solid and keen 

point, those of frail principles should absolutely not make use of this form. 

The comedic is a vulgar tool for common minds, appealing to their sensibilities just enough to 

introduce a moral agenda. The monk’s moral rigor elevates the comedic’s vulgarity, its “popular 

bullshit,” to an appropriate tool for enlightenment. Despite Katō’s somewhat conservative 

theoretical expansion of humor he does build off of Kuroiwa’s notion of incongruity in chapter 

ten, where he emphasizes the irregularity of the comedic: “Comic things are not those which are 

square but rather irregular. People shan’t find things funny by drawing attention to what is 

pleasing but rather by telling them an unfamiliar or unusual method is what makes people 

happy.” The word for ‘irregular,’ hensoku (変則), derives from the characters for ‘strange’ and 

‘judgement.’ The phrase is taken nearly verbatim from Kuroiwa’s introduction in “Methods for 

Eloquent Speech” with one key difference. In Kuroiwa’s text, the word seihō derives from the 

characters for “Western ways/西方” but in Katō’s text seihō has been attributed to different 

characters meaning “square/正方” in opposition to ‘irregular.’

Throughout Katō’s text he subtly reworks many of the listed qualities from Kuroiwa’s 

book, though the intentions differed. Katō was primarily concerned with keeping people 

entertained, awake, and not drifting out midway through a Buddhist sermon, while Kuroiwa’s 

intent was more informed by Freedom and Popular Rights movement ideals of communicating 

10 Katō Eshū 加藤恵証, Lecturer’s Manual on Buddhist Sermons 弁士必携仏教演説指南 (布部文海堂, 1882), http://
id.ndl.go.jp/bib/000000461772.

http://id.ndl.go.jp/bib/000000461772
http://id.ndl.go.jp/bib/000000461772
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an individuals ideas. Katō cautions against overuse of the comedic at risk of insulting Buddhism 

by making it seem trivial. 

Another text that was influenced by Kuroiwa’s “Methods for Eloquent Speech” appeared 

in February of 1889, entitled “(Oratory at Will) New Eloquent Method” (演説自在)雄弁新法) 

was published and written by Yuasa Seisaku (湯浅誠作). The supervisor of the text was 

Arikawa Kenji (蟻川堅治) who remains equally as unknown as Yuasa but they were likely 

People and Popular Rights activists. Within the same year an expanded and revised version 

appeared. The ideas that appeared within were more or less in line with Kuroiwa, although 

Yuasa admonishes against vulgarity to higher degree. 

The comic is one form of joking commonly used by people like rakugo-ka, it can become nasty and vulgar 

when overused in oration and therefore the most disgusting instances should be avoided. Yet, it becomes 

necessary to make use of (the comedic) to get one’s ideas across.

Much in line with Kuroiwa’s explanation, Yuasa presents the comedic as a tool to appeal to 

commoners with comedic categories that closely mirror those mentioned above. Yuasa describes, 

“comedy can contrast things big and small, similarities in language, translate classical language, 

or simply make jokes about language or dialect.” The interpretation of “translate classical 

language” for the for the third type, replaces the contrast between new and archaic with a 

problem closer to those who deal with archaic religious texts: simple understanding of archaic 

language.

The engagement with humor in speech giving books represented one vein of specialized 

knowledge which sought to instrumentalize humor for a specific purpose of public address. Later 

in Meiji, during the 1890s-1900s, books about comedic performance also appeared under the 

term ‘Laughter book’(笑話本), however these were related to comedic performance (演説) in a 

different sense than political public oratory as covered above. Another related field in which 

addressed the comedic were books dealing with enlightenment theory.

Humor and Enlightenment Theory

Scholars of Western Learning, known as yōgakusha (洋学者), played a significant role in the 

government’s fervent adoption of all things Western. As was clear in the government support of 
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newspapers section above, one primary task of these functionaries was translation. Figures like 

Nomura Fumio who founded Marumaru chinbun actually built their career by illegally traveling 

to the West only to return as experts in demand, working for local and central government before 

striking out as an independent journalist. These kind of figures were employed en masse 

following the Meiji restoration of 1867, essentially translating the know-how of modern nation-

state bureaucracy and providing the textual content of the new government.

One key task the Meiji government wanted was the translation of a comprehensive text, 

namely, an encyclopedia from the West.  This effort was spearheaded by the chief editorial 

officer of the Ministry of Education, Mitsukuri Rinshō (箕作麟祥, 1846-1897) who selected 

“Chamber’s Information for the People,” an encyclopedia published in the U.K. between 

1833-1835. The effort to bring such tomes of collected knowledge to the people is one part of an 

overall movement toward enlightenment in a Western mode. The translation began with the 

fourth edition from 1871 publishing volumes from the Ministry of Education Press from 1873 to 

1883. From 1884 to 1885 a Maruzen bookstore edition was published as the “Complete 

Encyclopedia” (百科全書). In the October 1884, in the third volume, second half of the Maruzen 

edition appears the subject “Comedy.”

The entry “#20 Comedy,” under “phrenology” (骨相学) covers a whole page in four 

column layout. The translator is Hasegawa Tai (長谷川泰) born in Tenpō 13 (1842) who was a 

professor of medicine at Daigaku Higashi-kō (former name of Tokyo University). The study of 

phrenology believed the brain to be the organ engaged in mental activity and that perception of 

this activity could be achieved through observation of the skull and head shape. Humor (滑稽) is 

explained as a mental activity, thus the brain was the organ charged with humor, explaining; 

“This internal organ exists prior to the capacity of thought (想像), located in a slightly lower 

region. If this capacity increases the upper area of the chin should become moist.” This moisture 

is presumably in reference to the expulsion of breath from laughter. Although phrenological 

theory was later invalidated and there is no apparent influence from the phrenological 

understanding of laughter, the distinction between mental and physiological features of laughter 

in this text are significant. Furthermore, the entry on laughter reveals the first appearance of 

other interesting ideas. 
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Humor is explained as the preparatory condition for laughter: “by means of the intellect 

humor is first recognized and understood and most scholars agree this prepares the activity of 

laughter.” It begins by prefiguring Henri Bergson’s famous essay on humor and echoing 

Aristotle, the translation present the idea that humor is a phenomena unique to humans is clear 

with the phrase, “in the world of beasts there is no creature other than man that laughs.”  More 

significant than this age old maxim to define humor is the commentary regarding the comedic 

and difference. 

Humor is “the intellect that judges difference or becomes aware of likeness….confirming 

the  authenticity of things.” In other words, humor is that which recognizes and negotiates 

perceived and real difference. The entry continues, “the intellect of becoming aware is, in other 

words, the intellect that is aware of difference,” through, “the organ of emotion and impression.” 

This was one of the first texts to introduce a way of thinking about the production of laughter. 

There are other aspects to the entry which merit examination with regard to the sociality of 

humor. For example, in a entry called “Humor, Surprise and Buffoonery” (滑稽、識刺、戯謔) 

there is a point in a half-page section “Rhetoric and Florid Style” (修辞及華文). The translation 

is by the Kikuchi Dairoku (菊池 大麓)11, who writes:

If humor is one kind of emotion that when produced, affects the public mind with a moment of surprise, its 

nature should definitely be satisfying.

The term, “public mind” is translated from the Japanese jin-i (人意), meaning sentiment of the 

people, and shows the consciousness of the comedic as a phenomena that although unexpected, 

necessarily makes linkages socially. Bergson argued as much when he said humor was 

fundamentally interpersonal and did not occur alone. Of most interest to this research is the 

commentary on incongruity and comedic inversion: 

In short, with regard to theorize exclusively written humor (kokkei), humor is when the character of words 

and their meaning are incongruous. In other words, humor occurs when obscene things are recorded by 

means of dignified words, or when refined topics can be debated by means of rough language.

11 Born in Ansei 2 (1855), who as a professor at the Imperial University School of Sciences and who built the foundation of 
modern Japanese mathematics. He studied abroad in England in 1867 and again in 1870 attaining a degree from Cambridge. He 
was a first cousin of Mitsukuri Rinshō.
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The literal term for when humor arises is in translation of incongruity;  “when things are not of 

appropriate status” (品位に適せざる時), thus foregrounding that humor is comprised of 

elements in relation to each other that are not a unified whole. Western theories of incongruity 

stem back to the early nineteenth century under the notion of “disharmony” within the object but 

this is the first instance of its appearance in Japan. Yet, no evidence could be found of the 

encyclopedia’s influence on research dedicated to laughter that will be covered later. Also of 

note are the translations of the English language terms ‘ridiculous,’ ‘wit,’ and ‘humor,’ into 

Japanese. Kikuike aligns kokkei with ridiculous (リュデクロース), shikishi as wit (ウイット), 

and gigyaku as humor (ユーモア). Who read this encyclopedia and what degree of influence is 

difficult to determine, which is why in the next section the focus is on appearances of humor 

theory in more public venues, namely, the newspaper.

Mid-Meiji Theories of Humor (1880-1900)

In January 1879, Yomiuri shinbun began a serial editorial column from called “Miscellaneous 

Yomiuri Stories” (読売雑譚). On June 5 of the same year a nameless writer published a “Theory 

of Laughter” (笑ゑみの説). Herein he wrote: “if laughter has ulterior motives it is not pure 

laughter….It is not always that people laugh because it is funny,” for there are many times when 

people cry regardless of wealth or poverty or social status, so “by means of using even a trifling 

emotional thing you can gain a laugh from the world.” From the tone of the article it is likely that 

this piece written to satirize the laughter of the times which may have taken on a ridiculing tone, 

thus the idea of “ulterior motives” behind laughter. Ura speculates that the author was Katō Kurō 

(加藤九郎 1830-1890), a People and Popular Rights activist who spent three years imprisoned 

from 1876, entering the Yomiuri Newspaper Company after he was released.

Although the early-Meiji period did witness a number of conceptualizations of humor, it 

was not until the late-1880s and 1890s that more developed theories of humor began to appear. 

The forerunner of this was “Theory of Laughter” that appeared in Ōsaka Asahi shinbun on April 

14, 15, and 17 of 1887. It begins:
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An article entitled The Secret Technique of Smiling that appeared in the Weekly San Francisco Chronicle 

wrote that there are two types the silent laugh—the smile, and the voiced laugh. Humanity begins from the 

voiced laugh and has been inherited as a general characteristic of humanity. There are scholars that have 

done a detailed history of the development of laughter from then to today, from the advancement of (voiced 

laughter) the smile is born. An abridged translation is provided for your reference.

This is an early reference to the “smile” and “laugh” which was drawing on an English 

language article. The Japanese word mokushō (黙笑) that appears is read as both ‘smiling’ (スマ

イリング) and ‘smile’ (スマイル), and in the installment of April 17 1887, the Japanese 

character for “voiced laughter” is read as seishō (声笑) and “smile” is read as mokushō (黙笑). 

The article analyzes seishō and mokushō from a biological perspective, writing,

(Voiced) laughter occurs through the sudden movement of the diaphragm and the risorius muscle, 

occurring briefly or continuously to emit an indistinct voiced sound before returning to a normal state. 

Smiling does not produce any voiced sounds but express a face imbued with joy. Although both kinds 

come from the same qualities, it greatly depends on the condition of their production with laughter being in 

other words the essential form to which smiling is an associated possibility.

Laughter “is not the act of releasing madness or mental derangement, rather it is the expression 

of a feeling of joy, it can include the sentiment of ridicule as well.” Smiling is clearly 

differentiated as something unique to the human species and something that developed along 

with laughter as a trait of human life.The author touches upon physiological notions of laughter 

as well as intellectual ones, finally concluding that laughter should be free but not totally 

unrestrained, perhaps echoing the civilization and enlightenment sentiment of advancement and 

restraint.

In July of the same year, 1887, the third printing of Kuroiwa’s “Methods of Eloquent 

Speech” was published, marking its continued popularity. At the same time numerous 

translations of Western joke books appeared and the first comparative collection of jokes in 

English and Japanese was published in June of the same year, Seiyō Rakugo (西洋落語). Later, 

in 1892, Fukuzawa Yūkichi published the largest collection of comparative translation of jokes 

“The First Word on Jokes (開口笑話).

It was from this year of 1887 that forerunners of modern theories of laughter research 

begin to appear by Tsuchiko Kinshirō (土子金四郎, 1864-1917), Inoue Enryō (井上円了, 
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1854-1919), Tsubouchi Shōyō (坪内 逍遥, 1859-1935), and Ōnishi Hajime (大西祝, 

1864-1900). In fact, it is no coincidence that these figures all published on humor since 

Tsuchiko, Tsubouchi, and Inoue were acquaintances with Inoue being the founder of the 

publishing house, Tetsugakushō-in. Tsuchiko and Tsuboi had held discussion in Atami with 

Tsubouchi’s roommate, Tsuboi Kumezō (坪井 九馬三, 1859-1936) who wrote the forward, and 

Tsubouchi the addendum, to Tsuchiko’s book.

Tsuchiko’s work, published in April 1887, was a collection of transcribed lectures under 

the title, “Philosophy of Jokes” (洒落哲学). Tsuchiko graduated from the Political Economy 

Department of the Imperial University School of Literature in 1884 and was employed by the 

Ministry of Finance before teaching at Tokyo Commercial High School from 1886 to 1889.  For 

Tsuchiko, the essence of jokes lie in their “multiple meanings in one word (一見数意),” 

emphasizing how ambiguity or play in meaning is the core constitution of humor. He writes that 

jokes (洒落) are a type of laughter (笑い) which have advantages and disadvantages, and that the 

disadvantages should be avoided as much as possible. He goes on to categorize jokes and 

enumerate multiple rules for their usage such as “one word, multiple meanings,” “same sound 

different meaning,” “same meaning, different sound” etc, providing a taxonomy of different 

possible structures for humor. 

Someone who seriously evaluated Tsuchiko’s “Philosophy of Jokes” was Ōnishi Hajime, a 

student of the Imperial University Philosophy Department. His “Evaluating ‘Philosophy of 

Jokes’” appeared in the August 1887 editions of Kokumin no Tomo. He critiqued Tsuchiko’s 

notion that jokes are defined by their ability to have multiple meanings in one word/phrase since 

this definition was so broad that things not normally called jokes could be included. Ōnishi 

corrects Tsuchiko’s theory, stating:

We should be doubtful if Mr. Tsuchiko’s so-called one-word-multiple-meaning is the true form of the joke. 

Although there are no shortage of one-word-multiple meaning jokes, that which makes them jokes should 

not be defined within one-word and multiple-meanings. What should be included within the multiple-

meanings is the type that produces a unique relationship (isshu tokubetsu no kankei). A special unexpected 

‘funniness’ (okashimi) that occurs due to that relationship is what should be recognized (as a joke).

Here Ōnishi is pushing toward a definition of humor that is about a unique relationship of 

ambiguity, not just anything with ambiguous meaning in language. He urges “Mr. Tsuchiko” to 
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investigate humor further from the perspective of psychology, not philosophy. Ōnishi was 

himself actually a philosopher, having graduate at the head of his class from the Imperial 

University Prep School in 1889. From September 1891 he left his status as a graduate student to 

became a professor at Tokyo Specialized School (*later Waseda University) where, along with 

Tsubouchi Shōyō, helped build the foundation of Waseda humanities. 

Inoue also published a work in June of 1887 entitled “Record on the Road of 

Philosophy” (哲学道中記). Although Inoue analyzes laughter as part of humor (滑稽) his work 

is more concerned leading a philosophical discussion on ambiguity from the perspective of logic 

and language that is also comedic. The content is philosophical yet described as “without benefit 

for scholars above the upper middle class who seek the depths of philosophy, nor with reliable 

benefit for those below the lower middle class who will get a peek into one vein of philosophy, I 

beg you dear readers, do not view this the same as Ikku’s Shank’s Mare or Sanba’s Ukiyodoko.” 

His interest stems from ambiguity in language being central to humor since ambiguity provides 

difficulties for rational philosophy. He writes, “(i)f the language used to enumerate the so-called 

pan-meaning (ambiguity) of logic then the meaning of one word must be made distinct from all 

of the possible meanings contained in those letters. As this pan-meaning can produce many 

mistakes particularly with regard to logic it is my task to first elucidate that which is ambiguity 

itself.” Thus, while Inoue recognizes the importance of ambiguity, his engagement with humor 

examines it foremost are part of elite intelligentsia of the time in the currents of Japan’s 

modernization. 

Turning to Tsubouchi, he wrote a number of essays  addressing laughter in literature from 

the standpoint of a literati. In November 1888 in the incomplete study, “The Difference Between 

‘Wit’ and ‘Humor’” (「ウヰツト」と「ヒューモル」の区別) he wrote, “that called tonchi 

and that called kokkei coincide to ‘Wit’ and ‘Humour’ respectively in English,” making the 

strong distinction, “humor’s (滑稽) interest lies in how it beckons the sentiment of the other, 

while wit (頓智) is more interesting the more it catches the other by surprise….Wit is in the 

twinkling of the eye, humor is forever….Humor appears in action, wit appears in language.” 

Although this is the first organized distinction between wit and humor, this distinction is not 
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connected to the production of laughter. Tsubouchi wrote a number of pieces either directly 

focused on humor or including it in their discussion.12

In a piece from 1892 entitled “Humorists,” Tsubouchi argues that laughter is becoming 

scarce in the Meiji era, and that authors using humor and satire are gradually starting to depict 

serious arguments.  It also states that although humor and pathos are the two pillars of human 

sentiment, one or the other are always lacking in the Meiji literary world (文壇). That being said, 

Tsubouchi does offer a list of the five great humorist of the Meiji bundan in five different types 

of humor: Aeba Kōson (饗庭篁村, 1855-1922: satire); Kōdō Tokuchi (幸堂得知, 1843-1913: 

humor); Sudō Nansui (須藤南翠, 1857-1920: jokes); Shōjiki Shōdayū aka Saitō Ryoku-u (斉藤

緑雨. 1868-1904: vitriol); and Ozaki Kōyō (1864-1904, humorous poetry). He goes on to affirm 

laughter while also building a position for literature, writing,

Like the net that cannot capture both laughter and tears, laughing is not necessarily enjoyable, extreme 

laughter can make tears flow, and there is laughter that comes from quelling tears in a quaking voice…the 

laughter of one who does not know tears is the same as the laughter of a child.

Tsubouchi explains that this is not the attitude of a regular person, rather that of “an ideal 

poet, an ideal human,” who can praise the connection between tears and laughter. Tsubouchi’s 

perspective on laughter is based on literary theory, which is to say western literary criticism, that 

formed the stance within the process of modernization of the reform of the novel (小説の改良), 

the same pillar upon which both Tsuchiko and Inoue also stood.

Perhaps the most lucid theory of humor of the mid- to late-Meiji period was an essay 

published by Ōnishi in 1891 in the 123rd edition of Rokugō Zasshi (六合雑誌). This magazine 

was founded in 1880 by the Tokyo General Education Youth Club developed innovative essays 

covering many fields of social problems, politics, literature, and thought. In the introduction 

Ōnishi defines humor as “all things that delight in the feeling called ‘funny’ (可笑しい) are here 

12 Other writings on humor by Tsubouchi include: September 1896 “The Then and Now of Literature” (「文学その折々」(春陽
堂、東京) ), September 1892 “Humorists” (「滑稽家」(25年9月「早稲田文学」二四号) ), March 1895 “Pun, Wordplay, Play 
on Words”  (「Pun、地口、かけ言葉」(28年3月「早稲 田文学」八五号) ), March 1895 “Humor” (28年3月「早稲田文
学」八六号) .
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called humor (kokkei),” while at the same time providing a corrective that not all laughable 

things are humor. He clarifies his point:

 How do I feel when I laugh? In general, you might think that the connections involved are not a difficult 

issue (but) what I am trying to theorize here is not analysis of the heart and mind at the moment of feeling 

all kinds of laughter, nor is it to deduce its origin. Rather it is only to answer that which is called true 

‘funniness.’ I only wish to display that which makes humor, humor.

Perhaps most significant is that Ōnishi continues on to proposed that the essence of humor is “the 

incongruity of things,” (物の不相応なる所). He clarifies that incongruity does not mean that all  

“unusual things, or strange things” contribute to the ‘funniness’ of humor. In his essay Ōnishi 

invokes Arthur Schopenhauer’s notion of incongruity as the bringing together of something 

different from its element so that two things can suddenly be grasped together by one concept. 

This moment is when funniness is born “from the relationship of unsuitability between the thing 

and its concept.” Ōnishi continues by discussion by providing a corrective via Thomas Hobbes 

(1588-1679) to say that humor cannot be defined only by a sudden discovery of a mistake, citing 

instances when that kind of discovery could be meet with seriousness rather than laughter. 

Moving to discuss Alexander Bain (1810-1877), Ōnishi states that laughter is unique in that 

“when the tensions of the heart are loosened is when you laugh without thinking.”

In the end, although Ōnishi has attempted to find a a sufficient explanation of the essence 

of humor, he proposes his own argument. Ōnishi build on the notion citing a scene from 

Jippensha Ikku’s Shank’s Mare where Yaji has posed as a samurai is exposed as being false. He 

writes,  “suddenly revealing something as false (似非), exposing its real form, is where the 

‘funniness’ (おかしみ) of true humor is produced.” Ōnishi’s theorizes that laugher occurs when 

people perceive no difference between two or more similar things although they really are 

different. By knowing the true nature of whatever is focused upon, which is to see the difference 

and feel the funniness/strangeness produced, is what makes people laugh. Coming to see one’s 

own previous conception as a false misconception, Ōnishi finds the pleasure of humor in 

attaining satisfaction of the new recognition of truth.

Ōnishi declared that his theory came from a psychological perspective for which laughter 

is an intellectual activity rooted in an aesthetic idea. While Ōnishi builds on the work of 
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Tsuchiko, Inoue, and Tsubouchi, his own theory is carefully constructed and the most 

intellectually refined theory of humor in Meiji Japan. 

Late-Meiji Theories of Humor (1890-1912)

In late-Meiji efforts to positively grasp “humor” (笑い) expanded. For example, the efficacy of 

“Humor” came to be adopted in elementary education while the need for “smiling face” was 

deemed a requirement for ‘advancement in life’ (立身出世). In particular three figures 

expounded significant independent theories of humor: Kuwaki Genyoku (桑木厳翼, 

1874-1936), Kawada Shigetarō (川田繁太郎, dates unknown), and Natsume Sōseki (夏目漱石, 

1867-1916). 

The first theoretical research published on humor after Ōnishi Hajime’s 1891 “Essence of 

Humor” (滑稽の本性) was Kuwaki Genyoku’s June 1900 article “Theory of Humor” (滑稽の理

論) published in fifteenth volume, fifth edition of Philosophy Magazine (「哲学雑誌」). 

Kuwaki was a scholar of Kantian philosophy and helped build the foundation of Japanese 

philosophy studies. In Kuwaki’s article, he writes that the broadest interpretation of humor (滑

稽)  “should include the adaptability and the feeling of passing through the boundary of hope and 

despair that stems from so-called jokes (洒落) such as puns (地口), anecdotes (一口話), comic 

stories (落とし話).” Humor is the product of human ego stemming from their inherent 

“inclination toward sophism (telling fabricated stories).” Kuwaki goes on, “the contradiction 

between ideas held by the self and exposure to the self’s own imperfection reaches an 

understanding that the world cannot possibly be ruled by just reason thus producing an impartial 

pleasure.” This confrontation between one’s ideal self and the reality of incomplete control or 

representation of that self produces a pleasurable impartiality. This kind of humor is “the highest 

state of comedy”  but Kuwaki is quick to state that a majority of humor does not reach this state 

which is why humor is sometimes deemed “the enemy of morality” and “the ruination of truth.” 

He categorizes two main types of laughter (笑い). ‘Humor’ (ユーモア) is that which is capable 
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of a kind of spiritual revelation by recognizing human imperfection, whereas wit is cold-hearted 

and more akin to ridicule.

Due to the large number of rakugo available at the time, Kuwaki used the early-modern 

rakugo-ka Utei Enba’s Otoshibanashi Rikugi (烏亭焉馬 「落噺六義」) to explicate the types of 

sophistry in humor in rakugo. His ended up with five types. 1) 「複義語の誤謬」“the fallacy 

(gobyū) of words with multiple meanings”—as with puns, a contradiction is produced between 

two concepts at the level of the word. 2) 「偶性の語謬」“unexpected mistake”—produced by a 

hyperbolic interpretation of an original characteristic. 3) 「比論の語謬」 “fallacy of analogy” 

or 「帰納の語謬 」 “misrecognition of the particular to the general”—A fallen dragon seeing 

smoke from tobacco mistakes it for a cloud, extending its neck up to breath in the cloud goes into 

a coughing fit. There is humor in the fallacy born from the confusion between cloud and smoke, 

a type of mistaken analogical reasoning. The last two are lacking an explanation: 4) 「論点遷移 

(不当断案)の語謬」 “fallacy of theoretical slippage (unreasonable conclusion).” 5) 「逆偶性

の語謬 」 “fallacy of reverse contingency.” Although Kuwaki’s classification lacks an 

interpretation of the production of laughter, the method of undertaking the classification of 

humor based upon the structure of language composition was very innovative for the time. 

The second theory of the production of pure ‘laughter’ (warai) was published in January 

1901 in Rokugō Zasshi #240 by Kawada Shigetarō (dates unknown) under the title, “The 

Objective Conditions for the Production of Laughter” (笑いの生ずる客観的条件). Kawada’s 

problematic is as follows:

Although it can be said that there are a variety of things that make me laugh when I see them, there are few 

people who can answer when asked to summarize in general what is funny (可笑しき物). Depending on 

the person they find different parts of things funny, yet as the laugher provoked is the same, there should be 

unifying aspects. Thus, I undertake this research building upon scholarship in psychology to find where the 

answer lies.

Kawada builds on the established theory is that the objective condition for laughter comes 

from “contradiction of things” (事柄の矛盾). “Contradiction” he takes to mean “inversion of 

things” (事物の転倒), “difference” (間違い), and “incongruity” (不相応). A person who puts 
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their shoes on the head and their hat on their feet is funny but is not always funny. Funniness is 

not “simply dependent on having a contradiction,” rather, it is  “dependent on something else 

being added to the circumstances.” Putting shoes on your head and a hat on your feet would not 

be funny if that were a regular thing and only becomes funny as it is unexpected. Adding further 

contradictions provokes additional funniness. Going against expectation is itself not productive 

of laughter. This is where Kawada notes, “layering of contradiction” (矛盾の重複) is necessary 

in order to provoke laughter. He is clear that contradiction itself is not necessarily a condition for 

humor because if they are too greatly different from one’s own nature, they can be shocking and 

produce fear rather than laughter. Rather, the contradictions must be both complete and 

insignificant or meaningless to the person to be humorous. 

Kawada gives five categories of contradictions: 1) “a series of different mistakes,” 2) 

“things with are both mistaken and correct at the same time,” 3) “difference of situation, status, 

or anticipation,” 4) “operations which should normally not take place during the moment of 

difference (operations that are antagonistic toward difference.)” 5) “someone who mistakes what 

should be mistaken.” Complex humor has multiple circumstance layered upon each other. 

At the end of the work Kawada address with is own methods to say that humorists (滑稽

家) should understand the design of his work and that based upon this argument humor should 

cause no harm to the hearts of the people and as humor can give home-like comforts to the 

world, points out that humorists should  “elevate the tastes of humor by making humor become 

refined (高尚) and clean (清潔).”

Turning to Natsume Sōseki’s (1867-1916) May 1907 ‘Theory of Literature’/『文学論』

(大倉書店、東京), the fourth chapter “The reciprocal relationship of literary content” contains 

section four, “comic association” (滑稽的連想), which begins with 1) word play (口合い) and 

2) wit (頓才), and although it is a work of literary theory, it deals with the concept of “humor.” 

According to Sōseki, the comic occurs when two ingredients are combined in a way “that 

displays a uniqueness which is first generated from an unusual commonality.” Underlying this 

combination is that things thought to be incompatible are suddenly shown to share a degree of 

commonality. However, humor is not reliant upon surprise but rather is about the recognition of 

relationship previously unperceived between the two. Sōseki writes, “after being struck by such a 
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startling combination, some connection unrelated to surprise is seen to exist between the two and 

their relationship, regardless of the unexpectedness of the initial moment, at long last, comes to 

be known as something whose negation is possibly desirable, suddenly changing from a 

marvelous sentiment into a humorous interest.” 

This is a theory concerning the production of laughter and in Sōseki’s notes13, under the 

section “the cause of accepting enjoyment: Various Interpretations,” he builds upon the notion,  
“as to why the comic is interesting, it’s appeal comes from more than the ‘incongruous’ or 

‘superiority,’ than from its ‘new combination of ideas.’” Sōseki took the idea of a theory for the 

production of laughter coming from an “incongruity” (不一致) or “gap” (ずれ) as essentially 

negative. It becomes possible to conceive of Sōseki as writing on Ōnishi’s “sudden exposure of 

the true form of the thing thought to be false,” from the perspective of an author. 

‘Word play’ (口合い),  Sōseki notes, is simple to use and often employed in everyday life. 

Although it is not the the highest technique, it is not literarily worthless. Since it is in ‘Theory of 

Literature,’ Sōseki draws many of his examples from English literature, there are a fair number 

of Japanese jokes (洒落) explained. Not so much in the sense that the jokes themselves are 

important, but rather to think about if the two ingredients which form the joke itself are 

important for the novel linkage they create. This connected is explained in the concept of  

“bisociation” (バイソシエーション).

Sōseki’s theory does not end at problem of the structure of jokes but raises the 

psychological issue of how jokes are mediated between humans. Usually it is said that the joke 

itself is the funny thing but, “because the humor (滑稽) comes from someone’s mouth is 

inseparable from the personality attached to person, and because of that it humor is one part of 

their personality. And because of this, humor provides a small window—this particular bit of 

humor (格段なる滑稽)—through which we can intuit a larger active comedic facility (活躍せる

大滑稽) lurking in the depths can be gained. Owing to these facts, a line of comedy is not merely 

extinguished as one joke, burning out like a sparkler firework, but rather escapes to to the 

universe once it leaves someone’s mouth, suddenly becoming something that resonates across 

13 Natsume Sōseki 夏目漱石, Sōseki zenshū 漱石全集., vol. 21 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1967).
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the heavens to be appreciable by all.” Sōseki is striving for a universal notion humor as 

something both inherent in humans and able to include vastly different ideas, pushing it toward 

complexity to allow the associated thoughts to expand. 

In the end, since wordplay (口合い) may synthesize disparate materials with limited 

commonality, there may be occasional moments of failure, “puns” (掛け言葉) being one 

example of this. They are unnatural and contain a large degree of sarcasm (嫌味), “making an 

accusation sharp like a needle to blackmail someone out of a fortune” is strongly denied.

Although “wit” (頓才) is also a form of “comedic association” (滑稽連想), “it differs a bit 

from the effects of word play and does not borrow help from simple connections between letters 

and sounds. Rather, it arouses comedic interest from the work of logical intelligence in the 

meaning of its content.” He notes that in Shakespeare’s Richard III, there is the line, “I love thee 

so, / That I will shortly send thy soul to heaven.” He explains, “the content of ‘love’ is the pivot 

upon which the idea turns and at the same time leads to a necessary logical meaning of the 

phrase, “that I will shortly send thy soul to heaven,” to which it returns. This path is purely 

intellectual, and depends upon so-called syllogism. It is not Sōseki’s unique idea that comedy is 

involved with syllogism. It had already been mentioned in Bain’s book on rhetoric. Wit, for 

Sōseki was not simply about association between two things, it is “an association between the 

relationship that exists between two things and the relationship that exists between two other 

things,” indicating what can be called “the similarity of relationship.” 

Sōseki concludes with a critique of how wit is related to the temporality of the age, “that 

which simply stimulates people can reach an extreme degree, a pestilence, that casts the highest 

honor and knowledge in the most detestable, servile, and stupid words. It is always that low 

prose, artificially tickling people with a little finger, that is held up triumphantly by many people. 

These kind of phrases are the usually the product of the city, born between fellows whose point 

in life is to kick the legs out from under their opponent in the fight for one cent’s worth of 

interest from their neighbor. The dancing of Edo-period townspeople provides an appropriate 

example. In this way, in literature, wit is a great force but should be rare, its great value lying in 

nothing other than this.” In this sense, Sōseki’s theory of laugher is not limited to a theory of 

how laughter is produced, be attains a critique of civilization as well. 
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Sōseki was an acquaintance of Ōnishi and it was upon the invitation of Ōnishi and 

Tsubouchi that he taught English at Tokyo Senmon Gakkō (later Waseda University). He also 

presented his theory of literature in Philosophy Magazine (哲学雑誌) affiliated with the 

Philosophy Studies Group at the Imperial University. Considering Sōseki’s noterietay as an 

author of fiction was launched by the serialization of I Am A Cat,  a comedic novel that points 

out human irrationalities from the perspective of a cat, his thinking on the possibilities of humor 

from Theory of Literature may be cause for readers and researchers of his work to consider his 

works from a comedic perspective. His theory attempts to universalize humor as a means of 

linking individuals indeed shows through in his works, but as a freestanding theory of humor 

remains conservative in his aberrance toward vulgarity as a method. Clearly, vulgar attacks, 

disparagement, and crassness were not his cup of tea, rather he opted for a more serious and 

subtle use of humor, one which leaned on barriers without breaking through them entirely. One 

notion of violating barriers would entail being censored by state, something Sōseki never 

experienced. Although Sōseki’s work did deal with the subject of adultery in Sanshirō (1909), 

Sorekara (1909), and Mon (1910), something the Japanese censorship bureau was sensitive to, 

scholarship has reasoned that Sōseki intentionally used of ambiguity in depicting adultery in 

reaction to an increasingly strict environment of state censorship of which he was aware.14 This 

begs the question the vulgar and the direct exist in contrast to the ambiguous and seriousness, 

because despite Sōseki’s initial investment in comedic theory and practice, his response to a 

perceived threat results in him allying himself to a poised seriousness rather than a playful 

simplicity. 

14 Yamashita Mizuki 山下 瑞葵, “Kenetsu wo kaikuguru Sōseki ‘Sorekara’ ‘Mon’ wo chūshin ni 検閲を掻い潜る漱石 : 「それ
から」「門」を中心に,” Tomidai Hikakubungaku 富大比較文学 9 (2016), 101.
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Appendix II. Comparison of Constitutions
(translation by the author)

Comparison of the Great Japanese Imperial Constitution and Miyatake Gaikotsu’s Great 
Wittiness Constitution, published in the 28th Edition of Tonchi kyōkai zasshi

 
Ito Hirobumi1 Miyatake Gaikotsu2

憲法発布 研法発布
Imperial Rescript on the Promulgation of 
the Constitution

Babblings on the promulgation of some 
polished laws

国家ノトノトヲ以テ中心ノトシ 余協会ノ隆昌ト会員ノ幸福トヲ以テ無上
ノトシ

Whereas We make it the joy and glory of 
Our heart to behold the prosperity of Our 
country, and the welfare of Our subjects,

Whereas the members of this association 
take  our own happiness as the greatest 
glory

朕カニクルノ大権ニリ 余ガ偶然ニ出ヅルノ意見ニ依リ
We do hereby, in virtue of the Supreme 
power We inherit from Our Imperial 
Ancestors,

I do hereby give my opinion merely by 
coincidence (chance)

現在及将来ノ臣民ニ対シ此ノ不磨ノ大典
ヲ宣布ス

現在及将来ノ会員ニ対シ此ノ不完ノ条規
ヲ発布ス

promulgate the present immutable 
fundamental law, for the sake of Our 
present subjects and their descendants.

promulgate the present incomplete 
stipulations for the sake of our present 
members and their descendants

フニ我カ我カ宗ハ我カ臣民祖先ノ協力ニ
倚リ

フニ我ガ会我ガ誌ハ我ガ会員諸氏ノ協力
ニ倚リ

The Imperial Founder of Our House and Our 
other Imperial ancestors, by the help and 
support of the forefathers of Our subjects,

The great association and magazine, by the 
help and support the members of our society 

我カ帝国ヲシ以テニレタリ 我ガ頓智ヲ会掦シ以テ無窮ニ垂レタリ
laid the foundation of Our Empire upon a 
basis, which is to last forever.

held meetings on the foundation of our 
wittiness, which is to last forever 

此レ我カ神聖ナル祖宗ノ威徳ト並ニ臣民
ノ忠実勇武ニシテ

此レ我ガ特性ナル頓智ノ美徳ト並ニ会員
ノニシテ

That this brilliant achievement embellishes 
the annals of Our country, is due to the 
glorious virtues of Our Sacred Imperial 
ancestors

That this brilliant achievement embellishes 
the uniqueness of our members is due to the 
beautiful aesthetics of our sharp intelligence

1 From Ito Hirobumi 伊藤博文, Commentaries on the Constitution of the Empire of Japan (Igirisu-Hōritsu Gakko, 1889).

2 Yoshino Takao 吉野 孝雄, Miyatake gaikotsu den 宮武外骨伝 (Tokyo: Kawade shobo shinsha, 2012), 44-50.
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国ヲ愛シ公ニ殉ヒ以テ此ノ光輝アル国史
ノ成跡ヲ貽シタルナリ

会ヲ愛シ大ニメ以テ此ノ光輝アル頓智ノ
効益ヲ顕シタルナリ

and to the loyalty and bravery of Our 
subjects, their love of their country and their 
public spirit.

and by means of our great undertaking, 
achieve the profits of brilliant wit, for the 

第１章　天皇 第１章　会主
Chapter 1. The Emperor Chapter 1. Organizer of the Meeting
第１条大日本帝国ハ万世一系ノ天皇之ヲ
統治ス

第一条　大頓智協会ハ讃岐平民ノ外骨之
ヲ

Article 1. The Empire of Japan shall be 
reigned over and governed by a line of 
emperors unbroken for ages eternal.

Article 1. The Great Wittiness Association 
shall be reigned and supervised Gaikotsu a 
commoner from Sanuki

第２条皇位ハ皇室典範ノ定ムル所ニ依リ
皇男子孫之ヲ継承ス

第二条　会主は頓狂博士ノ定ムル所ニ依
リ外骨の子孫之ヲ継続ス

Article 2. The Imperial Throne shall be 
succeeded to by Imperial male descendants, 
according to the provisions of the Imperial 
House Law.

Article 2. The position of organizer of the 
meeting shall be succeeded to Gaikotsu’s 
descendants according to the provisions of the 
Doctor of disarray.

第３条天皇ハ神聖ニシテ侵スヘカラス 第三条　会主ハ尊重ニシテ侮ルベカラズ
Article 3. The emperor is sacred and 
inviolable.

Article 3. The organizer of the meeting is 
respected and should not be underestimated

第４条天皇ハ国ノ元首ニシテ統治権ヲ総
攬シ此ノ憲法ノ条規ニ依リ之ヲ行フ

第四条　会主ハ会ノ統領ニシテ頓智権ヲ
総攬シ此ノ条規ニ依リ之ヲ行フ

Article 4. The emperor is the head of the 
Empire, combining in Himself the rights of 
sovereignty, and exercises them, according to 
the provisions of the present Constitution.

Article 4. The organizer of the meeting is the 
consul of the group, combining in Himself the 
rights of wittiness, and exercises them, 
according to these provisions.
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Appendix III. Civilization Magazine 文明雑誌

Figure 42. “Genres of Civilization Magazine,” Bunmei zasshi, ed. 1. 1893

Division of magazine genre’s contained within Civilization Magazine. In this single edition of 
Civilization Magazine there are three self-contained editions entitled Psychology Magazine, Wit 
Magazine, and Morality Magazine. 
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Subject →
Magazine 
Title↓

Basis Objective Standard Expectation Cultivation Preparation

‘A’
Psychology
 Magazine

Heart
s of 
the 
Peopl
e

harmonious consciousn
ess practical use spiritual elaborate

○ 
Wit
Magazine

knowl
edge truth reason activism genius novel

original

!

Aesthetics
Magazine

sensat
ion

ultimate
beauty taste contrivance design energetic

"

Morality
Magazine

Will pure
beauty conscience practice bravery strict

#

Civilization
Magazine

Societ
y civilization theoretical public

benefit motivation passion

On the pages of Civilization Magazine appeared a diagram contrasting different aesthetic 
systems through different magazine genres. It provides insight into how different media genres 
could interpret the nation in mutually exclusive ways. The five genres of magazine are listed as: 
psychology, wit, elegance, morality, and civilization. Each genre was marked by a symbol that 
the astute reader could link to actual publication. The turtle image listed with ‘Civilization 
Magazine’ is Gaikotsu’s own mark, while the circle that appears above ‘Wit Magazine’ could 
indicate Marumaru chinbun.
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Appendix IV. 
(translation by the author)

Declaration of the Curios Association Magazine
Published January 1 1899

Declaration,
I humbly believe that at the origin of establishing our ancestral country is this glorious chain 
which subdues the chaos of rebellious subjects and unfillial sons, and which sprang forth with 
the help of the three imperial regalia, and the greatness of a continual Imperial inheritance. The 
imperial regalia are in other words the inheritance of the successive generations of virtuous kings 
and the origin of our national body, much like the colorful armor that shields the king in the 
moment of attack, like the nine gold cauldrons of the Zhuo dynasty that were often relocated 
during the dynasty’s decline, truly like this, you teach the new by respecting the old; had this not 
become the path to ruling the country?

We should not say that matters of note have become more frequent since history began to 
be written, and there were only a few who could have passed down written history. Furthermore, 
is it not in regard to prehistory that these ancient objects upon which are inscribed the signs of 
old, give us the chance to contemplate the habits and customs of the people, to infer the change 
of the ages, and investigate the footsteps of the ancient people, using this as our model hereafter. 
Isn’t this why we say that illuminating ancient beauty is bringing to the world new beauty? Thus, 
looking at the broken sword buried in the sand, one nostalgic tear drops onto the remaining 
monument which is smooth with moss. Seeing this monument, one is unable to form a thought, 
like something based on a higher concept that cannot be known by people of today who do not 
know their future, and who visit the earth like a gang of mayflies.  If so, the way of the love of 
the past not only supplements the omissions in history and allows us to sense the noble manners 
of the ancients, it also provides the way to advance the knowledge of our citizens and to raise the 
elegance of the state.

The antiquarians of the world play with their objects and love books and paintings and 
collect them. By their nature, they desire to satisfy their preoccupation with searching for beauty 
and loving the old. There is no difference in the millionaire’s enjoyment of his priceless treasure 
and that of the poor man’s for his small shard. Even if it is not necessarily useful for the state, it 
does not change the fact that it is a refined pleasure, nor the fact that it is able to establish 
communication between people’s hearts and the ways of the world. Is there anything more 
important than this? 
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Having said that, celebrating the old, they tend to ignore the present (works of art), cling to 
the past, and discard the new, conflate the good and the bad, see stones as jewels, and in this way 
by no means bear the original spirit of antiquarians. The antiquarian esteems the great works of 
the past as they encourage the production of the new, and it supplements the state through 
spreading the enjoyment of their brethren. This is what has brought together the people of this 
group. It is our hope that our gentlemen comrades of the world will come and assist in this cause. 
—

Appendix V. 
(translation by the author)

The Principle of Making People Laugh (1)
Ono Murao (Miyatake Gaikotsu)

Published August 10 1905
Kokkei shinbun issue 101

--
Introduction
Since we take this article to be written based upon psychology (心理学に基く), then my 

objective is that I would like more creative-thinking people (奇想家) to appear in Japan. The 

“Principle of Making People Laugh,” is a title that draws from the so-called aspect of emotion 
(情). If taken from the view of intellect (知), it should be summarized as “The Fundamental 

Principle of Humor” (滑稽言論). Or if taken from the point of view of will [意], it should be 

called “The Technique of Becoming a Creative-Thinking Person” (奇想家). Maybe these names 

would be a more suitable title for this article. However, in this world, because those who are 
boisterous and emotionally-driven outnumber those to whom logic and intellectualism appeal, or 
those who intentionally exert themselves, I specifically gave the article this title. You 
understanding readers should easily grasp why there is a reason to engage and understand the 
nature of the larger multitude of other people. Readers, if you admit that there is a tremendously 
interesting argument here, please agree with my judgment. Please note that presenting such a 
strange play on words is also the main point of the article. 

Part 1: The Objective of this Article
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Although this article deals with how to make people laugh, there are a great many types of 
laughter; a laugh or happy laughter, a sneer, a pleasurable laugh, a cold smile, a smile, a 
flirtatious giggle. What method makes what kind of real laugh; what kind of person laughs in 
what kind of way? In the following paragraphs we will slowly address these topics but to state it 
simply, the point of this article is to theorize humor (滑稽).  It can be said that the original ideas 

(奇想) of eccentric people (奇人) are that which bestow good taste (趣味) and utility (実益) to 

society.  It is a persuasive notion that creative-thinking people are a necessity to society. My hope 
that you dear readers make yourselves into creative people is the purpose of this article. 

Part 2: Section 1: The Definition of Humans
If humans are defined by a moral philosopher (道徳学者) they are conscientious animals, if you 

ask a political scientist, they will tell you humans are associative animals, if you ask a sociologist 
they will tell you humans are rational animals, if you ask a religious person they will tell you 
humans are guilty animals, if you ask an educator they will tell you humans are animals with a 
goal. These are all definitions dependent on their various specialties, and although it might be 
slightly biased, it is without any ill will that I offer a definition from psychology: 

Humans are laughing animals

...is how I define it. The reason why is because the character of laughter cannot be found in any 
other animal. That proverbs exist such as “monkey’s ass laughing” (猿の尻笑ひ: translator’s 

note: a monkey laughs at the red ass of another monkey without seeing that its ass is also red), as 
well as “bats hanging in the eaves laughing that human’s have fallen down” (蝙蝠軒頭に掛りて
人の倒行を笑ふ), or “oysters laughing at your runny nose” (蠣が鼻垂を笑ふ: translator’s note: 

laughing at someone else without seeing it in yourself; oysters are all wet and slimy but laugh at 
someone else’s runny nose), do not come from people documenting animals laughing in a 
scientific experiment, rather they are nothing more than a metaphor for the human world. It 
could be said that the pleasure of the human world is dependent upon this character of laughter. 
Yet, it cannot simply be said that humans are something else. We can laugh at anything. Although 
there are those who say things like “an expression of regret at having laughed,” (笑ふて損した
様な顔付), or “a face like Enma after he licked salted squid” (閻魔が塩辛を舐めた様な面相), 

they indicate nothing more than situations where some people selfishly withhold their laughter. 
In the moment when a man comes in contact with a beautiful woman he wants to marry, won’t 
there be someone who would have a big smile spread across their face? When someone hears a 
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strange comedic pun, won’t there be someone who lets out a big open-mouthed laugh? And if 
we’re talking about what will happen in the coming year, even a demon would laugh. Isn’t there 
a moment even for those grimacing chaps who say, “I thought I wouldn’t laugh but I couldn’t 
help it,” in normal life? It’s because people have this characteristic of laughter that we can enjoy 
moving through this world (人に此笑ひの性があればこぞ、世の中を面白く渡り). It also 

contributes to the harmony of one’s home, as known through the saying, “Fortune comes to 
through the laughing doorway.” That the human world has enjoyment  could be due to this 
characteristic of having laughter(人世の快楽なりものは此笑ひの性あるに因ると云ふも可
なるべし). 

Section 2: The Categorization of Humans
Beyond the land, body, or environment, if we categorize the people of this world, we can 
separate out many kinds, and beyond those qualities there are smart and dumb, good guys and 
evil-doers, scholars and illiterate. But now let’s divide into just:

Creative-thinking People (奇想家)

Plain People (平凡人)

Who are creative-thinking people? They are strange and unusual planners, they say what their 
predecessors haven’t said, and they make what hasn’t been made. They are those who differ 
greatly from the other plain, usual, stereotypical people. Although both types of people are 
different from each other in their natures, depending on their habits and objectives, they can 
within themselves bring into existence within themselves the other. 

-------
The Principle of Making People Laugh (2)

Published August 25 1905
Kokkei shinbun issue 102

Section 3: The Nature of Humans
Since people possess intelligence, emotion, and will, they can therefore structure, feel, and 
contrive. 

Human intelligence has the character of creating ideas.
Human emotion has the character of feeling humor (滑稽).
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Human will has the character of growing weary of novelty.

If you take a group of people, there will be some part of their character that has the structure of 
intelligence, the feeling of emotion, and the contrivance of will. Depending on the gifts given 
and the habits (of a person), differences arise: sharp or dull, deep or shallow, strong or weak. But 
beyond that, it is from the ordinary person that creative ideas come forth, without possessing the 
character of growing weary of novelty, they simply feel humor (滑稽) and laugh. 

Section 4: The Objective of Humans
If we ask, “For what purpose are humans on earth?”, we will run into a problem unanswered by 
countless philosophers of old. Life is for happiness (幸福), in other words, we should be a people 

who hope for enjoyment (快楽). However, what makes up that life are two things: so-called 

mental life and physical life. Where you experience pleasure is dependent on how you 
experience humor and the greatest happiness in mental life can be clarified with this saying, “A 
life lived crying is still a life, a life lived laughing is still a life.”

Mental Happiness
Happiness: + Amiable Life 

Physical Happiness

Since the objective of all people is to live an amiable life, creating the origins of that pleasure 
through new humor that elicits laughter from many people is to receive mental happiness; in 
other words, this technique of creating happiness is philanthropy (博愛).

The goal of plain people is pleasure.
The goal of creative thinking people is philanthropy.

These creators are those who should be called the saviors of the mental world.
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Appendix VI.  

For Farce (茶番によせて)

Sakaguchi Angō

(1939)
(Translation by the author)

It was almost never the case that Japan had excellent farcical theater publicly performed. 

Although in literature great unique authors like Ibuse Masuji exist, in general, there is the 

tendency for critics and authors, editors and readers, to all solemnly not care for laughs.

Recently, I was approached by the editor of Buntai Kitahara Takeo to go out on a limb and 

write a comedic piece (戯作)?3 Whether it is rakugo or manzai, or the script of some bogus 

review, I’ve always loved comedy, and I once even boasted that I would write something that 

could stand as art even in broad daylight, so they decided to give me some space in their 

magazine. Although I’m grateful to Kitahara, I doubt whether the readers would really follow 

such a work. Regardless, I plan to someday write a comedic piece with all my heart with the 

intention of having it be seen by readers.

Laughter is the mother of the irrational (the absurd). It is also likely that the splendor of 

laughter resides in that irrationality or in nonsense. Still, there are those who must rationalize 

3 Translation Unification: 茶番 chaban=farce 戯作 gesaku=comedy 道化 dōke=buffoon; buffoonery 不合理 fugōri=illogical; 
irrational.
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everything, and who think of laughter as yet another rational thing. They can’t guffaw happily at 

the nonsensical. They hold the idea that comedy (喜劇) must have satire (風刺). 

However, in comparison to the splendor of laughter, satire is extremely impoverished. As 

long as the satirist takes a position of superiority, the footing of satire will be unstable with only 

meager character. Satire can never rise above a relationship of equivalence with the satirized, but 

because it employs the unjustifiable technique of ridicule and unjustifiably takes the high ground, 

the silent object of satire always claims victory in the end. 

There are also cases where there is no sense of superiority in satire. This is the case when 

satirists themselves are simultaneously on the side of those who are satirized, as well as the case 

when satire is little more than a bridge to the nihilistic. In these cases, since the true form of 

satire is already joined with the illogical it can no longer be called satire. Satire is founded upon 

the rationality of laughter and cannot veer from this.

In a buffoon’s nation, the chief of the metropolitan police could be the kingpin of thieves 

and the director of the mental hospital a crazy person. What we call satire goes no further than 

the ridicule of the police chief or the head director. Satire takes its departure from the denial of 

its object. This is the perversion of buffoonery which is in other words a kind of counterfeit.

Proper clowning begins by affirming the irrationality and contradictions contained in the 

human existence. Even if the chief of police is a thief, we do not deny and ridicule that but 

rather, affirm it, swallow it whole, and let it soar, using the splendid magic of laughter while it is 

still residing in indeterminacy. In other words, since we’ve all grown flaccid from the rational 

world coddling all of this irrationality, it invites us to suddenly swallow all of the irrationality 

whole and laugh it off.
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That’s why clowning per se is repose from the logical mind. Until that moment, we’ve 

been able to understand everything through the law of reason. But from here on out, reason 

won’t help. ———Now imagine this grimacing face clenching its teeth of the rational spirit 

suddenly striping down to its red loincloth and dancing naked; this is the land of laughter. Until 

the moment right before laughing, that which makes up the magnitude of laughter is decided by 

the degree to which the logical mind attempts to rationalize the irrational, and furthermore at 

what point it will finally lay down its arms and abandoned them. 

So buffoonery occurs when the beaten down rational mind fully affirms the irrational. In 

other words, only the superman who has never experienced the uphill battle of the rational mind, 

as well as the superman who though tired from the hard-fought battle with the rational mind 

firmly declines to let it rest, can turn their noses up at the buffoon. Buffoonery does not laugh at 

something until about to happen, because until that moment it was engaged in struggle in the 

land of reason. It just suddenly gave up. Frustrated, it shoves the irrational back in its crude, 

original form. Then, suddenly revealed irrationality raggedly, crudely bursts through. 

Buffoonery is not laughing yesterday and it’s also not laughing tomorrow. It’s not laughing 

a second before or a second later. Only during the play of buffoonery is there nothing but 

laughter. There are no tears, no ridicule, and no threats. There are no fragments of a wild ulterior 

mind planning things in the background. Nor is there a stingy spirit secretly satirizing in the 

background. That’s why farce is the moment of true rest. It’s when the million dollars that you 

slaved to saved up until yesterday is suddenly thrown to the wind. It is the time that without 

hesitation hits bottom. 

Although farce is wasteful we cannot forget that it follows the laborious effort accumulated 

up until a second ago. Those extremely diligent savers, in the moment of a gasp suddenly kick 
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their vaults, thrust their bundle cash into every available pocket and with bloodshot eyes rush 

into town spending everything like a gale force wind and left broke.  

In a country of farce beer is great, champagne is great, red bean soup is great, the women 

of Paris and the women of Algeria are great, anything is great! Until everything is spent there it’s 

ok to not be fussy. There is no spirit of denial. Everything is clearly affirmed. Thieves are not bad 

and saints are not good. Scholars know no learning and the beasts of the back alleys are woven 

of the same cloth as academics. In other words, if the thief is as good as the priest, the priest is as 

bad as the thief. There is no criticism of the good and the bad. The self-contradicting 

contradictions of life are simply affirmed just as they are. It doesn’t matter how far you go, it is 

all simply affirmation. 

The creators of buffoonery take no sides and give no sympathy. They also don’t hate 

anyone. They plainly affirm that they are wooden idols without any sentimentality. They don’t 

sympathize with the pitiful orphan, they are not troubled by the falsely-accused prisoner. They do 

not assist those who have been dumped, they do not give a cent to the poor. The dumped are 

nothing but mercilessly dumped, and the orphan is thoroughly beaten by an old lady. Thinking, I 

guess that’s so, the dumped lover extends congratulations at the wedding of his rival in love, and 

the dead child raises his head underneath the bouquets of flowers to burst out of the coffin. 

Particularly the dead and the rivals in love have no mind to treat things gently. In everything 

there is nothing but the affirmation of all things in nature. It doesn’t matter for what illogical or 

contradictory thing, there is only the means of affirmation. No resolution, no interpretation. If 

you find yourself in a moment of resolution or interpretation you cannot have been in the care of 

the country of laughter.  
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There is a newspaper in France called Figaro, which is kind of like a metropolitan 

newspaper. The name seems to come from the Figaro of the ‘Barber of Seville’ or ‘The Wedding 

of Figaro,’ and printed by the title are Figaro’s lines, “You ask why I laugh? I laugh so that I may 

not cry.” (As far as I can recall.) ‘The Barber of Seville’ and ‘Figaro’s Wedding’ are both classics 

but the laughing spirit that is cited there is different from the position that I am taking. In 

Yonosuke’s (from Akutagawa’s ‘Gesaku sanmi’) attempt to look like a samurai, or in (Hiraga) 

Gennai’s comedic works, there is no cheap ulterior motive like that.  

To put it simply, if I search for what displays the spirit of laughter for me I would point to 

the Tarōkaja (a fixed character in kyōgen plays) drunkenly spouting a fixed line like, “The sound 

of Hamamatsu is zazan-za~.”  Or some established prayer4 by a Buddhist acetic, “Who would it 

be who planted this iris under the bridge, borooon borooon.” Because those lines themselves are 

irrational, they don’t allow acceptance by people, they are not great. They are just good because 

they get you laughing. It’s fine to not laugh a moment before or a moment after. In those 

moments it’s fine to forget that you laughed. We know all too well that we can’t keep on 

laughing like this anyway.  

For farcical literature and for its creator, the idea (shuko) is everything and as a result, 

getting the reader to laugh is the whole point. 

————————————————————————————

Translated text origin: Sakaguchi Angō senshū dai-i-kan shōsetsu. Kodansha 1982

Original appearance: [Buntai vol. 2, issue 2] Buntai-sha. 4/1/1939. Tokyo. 

Special thanks to John Person for editing and comments with this translation.

4 The line by the Buddhist acetic thief that appears in the kyōgen play, Tale of Persimmon Mountain (柿山伏).
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